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Abstract


During the mid-20th century, old South Greenlanders still spoke their genuine dialects when Måliåraq Vebæk, herself a South Greenlander, born 1917, collected on tape stories and descriptions of pre-modern daily life from 23 informants. In this volume, the texts appear in dialectal transcription and translated into English, as well as in sound on the inserted CD-Rom, containing the tape recordings.

Among the South Greenlandic dialects, the southernmost from the Cape Farewell region is now extinct and attracts particular interest, because this area received emigrants from the gradually depopulated southeast coast during the 19th century. The so-called qavak-dialect of the Cape Farewell region thus became an interesting mixture of the southeast and southwest Greenlandic dialects.

This publication is targeted at linguists and is the first and only presentation of the South Greenlandic dialects. A phonological introduction is offered for the benefit of the linguists, but any reader of English (or the dialects) interested in stories, Greenland etc. can fully enjoy the texts.

Keywords: Greenland; Southgreenland; phonology; dialects; qavak.

Måliåraq Vebæk, Daltoftevej 35, DK 2860 Søborg, Denmark
Author's preface

This publication is the first ever of the dialects formerly spoken in South Greenland. The oldest recordings were made way back in the 1950s and 1960s on the steel-tape of that time, a facility I luckily had been able to use.

It is no exaggeration to say that the collecting was a last minute piece of work. At that time people in South Greenland not much younger than my informants were beginning to mix their dialect with Standard Greenlandic. This was due to the fact that the standard language was both spoken on Radio Greenland and printed in publications, however sparse in numbers. But in 1950/60 practically all the old people still spoke pure dialect.

In our attempt at collecting and thereby saving the dialect from complete oblivion the purpose was not to use it in writing, only the beneficial cultural one of having the knowledge of spoken language of the old days preserved.

I myself was born and raised in Frederiksdal/Narsarmijit, the southernmost settlement in Greenland. My parents spoke Standard Greenlandic and preferred us to speak Standard Greenlandic in our home. And so we did. But in company with other children we spoke the dialect.

Although as an adult I spoke and wrote in Standard Greenlandic I never forgot our dialect, and I even found it better suited for oral presentation of the stories than Standard Greenlandic. But to have them published in dialect, as is now going to be realised, surpassed my wildest expectations. What is more, such a project costs money. Funds were raised by the sociologist of religion, Birgitte Sonne, who displayed an interest in a further processing of the recordings, and thus made it possible for me to get started. She further arranged a meeting with the linguist, Prof. Michael Fortescue, who immediately gave the idea his support.

At that time I had already in collaboration with the late organ-player Johan (Aavaat) Kleist published a selection of songs from my collections, Niperujûtit. We met a couple of times, and also he found listening to this wonderful dialect fascinating.

Next I approached the publishing firm, Atuakkiorfik / Det grønlandske Forlag, Nuuk, about having a book of the stories published. They immediately approved of the stories and in no time they had them out in print, one publication in Standard Greenlandic and another in Danish with the common title: Tusarn! That was back in 2001. It took a good deal of work converting the recordings into Standard Greenlandic because of the marked differences between the latter and the various dialects from the area of Cape Farewell in the south to Qassimiut farther north.

After this, Birgitte Sonne and I went on preparing for publication of the stories in their dialectal forms. Prof. Michael Fortescue was still in favour of the idea, and thanks to financial support from a great number of foundations, transcriptions and translations etc. got underway with the aim of publication.

To our good fortune my grandchild the electrotechnician Simon Gelskov took such a great interest in both the stories and the way they sound that he did the digitalization of them for the CD-Rom enclosed in the publication. This was a real boon considering the marked differences between the “melodies” of the dialects around Cape Farewell and Qassimiut.

Cordial thanks – the greatest debt of gratitude I owe – go to the many elderly people who, with pleasure and lively interest, told me their stories: old stories heard in childhood and ones
about their own personal experiences. None of them are alive to day. Without their pleasure in
telling them it would have been impossible to collect the large source material of stories that we
have thus come to possess.

I too have enjoyed the process of recording in South Greenland and have had a lot of fun
doing it. Thus many of the elders’ surprise at hearing their own voices would make them shake
their heads saying things like: “Imagine, this could be me ...” and similar remarks. Some found it
creepy. Yet they continued telling their stories, with both pleasure and interest - with pleasure
more than anything else. I never met with difficulties when asking them to narrate. No refusal
ever.

I received not only dialectal sounds and “melody”, I got valuable historical accounts about
hunting, way of life, curing, treating the skin of animals, and how they followed the customs of
their parents.

Furthermore I received a great number of their beloved qivittoq-stories, stories about heart-
broken people who have left society for a solitary life in the mountains. Stories most of them real-
ly believed in, in some cases based on personally experienced encounters. Many, maybe the
majority, loved to tell creepy stories in the evenings after dark.

Encountering old story-tellers and having them recount their experiences is no longer possi-
ble, because most needs for amusement are covered by television and other modern ways of
entertainment.

It makes me happy whenever somebody thanks me for having recorded these stories. And it is
a pleasure to me to hear that they are read aloud, for instance in the Old People’s Homes. That
the elders were happy listening to them.

Other people to whom I owe thanks are: Prof. Robert Petersen and electrotechnician Simon
Gelskov, and MA Birgitte Sonne in particular.

As mentioned above, my greatest thanks, if only in my thoughts, go to the elderly people who
are no longer among us. They have transmitted to us a valuable historical heritage.

Mâliâraq Vebæk
Søborg, Jan. 15, 2006
Editorial preface

This bilingual publication, supplied with a CD-Rom of stories told in Qavak and a few other South Greenlandic dialects, is the outcome of a collaboration between several persons. As described in her personal preface, author Måliåraq Vebæk, born in 1917, and from childhood completely familiar with spoken Qavak, did the collecting in periods from the 1950s and on. She did so on her own accord, supported by grants, for her own and the story-tellers’ common pleasure – and just in time. In time, because the southernmost dialect, Qavak, is by now extinct. For the present publication Måliåraq Vebæk has further transcribed the selected stories in a readable phonology as designed by Prof. em. Robert Petersen, and she made the translations into her second language, Danish. Although translations via another language into a third one can never be recommended, the Danish translations had to be used for the translations into English, because no person mastering both English and the South Greenlandic dialects could be procured. MA Thomas Ærvold Bjerre did most of the translations into English, MA Anja Raahauge some, and MA Jørgen Sonne a lesser number. English teacher Maggie Fortescue revised the translations, and linguist Prof. Phd. Michael Fortescue checked a few texts in dialect with their English versions. The Danish renderings were not strictly word for word translations, but the meaning of their faithful renderings into English should be clear. As regards the place names of the texts some could not be identified on any map. The remainder are shown on the map at the following pages.

By a stroke of good luck Måliåraq Vebæk’s grandson, electrotechnician Simon Gelskov, came up with the idea of having the publication supplemented with the spoken words of the storytellers. He and Måliåraq Vebæk worked together on having the taped stories transferred into files and Simon Gelskov then did the master CD-Rom. Måliåraq Vebæk introduces the storytellers in Greenlandic corresponding to the headings of the texts, and the spoken stories match the transcribed texts word for word.

With linguists as target group, the publication is introduced by MA Birte Hedegaard Christensen’s explanation of the characteristics of the South Greenlandic dialects. Photos of the storytellers were processed by the daughter of Måliåraq Vebæk, lithographic artist Astrid Vebæk, and several people have been involved throughout in organizing texts and checking them: Programmer Tom Gelskov, MA Lisbeth Vahlgreen, South Greenlander Gertrud Petrussen, and myself. I further served as coordinator, fundraiser, and editor. Professor emeritus Dr. Robert Petersen offered valuable corrections, notes, and place names.

Birgitte Sonne
Tyvelse, January 2006
Fig. 1. Map of the area where the southwestern and Nunap Isua dialects are/were spoken, with an attempt at establishing boundaries between different variants of the dialects: Qassimium, Alluitsoq, and Nanortalik are all part of the southwestern dialect, whereas the qavaat in the southernmost villages and settlements, most of which have now been depopulated, spoke the Nunap Isua dialect. The subdialects of the Narsaq/Qaqortoq area are not represented in this volume. Arsuk belongs to the Paamiut dialect further north.

◆ = Towns and villages.
● = Depopulated villages and settlements.
A phonological outline of the southwestern dialects

By Birte H. Christensen

Three languages or dialects are spoken in Greenland: East Greenlandic, West Greenlandic, and North Greenlandic. North Greenlandic is spoken in the Qaanaaq district close to Canada and is an intrusion due to late migration from Canada. East Greenlandic is spoken in the two towns Ittoqqortoormiit and Tasiilaq on the east coast and the areas surrounding them. West Greenlandic is spoken on the entire west coast from Nunap Isua /Cape Farewell up to and including the Upernavik district, with Melville Bay forming the boundary between West and North Greenlandic.

West Greenlandic, however, is not a homogeneous dialect. One of the most conspicuous differences between East and West Greenlandic is the tendency of East Greenlandic to substitute the phoneme /i/ for /u/1 in a number of contexts, and that tendency has influenced some of the dialects spoken on the west coast where i-dialects are spoken both in the Upernavik district in the north and in southern West Greenland almost up to Nuuk. Other characteristics of East Greenlandic have also influenced the dialects on the west coast due to migration from east to west, giving rise to the so-called half-moon theory (term coined in Rischel 1986:137), according to which the east coast is covered by a waxing moon of East Greenlandic i-dialect that reaches into the fringe dialects of West Greenlandic (with the exception of North Greenlandic, spoken by descendants of the “newcomers” from Canada).

Both the main grouping of dialects and the subdialects of West Greenlandic are shown in fig. 2. The dialect of Central West Greenland, which in fig. 2 is marked IIc, has become Greenland’s official standard language. Both the present and the previous Greenlandic orthography were based on Central West Greenlandic (CWG), and the dialects represented in this book are described by their phonological divergence from the CWG standard, as far as consonant and vowel quality and length are concerned. Stress and pitch will, however, not be discussed, and neither will possible diverging vocabulary.

Nunap Isua – Qassimiut

/i/ for /u/

The stories in this volume are all examples of the dialects spoken in the southern “fringe areas”, from Narsarmijit close to Nunap Isua to Qassimiut a little north of Qaqortoq. They are all i-dialects with a strong tendency to substitute /i/ for /u/, and they share a number of regularities in the way the etymological /u/ of standard Greenlandic is protected by its immediate surround-

1. Phonemes are marked by slash brackets throughout the text.
ings from changing into /i/. These regularities were demonstrated by Jørgen Rischel in 1975 as far as the Nunap Isua dialect is concerned (Rischel 1975 MS:20 ff.), and they have also been shown to apply to the dialect spoken in the Narsaq area (Christensen 2001:66 ff.). It is probably safe to assume that they apply generally to the varieties of South West Greenlandic that are spoken from Nanortalik in the south up to Qassimiut.

The regularities can be summarized in the following list, of which nos. 1-3 are rules that apply without exception, also to other Greenlandic i-dialects (Christensen 2001:6-7). Greenlandic words and expressions are quoted in two versions. One version follows the Greenlandic orthography, and when the quotation exemplifies the southern dialects, its pronunciation is indicated within the framework of current orthography. The other version is a broad phonetic transcription using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and marked by square brackets.2

1. /u/ does not become /i/ in the first syllable of a word
   Example: nutaaq (“new”) and tupeq (“tent”) remain unchanged [nutːaq] [tupeq]
2. /u/ does not become /i/ if it comes immediately after a labial consonant
   Example: aput (“snow”) and immuk (“milk”) remain unchanged [aput] [imːuk]
3. /u/ does not become /i/ if there is /u/ in the immediately preceding syllable
   Example: unnuaq (“night”) and immussuaq (“cheese”) remain unchanged [unːuɑq] [imːusːuɑq]
4. /u/ usually does not become /i/ if there is /u/ in the subsequent syllable, and the two syllables are not separated by a labial consonant. Contrary to what applies to East Greenlandic and the i-dialect spoken in the Upernavik district, an etymological /u/ is usually protected from change in the southern dialects by a subsequent /u/ even if the two syllables belong to two different morphemes. Consequently, the pronunciation of a word often changes according to which derivational or flexional morphemes are added to the word. Ex.: sikumi (“on the ice”) (from siku = ice) > sikimi [sikimi], but sikukkut (“via the ice”) remains unchanged [sikukːut]
pingasut (“three”) > pingasit [piŋasit], but pingasunngorneq (“Wednesday”) remains unchanged [piŋasunŋornːeq]
5. /u/ does not become /i/ in the allative case ending -nut, which would otherwise become identical with the ablative ending -nit.

/s/ and /ʃ/

One other feature shared by the dialects spoken in South West Greenland is neutralization of the difference between the two sibilants /s/ and /ʃ/ as compared to standard Greenlandic. However, the southern dialects share this feature with the dialects spoken north of the Central West Greenlandic area, so it would perhaps be more to the point to call the distinction between /s/ and /ʃ/ a characteristic of the CWG dialect, which has disappeared in other dialects. The distinction has become much less pronounced in modern standard Greenlandic, and consequently it is not indicated in the present Greenlandic orthography. On the other hand, the pronunciation of /s/ in Southern Greenland is more “fuzzy” than in the central area and therefore reminiscent of CWG /ʃ/ (Petersen 1986:118).

---

2. The phonemes /u/, /i/, and /a/ become [o], [e], and [a], respectively, when preceding q or r, and the phoneme /t/ becomes [c] when preceding a front vowel.
Long consonant between vowels

Both SWG and the Nunap Isua dialect follow a prosodic rule that can be summarized VVCCV > VVCV, meaning that a long consonant is shortened when it occurs between a long vowel and another (long or short) vowel. In all of the West Greenlandic dialects there is complementarity between the short voiced fricatives [l], [v], [ɣ], and [r], and their long unvoiced counterparts, which are [ɾ], [ʃ], [χ], and [ʁ], but when a long fricative is shortened because of the VVCCV > VVCV-rule, the fricative maintains its unvoiced quality as in sunaaffa [sunɑːfə] > sunaafa [sunɑːfa] (approx. = “I see”). However, when the first vowel in the sequence is short, a subsequent consonant remains unchanged. This means that when a CWG /u/ that is preceded by /i/ becomes /i/, and the two neighbouring /i/s have not merged into one long /i/, then the subsequent long consonant remains long, as in tikiukkami [ciikiiukami] > tikijikkami [cikijikami] (“when she arrived”).

Future tense

The future tense is indicated in CWG by the affix –ssa-. In SWG and the Nunap Isua dialect, however, the affix indicating future has two variants –ssa- and –ssu-, which occur in complementary distribution.

Narsarmijit

Not surprisingly, the dialect closest to East Greenlandic is the dialect that was spoken by the qavappiaat, “the true Southerners” of Narsarmijit and the other settlements, now depopulated, close to Nunap Isua. The Nunap Isua dialect belongs to the family of southwestern dialects, but also shares some characteristics with East Greenlandic (Rischel 1986:130+136). However, three important features distinguish it from East Greenlandic:

1. The loss of intervocalic nasals and fricatives that characterizes East Greenlandic does not apply to the Nunap Isua dialect or to other West-Coast dialects. For example, West Greenlandic inuk (“person”) becomes iik in East Greenlandic, and niviarsiaq (“young woman”) becomes niiarsiaq (Petersen 1986:120), but not in the southern West-Coast dialects.

2. Many words in East Greenlandic have been replaced by others because of the death taboo: It was very common in pre-Christian times to give children names from the daily vocabulary. However, the name of a recently deceased person must not be mentioned until a child was named after the deceased, so in the meantime the survivors had to think up a new word for the object, animal, etc. that the deceased had been named after. The same sort of death taboo was used in West Greenland, but it did not have the same effect there. The West Coast was more densely populated than the East Coast, so whenever a word was being avoided in a particular community, it was still being used by the surrounding communities, and it would return to general use when the taboo period was over. In that respect too the Nunap Isua dialect belongs to West Greenlandic (Petersen 1975b:178-179).

3. Finally, the shortening of a double consonant between a double vowel and a vowel

---

3. “Southerner”: qavak, pl. qavaat.
A PHONOLOGICAL OUTLINE OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DIALECTS

I. North Greenlandic
II. West Greenlandic
   a. Upernavik
   b. Northwest Greenlandic
   c. Central West Greenlandic
   d. Paamiut
   e. Southwest Greenlandic
   f. Nunap Isua / Cape Farewell
III. East Greenlandic

Earlier Northeast Greenlandic Population

The Greenlandic Dialects

Fig. 2. Distribution of Greenlandic dialects. Narsarmijit was previously called Narsaq Kujalleq. (Based on Fortescue 1986:414).
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**A PHONOLOGICAL OUTLINE OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DIALECTS**

(VVCCV > VVCV), which is so characteristic of all the southern dialects of West Greenlandic, including the Nunap Isua dialect, does not apply to East Greenlandic.

However, the Nunap Isua dialect is similar to East Greenlandic, and to the Upernavik dialect, in that unvoiced long fricatives are substituted by long stops, such as in

- `kaffi` [kæfi] > `kakkeq` [kækeq] (“coffee”)

and in `naagga` [næx:a] > `naaka` [næka] (“no”), where the long fricative [x:] becomes a short stop because of the rule VVCCV > VVCV. These examples are all from Målåraaq Vebæk’s interview with Kornelius Petruussen of Narsarmijit (Oqaatsinik qavattuuniq misiliguittit p. 38).

The substitution is not the same in all cases for Nunap Isua, East Greenland, and Upernavik; in Nunap Isua the velar stop [k:] is substituted for the labiodental fricative [f:], whereas [f:] in East Greenland and Upernavik is replaced by the bilabial stop [p:]. But the principle of using stops for unvoiced fricatives is the same for all the dialects of the “waxing moon”.

The Nunap Isua dialect also shares the nasalization of Central West Greenlandic intervocalic [y] and [r] into [ŋ] and [N], respectively, with East Greenlandic and the Upernavik dialect, and the substitution of [t:] for [c:] when followed by a back vowel, as in for example

  (“Oh, I don’t remember”)
- `pitsanngoqikkami` [pic:aqoqikami] > `pittanngeqqikkami` [pit:aqeqi:ikami]  
  (“it (= the weather) has cleared up again”)

(From Jorsias Ammosen: Qaannanik ajunaarnersuaq, p. 54)

The substitution of [ŋ] for [y] also characterizes the northern dialects including Kangaatsiaq.

Generally it will appear from the texts in this volume that many final consonants are also nasalized, as in `uagut` (“we”) > [ua:unj]. It is not so much a dialect phenomenon as a characteristic trait of spoken Greenlandic (Petersen: pers. comm.).

Finally, the substitution of [q:] for [t:] as in `aallassalluni` [a:las:al:uni] > `aadjassadjuni` [a:jas:ajuni] (“he was about to leave”) (from M. Bernhartsen: Nannumik pulaartinneq p. 70) is not shared by any other dialect in Greenland. It is a very noticeable feature, because the [t:] is such a predominant sound in the Greenlandic language. In East Greenland the [t:] sound also disappears, but is replaced by [t:], and in Upernavik the [t:] is used in the same way as in the rest of the country (Petersen 1986:122).

**Nanortalik – Qaortoq – Qassimiut**

North of Narsarmijit the dialect becomes more similar to Central West Greenlandic, but the boundary is not a clear-cut one.

The above-mentioned substitution of [t:] for [c:] when followed by a back vowel is both characteristic of the northern dialects as far south as the municipality of Kangaatsiaq, and of the southern dialects up to the settlements of Alluitsup Paa, Ammassivik and Illorpaat (now depopu-
lated) around Alluitsup Kangerlua / Lichtenau Fjord. In the southern dialects, however, the double consonant [cː] often becomes a single consonant [t] because of the VVCCV > VVCV-rule, as in aatsaat (“only then”) > [aːtaːt]. It also often becomes irrelevant in the southern dialects, because the front vowel /i/ is substituted for the CWG back vowel /u/, so that the preceding alveolar affricate keeps its aspirated quality.

North of Alluitsup Kangerlua, in Qaqortoq, Narsaq, and Qassimiut, this t-rule does not apply, nor does it apply to the Nanortalik subdialect (Petersen 1975a:197). Listeners to the cd-rom that accompanies this volume may have noticed that the two narrators from Nanortalik Mathilda Sørensen and Kristen Mathiassen both pronounce [tː] or [t] for CWG [cː] when followed by a back vowel. Neither of them is, however, a native of Nanortalik, and they are not typical speakers of that particular subdialect (Vebæk & Petersen: pers. comm.).

The Qassimiut subdialect belongs to the northern border area of the dialects represented in this volume. Because of Qassimiut’s geographical situation in the outer archipelago it has for generations been a natural landing place for people travelling to and from the district of Paamiut further north, and one might expect a certain influence from the dialect of the Paamiut district, but phonologically Qassimiut belongs to the i-dialect that is spoken in Southwest Greenland all the way down to Nanortalik.

The vowel harmony that is characteristic of Paamiut, where /u/ of the sequence /uv/ adapts to the subsequent vowel4, does not apply in Qassimiut, whereas the above-mentioned rule of the shortening of a long consonant between vowels (VVCCV > VVCV) that is characteristic of the entire southwestern area does not apply north of Qassimiut.

The Qassimiut subdialect shares one of its most characteristic features with the Alluitsup Kangerlua subdialect. It is the pronunciation of ff (and rf) which both in Qassimiut and around the Alluitsup Kangerlua is pronounced as a dentolabial sound with the upper lip against the lower teeth and with a velar quality (R. Petersen, pers. comm.), which may be the last trace of the Nunap Isua way of pronouncing ff as [kː]. This sound is found neither in Nanortalik nor in Qaqortoq or on the Narsaq Peninsula, but it is similar to the way ff (and rf) is pronounced much further north around Kangaatsiaq. In some of the texts in this volume this sound is indicated by inserting an extra f as in fff or rff.
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The enclosed CD-Rom contains Mâliâraq Vebæk's short introduction adding – to the data of this publication in print – the characteristics of the dialect spoken by each story-teller. The initials heading the CD-files are added to the story-teller's name in the text (e.g. Kornelius Petrussen (KOPE)). The order of story-tellers is geographical starting with the (then) southernmost living informants and ending up north at Qassimit, a village in the Qaqortoq / Julianehåb municipality. The Old Peoples’ Home for the South Greenlanders was situated in Qaqortoq, where consequently some of Mâliâraq Vebæk's recordings were done with informants who had led their young and adult lives farther to the South.

The frequently mentioned Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal within the Cape Farewell area, got its first mission station established by the Moravians in 1824. They welcomed and baptized Southeast Greenlanders continuously moving in right on to 1900, when the last group of immigrants arrived, the Southeast Greenland coast was left vacant, and the Moravians, according to the original deal, had to leave Greenland for good. The Royal Danish mission took over the station of which the father of Mâliâraq Vebæk, Josva Kleist, served as principal catechist during her childhood and teens. (Readers mastering Danish are referred to Kleivan, Inge: “Mâliâraq Vebæk ...”, Grønland 1997:93-121, for a biography). Consequently a great number of the story-tellers are of southeast Greenlandic descent, but born and raised in South Greenland.

Apart from myths and legends like Manguaraq's travel to the man in the moon and Qujaavarsik including the origin myth of the Mother of the Sea, the stories concern way of life and experiences dating back to ca 1885 and on to about 1940. The relatively late colonization of the area to the south makes itself felt in several stories as also the changes in both availability of resources, technology and social welfare during the very same period.
Louise Gedionsen
(LOGI), 56-nik uk. aamma

Haldora Jakobsen
35-nik uk. Frederiksdal/Narsarmijit, 1963

Qavappiattut oqalunneq

L: Qani paarmani nerdijivartingiijamaarpungun.
H: Neridjivarusunnaqaaq. Uvangaasii sjorna paarmalianngikkalivardjinga, ning’jertarp qiternakasiikali paarmalijartarnermi, massakki angleqimmata isimadjiiitingeqaaka.
L: Maanikki uva suu tamaasa alardjivit tassa paarmalijaanassuuqanga.
H: Paarmalijarusuttaraliviaqanga, ila qiternaqarnerming pissangadjinguna, pissangadjinguna udjorpassivasii qaangert’raaka. Ata angilaalerijarpata arppattarimaart...
L: Sijorna kipparsimavungu a, ila siki! Imarersiikatannarn... Ilaa ajaasaaraaa?

Tamarmik: A, ilami angerdjarserneq sunana taama ajert...
L: Tassa sjudjerming qassini Ilivilermu taama unnuvivungun? Sjudjermi Ilivilermu uteratta, kujammukarusunnermi oqarpungun. “Ilu tassa sineqqissanngikkalivarpungu Ilivilerm”. Suna-kami tassu aadjaalersungun. Aadajaqqaamut tamarmik: Pujortuvaqqat tikilermata aah ila qujan...nuanee...
H: Qujanaqi! Taamadjaat tassa kajammu qivingaaratta! Tamarmik: Puvisersijernermidji...
H: Kunniliisi natserajarami, Timu mardjinni natserajaramiisoraaraa. Tassa uvangu nunnattis-sangatta taamakulooq.
L: Tassali silaqqissorsuvakkulu kujammukarnijaratta, tikissimalerdjitali ajilerijarterjarami qis-sarsilerseq unnukkuun, sila ajortunngortong. Tass sijalivin tikidjiaqvunguvaatungun, tamani angerdjarjersikuluunguvasegingatta...
H: Unnuussuvasing, tikidjivaaq...
L: Huum...(aap) Tassali una apersertitsisissasangami, a, ila tasamani sikkoruttorma sinnatsinga-naaqaaq...
H: Apersertitsisssangatta, tuuvijertingalita, palasimi utaqqitsijalerijarpungu; utaqqingalivaratt, aat... palasikkimi avunga ataatumiikijaartin. Aataat palasi utoqqaq tamaanga apersertitsijarterjarami. Aama tassa kaagilijeratta, sjudjermi nungooqbardjiting aataa tassa tudjijanin kaagilijeratta, ila parn’tilersi aataa tassa tikipporng. Uvangaasii ila uumaa palasi utoqqatserinermi utoqqqaamun, qassini oqarnerpunga: “ila palasi aama sili pittaas’mi kujammukassaseq.”
Louise Gedionsen
(LOGI), 56 years old, and

Haldora Jakobsen
35 years old, Frederiksdal / Narsarmijit 1963

Qavak Language Test

Two Women from Frederiksdal speak genuine Qavak.
Louise: Aah, we’re going to eat plenty of crowberries.
Haldora: Yes, how wonderful it’ll be! You know, I didn’t get to go berry picking last year… but as usual my dear little children and the Najakasik family gathered a lot of berries; and now that they have grown bigger I expect the world of them.
L: Yes, that’s the way it is. As always we have to have expectations for others. Well, I don’t go berry picking anymore. As opposed to in my younger days, when I was almost always out picking berries, yes, back then when I was younger, you know.
H: I wonder where I will go when I get old? You know, this year I actually have some more left of that dried blood (kukkarnaqaq) in stomachs,5 yes, I was looking forward to a berry picking trip, but maybe I won’t get to go at all.
L: I want to go on a berry trip this year, I’ll drop everything.
H: Yes, I really want to go on a berry trip, but, oh, I have so many children, you know... I want to, I really do... the need is there but time passes! Yes, hah, when the children have grown up, aah, how I will run!
L: Yes, last summer we were on the sealing islands, you know, oh no, the field ice! We waited and waited for the ice to disappear. We were tired of waiting. Don’t you agree, dear aunt?
H: Oh, it was so hard! … in addition I was having my confirmation, my first one at that! The ice closed up everything. Everything was white! We waited and we waited. Finally a motor boat was sent to pick us up. We were having our confirmation, you know. But we didn’t get to go, we could not move forward because of the ice. We made it to Ilivileq (Nanortalik), but we could not get any further because of all the ice. And I could not walk over land, I was in an advanced state of pregnancy.
L and H (simultaneously): Nothing is worse than being homesick!
L: The first time we were in Ilivileq, I wonder how many times we slept there? When we headed for Ilivileq and arrived there… I was really longing to move on, you know, so I said: I’d rather we not spend the night in Ilivileq again. I didn’t know that we would soon be heading home.
H: What joy! And how grateful we were… oh, how nice, how lovely: then onwards to the South! And we were sitting there so proudly!
Both: And the men were hunting so many seals…
H: Kunnilise (her husband) caught ringed seal, Timutius caught two ringed seals, I think. Our happiness knew no bounds!
L: Yes, the weather was very, very fine when we sailed southwards, but after our return the weather changed, it turned worse, and was very bad in the evening. Yes, the rain welcomed us home at our return! Yes, after our great homesickness.
H: Oh, the rain wouldn’t stop…

5. Good for mixing with berries.
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Sunaakami tassa silaqqissikutulersi aataa aggissasin. Taamadjaq tassa... qaamangili aama aperserterijaraming, adjami qaamangi avannamukaatissaani iernijalerpungu: sila nuvannersinna-nini tamaa nuvanners... Sunaakali aama aqqutaani paarmalijakuloortun. Ila qujanarnera ass'-qanggilag; utooqqaaman utooqatserissanganijardjungu, nuvannikuloortumi angalamman.
L: Sijorna ukijaq pittaakuloorijalingalin, ukijarsijordjuvaratta ukijarsijordjuvar... kisi ukijeq ukijersijerpungun.
H: Ili ukijeq ajer... aputikuloog, iliwejidi pinijaqqissaanani. Aataadji taama ukijiniqera appaqangitsingalin. Assu appa ukijeq ajerp... Pinijarnijeralivamikki, taamadji ilingersuludjut. Aataa taama imma appaqangitsimi uva paasinn...leratta.
L: Maanakkii uvangu eqqartivisarpungun, ilami naamattooratsingi uvangu ukijimi angimmattar-torsuvakkuluvin, puviseqartaqis. Ila ukijini kingidjerni qaqtoringorsuvaq tassa angusopartaraaq, kujammu maanga qajarterijartinnating.
H: Qavunnartiniiqisi kisiim tassa; qavunnartarpoo ukijakkin, aataa upernaaki puvisimadjuting.
L: Tassami, upernaarsiijilertarpungu pujortuvaqqa tikissitserijarangata... Tamarmik: Ila quja-nartaqaat...
L: Annerusumimmik qasingijakuluun...
H: Kunnilisimi qasingijakuluu tadjimaartaringaan. Hmm, hi, sjudjermi mardj, kingidjerm pingasin. Qiterna...pinaikisa nukardjeq qasingijakuluumi kavaajartaarpad-jaqaaq.
L: Ila pidjivarqtarqaq pujortuvaaraqalerjaraang. Aadjadjakalivaanqikississarmata. Aama qangaanerusoq ukijassami uussuni sapersaleralivaratta, ukkuunatsijaa merternarsikuloordj'ti,
L: And poor Haldora! She had her confirmation coming up! Aah, the ice. When the ice was closest, it just felt like a dream.

H: We were so very busy, you know, we had the confirmation coming up. After the big rush with preparations for the confirmation, a new waiting began. We started waiting for the priest. And we waited for the priest, and we waited! It turned out that the priest had been to a meeting up north. Not until the old priest made it down to us could we have the confirmation. We had baked cakes, they were eaten, we baked again! And not until the cakes were half dry did the priest arrive. As usual I worried about the priest, he was old, you know. So many times I had said: If only the weather will be nice for the priest's journey. Yes, it turned out that it was the finest weather for the priest's journey down here. Confirmations were held for two days. When we woke up in the morning the priest was going back, we saw that the weather was so fine, as fine as could be. Later we heard that they had even stopped on the way to pick lots of crowberries to bring with them. My joy and gratitude knew no bounds. I had been worried, he was an old man, you know.

L: Last autumn the weather had been as nice as could be, but in the late autumn it turned into a very cold autumn, and it just continued into winter... it was a very severe winter.

H: Oh yes, it was severe, lots of snow, lots, it wasn't really hunting weather, and very unusually, there were hardly any guillemot. It was a very severe winter. Our hunters did all they could to catch something. I have never experienced a winter with so few guillemot.

L: We often talk about the times we have experienced. We experienced winters where many seals were caught, lovely seals; yes, there were a lot of seals. In recent years it is rare to catch seals in
sunaaka sapernarinnajassammata. Ullumikki qaqqutinnermi eqqissiviiteqangun. Eqqaamaneqangngittungu eqqaamaneqangngittungun, ataseq qaqqusisaraaq, qaaquq ila qaqqutler-taraanga... Takiva udujueqqa aajunaa, qassiningorpaa? Aama udujueqqanu qiteqqitilerporng, tassa ila eqqissiveqarnanga tingisassarsiilaarnanga...


L: Ilaasi...

H: Aama kakkiseriqaq'tippunga, aataarajik isernijarama kakkiserijartareerdjinga. Iniikissijitiarp- pu ila akilikittoorarangisakasimm, naasaramikki tassali...

L: Tassami

H: Inikitserpadadjini naasaraan, tassami.
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Judithe Isaksen
(JUIS), Frederiksdal, Narsarmijit, 60-ik uk. 1963

Kipparnissamut piareersaatit, kipparsimaffinni ulluni siullerni pisartut

MV: Jutitta, kippassamaalertarnissinnik unikkaarniarit. Piareersaatisi qanga aallartittarpisigtit?


MV: Umijaq ameqqaartarpa? Tamaani?

Jl: Suli aadjartinn’ta upernassami ameqqaartarporg.

MV: Amissaa taanna qanga suliarisarpisiuk? Qanoq ittukkut?


MV: Aa, marluviusunik kilulerluvit?

Jl: Hau, (aap) qaavangudju mamingangudju... mersordjung...
the winter, and it only happens to those who go south to catch seals.

H: Only, yes, only those who go south in the autumn catch seals. It is only in the spring that it is easy to catch seals.

L: Yes, that’s the way it has become. We celebrate spring now when the motor boat brings us seals.

Both (H+L): That is very good.

L: Most of the seals were full grown common seals.

H: Hah, Kornelius caught five full grown common seals. Hah, first two, then three!.. The children… yes, his dear youngest daughter indeed got herself a nice common seal jacket…

L: We are very happy that there are motor boats now. The boat is only gone for a short time before it returns with seals. Yes, some years ago the harp-seals disappeared, but only briefly, now there are plenty of them once again. I can’t settle down today, because I have gotten so many invitations for coffee! That’s how it is: a long time can pass, apparently nobody is thinking about inviting you; then one invitation may arrive and then it continues. Look, it is almost midday, what time is it? It is almost half twelve. I haven’t had a minute of peace, I haven’t done any work…

H: Ha, that’s nothing compared to me, I tell you. Last night, when I was on my way to bed, I said: Tomorrow I will take out my needlework from the morning. I haven’t even taken it out yet.

L: Yeees.

H: And I have gotten yet another invitation for coffee, and I have just returned from a coffee get together. People have birthdays right after one another, then it stops. That’s the way it is.

L: Yes, that’s the way it is. When there are so few people, it doesn’t take long to go through them. That’s the way it is.

H: It’s typical of a settlement where only very few people live. That’s the way it is.

Judithe Isaksen

(JUIS), 60 years old in 1963 – Frederiksdal, Narsarmijit

Preparations for the Journey to the Sealing Islands and something about the first days on the sealing locations

MV: Judith, tell me about the time right before you leave for the sealing islands; when do you start the preparations?

JI: We start the preparations in spring, with everything we might need during our stay on the sealing islands. The first thing we do, however, is to clean our winter home, also the kamiks (skin boots), husband’s kamiks, made for walking on ice. As I said, we start in the house and then anything we might need during our stay at the sealing location. The umiak must be ready, the skin, the tent, tent pole, the boat skin and what we need during the journey and during the stay on the location, tent pole, tarpaulin at the bottom and at the top. Then when we arrive at the location, we carry all those things up to the tent camp.

MV: Do you put new skin on the boat here in the settlement before the journey?

JI: We put new skin on the umiak here in the settlement in the spring.

MV: When do you prepare the skin for the boat?

JI: In the spring, when the weather is good and it is dry. First we put the skin in sea water. Then when it has softened, we (shave and) scrape it, both on the right side and on the reverse. Then we put it back in the water. Take it up again and scrape and stretch it. When it is all soft it is ready to
MV: Suna ujalerisarpisiuk?
JI: Perdjaan, puvisi ujalivi, perjdardjuvin.
MV: Perlaat tassa taakkuvu qanoq iliortarpisigit?
JI: uvingisardjuvi qipidjuvin pingasuungordjuvin perjdjaadjuvin.
MV: Tassa qajannaat?
JI: Hmm, (aap), Tassa qajannaatukoqalaanaq.
MV: Meqtitigisarpisijik?
JI: Tassa inerpa, taamaalidjuni panersiinassooq. Taava panerpan, soordju panerpan qajannaartaringamikki, makku illidj’nerisa imalill’ti pussuneqardj’ti mersernejaraming, illill’neqardj’ti, taakuva ilivi panerpta usissarinikki; taava orsumi sjijati(IL)djuting orsortarpaa. Aataa tassa taamaalidjuti orsordjungu, orsordjungu, orsortardjungu naamangilerinikki tamarmi qa mar-vatsivinnangertaringami panerdjini tassa aadjarittarpornq. Ilivamill’ sukkasarll’ta. Aah, nuvan-

MV: Pigisasi tamaasa nassarartarpisigit?
JI: Tassa aasami soordju atortuusinnaasu kipparsimanitsinni, nassartarpun. Soordjikijarmi isimannaasarl’ta aadjarartpunung.
MV: Qani visisitigisimik tamakkuku ornitasin ornittarpisigit?
MV: Tikikkaangaassii?
JI: Tikikkaangata tass ilaana tasamunga pinijardj(IL)‘-tali natsersivarsivistassani naapividjivi naapittarparpun. Nippanaartorsuvisiin, uvaartorsuvisiin, anginnatsi. Tassa katsernati ang-
MV: Arnat suliasqaarluartarpput?
JI: Ilarpungu, hi, hi, hi...
MV: Qa, tassa tikippata?
JI: Tassa tikippata angusoqarpun, “aadjaaqaar”-tilepata tassa qaqamun pinngitornata adji-jarsinnasungu tamatta arpaljitilertarpungu qaqamun. Taana aadjaanitseq ujakkartordjungu. Taava paasingitsiingi kina aadjaanitserng tordjuvaarteqalissooq: Taana aadjaanitserng. Tas tusasa-
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be prepared for cover. We cut it to fit and sew, adapt it to the boat; sew with new threads both on the right side and on the reverse, double stitches.

MV: Double stitches?
JI: Yes, both on the right side and on the reverse.

MV: What kind of thread do you sew with?
JI: Twined thread made from seal tendons.

MV: How do you make the twined thread?
JI: We expand it by putting together the tendons and twisting them, divide into three parts and then twine.

MV: So it becomes very strong?
JI: Yes, it becomes very strong.

MV: What kind of needle do you use for sewing?
JI: We sew with an edged needle from the store. We sew together many many seal skins. Then when we have finished sewing the skins together, we put the sewn together skins on top of the umiak frame, which has been placed on a rack so it doesn’t lie on the ground. The skin is tightened by fixing it to the horns of the umiak frame. Then the skin is sewn on each side of the skeleton and tightened. If necessary, small patches can be sewn onto the skin by the edges, after the sewing is done. Then it is all done.

MV: And when it is all done?
JI: When it is done, it just has to dry. Everything needs to be dry, also on the inside of the boat,

MV: Asiuneq ajorpat?

MV: Unniliassat tasamani suliairneq ajerpasi?

MV: Utisartarpat qanoq iliorlugit?
JI: Unniliassa tamakkuva soorll iteqqimu. Iteqqimu kineqqaararpun meqqivi peeqaardjuvi, eqartaa tass tasinneqardjini kaangarissooq. Tassa misilittardjungu eqartaa katattalerpan aataa tassa kissatumun ilivarsaadjungu unningertarpoq. Massakkii uvangu, aama massakkii ukjini kingidjerni seqinermu unniljortoarinnarpoq, hi, hi... Ukjimi suli (ilaan) pijareersartalerner-ming suni tamaning, sijumu ingerdjangamimmi, ukjimi isimannaarsartareert...seqinermu unniljortoarinnarporng. Pissaaqartidjiti ukjimi isimannaareertarmikki.

MV: Tasamanimi tassa natsersivamalillaraangata pilallusi, pilallusi... qaneq...natsersivaq qani pilattarpikjik?
JI: Pilapadjattaqaara, hi, hi, hi... uppataarijardjungu naavi seeriardjivi orsua peerijardjungu, amija peerijardjungu qassadjungu, qatija peerijaraani tulumaavi naqidjuvi tamaana qimerdjivata kidjunga siikjuooriaraani suuna tamarmi ingussorartarami. Tassa tamarmi katangavidjini. Majuosorutsingi, maangaliinii maanga tammaangitsimu ilijerartarpun.

MV: Tassami aaviaqqaarlugu...
JI: Aa...-mimi. Aqajaruva peerajaraarami, tassami qilertoldersordjui ... qilertassaa ... aava immij-udjungu, immijudjungu aqajaruvunun, tass kukkarnaaliaralungu immijudjungu tass as’kaatid-jungu panersertarparpun. Aama inaluvaasa ilaana immertarpun, avanung, panersertarpu inalisaming. Aama imaqqamngikkalivarti inalivaan seeqersardjuvi aama tassa panertiljarisarpun, tassami tamakkiva akinnii... aama tassa panertiljarisarpu ilaana pansalirinnardjuvi ikidjivi; naqq... pans’laririnnardjivi ikidjivi, ilaana pansalirinnardjivi ikidjivi, naqqinnangi saleqqilaanninardjivi poorusimu isseraanardjuvi ... hi.

MV: Ama taanna, ..taanna orsulik...neqaa peertareeaangassiu, orsua?

MV: Ulorsuaq ammeriinnangajattarpusi...?
JI: Tassami. Udjaa’tungaani iteritta piladjit, piladjit; pilangarpu inerpata – tassami upernaa- mi taamaniki natsersivaqradjarman soordju puvisi ataasiineq ajerami pilatassarpun. Piladjit, piladjit ineritta taana pilagassaq arjardii inerpata, taava majiisaappu; meeqani arjardii taas-salerr’ta maajuusorneraning, ilaani uvangu ingassuungu angiti tikinnissaanun, merisassaaning. Ingangitta, tisangitta.. tisaas ainerpata ami adjan, suillassan soordju qapiangassa erisangassadji-
you can feel it; then the stitches are waterproofed with melted blubber. This is repeated several times. When everything is dry but soft, the umiak is ready for use. And then we leave, at full speed. Ah, how lovely!

MV: Do you bring everything for the summer settlement?
JI: We bring what we are going to need at the summer settlement. We make thorough preparations before we leave, you see.

MV: How long does the journey to the summer settlement take?
JI: Those who want to make a stop on the way do so. When the umiak is ready, it does not take long to get to the settlement, Kitsissut. Some want to stop on the way to gather edibles on the beach, wherever there is on the beach, and some also want to fish. Some stay there overnight. But if there is a risk of, for instance, ice, they just hurry for the sealing location.

MV: And once you have arrived at the settlement?
JI: Yes, once we are there, we immediately begin encountering hooded seals in great numbers. There are shouts and yells of joy. Yes, there is cheering and shouting! Oh, oh... We immediately catch many hooded seals.

MV: I take it there are many chores for the women?
JI: Oh, are there ever! Hee, hee, hee...

MV: When the men have returned?
JI: Yes. First: when a seal has been shot, and they yell “A direct hit!” “A direct hit!” then we all run, those of us who can use our legs, we immediately run to the mountain to see who fired the shot. When we know who fired the shot we yell out: “This person and that person hit (the seal)!” During the summer, after the “first” seal has been shared among all the sealers, the sealer now gets to keep all of the seal. We say: “Now the entire seal belongs to him”. And it is entitled to the family. They tear and flense, and the parts are divided in certain pieces and the pieces are carried up, they have been carefully cut to dried meat according to specific rules. The blubber that has been loosened from the skin, is rolled piece by piece like skin into a blubber bag. The skin for the blubber bag is carefully selected. It can’t be from too big a seal. Skin from a medium sized seal, a (blueback hooded) seal with skin just beginning to get spots. These are well suited for blubber bags. If it is big, it is too heavy to carry. If we have found the right skin for the blubber bag, we put it in water, lake water. Some of the skins that are being used for covers and the like, we cover in peat soil. We cover them totally in soil.

MV: They don’t rot?
JI: No, they don’t rot, but the hair begins to come off. When the hair has come off, yes, when all the hair has come off, we scrape the blubber off the reverse side of the skin. When the skin is all clear of blubber, we rinse it thoroughly in water and dry it. Skin treated in this way is well suited for umiak and kayak skin. Yes, first the hair is removed and then it is dried.

MV: Do you also prepare skin for white skin out there?
JI: Skin for white skin is also de-haired in the same way as other skins. They just have to dry first. When we have returned to the settlement, we prepare them in the sun. Dry them and stretch them. Stretch the skin with a kammiut (boot straightener) and treat the right side nicely at the same time.

MV: How do you prepare it for white skin?
JI: Skin used for white skin has to lie in old urine after the hair has been removed. The grain

---

6. The young hooded seal, called a blueback, has no spots.
niin, tas pilanginngitsinni. Tamakku suliriaisareeritingi, panernpan seqinnerdingi angiti tikinnussun kamii inertareersisamassappu atisassaan, panerti kapittareerdjiting, hi..hi...
MV: Allamik igasoqarneq ajorpa?
Tamaani upernisaratta, tamakkuva piljarpassivasippun panertiitdjitiidji okiijartordjuti assarujun'jartarry'ji kujammu nassarnissaanun. Tikerijaraaratta tamakku aam poorusissa saatartasingi, orsu aama inginnanguchi suli poortuanarssarasisingi. Aama ujalissaa perdaqqarqararpun poorusissan, ujaddi perdaqqjirjvii. Poorusiss ilileriini mersordjungu. Katitidjungu merserijara- rasingi, umija patiitidjungu ilidj'neqar...poortussaan imaamlidaa agiiagii qaavangi imaammiii...soordjju iliseriin... Taava taana poorusissaq mersertareeriaraangan, puljalerjungu panersertatsingi. amertaa panertarqarangan tassa orsu issarartaapu... Poorusissaq tassa amer-lnerning natsersivarkin pisaqqakajuttingu, amerlanerusuning pingasit poornuserijnajartarakkip. Mardji soordju orsorpijaanaan, tassa pingajivan tamalaanik nerasanak akinnerndaajuvii immer- tararpun isimannaariitvaardjini. Suljarpu... panerneran manangilersimasariqamikki, tassa oqterrjarta tippassadjuvingu, tassakqalermertutut ilill't aallartarpungu tunumnu aqqiti- tingalungu. Tass kisi naanaardji'naq, tassali kisija ipermijeqarlita, hi, hi...
MV: Qaqorsaateqartarpisi?
JI: Soordjiaq qaqersaataqartarpungu, hi, hi
MV: Ilaani ermurujuttarpingu...?
JI: Tassamimi, ipermijisaqalita...... Tassami ubguv unningaserterlaaltera, Elijaasadj kismi kipp- parnijassaarratta sunami tamarmi kippar... tassami massakki upernaaki sivikitarpoq ilarpassyasiis kippanngidjaan... Unningaserterlaaltera... tikisit, ilaala, ii, ila nadjinnartarsima- qaangu, hi...hi...pimijisarneri! hi, hi... Tass aamaatpu... TM: Tasamaniitlusi unukkut aliikkusersorqatigeerujunneq ajerpisi? imaliinniu...?
JI: Uvangu arnaall'ta aliikkusersetarpun, suliassaqartill'ta qapijarl'taliiniin, tassamini imiimni aliikkusersetarpun. Uvangu arnaall'ta unuqjarl'taliiniin...? ukijimi? imaluunniit...? MV: Asullisiinadjarl'tat arkia... Tass tamaani unuqjarl'taliiniin, tassamini imiimni aliikkusersetarpun. Uvangu arnaall'ta... TM: Angiti unikkaartaallutik immaqa, aat?
JI: Tassa tamakkunninga piniakkaminning unikkaartaatu tusarnaartararpun, tamaani silami sulissaaqarlik'ta qapijarl'jitaliniin erisardjitaliniin, tassamini aneretarpungu tamakkunninga kisi sulis- aqarl'ta tassa tusarnaartararpun eqqatsiini aneersivarti angiti inimmnu aliikkusersortun. Tassamini imiimni aliikkusersetarpun. Uvangu arnaall'ta unuqjarl'taliiniin, tassamini imiimni aliikkusersetarpun. Uvangu arnaall'ta...
loosens when you stretch the skin. It has to be stretched several times. Only after the grain is gone the skin must be rinsed thoroughly in hot water. It then becomes white skin.

These days, well, these last years, no one prepares skin for white skin in the sun, hee, hee... they prepare the skin in wintertime, yes, times change... they prepare the skin in the winter to get it over with.

MV: During the great hooded seal hunt near the sealing settlement, is there a lot of flensing to do for you women? How do you flense the hooded seal?

JI: I flense it quickly, hee, hee, hee... cut off the rear flippers, cut an arch from throat to rear flippers, cut off the blubber from the meat, take the skin and scrape all blubber, press down the ribs and then what is left of the spine is loosened. Everything is loosened. We then carry the meat up or put it where no one can step on it.

MV: What about blood, is that removed?

JI: Yes, of course. When the stomach has been emptied, all the holes are tied and it is now filled with blood that has to dry, kukkernaaq. We roll the full stomach frequently during the drying process. We also fill parts of the gut with blood and let it dry, it is called inaliisat. The emptied gut is dried in the same way as the dried meat. Parts of the gut, only slightly dried, are cleaned for all visceral contents and put in the blubber bag, it’s lying there with pieces of blubber... hee, hee...

MV: There is more... once you have removed the blubber from the skin, what happens to it?

JI: When we have removed the blubber the skin is rolled, if it is to be used as cover for kayak or umiaq, and then it is covered in soil. This is for covers. But skins for kamiks (skin boots) and mittens (skin mittens) are shaved before the grain comes off, shaved, dried, rolled together, stretched out. It is done in no time. Only skins used as covers are put in water and covered to remove the hair.

MV: Is it mostly skin from hooded seals that is used for covers?

JI: Yes, that’s right. When we wake in the morning, we immediately begin flensing, flensing, flensing. Yes, back then during the summer at the time of the hooded seal hunt, there were always more than one hooded seal to flense. We flensed and flensed... When we are done flensing we have to carry it all up to the tent camp. Sometimes the children help to carry. And once in a while we also cook food for the men, for when they return. While we boiled and boiled we cut up meat. When this is done, the skins come next. They must be scraped; skin has to be de-haired. When all of this has been done, we must see to it to dry the men's kamiks in the sun, if there is any sun, the men's kamiks that they are going to wear when they return need to be ready. Dry with the sock kamiks inside them.

Out there at the sealing location we of course wake up at the same time as the men early in the morning. The men sleep very little. We had soapstone (blubber) lamps inside the tent of course (meaning: for heating water) ... many people boil water outside. But most boil water using the blubber lamp. When the weather is occasionally bad, we have the habit of hanging the pot over the burning lamp all night long. It hangs by a hook on a piece of thin string, a cup of water in a pot. The men sleep for a while longer, while the water heats and boils, hee, hee... When the water has then boiled and the men have gotten a warm drink, they go out sealing. And we hurry out after them too. Because we have to take care of the (already) caught seals.

MV: Don’t you make any other food in the morning?

JI: Of course... some eat and some just bring some food with them and hurry along. There are some who don’t eat anything at all. That’s the way it is. They are out sealing the entire day, then they return, many of them with several hooded seals. We spend all summer out there you see, with all the reserves of food we have gathered and dried, so it will be a bit lighter to transport for
JI: Tamakku erisaaliassan nutaanerani tamarmik inertarpun, tasamani. Erisartareerll’ik, erisa-
arll’ting panertareertarpun... kaatarll’ti ... Aataat tamaaniileraaratta mumingi asaqqidjuvi, ulid-
juj qittunngordjungi kamiliarisarpun, pingaartimi angitit atortussaan, kamissaan.
MV: Atungassat qanoq suliarisarpisigit?
JI: Atingassat tassa tamakkutun. Nutaanianing utisarpun mamingi orsuijaanardjuvin, soordlu
qassaqqissaanardjuvin. Iteqqimu ikiinardjuvi utilerp...erisardjuvi .. erisaqqissaanardjuvin, tassa
paatissooq. Aama tamakkua erisaadj orsuijaan artingassadjuvin. Unnukuunginnerani suliarisa-
ri pall’attarpun. ..Tassa taaku unnuqku inertarpun, tamakkuva. aama meqqiliass taamaapun.
Unnuku soordju utinnginnerani meqqivisa utinnginnerani aama tassa panersipall’attarparpun.
Tamakku qaanan atortussaan, qajartiisissan erniinaarangisakasik nukiinginaqvisulijarisarp-
pun panersipadjadjuvi, kapitassa aqqatissadj. 
MV: Ukioraanngat taartalerluni unikkaartuarujuttut tusarnaartarpigut?
JI: Unikkaartivarujuttut tusarnaartarlivarpakka, uvanga poortuineq aqerpunga hi..hi... unikkaar-
tiva naleqaaka
the return journey. When we have returned we take further care of the blubber bags and they can't take up too much room either. When we sew the blubber bag we sew with twined tendon thread and in double stitches, and we sew together, the places where the edges overlap slightly. That is how we sew the blubber bag with double stitches.

When we have finished sewing the blubber bag, we dry it. When it is dry, we fill it with blubber. The bag is usually made from hooded seal skin. The ones that catch many hooded seals usually have three blubber bags. Two bags of pure blubber and one with mixed meat food. When the blubber bags are done it is said that now we have to return to the winter settlement. And we are so happy! But we were so dirty. Hee, hee, hee...

MV: Do you bring any soap to the summer settlement?
JI: Yes, of course we do... hee, hee...

MV: So you sometimes wash?
JI: Yes, it happens sometimes... yes, we were very dirty... hee, hee... Once we were the only ones left in the settlement, everyone else had gone home, Eliaser didn't want to go, while everyone else had gone back. I think we looked very shabby... hee, hee, so dirty, hee, hee... That's the way we lived.

MV: Is there any entertainment in the evenings?
JI: We women have no time for entertainment, we have so much to do. When the weather is too bad for the men to go hunting for hooded seal, when there is a southern wind for instance, then the men entertain themselves together. We women have no time for entertainment in the summer... hee, hee... We have no time.

MV: Do the men tell each other about their experiences?
JI: Yes, we hear that they tell each other those kinds of things, while we are outside working, for instance scraping skins or de-hairing skins or making blubber bags. We have to stay outside when there is work to be done.

MV: When you make skins for kamiks, like for instance watertight skins for men's kamiks, do you then prepare the skins when you have returned to the settlement? In the winter? Or when?
JI: Watertight skins we prepare immediately, out there in the summer camp. They are de-haired thoroughly and dried and stretched out on the ground with pegs. When we have returned to the winter settlement, we wash the reverse side and soften them by wringing the skins with our hands. Especially skins for men's kamiks and other things for male use.

MV: How do you prepare sole skins?
JI: Sole skins are prepared immediately when they have been caught... the hair comes off and the blubber is thoroughly scraped off, put in iteroq (rotten urine). They are de-haired thoroughly and dried and stretched out on the ground with pegs. They are prepared in the same way as watertight skins and sole skins. They are prepared on the same day as they are caught. They are also dried immediately before the hair has come off. There is special skin for kayaks and kayak clothes, such as waterproof kayak jackets and kayak mittens, and this has to be dried quickly.

MV: In the winter when it is dark, do you then tell stories?
JI: I never remember stories, hee, hee... I don't know any stories.
Kornelius Petrussen
(KOPE), 51-ik uk. 1963
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal

Oqaatsnik qavattunik misiligutit
MV: Kunniliisi, illit oqartarnissisut taasariakkit, uanga avanimiutut “ kitaamiutut” taasassavakka, ilaa?
K: Aap.
MV: maani “ll”-qanngilasi. Qanoq oqartarpisi?
KP: dj
MV: soorlu oqarutta “illit”? 
KP: Idjit
MV: Soorlu?
KP: Soordju
MV: Aama f- qanngilasi, oqarutta: erfalasoq, ilissi?
KP: Eqqalaseq
MV: Kaffi?
KP: Kakkeq
MV: Tiitorfik?
KP: Tiiteqqik
MV: Erfalasoq?
KP: Eqqalaseq
MV: Atuarfik?
KP: Ativaqqik
MV: Qorffik?
KP: Qoqqik
MV: Oqaluffik?
KP: Oqaliikkik
MV: Errorrorfik?
KP: Eqqortoqqik
MV: Immiaartorfik?
KP: Immijartoqqik
MV: Aama u i-mik taarsertarparsi, soorlu – (taareeraluarparput) – : Tiitorfik?
KP: Tiiteqqik
MV: Perroorpoq?
KP: Peqqoorpoq
MV: Perroorpir?
KP: Peqqoorpurnga.
MV: Illit perroorputit?
KP: Peqqooqaanga
MV: Taava ng ilaani g-mut taartigitittarparsi. Soorlu: -Uvagut?
KP: Uvangut
MV: Puugutaq?
KP: Puungutaq
MV: “gg”-eerneq ajorpusi, soorlu: –Naagga?
KP: Naaka

Mâliâraq Vebæk:
“The Southernmost People og Greenland - Dialects and Memories. Qavaat - Oqalunneri Eqqaamassaallu”
Series: Monographs on Greenland | Meddelelser om Grønland, vol. 337 (ISSN 0025-6676)
Museum Tusculanum Press :: info@mtp.dk :: www.mtp.dk
Kornelius Petrussen  
(KOPE), 51 years old in 1963  
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal

Comparison of Qavak and standard Greenlandic

MV: Kornelius, say the words in Qavak, when I have said them in standard language.
KP: Aap, yes.
MV: You don’t have any “ll”, what used to be “dl”, what do you say then?
KP: dj
MV: When we say “you” (“illit”), what do you say?
KP: Idjit
MV: Soorlu (like, as, for instance)
KP: Soordju
MV: You don’t say “f” either. When we say: Erfalasoq, what do you say?
KP: Eqqalaseq (a flag)
MV: Kaffi (coffee)
KP: Kakkeq
MV: Tiitorfik? (a tea cup)
KP: Tiiteqqik
MV: Erfalasoq? (a flag)
KP: Eqqalaseq
MV: Atuarfik? (school)
KP: Ativaqqik
MV: Qorfik? (chamber pot)
KP: Qoqqik
MV: Oqaluffik? (church)
KP: Qalilikkik
MV: Errorortorfiq (basin)
KP: Eqqortoqqik
MV: Immiartorfik? (a beer glass)
KP: Immiartoqqik
MV: Sometimes you replace u with i, for instance:  
(in fact, we already did that) Tiitorfik?
KP: Tiiteqqik (tea cup; a cup)
MV: Perroorpoq
KP: Peqqoorpoq (pleased with oneself (important))
MV: Perroorputit (are you pleased with yourself?)
KP: Peqqoorpuunga (I am pleased with myself)
MV: Perroorputit? (so, you are pleased with yourself?)
KP: Peqqoorquaanga (I am very pleased with myself)
MV: You also use “ng” instead of “g”, for instance: – Uagut?
KP: Uvangut (we)
MV: Puugutaq
KP: Puungutaq (plate)
MV: You don’t say “gg”, for instance: – Naaga (no)
KP: Naaka
MV: Soorlu uku uanga naakka?
KP: Taamaanginnarpoq: uvanga naaka
MV: Uiggiuk: -suaq? Soorlu angisoorsuaq?
KP: Angisoorsuasik
MV: imaliiniit:
KP: Angisuuikulooq
MV: Qaaqarsuaq?
KP: Qaaqarsivasis
MV: imaliiniit:
KP: Qaaqakulooq
MV: Mamaqaaq, imalunniit mamarujussuaqaaq?
KP: Mamakulooqaaq
MV: Ilumut mamangaarami?
KP: Ila mamarnijarajarami
MV: “-nguaq”?
KP: -nguujuk/unannguujuk
MV: Arnannguaq, mikissusia pillugu? Arnarajik.

Oqaloqatigiinneq
(bånd ersernerlulersimanermik allakkuminaatsorujussuuvoq. Ilamernga qaangiartarijqarsi-mallugu. MV)
MV: Kunniliisi illit piniartuuvutit aat?
KP: Aap
MV: Qanga piniartunngorpit?
MV: Qaanap sanasarnera unikkaarieriaruk
KP: Qajaq ima sanasarpaan:

Mâliâraq Vebæk:                         
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MV: Soorlu uku uanga naakka? (just like my 'belly'?)
KP: The same: uvanga naaka. (it should be noted that in Greenlandic, belly is always plural)
MV: uigguk: -suaq, soorlu (the affix -big, for instance:) Angisoorsuaq
KP: Angisoorsuasik
MV: or?
KP: angisuukulooq (very big)
MV: Qaqqarsuaq
KP: Qaqqarsivasik
MV: or?
KP: Qaqqakulooq (big mountain)
MV: Mamaqaaq imaluunnit mamarujussuaqaaq? (tastes so good, or tastes very, very good)
KP: Mamakulooqaq
MV: Ilumut mamangaarami (really? (she) tastes so good?)
KP: ila mamarniarjarami (sure, tastes so good)
MV: uigguk: -nguaq (the affix –little)
KP: -nguujuk / unannguujuk
MV: Arnangnuuaq, mikissusia pillugu (a small woman, concerning her smallness?)
KP: Arnarajik.

Conversation

(There was some muzziness on the tape, so I skipped part of the conversation. MV)
MV: Kornelius, you are a sealer, right?
KP: Yes.
JORSIAS AMMOSEN

(Kunniliisip qajaq titartarluaqqinnaarlugu suisalu tamarmik aqqi allallugit uvannut (MV) tunniussimavai, maani ilannungneqarsinnaasut. Uani båndimi peqqissavilluni sananeqartarnera nassuiarppaa.)

Jorsias Ammosen

(JOAM), 60-nik uk. 1963
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal

Oqaloqatigiinneq

MV: Illittaaq piniartuugaluarputit, aat?
JA: Aam, pinijartutu perersarpunga.
MV: Qanga aallartippit?
JA: Qassi?, sisamani ukijeqalerdjingali qajartaarpunga.
MV: Kiap ilinniartippaatit?
JA: Ataataarma, haam... Paarnermu ilinnijaqqaarpunga.
MV: Nunap qaavani ilinniaqqaarpit?
Aalisarsinnalikasidjinga qani tamaani qajalukaadjuta, qajalukaavinnaadjuta aalisaluttaringatta

JORSIAS AMMOSEN
MV: When did you become a sealer?
KP: I started out after my confirmation, yes. With help from the municipality I started learning sealing little by little. You know, as well as I could. Josva (Josva Kleist, MV) was town councillor here. The municipality helped me get a kayak. I tried making a kayak for myself. At this time Josva bought kayak models (for vestries in Denmark, MV). He made Silas and Makors make the models, complete with skin cover. Then Josva asked me to do a kayak model, and so I did. I though my kayak model was very nice and I took it up to Josva. To my surprise he gave me one krone (money, one krone = 100 øre). Silas and Makors got five kroner (pl.) each for theirs. And I thought that I would get five kroner too. I was so disappointed, I didn’t even thank him for the one krone.
I gave that krone... no! I didn’t give it, I threw it to my mother, Bintita, on the small platform for her lamp, because I was so disappointed with that reward. My mother split the money: She gave the Silarsikuloqs family fifty øre, kept fifty øre herself for coffee and sugar. Everyone was very pleased.
Then I did a brand new model. I got two kroner for it. I now felt that I was the world’s best kayak model builder.
Josva had asked me to do a new one. I was nervous at the thought of what Josva might say. Then he said. “Now you know how to make a kayak model, so now you can make a kayak for yourself!” He said it on his way to work. We all looked up to Josva, you see. We respected him immensely. He had told me: “Make a kayak for yourself!” So I started building a kayak for myself aided by the municipality who gave me skins for covering a sea-going kayak. With some trouble I finished the kayak for myself, a narrow one.

MV: Tell me how you build a kayak.
KP: I’ll tell you how to build a kayak.... (Kornelius later sent me very precise designs of the kayak, kayak building and tools belonging to the kayak... also detailed designs of the umiak and its equipment, as reproduced in Appendix II).

Jorsias Ammosen

(JOAM), 60 years old in 1963
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal

Conversation

MV: You used to be a seal hunter, didn’t you?
JA: Yes, I was brought up to be a seal hunter.
MV: How old were you when you began training to be one?
JA: How was I then? Well, I was four years old when I got my first kayak.
MV: Who taught you to paddle in a kayak?
JA: My father, yes ... I first learnt to paddle.
MV: On dry land?
JA: On a lake; I learnt to paddle first on a lake. Only one hooded seal skin, the skin of a young hooded seal was enough for my kayak, my poor kayak, which was almost round. Yes, one skin sufficed.
When I had learned to sit alone in the kayak. I began to paddle on the sea. After having got used to paddling down there, I began to fish a little. Then I began to catch small birds.
MV: Which small birds?
uukaning, kanassinidji. Tass tamakkuva qaangerajarterijaratsingi kiis timmijaalunnijartalerpun-
gun.
MV: Suut?
JA: Ha?
MV: Suut timmissat?
JA: Appaaqan pinijaqqaarparpun, timmissaning, appadji.
MV: Qanga puisinniaqqaarpit?
JA: Doorluvini ukiyeqardjinga puviseqqaarpunga. Natsersivatsijaa mardjing. Tass apersertikkis-
sarnu aama, aa, naaka, tratanini ukiyeqardjinga aama pingsaining ilivitserpunga, sisamaa tassa
akkortitaralungu. Tassa fjortanini ukiyeqaleraama qaanakki illivilermu apersertikkijarterpunga
Kitsissimningaani. Aama pingsini iliivertareeralliivardjingali. Kingernangin puvisin, puvisaa-
luppassivasi pisarivakka, ardjereeqaan.
MV: Taamanikki kippakaasarpusi.
JA: Ilarpusit! Narsarmiji iniverudjungu kippartarpun.
MV: Upernaakit?
JA: Maajiminngaaniin kippartarpungun.
MV: Taamanikki Narsarmi umiaqaaluppoq, aat?
JA: Umija, tassami umijaliin, umijarpijaanaapu angadjatin, umijaasaqanngilaq. Uvangun,
Paalusikkin, Ulutuuvingivasikkin, Daaversivasikkin, Aapalaakin, Nikkulaakin, aama kikkim-
maakuva? Ila ardjareeqaa umijan. Tassa tasamunga Kitsissunun kippartarpu tamarming. Kitsissi
Avadjii, tas Kingitsivarsikk, Kangerdjuvatsijalikki, Qaarusuttuuku, Nunarsivakkin, Tukingasu-
tassa tamarmik ineqartarpu kipparsimasining. Angiterpassivasiisarpun. Natsersivamasarner-
ming.
MV: Aallangajaleraangassi piareersaatigisarpasi umiat qaanallu atortortussat tamakku iluarsaal-
lugit, aat?
JA: Kippaqqajaalertaringaming umijarti amertarpaa, upernassakkin. Ameqqardjivi aataa kip-
partarpun.
MV: Natsersuit amiininik?
JA: Natsersivi amiinning.
MV: Umiamut qassit atorajuttarpa?
JA: Tiivi eqqaaniisappu imm’qa.
MV: Umiat qisuttai oqaluttuareriaakkit. Suna atortarpisiuk, qisunnik?
MV: Ukiumi ungasittumun puisinniaartarpisi?
JA: Taamanikkin, inusukkadjaratta mersersaqanngilangun. Ungasitsimu adjaa angadjavingi-
sarpungu. Sinittarijartarpungu ukqimiliiiniin, qijianartorsuvasimmi, ujaqqat ataa...aterujuvan-
un. Ilikkardjungu aama tujomminart’qangilaq.
MV: Ukiumi puisaasatsillugu, suut piniartarpisigit?
MV: Appat sumik piniartarpisigit?
JA: Nuving. Massakki nuvernjairinnaarpun. Aadjaaanjaanartunngorpun. Qaanakki qassittaa-
naan appasijertetalarpun aama massakiin. Pujortuvaaanarni appasijleraming. Manna ikinning-
varpun ukjimi, qadjunaqqangikkadjarman, puviseqassareeqaaq, aama manna Torsukattak
aama puviseqassareeqaaz.
MV: Massakkin?
JA: Massakki ajortunngorpun. Takisassaaritingajappu massakiin.
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JA: What?
MV: Which birds?
JA: The first we caught were small auks (Alle alle), and guillemots (Uria lomvia).
MV: When did you catch your first seal?
JA: I was twelve when I caught my first seal, two young hooded seals. Just before my confirmation ... well... no, I had caught three hooded seals, the fourth, the first, was a “share”-catch. When I was fourteen I paddled in a kayak to Nanortalik to be confirmed there, from Kitsissut to Nanortalik. At that time I had caught three hooded seals. After that I caught a lot of small seals.
MV: Then you went to the sealing islands?
JA: Indeed we did! Everybody went along to the hunting islands. No one stayed behind in the settlement at Narsarmijit.
MV: It was in the spring?
JA: We set out in the month of May.
MV: Were there a number of umiaks (women’s boats) at that time?
JA: Yes, umiaks were the only vessels, there were no wooden rowing boats. We had an umiak, Paulus’s had, Ludvig’s, David’s, Abraham’s, Nikolaj’s ... yes, there were several, there were many. Everybody went off to Outer Kitsissut, to Kingitsivarsik, Kangerluatsiaq, Qaarussutukkut, Nunaarsiviakkit, Tukingasukkut ... All the islands were peopled with seal hunters. A lot of men who caught big hooded seals.
MV: Did you make repairs to umiaks and kayaks and all that was to be used during your stay on the hunting islands?
MJ: Taamanikk kippaarmsagangassi, natsersivin amerlanaartarpasi?
MJ: Amerlasimaqat?
JA: Amerdjaalukasiiipun
MJ: Ningertitsisarpusii?
JA: Ta sulit massakimu adjaa ningersitsisarpun.
MJ: Taamanikk? Natsersivaq sijulleq?
JA: Tass ningeritittarpaan aama, amijanu adjaan. Tass taamaalidjungu sakijatteetingamikki, angusu tassa taana sakijatsijaanaa pisarpaa nijaquvali. Sinnersivasija tassa inunnu tunnijitter-

paa.
MJ: Qanoruna taasaraat? Aggortitaq, aat?
JA: Akkortitaq.
MJ: Tassali tullii iliivits?
JA: Ja. Tassa tudjii iliivittenngordj iliivitsertarisarpaan, kisermaasarisarpaan.
MJ: Tamakkumi puvisaatqat?
JA: Puvisaataq ningijivaarinnarpun.
MJ: Qani ningertitsisarpun?
JA: Neqaanaaning.
MJ: Sijullermik attuiseq?
JA: Kututtarpornq. Soordj quvuqia pamijdjitattling. Tudjijata idjivani ningija uppanntatimi pisar-

paan. Tudjijata talija, aama talijata idjiva. Sudj tulumiaavi sakijaali, a, tulumavvi, qaana ardjari-

kaangaming aama tassa tumuamaavi aama immikuuluttungordjuvi aama ningerisarpaan.
MJ: Angusu suvami tass...
MJ: Nanorsiorqarpisii? Taamanikkin...
MJ: Paasinni?
JA: Paa sinaani.
MJ: Kiap nannittaa?
qadjunaa...pisijarivaan.
MJ: Angisoorsuaq?
JA: Angisuukulungitseq, arnaq, inortoq.
MJ: Qanu akiplerpaat
JA: Triornorjun.
MJ: Pilluarnaqaaq...
MJ: Nannut aamma ningerisarput?
Sakijatsijaanaa nannuttu aama sakijatsijaanaa nijaqivali pisarpaa.
Timikuluuva tassa inunnu tassa tunjeqqararspaa aama.
MJ: Siujaqeq?
JA: When the time for departure approached, fresh skins were put on the umiaks. Nobody went to the sealing islands until one had put a fresh cover on the umiaks.
MV: In hooded seal skin?
JA: Yes, hooded seal skin.
MV: How many skins did you use for one umiak?
JA: About twenty, I seem to remember.
MP: Will you tell me about the wood that was used for an umiak, which kind of wood?
JA: Well, driftwood was preferred at that time, rather than wood bought in the shop.
(See the sketches of an umiak and a kayak by Kornilius Petrusen, Frederiksdal, in App. II)
MV: Did you go far in order to hunt seals?
JA: Yes, at that time. When we were young we considered no place for hunting to be too far away. Yes, we got far away in order to hunt. We had sleeping places in stone caves, in winter often in severe cold. But nothing was too harsh, when you have accustomed yourself to it.
MV: When there were not many seals to hunt in winter, what did you hunt then?
JA: Birds, in particular guillemot. There are still many guillemots.
MV: With which tools do you catch guillemot?
JA. With bird darts. Today you do not hunt with darts. You shoot them.
Very few still hunt with darts from a kayak. You go guillemot-hunting in a motorboat. At the mouth of the fiord out here and at Torsukattak there were many seals, before the Danes came here.
MV: And now?
JA: It isn't good any more. We almost never see seals any more.
MV: At that time on the hunting sites, when you caught hooded seals, did everyone catch a lot?
JA: I didn’t catch so many. When I caught most, I had caught eighteen “whole” hooded seals.7 But if you count the small seals too, that made a good number. I once bought a shotgun with money that I had earned exclusively from sales of small seals’ skins. A skin then cost two kroner.
MV: There must have been many!
JA: There were quite a lot.
MV: You shared the catch?
JA: We still do.
MV: What about the first hooded seal?
JA: Well, we shared the blubber and skin. When they had cut the rib section, that piece was due to him who had caught the seal, besides the head. The rest being the big part of the seal he gave to others.
MV: What was it called, the first hooded seal that was caught?
JA: A hooded seal “to be shared”.
MV: After that the catcher keeps the whole seal, for himself. How about small seals?
JA: Small seals have always been seals to be shared.
MV: Tell me : What will the first man get?
JA: He gets the thigh with the tail. The next gets a foreflipper, then the next one also a foreflipper, and the next a rib piece. If many people are to share the seal, you divide up the ribs.
MV: The catcher’s part is not big ...
JA: No. He gets the head and small piece of ribs. You do not divide up the skin and the blubber of small seals. Only the meat is shared.

7. “whole”: caught unaided by partners with rights to shares.
MV: Kuusii? Suunukua?
MV: Nannuttoq pillertarpq?
JA: Pernartaringaming pidjertarpun.
MV: Suna avalattarpaan?
MV: Tamakku immikku avalanneqarneq ajorput?
JA: Hmm (aap). Ila ningersi taaku pisarpaaj.
MV: Massakkut aamam tassa nannuttoqaruni, tassa assigivaa takinenquaartu tassa pivaa?
JA: Tassami taamaativaarinnarpaq. Suli tamassa.
MV: Qanga nannuttoqarpa kingullermik?
MV: Qanu ittuuku nannukkajuttarp?
MV: Inusunnerpit nalaani narsarmijini tamarmik, angutit tamarmik, qajaqarpat?
JA: Ila...! tassami ateqqilittarpu kisimi taana ataatakkkin, ajoqin tamakku kisimi tassa, tassami qajaqarpummi tamakkununngaa adjaan. King'qattaardjytin, palasikki king'qattaartarin, hi,hi,...
MV: Kununuguuakknut, Knud Rasmussen-ikkut eqqaamavigit, tamaaniimmata?
JA: Qajarteqataavungasimmii uva taamani. Ikani akijani, Ikingaani Sijaqqissim kujatinngivani, Qupalivarsiital sinaani avannerujoqiserng, qajartivarqungun. Aama Ikingaa ilivani soraaratta king'qattaarpungun.
MV: Filmeramikki...isiginnaartitsillusi?
JA: Immaqa filmissaq.
MV: Aallaritaangivakkuluk, Kalistiaan taamani ilaa Kununuguup maani oqaloqatisarpaa aamma?
JA: Hmm, tivatittarpaa.
MV: Avalaallulgulu
JA: Hmm.
MV: Massakkut tamanna uijarneeruppoq, uijarneerutivippoq?
JA: Kingivaavinnaa tassa tamassa tamaaniilerpun. Utooqarippoq.
MV: Egalunniartarpusi aamma? Taamanikki illit inusunnerpit nalaani? Egalunniartarpusi?
MV: Sumi eqalinniartarpisi tamaani?
JA: Tassinga kuumun. Uva massakki qass'sertarpunga taakani.
MV: Qass'taannarnik sakoqartarpisii?
JA: Makkufu nadjudjuti niss'jaadjudjiti aama pisartarpun.
MV: Sapuserneq ajorpusii?
JA: Sapuserpaan. Suli taamaaporng.
MV: Did you see polar bears at that time?
JA: Indeed we did! We hunted bears lots of times! I have also shot a bear just outside our house-
entrance out there. (JA shows a photo). Here! It was bought by a Dane, who lived out there at
Nuussuaq.
MV: “Whose” bear was it?
JA: Ingrid’s. ( = JA’s wife. MV)
MV: A big bear?
JA: Not so big. It was a female bear, not fully grown.
MV: What did he pay for it?
JA: Three hundred crowns.
MV: You were pleased …
JA: Yes we were! At that time a bear skin did not cost that much. How was it then? I think a bear
skin (No. one, MV) cost seventy five crowns at the time.
MV: Did you also divide up bears?
JA: Ooh, yes! Just like seals. The one who caught the bear got the head, and ribs. The rest, lots of
meat, was shared out to the others ..
MV: The first one (to hit the bear)?
JA: They give him a hindleg. It’s called nimmia. And forelegs, he receives also a foreleg. They were
for “sharing”, also kuusi (hip piece?) …
MV: kuusi, what’s that?
JA: This one (pointing), that makes a share on its own. And the tail. The tail piece from a large
bear is much desired. In that case there is lots of meat on the tail, just as much meat as on one of
the allotted forelegs.
MV: Does the bear hunter celebrate a feast?
JA: The first time a hunter kills a bear he holds a celebration.
MV: What does he serve?
JA: The rib piece with gruel. Cut up meat in very small pieces is served, and what else is left of
small pieces scraped from the skin is added to the shares.
MV: They are not served?
JA: No, they are given to the others.
MV: If and when a bear is shot today, is it still the same rule: that the party concerned who first
saw the bear, will be his/hers?
JA: Yes. It is still like that.
MV: When was a bear last caught here?
JA: Last year Egteeraq, Elias’ son, got a bear last year.
MV: Which time of year is bear usually caught?
JA: They are mostly out in the summer, formerly, also in winters with pack ice. Bears may come
any time.
MV: Had every man a kayak in Narsarmijit in your young days?
JA: Yes, public servants, also your father and the other catechists had no other way of travelling
than by kayak. They too had a kayak. They could even turn round. In kayak, yes, even clergymen
could turn a kayak over in the water … hee, hee, hee …
MV: Do you remember Knud Rasmusen and his travelling team?
KA: Oh yes, I was on the kayak team out there a little south of Siaqqisseq (a bit to north of
Herjolfsnæs, MV) at Qupaluarssittallit. There was a northerly wind. After kayak-paddling we
turned our kayaks round in the water at Kangeq.
MV: Nunami allami eqalunniartarpisi?
MV: Inuusunnerpit nalaani?
JA: Aama tassani tass tappavunga eqadjji tammaadj eqalinnijaqqingivarpun.
MV: Ilaani umijamik ingerlaartarpat?
JA: Umija...umijamimmi. Arnartalers'qaliting. Tasiisaq ineqanngikkadjarman, tamaani adjaa itividjita eqalinnijartarpungun.
MV: Nuanni?
JA: Ippermaqartidjungu nuvannerneq ajerporng. Hi, hi, hi...
MV: Suut sakkugisarpisigit tappavani?
JA: Nissin, tassa kisiming. Suli massakki aama tassa tamaanga nissilikkingisarparpun.
MV: Makkumi, qanermaana pisarpaan? Qissaritin?
JA: Qissangiitsin.
MV: Atortarpisigit aamma ilaaniikki?
MV: Kapuutigalugu?
JA: Kapuutigalungu.
MV: Atorneqarneq ajorpat makkuninning maatauninik saaaniuq imaluninik nissununkapuutit?
MV: Uva aamma, qissikka?, qanoruna ilaa aatsamanijarjipig itaasaarajik?
MV: Aap. Aammam atertaralivarpasi siornatigut?
MV: Suut qissaatigisarpisigut?
JA: Timmiissa suluvisa qingartaan. Tamakkininning pinngikkiti qisissan ikkeri tamakkuva nukerivaaj, qissannitingisarparpun.
MV: Qanoruna taasaraat ammaati?
JA: Qanermaana, ammaatin? aan?
MV: Taamaasoraara, hmm... tassami sorseasa...
JA: Aam, hmm. Ipperivaan. Hmm...
MV: Ammassaniartarpat tamaani? Qangaligamiliin?
MV: Saarulliit qangaa Narssarmut tikippat?
MV: Meerangerpi nalaani saarulleqanngilaq, aat?
JA: Hmm, meeranerma nalaani saaridjeqanngilaq. Qaatpqungkuuloq saaridjinnik takidjatsiarternarporn, ataasikkaartinnik.
MV: Suut aalisaapaapat?
JA: Uukan, kanassin.
MV: Aammam sissaq neriniarfidgeqartarpoq, tinikkaangami...?
JA: Uvidjin. Sudjuviitsin, aapilatsin. Sudjuvitortoqqalaarsorisoraaka,
MV: You were being filmed?
JA: Well, perhaps for a film.
MV: Kununnguaq also talked with Old Aadaaridaat, Kristian, didn't he?
JA: Yes, he had Kristian dance drum-dances.
MV: And took him with him to Denmark?
JA: Yes
MV: There are no more East Greenlanders here, are there?
JA: Only their descendants. There are no more old people.
MV: Do you still go fishing arctic char/trout? Or was it at the time when you were young that you went trout fishing?
JA: Oh yes! We still go out trout fishing. We go trout catching because there are still trout in the rivers.
MV: Where do you fish for trout?
JA: Here at Kuussuaq (Big River). I still set nets for trout.
MV: Do you only use nets?
JA: Some people also stand by the river and fish from there with a fishing-line.
MV: Do you never make a dam in the river?
JA: Some will make a dam. There are still some who do so.
MV: Do you go to other places than Narsarmijit in order to fish trout?
JA: Yes, into the fiord. A lot of trout was caught by people who had been fishing there.
MV: What was the catch like when you were young?
JA: It was just the same then, we always went in and caught trout.
MV: Did you sometimes go trout-fishing in a women's boat?
JA: Yes, an umiak! We brought women along (who did the rowing). That was before Tasiusaq was populated. Sometimes you'd walk overland in order to catch trout there.
MV: Wasn’t it fun?
JA: No it wasn’t, not when there were lots of moskitos! Hee, hee, hee ...
MV: What do you fish with?
JA: With a hook, nothing else. Even today we sometimes take a trout-hook along to fish.
MV: How about ...what is it they are called, qissarutit?
JA: Whirls.
MV: Did you sometimes use them for fishing?
JA: No, we didn't use them, but nails. For instance, three nails fixed on the rod, one of the nails made shorter and fixed in the middle of the rod.
MV: Like a leister? (Not sure, MV).
JA: Yes, like a leister. (Not sure MV).
MV: Didn’t you use bone or horn for spearing?
JA: I haven’t seen that sort of thing. We only used nails.
MV: What was it they were called, qissik... You mentioned them just now?
JA: Qissanniitin? Fishing rod. That's what we called them, with a loop that was tightened around the fish. Yes, like that ... 
MV: Did you use them in the old days?
JA: Yes, we used them a lot. When we were children we caught a lot of young trouts with them.
MV: What were they called, Ammaatit?
JA: Well what was it they were called... amm...ann?
MV: Yes, was it not like that ...?
massakki. Tassami. Sudjuvitsi aapilatsininngaaniin neringginnerivaan. Uvilunnoqaangun. Hi, hi...
MV: Sissami uullugit?

Qivittutt
MV: Qivittorsiorneq ajorpisi? Siornatigut?

Qivittut
MV: Qivittorsiorneq ajorpisi? Siornatigut?
MV: Qivittooqarpormi tassa ilaani?
MV: Sooroq qivippa?
MV: Ajoqiisimagami?

MV: Soorooq inneq ikumajinnaartart?
JA: Silaanaarittarterng. Silaanaarittartorooq immaqan.

MV: Tass arnaq tassani najigalik?
JA: Tassa tassani najing(g)aling.
MV: Sunagii inuusutigigaa? Sunamigii taama nerisarpaa?
JA: Nerisaanik aperserneq ajerama uvang, hi, hi... ila tassa taamannaanaq ilisimavara.

MV: Utersimanngilarmi soorlikjqai?
JA: Tassa utersimanngilaq.
MV: Allamiq qivittimik tusagaqarpit? Ilisimasaqarpjajangilatit?
JA: Well, hum, Ipperivaan (= aat)...hum...
MV: Did you catch capelin (Mallotus villosus) here?
JA: At Amitsivarsik a lot were caught. Today there are no capelin here.
MV: When did the cod begin to come to Narsarmijit?
JA: In my early youth. But they were different from the cod today, and you could only catch them at certain places. Today you can catch them anywhere.
MV: None in your childhood?
JA: None in my childhood. Very very rarely you saw single ones here or there.
MV: What kinds of fish were around?
JA: Fiord cod (Gadus ogac Richardson) and sea scorpion.
MV: You also found something eatable on the coast, in the shallow water?
JA: Mussels, kelp, red algae... Nobobdy ever ate kelp as far as I know, but red algae they did eat. A lot of mussels. We like mussels very much. Hee, hee ...
MV: Did you boil them on the coast?
JA: No, we did not boil them on the coast. We brought them home and boiled them at home. They taste fine!
MV's comment: JA did a careful description of the building of a woman's boat and a kayak with the terms for the single parts. That description has been left out and replaced by listing of the terms written on the sketches of the umiak and kayak by Kornelius Petruszen, Frederiksdal/Narsarmijit. Kornelius was about ten years younger than Jorsias, and he was careful and confident (see Appendix II).

**A Qivittoq Story**

MV: Did you see any qivittut (mountain wanderers)? Earlier?
JA: I don’t know anything about them and I haven't seen any.
MV: But some people do become qivittut. I mean, it has happened?
JA: Yes, that's true. I definitely believe in qivittut! But I don’t agree with the people who claim to have seen dead people as ghosts. I believe in qivittut.

My father has told us several times about a woman in Illorsuatsiaat who became a qivittoq.

MV: Why did she become a qivittoq?
JA: My father told us that it was because she got pregnant, she feared her parent’s anger. Her name was Kattaliit, my father said. He told us that he himself was a fairly big boy, clear in his mind and curious. Nothing missed his attention. The young woman became a qivittoq while her father was performing a church service. It was in Illorsuatsiaat.8

MV: Her father was a catechist?
JA: Yes, her father was a catechist. Shortly after the service had started, she began to pick her nose in order to provoke a nose-bleed. She wanted a reason to leave the church. Then she got a nose-bleed and went out. She didn’t return during the service. After the service her parents waited for her to come home. But she didn’t come home. Then they started to look for her. They searched in vain. They searched for her in the relatively large number of houses. But she was...

---

8. A small settlement, most probably without a church or a school that would serve also as a chapel. The services would then take place in the house of the catechist. Illorsuatsiaat was established by bear hunters before 1901 but abandoned before 1946, (Robert Petersen, pers. comm.; see also Berthelsen, Chr., I. M. Mortensen, Ebbe Mortensen (eds.) Kalallit Nunaat, Greenland, Atlas. Nuuk: Pilersuiffik 1990:48).
Innersuit

MV: Tamakkua uumazorujit soorlu innersuakki tusartaraluarpaisigit meeraagalarassi?
JA: Immaqa Inngilikki Kitsisini kipparsimadjutaasi imma aama innersivarmi takinikuupun,
(nulia, MV). Qernertivarsinni nunaatirtaavaranatta Kitsissini taavani. Ta upernariissiseng.
Qajaq, ta avannardjoringatsiingi qerertartuukudjassivisi, Kingitsivarsiskimmi ateqarami.
Tassanngangii nuvingami qajaq kalitserng. Qatsinganikulooq. Seqineq taakkinga iliseq, nuan-
nerseruttortooq! Tukingsimuzu ingerdja tassa, tass aqquatssaanarpjaaniikkatt, taan nunangisar-
tangarpun. Akkersilerpaan. Ingerdjarajarami, ingerdjarjarami, ingerdjarjarami, taamadjaangii
tass natersivarsivasi kalita, tassami milaanu adjaaan suuna nalinarnarpan? Usussuvusijanu
adjaat pujadjiting. Suna taam nalinarnarpa! Bertnaan, una ilivilermiijingalivaq, Malijannap
uvi...ilisimavijik?
MV: Ilaana.
JA: Tassa taasuma uviingaliva. Tassa pinijartorsunungadjarm... aama pingissaqingaming.
Taanaasoritissimangalivaramiikki. Tassali qaqqamingaanii aervalnu tungaan.. ikerasaatsijaqa-
rami taana, immaqa qakkuva idju tititu rututtingisimi ikerasaatsijaq. Akerneqquttaqitaqarami tass
tassiina Tukingsimun ingerdjassangini. Tassinga taqqimman, qulangersordjungu. Taamang! Hi,
hi...
MV: Nueqqinngilala?
JA: Nuveqqissimanngilarmi. Tassa takinnittuuvissimaanarpaan. Ta, uvangu ilimmajerparpun,
pasivarpun, immaqa innersivarmi takinnitsi immaqa.
MV: Allanik taamaarujuttunik paasisimasaqannilatit?
JA: Tassa adjami paasisimasaqangilanga taamaatimik. Tusartangaangalivakka... asingsingin-
namimmi...taana Inngilikki innersiarisvavaat, kisititasi taana isinginn...utoqqaanaadjutimmi ila ising-
inaarsimangamikki.

Qaannanik ajunaarnersuaq (Sisamat qajaasut)

Februari, ukiji suna puvingeraasii uvanga taana. Narsarmijeq aasaajiqqitaaqiserng, ilaani
ukjertarpoq aama, aama imigijidjert’aaq.
Februariir sup’t’nijani iterpungun avannaq, kananna aangartikkijartukulooq. Iteratta aadjart’qann-
gilaq, qaanaaming. Taamanikkimm udojortusalerseq, februari qaama, februarimi. Aneraarikkiar-
terjarami, aneraarikkiariterjarami, ajalilerpoq ajalilerp qatsilerporng, qatsilerp, aadjar-
nsaasu tamarmi aadjarpaung, kinnigun; qanginnigavatsunnu tappavunga, appannijardjitali aalis-
rajard’taltil. Perajaratta, perajaratt, tappavani aalisarajaratta saardjissijordjuta, appasijertareer-
l’tali.
Kitaa aangartileqimman, uvanga mardjik qaana aaparaluvin, kimmukalerpungun. Ingerdjar-
jaratta, ingerdjarajarat Nijaqernardjiinii tikinngilarpun, tassa anersisivasi nadjiiteqaq, nadji-
teqeq, silakulutt’ni ilangalungu, assimmu isingisarijaritvidjini. Uvanga taamankiik aam
pisartareeqingamaasiin aalisaksanidji appaniidji. Ingerdjarajaratta, ingerdjarajaratta, Aalasi
kitaatungaa tikidjungulu, ilami sila ajilkulooqtingami, ersinn taartvidjini. Ukijimi avannaq
kanangarsitsidjungu ukuva Qassitaa paavi ingijijdernerteqingaming. Aamaliinii taamani ingij-
ili nalaatordjuni ingijilissiiqerl’unamngamikkut.
Ingerdjarajaratta, ingerdjarajaratta, Qererta oqquvani qajaq naapipparpun kisimiiterng.
Ilalijiterajaratsingi tassa pingasunngorl’ta. Uvanga utoqqartaangama oqarpunqa: “Asser-
pasinaarnijarsinaritjini.” Tass asserpasimaarnijarjasaralita ingerdjarajaratta, ingerdjarajaratta
Ningertiin tas’ma nalinannigukuuloqqaan. Ningertiin nuuvatsijani inivi qaqaqisini, ersijadjanner-
ni. Ilami aama taamang ingijidjikuloorneq ajaralivarterng aam malinning ingijilimmidjii.
nowhere to be seen. Everyone searched. The hunters didn’t go hunting; they just searched for the young woman.

Later, several years later, a man by the name Qujananngitseq met her outside Illorsuatsiaat, in a place called Iseqqaq. I haven't been to the place; but it has been pointed out to me several times. It was just south of our settlement, a bit further up, underneath a big heap of stones. There’s no entrance. Earlier there was a very long, narrow tunnel, it is said. But today it’s almost completely covered by sand and soil. It is said, that it wasn’t possible to keep a fire burning when you had got a bit further in. The young woman had a child when Qujananngitseq visited her in there. It was when my father was a fairly big boy.

MV: Why did the fire go out?
JA: That is how bad the air was, or rather, there was no air. Perhaps.

MV: Was the young woman all alone?
JA: Yes. That’s where she lived.

MV: I wonder what she lived on. What did she have to eat?
JA: I haven’t asked about what she had to eat. Hee, hee…

MV: So she didn’t return to the settlement?
JA: No, she didn’t return.

MV: Do you know any other qivittoq stories?
JA: Yes, I guess I have heard other stories, but I don’t know how true they are. People tell stories; but the stories are all so diverse.

**Innersuit (Fire People)**

MV: Did you hear stories about strange creatures when you were children? For instance, innersuit? Did you hear such stories?
JA: It was, I think, Ingrid (JA’s wife, MV) and another woman who saw one of those, an innersuaq, while we were, as usual, camping in tents on the hunting islands of Kitsissut. A bit further north there was a rather big island by the name of Kingitsiarsikasik. Ingrid and the other woman saw a man in his kayak sailing out there, towing a seal. The weather was very calm; the sun was intense in the afternoon, a splendid day. They saw the kayak man sailing towards Tukingaseq. You see, we were camped just in the place where everyone had to pass. That is where we always stayed. The kayak man sailed and sailed and sailed, they saw everything, his seal, a large hooded seal, which he was towing; it was so clear that they could see the spots on the seal’s skin clearly and its large penis was standing erect, heavily swollen. Everything was very clear.

At first they thought it was Berdnan who lived in Nanortalik at that time, Malianna’s ex-husband, a very great seal hunter. Did you know him?

MV: Indeed!

JA: A very great sealer. They did, of course, only have fine things. You had to pass through a very narrow strait in order to reach Tukingasut. When the kayak disappeared there, they went up higher to look for him from up there. But he never reappeared. Hee hee …

MV: He never reappeared?
JA: He never reappeared. They didn’t see him again. We have wondered if it wasn’t an innersuaq. We think so. The women probably saw an innersuaq. Perhaps.

MV: You don’t know of any other stories like this one?
JA: I don’t know any other stories. The stories I have heard are all so diverse… But what Ingrid and that other woman saw was probably an innersuaq. They saw it and they were both adults.
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Big kayak accident (Four men died)

It was the month of February. Oh yes, which year I do not remember right now. (It was 1934 according to information given by K. Petrusassen. MV) Narsarmijit is so wonderful – so beautiful in summer. But then winter arrives. It can be so cruel and with heavy surf along the beaches.

When we woke up in the morning of the seventeenth of February there was a northerly and a westerly wind, which gained in strength within a short time. No one went out in their kayaks that morning. The wind calmed down, however, little by little, and it became still. It was the month of February; the days were getting a bit longer. By now, the sky was completely cloudless, and the weather became wonderful, and everyone who was able to do so went out in their kayaks. We paddled into the fiord, where we wanted to hunt guillemot and fish cod. After fishing and shooting guillemot, we noticed that the weather was changing, and when the sky turned dark out west, we started to paddle out towards the settlement. I paddled in the company of another person; the two of us were paddling outwards.

We paddled and paddled, paddled all we could; but we did not get very far; we had not even reached Niaqornat, when we ran into a violent storm with the bad weather that it brings along. We could not see ahead of us anymore. I had shot guillemot and fished cod. We continued to fight the storm, but we had not even reached Aalasit, when the weather turned as bad as it possibly could and it became very dark. When there is a northerly and westerly gale in winter, it is usually accompanied by heavy surf near the small islands Qassittaat (behind Frederiksdal / Narsarmijit, MV) Just then it became apparent that the surf was already there and it was very powerful.

We continued paddling to the leeward of Qerertaq. Here we met a lonely man in his kayak, who now joined us. We were now three kayaks. I was the eldest so I advised the others to stay, as far as possible, to the windward side.

We sailed and sailed, as much as possible to the windward side, towards Nigertiit. On the small promontory of Nigertiit we saw, when the weather cleared up for a moment, some people who were calling. Never had the surf been so violent and the sea in such a turmoil that you couldn’t get out of your kayak. We were pulled up by the people who had called for us and they helped us out of our kayaks. We carried our kayaks away from the sea and hurriedly put them down, and we placed stones on top of them to prevent them from blowing away. We weren’t wet, as we were dressed in skin. We hung our catch over our shoulders and ran towards the settlement.

When we reached our settlement we heard people wailing and screaming; so we were able to work out that the people were very alarmed. We arrived and could see that people were trying to save a kayak floating bottom upward. It was the one of five men in kayaks by the beach who were trying to reach land. The four others were trying to save him. They knew, of course, that you had to help whenever it was possible. They had made a good attempt, they did what they could, but it had been very difficult. We now threw our catch on the ground and started to walk along the beach to see what could possibly be done.

The people who were trying to save the victim of the accident were approaching the situation in the right way. But several times they were hit by the violent surf; it was difficult to do anything. One of the four men in kayak capsized. Another helped him back up. But he had lost his kayak paddle. He capsized again. The man who tried to help also capsized. The people from the shore yelled: “Just leave him.” We understood, as you can tell, that there was nothing to be done. Two were saved … (The one of the two who were saved, Abisat’s son, is still alive. He lives in Tasiusaq. He was so lucky as to save himself by riding the waves onto land by the northernmost Island of Qassittaat – through a little narrow passage.) The one who followed him, Johan, was hit by a big wave and capsized. Maybe he hit a stone below the kayak; because he didn’t lose his paddle. He...
Cisilie Petrusssen
(CIPE), 46-nik uk. 1963 (Kornelius Petrusssenip nulia)
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal

Qivittulersaarut
Tassa unikkaarissavara tusarsimasara ikingaamijit Innq’iisi pingasi erner. Tassa Innq’liistin-
givakki erner a ngajideq nulijarsimangami. Taava nulijarsimangami Bolattamik atlimming.
Taava unnukkukinnaraangaming arnanngivasijat paasilissavavaa ilaani ernini saniminu innarterng.
Taava arnaata aperissavava suun pigjungu saniminu innarman. Taava ernerata aksarsimangamij-
ik innangakkini meqqiteqarpadjaaqimman, innangakkingini saperamijing tassa qimadjungu.
Arnami sinaanukardjini. Tassa ajernartaqaaq, arnaata saniminiitsittaraa. Ilaani udjukkukiterini
qinilernijalissooq tunumi akinneri meqqitini, meqqitingin. Tass’ sunaka nulijia isimalulersimad-
juni imaat .. sunaka nulijia angerdjarsernermik unnuvaa uvini tass’ taamaalijorsumangaa. Taava
uvija aadjarami tikinngilarng. Tass tikinngerijarami ajernaqaaq tassa, nulija taana nunaminuka-
rajarami angerdjaraqajarami.

Taava tudjija: tudjiua ukijeq taamaanikimme’ qisissaanarning eqiterisaradjarmata, taava ukijak-
kiin-kiingaa tamakkuninnga paarmaqadjunnik qisissani eqiterilersimangami. Taava taasuma
ernerata angajidji tudjiua angiti ulumaata aadjarussumararjaqeramajik. Sunaka aama
puvingerdjungu aama tammarsimangaa. Taava tammarsimangaa paaserajaramikki – angitaata
annerming – navilersimangamigi suq taana ulumaan tammarmangi, ujaqqudjungu. Ajernaqaaq
erner aamaasii aadjarami tikinngilaq. Tassa ukijit ingerdjasii, ukijarijaa ingerdjaserng; taanangi
majivarami Paavija udjaaki kukutsissadjuni aninjarajardjinili, quliminnigeq qulinaattiveq-
saardjini oqarpadjaniijaleringuq: “Ataatanguu ulumaa erdjingeqisaa, uvannunngaanii erdjin-
narneritimmangi paa qaana ilivara”. Tassa pinijalerpaa paa qaavani ulumaan. Tassa oqardjinili
ataatami taana ulumaa imminerminingaani erdjinrarneritimmangi immini ulumaa tassinga
ilingamiji. Ajern’qaq tassa anijdutu anmukaqqungalinguq, angeqqaqqudjungu, angeqda-
njingilaq. Tassa ajernaqaaq taana ulumaat pingilerpaan. Taava taana ajern’qaaraasii tassa aadjara-
mi tikinngilaq.

Taana nukjerdjeersan sunaka aama nulijassaqalersimarjaqajarni, nulijass’qardjini, nulijass’qardji-
ni tass aama ajern’qaq angiti taasuma nulijassani nuvannaringalivardjungu, angajeqqaavisa
was usually a very skilled hunter, so agile, and his head had surfaced when he got out of his kayak. But we couldn’t come to his rescue; he lost hold of the kayak.

There were people standing at a short distance from the beach. Ooh, how they cried! They cried, they wailed. It sounded like loud dog howls. Now that the only survivor had returned home, there was nothing left for us to do but to go home.

In the evening none of us could find peace, no one could fall asleep. I couldn’t fall asleep; constantly I saw, in front of me, the four men who had to die in the rebellious sea.

Next day the weather was as perfect as it can possibly be. It was very quiet and so clear. Not a wind was moving. The sea was completely smooth. No one felt like leaving the fiord. We paddled into the fiord. No one felt like catching seals, nor did anyone feel like fishing. There was a slight fiord breeze. Apart from that it was quiet. So nice was the weather that my father, that old man, went out in his kayak that day. How old could he have been? He was very old.

Typically me, I have forgotten his age.

Cisilie Petrussen
(CIPE), 46 years old in 1963 (Kornelius Petrussen's wife)
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal,

A Qivittoq story

I am going to tell what I’ve heard about a married couple who once lived in Ikigaat. They had three sons. The eldest son had married a girl named Bolethe. In the evening, when the family had gone to bed on the platform, the mother, Inger Tabita, noticed that her eldest son had lain down beside her. She then asked her son why he had done so and he answered that there were so many needles stuck into the place where he used to sleep that he couldn't lie down there. So he had moved to his mother’s side and then the mother had to let him stay by her side. In the morning she looked at her son’s usual sleeping place and saw that it really was filled with needles.

The young wife had become very bad-tempered and sullen and she often told off her husband, because she suffered so immensely from homesickness. They had a small son at that time.

One day her husband went hunting and he didn’t return home. As he failed to return she went back to her native settlement, back to her parents.

The next son, then: It was custom to gather wood for the winter in the fall. And the following fall the second son was gathering wood and he went up into the mountains, where there were lots of juniper. He had brought his father’s axe. Unfortunately, he couldn't find the axe when he was about to return home; he had forgotten where he had put it. He searched and searched, but he didn’t find it.

When it was discovered that the axe was missing the father got very angry and scolded his son and told him that he had to find it. The son went out in search of the axe, but he never returned.

One early morning that same fall the family’s kiffaq (servant) Pavia went up to the house in order to light up the stove. When he was outside the house he heard the young man’s voice from the mountain saying very clearly: “Tell my father that I have laid the axe, which he values higher than me, on top of the entrance tunnel; the axe which he appreciates more than his son.” The family now came out and saw the young man on the mountainside. They begged him to return, to come home; but he didn’t want to. Because, as he had said: The axe meant more to my father than I did…so he didn’t want to return. It caused the parents great sorrow. Now they had lost yet another son. But they have the axe now. It lay on top of the entrance tunnel.
ajern’qaaq tass aama ukuvardjivaralungu. Tassa ajern’qaaraasiin tassa qatanngitini ilaarajaramin-
ngin, tass tamarmi ernersivasi tikinnidjdan.
Tassa ukjii ingerdjarajaraming, nulijassaata nunaqqaqjiani, nunaqqaqjik ila aamaasi puvingerak-
ku, qaneruna taasarnijaralivarpaa, Qaqortu’ avannaani, nunaqqaqjija tassa nulijassaangalivata
nunaqqaqjija. Juudjilersimingii unnukku idjukuloorsuvasi, uumaa tassa taamanikki qang ga idju-
kuluu angisaradjarm’ta kalaadji qudji aqqaneq mardjing, idjimi ataatumi idji ilivani pilerser-
djaan aqqaneq mardjik! Unnukkukku inuusuttortaanaa mersiitilerpuun, soordijkijarmi utoqqartaasa
sningerpuun, tassa juudjilderjinimi atissassaminning mersuutun. Taamaaruttordjuti pinjarpaa
iserterpaluttorng. Tassa isernijalerpoq angussuvasi kapitalik, aaqatiling. Unnuvassersije-
rajarami, erniiinaq materpadjamman paasivaa – sunaaka nulijassaangalivata – qivijarnijalerpaa
ilisariveqsiisardjungu uvissaagalivani. Tassa paasingami, ilaasa ilisarismanginnamikki, paa-
sismanginnamikki. Adjamu ingerdjannginnami tassinga nulijassaangalivamin, adjakku tingsis-
mannginnamijiin pakkijangi tassa anmisilerdjungu. Ajernaqaaq tassa paasidjungu taasuma nulij-
assata ingidjini ilisaralungulu anninnijarsarleraani, tassa taana arnaq pilivardjini taasuma
angitim amit’sart.. imm’nerminu kijatimingudj’ pakkimingudju tingusumangamijik, kidji taana
uumaang idji ilivaniittin niqerajanjngits taana angussuvasi niqerjinerinnaa taaku utoqqaat
upassimangaming iterdjitiidj, ajern’qaaq tassa tununngaanarpiaq tassa annaavaan. Tassa taaku
paasisimaneqanngidja, taaku Inng’liistirngii ernersivasi, sumu piners, pisin. Tassa aadjarart-
ringami tikinnej ajortun. Taava Tunumintaani tamaanga kuvisikkijartertalermata, umijaa uvij-
arudj’qi kuvisikkijartertalermata. Aamaasiin umija tunuminngaauni uvijaruttu kuvisikkijartordj’-
ting, tass paarmaqiilertareersermi, uvijarajartordjing. Taava tamaani sumiinerporng maani
The youngest son then: He had also got a girlfriend. He loved his girlfriend very much. But his parents didn't find the girl good enough for him, and therefore he couldn't stand living with them anymore. Although he loved his sweetheart so much the only way out for him now was to leave just like his two brothers. Now the parents had lost all of their three sons.

Time passed by. In a settlement north of Qaqortoq, a young woman, who had once been engaged to the youngest of the brothers from Ikigaat, lived with her parents in a very big longhouse. Back then they had very long houses. The girl and her family lived in one of those big houses together with other families. The house was so big that it took twelve blubber lamps to light up the interior of the house. It was winter, close to Christmas. The young woman was sitting on the sleeping platform together with other young women sewing new clothes for Christmas. The parents had gone to bed and were asleep. Suddenly the girls heard something by the entrance tunnel. Somebody was entering the house. A very big man wearing a skin coat and skin mittens stepped in. He was searching for someone. The girls didn't know him; but the girl who had been engaged with the youngest son from Ikigaat, recognized him immediately. It was her former betrothed. He headed straight towards her, grabbed her by both her wrists and tried to drag her out. She resisted, but he held on to her and lifted her up against his chest. The other girls were silent. The parents woke up because of the noise the two of them were making; and they tried to hold on to him, but he disappeared.

No-one has been able to figure out what became of Inger Tabita’s three sturdy sons from Ikigaat. They went away. They never came back.

Time passed by. It then came to pass that people from the east coast began moving to the west coast to receive baptism. In umiaks (women’s boats) they sailed to the west coast. On one of those journeys the travellers made a stop south of Qerertarsuattaat or somewhere near there, I think. It was fall and the crowberries were ripe and the women had gone to pick berries. Suddenly three big men with very long, blond hair stood in front of the berry pickers. One of the men held something which was unknown to the East Greenlandic women. It wasn’t made of skin, it was a square object. Maybe it was a book. But the East Greenlandic women didn’t know of books, so they didn’t know what it was.

Then the big, blond men said, while pointing to what was held in the man’s hand: that as long as they had that, nothing evil would happen to them. The men knew where the East Greenlanders were going and they started to talk about place names which the women didn’t know: “Later on, when we arrived at the Moravian mission in Frederiksdal/Narsarmijit, then we would get to know those place names”, the men said. They mentioned Ikigaat, Qeqertaalukkut and other names. The women did not pay attention to the names as they did not know them then. But when they got to Frederiksdal where they were to receive baptism, they now regularly heard the place names that the big, blond men had mentioned. The women recognized the names.

After the East Greenlandic women’s encounter with the three big, blond men people guessed that they were the big sons of Inger Tabita, whom the women had met while they were picking berries. And it was imagined that the brothers were together and living out there in the great nature. It has always been rumoured that Inger Tabita’s big sons had become qivittut (mountain wanderers). But nobody actually knew how true the rumours were.

MV: Were Inger Tabita and her husband Danish?
CP: Yes, it’s said that they were. We call them the Norse. 9 According to official sources, Inger Tabita was a Greenlander, whereas her husband was Danish.
became blind when she got old. She and her daughter lived alone in Ikigaat; all the other inhabitants of the settlement had left the place except for one young man, Amitivatsiaq, who cared for their many goats and sheep and also provided water and firewood for the two women.

One day the daughter went to get water by the river. The mother, who couldn’t see, sat at home and waited and waited. It became night and the daughter didn’t return home.

Men in kayaks regularly came from Frederiksdal / Narsarmijit to Ikigaat in order to see how the mother and daughter were doing. And one day the men found the body of the daughter by the river. No one knew the cause of her death. Some guessed that she had been raped. But nobody knew for certain how she had died.

(Kornelius, Cicilie’s husband: “It is said that once in a while she had fainting fits.”)

CP: Yes, that’s what was said, yes. The mother, poor thing, was now all alone. She was asked to move to Frederiksdal, but she didn’t want to. Here she had lived for many years with her husband, who was a trading manager. In the end she did go to Frederiksdal. Maybe she (the daughter) was dead? Or was she?

This is the end.

**Innersuit**

I will tell a story that Henrik\(^{10}\) (or Kornelius?) told. He was so happy with this story that he told it when he came here in spring.

There was a very old couple living in Ammassivik, a poor old couple; but they were clean and they looked after their things with great care. The old man had a habit of fishing for Greenland halibut (*Hippoglossus hippoglossus*) across the fiord. He had to fish to make some money, and they also had to live off what he caught.

Sometimes when he was out fishing, he stayed out for a very long time. His poor wife waited and waited, there was nothing she could do except wait. Then he would come home during the night bringing a piece of seal meat. His poor wife wondered, she thought it strange, this whole thing with the meat, and she asked him where he had got it. He explained that he had received it from *innersuit*. The old wife knew that her old husband could no longer catch seals, so it was no wonder that she did not feel very comfortable with his explanation, but all she could do was boil the meat when night came. And only at night. The old man told his wife to please calm down, this just happened to be his way of getting meat.

The old man continued fishing, his wife got used to it. Because he always brought home something. Always during the night. ... Christmas was getting close. Nobody knew that the old man gathered some fish to sell and buy something for Christmas. He paddled to Alluitsup Paa (Sydprøven). There was a store there and a manager, you know. But the manager would have nothing to do with the old man, did not want to serve him, since it was too late to shop. The old man did not budge. He wanted to shop, his old wife was expecting it at home, you see. But the manager stood his ground, did not want to serve the old man. He got so mad that he said: “I hear you are a shaman!” When the old man heard that he said: “Yes, I am a shaman, such a great shaman that I often visit your *innersuit*”. When the manager heard that, heard something that was true, he suddenly became very very friendly, asked the old man to not mention the *innersuit* anymore, but please just say what he wanted to buy: Coffee, sugar, chewing tobacco, tobacco, and more that old people like to have... The manager encouraged the old man to buy more and more. He kept on like this.

\(^{10}\) Henrik was Cicilie’s brother.
raarami; nulijanngivasija soordjikijarmi ijasilaariisardjungumi uvinngivasini angisinnaananili... ajernaqqaq uunnvami ingasarar, kisi uunnvami. Tassami uvinngivasijata pisarsimangamijik ijasilaarequnangi imminik tamanna pinijarsaatingamigijik.


MV: Niiverteq innersivaateqarssimagami?

MV: Innersivarnu pulaartarsimangami?
CP: Pulaartarsimangami. Tassamii taamaatsimimmi, qanganikkjaangamim.
MV: Did the manager have *innersuit* (as trading partners)?
CP: Yes. When the old man had gotten what he wanted and was about to pay, the manager said: “No, no. It's free of charge”. That was a good trade with the old man's fish.
MV: Did the old man visit the manager's *innersuit*?
CP: Yes, he visited them. He was from an old time, you see.

---

**Mariane Bernhartsen**

(MABE), neé Kvaniasen, East Greenlandic descent, 50 years old in 1963
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal, formerly Sammisoq.

**Conversation**

Mariane lived in Sammisoq, near Cape Farewell. She is the grandchild of the famous great hunter Kuannia, who hailed from Eastern Greenland.

MV: You were born in Sammisoq?
MB: I used to live in Sammisoq.

MV: Did your family, your ancestors hail from Eastern Greenland?
MB: Yes, they did, so we could be baptized.

MV: Your grandfather?
MB: My grandfather, yes, so he could be baptized. Shall I tell?
MV: Yes, do tell!
MB: That was the most important thing for him. He was a real Easterner. He did not know how West Greenlanders lived. Then he got the idea that he wanted to be baptized. To be baptized was...
ittunguvakkulumma Kuvanniim. Taamaakami Tunumi, Tunu qimannijarsisimangamijing saava, saavanu kuvisikkijarternissani pinngarneritissimangamijik. Tassami oqasii uvanga tusarnaardjivartarpakka, taamatutqalittaartarneraning.

MV: Angakkugualivalsimava?


MV: Unikkaaluttarpa tunuminiinerminik?


MV: Nulija qaneq ateqarpap?

MB: Nulija Maggalittarajimming, Makkaming, Makkalittarajimmi taasarpaan.

MV: Aamma tunumijivinnaadjuti – mmi

MV: Qanoq ateqaralivarpa?


TA uppertunngooq usoreqingamingin; tass adjangimangeaning, tass seqineqaqardjinili qaamateqarma aama udjorijaqardjinili tassangooruna Guutim pinngertitarisimasaan, tamakku immini upperileraningin.

MV: Siullermimmimmi suna upperigaluarpaa?


Kisijanggeeq angisuungordjunili, utoqqangordjunili tamakku paaisingamingi usornannqiti, usornassiseaqangitting. Ta seqineq udjorissadjumi qamadjaq qilammiixi, tassami taakkuva isingisarnermini qismatsissimamngi saalijarnissiminun. Tusartarsimadjungi saaniiti uppertin soordju angakkinngits adjaming upperisadjin.

MV: Angaknummi tamakkuva sapinqaangamiti?

MB: Tassami sapinqaangamissimmi ilismangalivarpaan, nalinngikuloopqaj, ilisimakuloopqaj.
the most important thing to him, my old grandfather Kuannia. That was the reason he wanted to go to Western Greenland, since being baptized was the most important thing to him. With excitement I've heard him tell all of this.

MV: Had he been a shaman?
MB: No, he had not been a shaman. However there were shamans who wanted to teach him how to become a shaman. But he didn't want to. He was also a bit scared of shamans. That's what he said. Yes, he was a bit scared of shamans; that's why he did not want to learn shamanism. Then he decided to leave Eastern Greenland together with his many children. The oldest of the children, Ijalime (Jerimias) also wanted to come, so the entire family travelled to the west coast.

MV: Did he tell about his life in Eastern Greenland?
MB: Oh-yes, he told everything, he told about himself. Such as his baptism. He had come to Western Greenland (the front side of the country) for that very reason to become baptized. They were then baptized here in Frederiksdal. At the baptism he was given the name Inngilikka (Heinrich). Before the baptism his name was Kuannia. Yes, he was then given the name Inngilikka. You see, he came to Western Greenland to be baptized, because he had heard about baptism, and he wanted that too. It was his big wish, you see, to be baptized.

MV: What was his wife's name?
MB: His wife’s name was Makkalitta, she was called Maggalittarajik. She was also an East Greenlandener. What her name was when she was in Eastern Greenland I don’t know. I’ve probably heard it, but I’ve forgotten it. My grandfather wanted to become a believer. Of course he knew that there are both sun and moon and stars. God created those. So he ended up believing it.

MV: What did he believe in before?
MB: Growing up he believed in what the shamans said. The shamans were very intriguing, he wanted to be like them. You see, those shamans were very knowing. They were called The Very Knowing. When growing up he wanted to become a shaman too. But as an adult he realized that there was no point imitating shamans. Since he was always looking at the sun and the stars he wanted to go to the west coast, because he heard that Westerners had a different faith.

MV: He did know that shamans could do anything?
MB: Yes, he knew that shamans knew about everything. He knew. He was an Easterner, you know. But the sun and the moon, those he often looked at, made him believe in a holy power. So that’s why he came to the west coast to be baptized.

MV: You were born in Sammisoq...
MB: I wasn’t born in Sammisoq itself. I was born in Papikatsik on the 18th of June, while we were going to the sealing islands.

MV: Your parents lived in Sammisoq.
MB: Yes, they lived in Sammisoq.

MV: Were there bears down there?
MB: Ooh... of course there were many bears. There were many. There were so many bears that we lived off bear’s meat mostly. Yes, we hardly ate anything but bear’s meat as far back as I remember, our parents and us. There probably were so many of them, so we ate a lot of bear’s meat.

MV: Did the men use bear skin for trousers?
MB: No, I’ve never seen such trousers where we lived. But in Eastern Greenland they knew those kinds of clothes well, they used several things for clothing.

MV: Have you “caught” a bear? (the old custom: the first one to spot the bear has (caught) got the bear.)
MB: I have not caught a bear. I have seen and looked at bears so much here near our settlement,
MARIANE BERNHARTSEN

Tassami qavanngarnisaangami ilisimakulooqaaj. Kisijadji immini seqinermi udjorissanidji, taa-kuva isingisakkanni, taakuva qilammiitit uppilersissimangamikk. Tass taamaakami kuvisikkija-tersimangami...

MV: Sammisimilerassi, tass... illit Sammisimi inuuvutit
MB: Sammisimi iningilanga, uvang’ Papikatsimi kipparajartorluta, tass juunim 18-nijani...

MV: Tassami angajoqaatit sammisormiuupput?
MB: Aam sam’serm’jiipun.

MV: Taqqanna nanoqartarpa?

MV: Qarligisarpaat aamma angutit?

MV: Illit nannunnikuungialatit?

MV: Sumiillisi?
MB: Ta Sammisimi. Sammisimi nannumi pulaartippungu – ngun, hi...

Nannumik pulaartinneq

MB: Nannumi pulaartinnikuuvungua, hi, hi, ....Tupinnaralivaqaaq, kisijanni uva tupiginngilala nannimi sungijissinikuunerming.

MV: Sumiillisi?
MB: Ta Sammisimi. Sammisimi nannumi pulaartippungun/pungu, hi, hi... Nannumi pulaart...
tassa imaakami, ata imatu aadjaqqaasissavara:

Udjaakinaasii ataataara, qassi? marsim marsi naalernerani, naalernerata missaani, aaperiili aad-jaqqaataa sinaani, marsi naalernerata sinaaningivatsiarporng, tassa nannimi pulaartippungun! hi, hi... Ta,una aadjaqqaatingissavara, a, pikkusoqigama, imaatissanngilaq, ajerissanngilarma. Ajerissanngilarma, ajerissanngilarma. Pikkusukulooqaangama tassami uvangi unikkaar..qaneq, unikkaarisaarpa inivinnarnun. Kisijadji tamakkuvu immisunu isima...pijukkussisaralivarma, kisijadji aama oqaqqingeqartinnanga uva immiiniavidjinga orningissinnaanginnama. Il a oqaqqingeamamga immisisadjinga, adja eqqaanginnakku nannimi pulaart...hi, hi, hi...nannumi... isimaqarama unikkaa quddjunga, hi, hi,... ila, tassa taam oqaqqingerijaramma taamatun, ila adjaangaq suanija tamavija unikkaarissadjungu. Sunavija tamaan unikkaarisinaasavara? hi, hi...ajerinngikkimma?

MV: Ilaanna.

MB: Hi, hi, ajerissantangilarma ingerdjatissavara aadjaqqaataningerimnna. Pikkusukulooqigama unikkaarusoqigama hi, hi...
and also seen how they were butchered. Yes, I know a lot about bears, hee, hee... I, we even had a visit from a bear, hee, hee...

**A Visit from a Bear**

MB: I had a visit from a bear, hee, hee, hee... It sounds strange; but it isn’t to me, because I have been very used to bears.

MV: Where did it happen?

MB: In Sammisoq. It was in Sammisoq that a bear came to visit, hee, hee... This is how it happened; this is how it began:

Very early in the morning my father was getting ready to go hunting as usual; it was towards the end of March, I believe, hee, hee. I shall start with, er-er, that I am so shy, isn’t it so that... you mustn’t pay attention to me. You mustn’t pay attention to me. You mustn’t pay attention to me. ... With those here tape-recorders. Otherwise I can do it, but it is so difficult sitting here alone without an audience. I have told this story many times, but never to strangers.... When you told me that you wanted me to talk to the tape recorder, I immediately thought that I wanted to talk about this very visit from the bear ... hee, hee... can I tell it, all of the incident...? Is that okay?

MV: It’s quite okay, do tell.

MB: Hee, hee... you mustn’t take any notice of me, I promise to tell it all from the beginning. I certainly can and I would like to, hee hee...

MV: Get on with it then!

MB: My father was going out in his kayak an early morning; there were always many seals at this time, you see. He had gone out, but realized that a northern wind had begun to blow. He then did not want to go, and he took down his kayak tackle which were on top of the entrance to the house... we all lived in turfhouses; he now took his sealing clothes down from the roof and put them inside the entrance to the house.

All of us siblings were on the platform sleeping; it was very early in the morning, you see. When my father had entered, my mother asked him: “Pilipos, what is the weather like? Can you not sail?” Father answered: “If it doesn’t get better, I can’t sail in it. I have put my travelling clothes inside the entrance so they won’t get blown away”. My mother didn’t answer, and father then went back to bed, and both tried to sleep since the weather was not fit for sailing.

Very shortly after mother lifted her head and looked out the window. To her big surprise she saw that it had already snowed so much that the snow covered the entire window. Strange, she thought, just a minute ago her husband had said that the weather was fine, but that there was a northern wind. They had agreed to make coffee after they had slept. Now mother looked at the window; even the upper part of it was totally covered with snow. Maybe there was already a snow storm? She could not take her eyes off the window, she looked and saw in wonder that the snow had come so suddenly.

Suddenly she heard: “shoo...” from the window, and she realized that it was a bear! A big bear! Standing outside the window.

With its big paw the bear pushed in the window – we had big windows with window frames that father had made – the bear was now standing on the window frame with both front legs, and now it jumped inside the house! We children woke from all the commotion the bear was making. Father and mother had been talking together in a whisper. Father had seen the bear jump inside the house, but remained lying and watched it. My mother thought he was asleep. She had been

---

11. This short English version is a translation of an earlier published version in Danish (Ed. note).
MV: Qaa, unikkaarinijaruk.
MB: Tassa ataataara imaatserami, aadjassadjuni. Sunaaka qajartissallunijaasi, tassami upernassami puviseqartangimi.


very frightened and shouted loudly: “Pilipos, a big bear has entered through the window”. Now she saw that father was watching the bear without reacting. He just said: “Esdale, not so loud!” And she now calmed down, because she knew that, as usual, he had his rifle ready; that’s how it always was; there were so many seals, you see, so father always kept his shooting equipment around, ready for use. Mother said: “Pilipos, your rifle, your cartridges? Are they there?” Father did not answer but looked to see if they were where they were supposed to be. They were. Father pointed at them with his hand. That calmed down mother. Because she knew that he would kill it quickly.

It was a very big bear. You did not have to measure its skin by the meter, as was the custom; it was not necessary, all you had to do was look at it. When skin from bears and seals were sold in the store, you would measure the skin with a tape measure. This bear did not have to be measured with a tape measure. You could see that it was very big!

There were many of us children on the platform; as well as us siblings we also had my father’s deceased brother Peqqaamaseq’s widow Elisibarsivasik and her children. Peqqaamaseq had perished in his kayak in the winter. He had paddled to Ilivileq (Nanortalik) with the annual account. After having delivered the mail in Ilivileq he had sailed homeward, but had perished on the way. Father felt sorry for the bereaved family and asked them to move in with us. So there were many of us. (Today my youngest brother and I are the only of the many children still alive). Mother now felt very sorry for us children. So after a brief silence she said: “Pilipos, shoot the bear now! That’s enough, shoot it!” “Oh, in a minute. It will get shot, but in a minute!” Then my mother did not answer him back.

Father’s refusal to shoot at the bear right away was because of this: he had experienced so many sorrows; the year before my older brother perished during a hunt when a strong eastern wind got up. Shortly thereafter his brother Peqqaamaseq also perished in a kayak. In his quiet mind father had wanted to experience something, something exciting, a little entertainment, something unusual … other than death. Now the bear had come to visit him, to entertain him, yes it came to entertain! It was great entertainment. Hee, hee, hee...

“Pilipos, shoot it now! It has visited long enough. It’s a pity for the children. Shoot it now!” mother said again. But he still just answered “in a minute”.

We children did not move on the platform, nobody moved, nobody tried to escape. We just stayed in our spot on the platform, not moving. When bears breathe a lot of spittle drips from their mouth. That’s what happened now. So much spittle came out that it was as if it was raining. The spittle hit our faces, we were as wet as if we had been outside in the rain. And we heard its loud scary breathing. I was nine years old back then. That is in June, June the 18th I was ten. So I kept a close watch. After all, we were not scared of the bear; it was not trying to scare us, you see. It was just visiting, this giant bear. But we were astonished to no end.

Finally father felt sorry for us children and wanted to shoot it. He took his rifle and was going to take the cartridges, but they were not there. No, they really were not there! One of my small cousins, Saqqaq, was very lively and go-ahead. When he was inside the house, father kept a close eye on what he was doing. It turned out that he had taken the cartridges and had them on him. When he saw that father was looking for them, he had gotten scared and thrown them on top of the cupboard where father could not reach them right away. To our luck father reached the cartridges and was now able to shoot while sitting on the platform on the covers. Yes, he was sitting on his pillow shooting! What a bear hunt! Hee, hee... He hit the bear with one shot, and it fell down. It was so big that the upper body with the head and all that hair filled the floor, while the hind legs were lying by the entrance.

Tassa ajernaqimmun, uvangu aama nadjinginalerdjita tassa toqunnijelerpaan, toqunnijarsimalerpaan. Aadjaasini tingjeriaramisingi, piss’tinni, sinaaniitarmata, peqangnitdju, qoorortuu piss’taa peqangnitergng. Saqqa taana uvangu idjerpin, ta ataatarmarm qatannngitaata Peqqaamassim qiter-naa, ta nkapp’ jattiaaniqarnami, taana akidjikasi paaminnaarnermingeq isersimatjinni suna tamaa kisi ataatarmarm alaraaserdjiivi pisarsimangamipi... Aamaasingeeq pinijjalerpaa qoorortuu
Now that the bear was dead there was great joy! Hee, hee... Of course. He had shot it. Hee, hee...
We all jumped down on the floor, hee, hee... First my parents and then us children. My father was very skilled; even though he was not that young anymore he was still very skilled! As I said we had all jumped from the platform and down on the floor. My father was an Easterner; he never wore clothes made out of fabrics. Back then clothes made out of fabrics were rare. Everybody had jumped down from the platform, some were not wearing any clothes at all, totally naked, like they had slept at night.
My father always slept in the nude. He was an Easterner, you see. Nothing. He was always totally naked at night. My mom, since she was a woman, wore a chemise. My mother was a Westerner. But my father and his parents were Easterners, you see.
My father had then jumped off the platform all naked. The joy was so great, you see: the bear was dead and no one in the house had been hurt. Everybody ran outside. My father then had to go out and tell everybody about the bear, and the first he ran to was his oldest brother, Jerimias. Jerimias was the oldest of all the siblings. He too was an Easterner, he too slept in the nude. His wife was more of an Easterner than my mother, she was older and she was more lively and more talkative. She had been wearing a chemise that night, the only thing she had been wearing. All the men were naked.
Am I to tell it, then? ... hee, hee, hee... I shall tell all of it, you know I am not so old, so I have not seen (experienced) so much that is important or funny, and as I shall not come to tell it again, if you haven't anything against it, hee, hee... It is so funny, also because these people themselves thought their bear catch was so funny and used to talk about it.
Everybody was surprised and very happy; nobody had known such a strange bear. My father had then run totally naked from house to house to tell the good news; first the houses closest by, then the houses a little further away. He and his brother ran around naked from house to house. Hee, hee... Nobody knew what had happened, you see. Everyone was outside: naked men and women, who were wearing chemises however. It was early morning and the sun was shining; everybody gathered at our house. There was great joy. Many cried from joy and astonishment, and also from gratitude that we children had escaped the peril. Such a big bear! There were many who cried.
The dead bear was now dragged from the house. There was no end to the joy. My father and his many brothers were still very happy. They walked around naked. Then my mother had told my father: “Why Pilipos, you are totally naked”. He just laughed, and when he was entering the house, he thought that his brother Jerimias was not wearing anything either, and he looked for him and confirmed it was true. He just had time to tell his brother: “Jerimias, you’re totally naked too”. No one was ashamed. Everybody laughed and was very happy. Then they put on some clothes, not until then did they cut up the bear.
It had been an incredibly great pleasure, a pleasure without bounds, also a pleasure for the old people there.


Pis’jaadj...ti silamu anijangaming. Ta atisaqalaavinngitsin! Taana ataataara qavangarnisaangamimi, sunaaka aama angajini sijuqdujjerorsu, soordjikijarmi ornissimavaa Ljalimi, taana qatangningitini, Ljalimi angajidjersaangami. Ornissimavaa aama tassa soordjikijarmi qavangarnisaangami aama atisaqavinnami. Nulija aama taana anaanaarnunggaaq angernijernistaaqalaaavinnami aama utoqqaaneralini. Sunaaka tamarming atisaqavinnitsin uppatiminu adja. Taana Ljalimi nulijaami uvineqiteqarsimangali.. ilidjeqarsimangalivarpornq. Kisija aama uppatajaa atisaqarqinnami...
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Renatus Ananiasen
(REAN), 68-nik uk. 1963
Nanortalik, siullermik Illuksik aamaa Itilleq

Oqaloqatiginneq
MV: Illit Illuksismi inuuuvutit?
RA: Tass Idjikasimmit naggIVEqarpunga, iniivunga Idjikasimmi. Tassami sijuvaasakka taana Aamaailarsivasiq ningijora, ern’tivani tas meeraasummm’qa, uvijarussumappun.
MV: Aattaataa...Ataatanga... ?
RA: Aattaataa taana Ananisati, tass qavangarninnaninng, naggiveqarpun. Imaasinaavororg, uva malinnaangilangangeeq, taanangii ningijorpun, qavangarnnitan ima paasisarpaan akitta aavani aaqartarten. Tassa arfannijat taamanikku 18oo ingerlanerani, taanangeeq Aamaa-

12. In her introduction on the CD-Rom to Renatus Ananiasen, MV happened to call him Alinnaa. He was called Alinna, the pronunciation of Renatus in Qavak.
Renatus Ananiasen
(REAN) 68 years old, 1963
Nanortalik, formerly Illukasik and Itilleq

Conversation
MV: You were born in Illukasik?
RA: Yes, I hail from Illukasik, I was born in Illukasik. My parents, my ancestors, my grandmother Ammaaliarsivasik and her son, who was still a child at the time, all hailed from Eastern Greenland.
MV: Your father?
RA: My father’s name was Ananiarsi, they all hailed from Eastern Greenland. I don’t think I was a true East Greenlander, they said. The East Greenlanders assumed that my grandmother possibly had European blood in her veins, it was the whalers... My grandmother Aamaaliarsivasik was rather fair-skinned. She was a cook with the whalers. I think she had some European blood in her veins, that’s why she was rather fair-skinned. I think this was why my father was rather light too.

MV: Tamakku uviarneruppata?

MV: Qanga Itillermut nuupit?

MV: Anaanalli, ataatallia?
RA: Huum (aap), najattaarali.

MV: Qangamaanna atataaarikkavit?
RA: Tassaa 1900 qassimi? Angitaarippunga? 1909-mi aperserterajarama, taamaasappan paasiinar-
I remember that Andarsivasik was also a little light when he was young. He was slightly more fair-skinned than my father. They were also cousins, you know.
MV: Yes, Illukasik?
RA: Since we hail from Illukasik I have a great reverence for Illukasik, because this was my inheritance. The way it was, I think, was that Siilarsikulooq had gotten married to my father’s elder sister, it was his second wife, Illiuut. With his first wife he had the sons Joorsias, Ludvig, and Timutius.
MV: Did they hail from Eastern Greenland?
RA: Yes, they hailed from Eastern Greenland. Siilarsingisakkulukkut too was from Eastern Greenland. They lived close by in Kangerlussuatsiaat, very close by. From what I heard they were from Kangerlussuatsiaat.
MV: When did you arrive in Itilleq?
RA: I arrived there in 1902. The truth is: I came to Saqqarmiut. There in Saqqarmiut I went to school at my dear uncle’s, my father’s brother, we read the Bible. He was the catechist there. Back then you only had uneducated men as catechists. It was only later, when I was thirteen years old, that I came to Itilleq. This was where we got our new home.
MV: Was this with your mother and father?
RA: And my little sister
MV: When did your father die?
RA: Wasn’t it in 1900? Yes. My confirmation was in 1909. If that’s true, then that’s how it was. I don’t remember the year of my father’s death exactly. I was seven years old when my father died.
MV: Did your father perish in a kayak?
RA: His blood ate all his strength. Tuberculosis... He was quite well when I went to visit the Berdnan’s, then the sister came and said: “Renatus, you’d better get home, your father is dead”. We were all like one big family, you see, and everyone took care of everything for one another... Yes, my father was fine when I left home. It turned out that he had suddenly begun puking blood, that plugged his throat completely and that was the end of him. I was so young, so I didn’t go straight home as I was told. I always stayed close to Paulus, Berdnan’s younger brother, that’s why I wanted to stay with him. But the sister, Balikkarajik, firmly kept saying: “Paulus, take that boy home, otherwise I’ll have to take him”. When I got home my father had died. It was in February 1901 to be exact. It was not until the next year 1902 that we came to Saqqarmiut.
MV: Now where was Saqqarmiut?
RA: Right across from Sammisoq. Ittilleq was a trading station. Yes, I was there too. Kaali was the trading station manager; then I stayed in Itilleq. This was where we would live. The schooner “Muugi” (“Måge”/“Seagull”), only sailed using sails (it had no motor. MV), and since it was often in big trouble, storms and the like, during its trips down there, and therefore often had big or small accidents, the authorities had decided to move the trading station Itilleq with store to Sammisoq; it was then easier for the schooner “Muugi” to sail. Kaali continued being the trading post manager, also in Saqqarmiut. Many people moved to Saqqarmiut, among others the Kuannia (or Kuania or Kvania or Kaania) family
MV: You stayed in Itilleq?
RA: We remained in Itilleq. My old uncle, who hailed from Pamialluk, where he had spent his childhood, returned to Pamialluk when he retired as catechist due to old age. And here he again took up sealing and caught seals despite his old age.
MV: But were you settlement neighbours with Kuannia in Saqqarliit?
RA: Yes, he was our settlement neighbour in Saqqarmiut for a long time.
MV: What was he like?
para taana ukiejeg angitaariffiga eqqaamannginnakku. Tassa arfineq mardjinnik ukijeqlerdjinga angitaarippunga.
MV: Ataatat qajaagami?
RA. Aamik nunguppun... Sakijadjuuming... Peqqeqisi eqqaamannginnakku. Tassa arfineq mardjinnik ukijeqalerdjinga angitaarippunga.
MV: Ataatat qajaagami?
RA. Aamik nunguppun... Sakijadjuuming... Peqqeqisi eqqaamannginnakku. Tassa arfineq mardjinnik ukijeqalerdjinga angitaarippunga.
MV: Ataatat qajaagami?
RA. Aamik nunguppun... Sakijadjuuming... Peqqeqisi eqqaamannginnakku. Tassa arfineq mardjinnik ukijeqalerdjinga angitaarippunga.
MV: Ataatat qajaagami?
RA. Aamik nunguppun... Sakijadjuuming... Peqqeqisi eqqaamannginnakku. Tassa arfineq mardjinnik ukijeqalerdjinga angitaarippunga.
RA: He was a great sealer and continued to be so. He only called Ilinngivakkeeq Noqqasaa. My old uncle’s oldest son’s daughter had a nickname for her son: Noqqqasaaq. So he was only called Noqqqasaaq, and especially Kuannia called him that in memory of his heathen wisdom. I know that he had not yet let go of his heathen faith and thoughts completely, but that he remembered everything he had once learned from his time as a heathen. He would often visit us; it was a big house, you know, so big that it was also used for services, his uncle’s house. Then he would usually tell the boy: “Noqqqasaa, it’s been too long, we haven’t caught anything. Come let’s whisper together”. The boy then got onto his lap and they then whispered together.

MV: Oh, like that?

RA: Yes, that was back then. Strangely enough, when old Kuannia had had the boy in his lap and whispered with him, it often happened that old Kuannia the next day really caught something on his kayak trip. Then you would hear great shouting and yelling just south of Saqqamiut: “Kuannia has caught a big bear!” Just as they had whispered together.

The day after his big bear catch Kuannia went to Itilleq, where there was a store. It was common custom that when a hunter had caught a bear, the hunter in question could just go to the nearest store and take what goods he needed. The bear was his guarantee, even though he didn’t bring the bearskin. In these instances Kuannia was especially nice to the boy.

MV: Ilinngivakkeeq? Ilinngivakkeeq?

RA: Yes, Ilinngivakkeeq was Kuannia’s noqqasaq

MV: Was there something between them ... did they whisper to each other?

RA: Mmm, they whispered, his noqqasaq was this child, and whom he showered with gifts from the store. Like now after the visit to the store the day after their “whispering” together, he gave the boy a pocket knife: “Here is a knife for you... it all turned out so lucky once again after our whispering together, yes, here is the gift. We have been lucky once again”. Kuannia had never really lost his heathen mind, you see... Yes, Kuannia showered the boy with gifts and treats from the store, a form of payment.

MV: Kuaania, Kuannia

RA: Yes, Kuannia.

MV: He whispered?

RA: Yes, yes!

MV: To the child?

RA: Yes, the one to whom he talked, they whispered, they used to say: “Let us whisper a little to each other again”, and so they did. And when he (K) after this so often caught something, he paid him well.

MV: He would catch something when they had whispered together...?

RA: Yes! Then he would catch something! Strange how that was always the case. Then when he had been in great luck like that, Kuannia would usually say: “Yes, it was really quite difficult to acquire the first magic spell. Yes, now that he has achieved it”, and he paid the boy. When his teacher had come to Western Greenland some time passed before Kuannia and his family came to the West coast, yes, they too came to the West coast.

MV: Ilinngivakkeeq, his teacher?

RA: Yes, Ilinngivakkeeq is not identical with Kuannia’s teacher, Ilingivakeeq, or better, Ilinngivakeerajik as he is called below. But the boy was most probably named after that former shaman. The boy, Ilinngivakeeq, and Renatus Ananiasen, his cousin, were just about the same age. The meaning of noqqasaq cannot be ascertained (Robert Petersen pers. comm.).
“Aaj’na nalaatornjarajakasikkataasiin ippassaq sadjjarajaratta, aaj’na savissan”. Ta akilersertarpaa.
MV: Kuvaaniap?
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aa, tatsami!
MV: Meerarajik?
RA: Meerarajimmassa, tassa soordjikijarmi taana oqalikkingisaa, isussuvaluk...
MV: Kuvaaniap?
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aa, tatsami!
MV: Meerarajik?
RA: Meerarajimmassa, tassa soordjikijarmi taana oqalikkingisaa, isussuvaluk...
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
MV: Meerarajik?
RA: Meerarajimmassa, tassa soordjikijarmi taana oqalikkingisaa, isussuvaluk...
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
MV: Meerarajik?
RA: Meerarajimmassa, tassa soordjikijarmi taana oqalikkingisaa, isussuvaluk...
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
MV: Meerarajik?
RA: Meerarajimmassa, tassa soordjikijarmi taana oqalikkingisaa, isussuvaluk...
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
MV: Meerarajik?
RA: Meerarajimmassa, tassa soordjikijarmi taana oqalikkingisaa, isussuvaluk...
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
MV: Meerarajik?
RA: Meerarajimmassa, tassa soordjikijarmi taana oqalikkingisaa, isussuvaluk...
MV: Isussoqattaar...
RA: Aam, Kuvaanijam.
RA: First he was in Itilleq. I believe he died in Itilleq, no...
MV: Had he been a shaman?
RA: He was the father of Appuluuniararik and others.
MV: I guess Kuannia was something of a shaman...
RA: He had been quite a shaman. Older people believe that too, even though he said that he had only learned magic formulars. Then back then, shortly after he was baptized, he got very ill. He was dying for more than a year before he began to recover. Others believed that he was going through his heathen faith and thoughts, which you had to leave behind at the baptism and the preparations for the baptism, yes, you had to leave them behind. You see, you could not keep the heathen thoughts inside after you had been baptized. Big Kristian felt the same way. They had to talk it away, like Kuannia, even though he said that he had merely learned incantations. His teacher was a very important person and shaman Noqqaseeq, Ilinngivakkeerajik. Kuannia had received much from him, a very heathen way of thinking.
This was why Thalbitzer, after having spent a great deal of time with Kuannia, sent him a big box of clothes which were ready-made, ready to wear. His son Ujuui – he was one year younger than me, and we were not confirmed together. They (the class of that particular year), were confirmed in 1902.
The young Ujuui and his brothers took some of the clothes while Kuannia himself took the clothes more suited for elderly people. The old people, who knew a lot, said that there was no doubt that Thalbitzer got a lot from Kuannia. Yesterday you asked: “Do you know those people who had come from the East coast?” This is true. Older people, who know much more said that Thalbitzer had gotten a lot from Kuannia. Paaluserajik and others rowed them to Pamialluk. Thalbitzer stayed in Pamialluk a long time and only talked to one single man, Kuannia. Kaltaaserajiks said that Thalbitzer and his wife were good people and they even spoke Greenlandic! When they got to Sammisoq and went ashore and greeted people on the beach, Thalbitzer told people: “I will be grateful to people who say bad things!” Kuannia was very happy to hear this. Because it turned out that he was the one they had come to talk to.
The house of the trading post manager in Sammisoq was situated at the bottom of the bay near the village. Here they would stay for many days beside the river plain far away. Here they would stay for many summer days, everyday for many days. Thalbitzer got a lot from Kuannia, so it’s no surprise that he sent up a lot to him from Denmark afterwards.
MV: Did Kuannia talk about his time in Eastern Greenland?
RA: Yes, he talked about it.
MV: And about his great teacher?
RA: He talked about his teacher now and then. This teacher was a true Eastern Greenlander. Ilinngivakkeerajik was the progenitor of all Easterners. Everybody knew that, also Kuannia, who at this time was a great shaman. He was a tiny man, but with great strength. He could take on even the very big strong men. And he could do that even though he was heathen. Yes, Kuannia always said: “Even for a heathen it was necessary to be taught in the art of heathenism, otherwise it (life?) was impossible”.
It was like our school learning. Back then it wasn’t possible to just say that you wanted to. Kuannia always said that he was grateful that he learned it! Hee, hee, hee...

---

14. Prof. William Thalbitzer had Kuannia as his main informant during his stay in 1914 with the goal of getting corrected the data collected in the Ammassalik area in 1905-06: The Ammassalik Eskimo, II(1). Meddelelser om Grønland, 40. 1923 (Ed. note).
MV: What had the teaching in shamanism been like?
RA: That’s all he said. He had been taught incantations because he wanted to. Even after he became a great sealer, he made mistakes. It was hard for him to avoid a feeling of possible errors in his procedure, for instance. In the beginning it was also difficult for him to use magic. He made mistakes, then he explained the mistakes to his teacher and was told what he had done wrong and learned the right thing. People knew that Kuanni knew a lot about heathenism, yes, he told all that to Thalbitzer. He opened up to him completely. Hee, hee, hee...
MV: Was Ilinngivakkeerajik from Ammassalik?
RA: (Yes) During the time when Gustav Holm’s expedition people were up there. Also at that time Baarsalaat had gone down to Qipigaat/Qipingajaajaaq (?). When we returned home to Narsaq (Frederiksdal, Narsarmijit, MV) the Mylius expedition people, who also brought Uusaqqaq with them, arrived there. On their way down there they came near Qipingajaajaaq. Then they met Baarsalaat, who was in charge of the expedition people’s supplies. After mutual explanations they understood that he would take care of the supplies until they got back. That’s why Mylius – he was a well-informed man – sent a big box with things and Danish food to Baarsalaat. Matiinakasik’s stepson inherited the box and kept it for a very long time. Baarsalaat had got it from Mylius and other Danes. It is said that Baarsalaaj received it from Mylius. They were held in high respect (by those Danes). Baarsalaaj and Ilinngivakeeq.
MV: Two respectable people.
RA: Yes. All the expedition people had great respect for those two, so the leaders gave them the photos from the time they were there. They had great respect for Naavali.
MV: Who was Naavali?
RA: Baarsalaat.
MV: Baarsalaat was also called Naavali?
RA: Yes. When he was baptized his name became Baarsalaat. His name was Naavali when he lived in Eastern Greenland.
MV: Was he also a shaman?
RA: Well they couldn’t really figure out if he was a shaman. He was a big handsome man, very skilled, but with a very plain face. It was only natural that expedition people would send him a lot of things when they returned to Denmark. A giant box with all kinds of things in it. Also a photograph of him. Then the others told him: “Look Baarsalaat, what the expedition people have sent you. A bunch of things because you took such good care of all their things down there and because when they came back everything was just like the way they had left it. That’s how much respect they had for you…” They took out the things, yes took the things out, they gave their thanks again and again… “And here is a photograph of you. So much respect!” Baarsalaat looked at the photograph: “Do I look like this? I wouldn’t mind carving a picture of these Danes in wood!” Hee, hee, hee...

15. Mylius Erichsen. Reporter leading the Literary Expedition 1902-04 to the Thule region and back, including Knud Rasmussen. Uusaqqaq was an Inuk from the Thule region. That expedition ended up doing some collecting in the Cape Farewell region in 1904, whereas that of Gustav Holm, the Women’s Boat Expedition to the Ammassalik area, East Greenland, stopped by in 1884 and, on the return journey in 1885. According to Holm he met with Baarsalaat/Naavalik at Iluileq, i.e. north of Qipinngaaq. He used to live in Timmiarmiut on the East coast to where he accompanied Holm’s expedition and in Timmiarmiut he remained in charge of the supplies for the return trip. It seems that Renatus Ananiasen has got the transmitted information about the two expeditions mixed up.
avalassineralamik. Taakuva aasii karsersivasik sunik, tamanik tamaning aissersivasija ilanngud-jungulu. Taava nassuvijaattilerpaan: “Ta, sakkutuukunni Baarsalaan pissarsivasiitin, taqqavani qani atsingisiming idjersivisimangavin, uterajarneranni taqissa aalarajisimangittin, tassa nersordjuti aajukuva...” Qatsilerporng, qatsilerporng, qujalerporng, qujalerporng...“Aama aajuna ataqidjutinnnging asissing”. 


MV: Pinnijartorsuaq?
RA: Aam, pinijartorsuaq. Tassami Tudjerni kunngertarsivasingalivaq, ileqqerinnerangeeq assegqangilaq. Immannangeeq ileqqeritsingivorng: Aamaasinngeeq eqqardjini angakkudjunili aama inipilungajattu taasaramikki ersinarneratingudju, taamaatiminngeeq aamangii aangaatsijaramikki, aama nalusuuneri pijaning sakkortuum peqassampi ersingalungu namangittarpunguu nunaqataaj.

MV: Nannutut ilillugu?

MV: Kuisereeralivarlinli?
RA: Ila taqqavanniinginnardjitingilaq, nalusuudj’ting. Aataan Baarsalaan utoqqasaangordjunii immaqa, tamaanga saata tungaanu pisisamovng.

MV: Arnat angakkit ersinarnerisarsimagamik?

MV: Pissaaneqartorsuvasiit?
RA: Hmm, pissaaneqartaqingaminngeeq.
MV: Qanoq isillutik soorlu ajortarsimappat?
From what I hear Baarsalaat’s face was very ugly, otherwise he was a very handsome man! A great sealer. That’s the way he was spoken of. Baarsalaat was a relative of Kaltaaserajik. They shared the same household, you know. His settlement neighbours believed that he didn’t hail from heathen ancestors. He was described as *puttaannartoq*, someone who just floats: those who were not real shamans. That’s what Baarsalaat was like, they said. He was the first man at the place, a foreman, a very peaceful foreman, the very picture of gentleness. That’s also how he treated his wife.

MV: A great sealer.

RA: Yes, a very great sealer. Yes, in that place he was king. An exceptionally fine man. That’s how fine a man he was to men and women. One day he was pulling up to the beach after a kayak trip – told by Kaltaaserajik – and a walrus was seen in a lake by a horrendous female shaman. When Baarsalaat heard of it, Baarsalaat, who was the greatest sealer in the place, went there. He then saw the big walrus rise on the lake and dive down with a great splash of water. When he had caught the big walrus, he paddled home. The big female shaman, who had been the first to spot the walrus, shouted: “I’ve caught a walrus, I’ve caught a walrus, I’ve caught a walrus!” The walrus was taken to the beach and the great sealer who had shot the walrus said nothing. That’s how good Baarsalaat was. You see, nobody knew if evil could show itself in other ways, because that woman was such an evil being. So he pretended that nothing had happened, even though he could have just kept the walrus. The same thing happened to Kaltaaserajik, Siilarserajii’s wife, she got the walrus as her catch, just because she had spotted the walrus first: “I’ve caught a walrus, I’ve caught a walrus!” Nobody could get in-between. The miserable woman got the walrus as her catch, just because she, the miserable woman, was the first to see the walrus.

MV: Like the customs with polar bears?

RA: Yes, like bears. That’s what Kaltaaserajik said about this woman. It was said that everyone in the settlement was scared of her. She had so much heathenism in her. It was because she was both a shaman and an evil creature. If she really had such powerful heathenism in her, they had to put up with her evil. So people in the settlement put up with her.

MV: But had she been baptized?

RA: No, it was while they were on the East coast, ignorant of God. Baarsalaat did not get to the West until he was older, I think.

MV: Were female shamans more scary?

RA: This woman in particular was very scary. From what I hear, female shamans were never uncertain, the real shamans. Like the old people always said: “She was a simple woman, so you never know...” The problem was what followed, heathen deeds committed by these women – some men could be very friendly – but when women were in an evil mood they could be scary. Hee, hee, hee...

MV: Was it believed that they had great power?

RA: Yes, it was believed that they had great power.

MV: What did their evil degenerate into?

RA: Well, for instance, they tried to punish. They had that belief from the heathen times, you see. They could get help from that belief, so they could do damage and make their neighbours or their housemate have accidents. This is what the people who came from the East coast said, after they had been baptized: That they believed in the heathen customs and looked to them and they looked forward to becoming like them (the shamans?) themselves. This was very important, you see. However, unlike the people on the West coast they did not always succeed, and instead


MV: Ikioqatigiilluartarsimasummi aamma nunaqqatigit...?


MV: Angakki toquts’sarl’tin?


MV: Arnammi angakki qani illilluti toquts’sarpan?


MV: Uuluinnarni arnatut sulisaralivarlitik?

became the so-called “floaters”: *puttaannarteq* is what the old people from the East coast called them. Those kinds of people were very fine people.

MV: They helped each other in the settlement with just about everything...?

RA: Yes, that’s the way it was. Even those who weren’t really true shamans and who had everything they needed, it was very important to those that everyone was comfortable in the settlement. The reason could also be that it was because sealing was the only occupation, so therefore they, like many others in the settlement, were helpful towards those who did not manage so well. That’s what they said.

MV: Even though they killed like other shamans?

RA: That’s the way it was. If you think about what Kaltaaserajik has said, people were scared of them, maybe because they killed. She didn’t know exactly why herself. Even though you could not see that they killed, they did it secretly (the women, MV) so people were often anxious about what was going to happen.

MV: How did the female shamans kill?

RA: Kaltaaserajik was not very clear about that. But when they sensed something evil in the air they used their *tupilaks* as tools for evil deeds. This was their most important tool. They used their own *tupilaks* for their deeds, and not visible acts of fighting. It was something a shaman had inside and through that they could accomplish whatever evil they wanted to accomplish. That’s the way it was. That’s what they said. The old don’t lie, you see. The heathens were telling the truth. It’s the same as with us baptized today: We have a belief, we don’t lie. I have spent much time with old people. I know that they protect their faith from heathen times. Women revenged themselves and caused damage through their faith from old times. They had great belief in and respect for the old heathen faith, through which they could succeed in hurting the enemy.

MV: But did they perform household chores in their everyday lives?

RA: Yes, they worked in the house for the family as usual, but in secret they were always ready to carry out an evil scheme. Heathens, both men and women, were very skilled. Even shamans had to work, they were not allowed to be idle. Many were surprised when they heard that the person was a shaman. They also hid their status as a shaman.

MV: Did you meet Aadaaritaat (Aadaaritaat/Aadaaridaa)?

RA: Oh, did I ever! He told many stories. I was very interested in his stories, like he was interested in us. As I said yesterday, it was exciting to see that the house they went up to when they arrived was our house. It was in 1900. And the following winter, while our father was still well, they often came to get food at our place. Then our father died while we were in Saqqarmiut, and we then lived in Ikerasaaq for a long time. Adam and his brothers often came to Ikerasassuaq. We sailed into lower Tasiussaq7 in an umiak, we sailed in my uncle’s umiak. There were many, many umiaks. Quusii, who was Danish, was trading station manager, he bought blubber and meat from hooded seals – there were so many of them – caught by my father, who was a great sealer; my mother sold (blubber and meat) in Nunarsuaq and bought what store food we needed for the trip.

16. the spelling of this famous person’s name varies. This transscription correctly has Adjaaritaaq according to the South Greenlandic pronunciation. The meaning is: umiak. In West Greenlandic the same word spells aalaaarat (means for movement), but is not used for umiak (Robert Petersen pers. comm.).

17. Probably the southern part of some of the numerous lakes. Not identical with the settlement Tasiussaq (south) on the map. Ikerasaaq and Ikerasak cannot be identified on any map unless they are local names for Ikerasaarsuk. See note 23.

MV: Ađjaaritaat tikikkamii?

MV: Tikikkamik qanor'ippat?

MV: Tulakkamik majivaleramik...?

MV: Ađjaaritaat pitsaavaa?
RA: Ilarpa! Ininginnera pisassaangilaq.

MV: Pinerrinliilunulii?

MV: Ernīnak inangakkuujunaarap?
RA: Tatsami saa'tungaanungardjinili oqaluttuvaalnersimavorn. Tatsa tamakkiva qiminnijardjivin saata tungaanau, avannamunngooq inertertinnijaralivarajaraarami, Ađjaaritaan.

MV: Sunit?
When there were no more hooded seals, some of us went out to Ikerasak, and then others would follow, the Aadaaritaat brothers. Here they got all the food they wanted. They had been so grateful for what my parents had done for them, when they came from the East coast, so they came in an umiak and fetched us, all three, my mother, my little sister (and me?), so we could visit them.

MV: What was Aadaaritaat / Aadaaridaa like when he came?
RA: They all had very long hair.

MV: Right before we began you said: “When they went up to the priest for the first time, they were really interesting to look at: they were dressed solely in skin and their long hair was decorated with carved seal bones”.
RA: I remember it so clearly, because I hadn’t seen Easterners before, and I saw them. They were the last, you know: two umiaks.

MV: What were they like to begin with?
RA: They were having the baptism in Narsarmijit. This was where their journey ended. From Narsarmijit they often came to Illukasik by kayak.

MV: Then they arrived and started walking towards the settlement.
RA: Aadaaritaat, the middle one, led the way, although he had two elder brothers: Aadaraajik (Adam) Maakasa, was the oldest, Neqissaq the next, so Aadjaraitaa (Aadjaaritaaq) was the middle one. They were all siblings, (also) Idjortoq, all alike. You may not have met Indalerajik (Hendrik) either, he was the son of Doortinngivak, Indalerajik. He became a very great sealer. All (these immigrants) came up to visit us. That’s probably why they came to fetch us in their umiaks, when we arrived at a place further south, even though we didn’t suffer any hardships, yes the Aadaaritaat family.

MV: Was Aadaaritaat a good person?
RA: Was he ever? He was exceptionally good.

MV: And a skilled sealer?
RA: And a very skilled sealer. This good for instance: My little sister was breast-fed together with Berdna’s little sister, Mattaliit (Magdalene). Her mother died giving birth. Of course many were related, for instance Siimuuungasiks, her (the mother’s) close family was in Frederiksdal. Then there was Jakobinarisiviks, Siimuuungasi’s big sister, and Amanduusi’s wife, sister of Uluiisi. There were so many siblings. Joorsuarti’s second wife Mattaliit. There are more. The sister Emma died early. That’s why my little sister grew up as Aadaaritaat’s child. That’s how good they were. His wife Bolette was from the East coast. Of course Aadaaritaat had been a shaman, but his family was very, very good.

MV: Did he get rid of the shamanism quickly?
RA: Yes, as soon as he came to the West coast it was mere history to him. He had come to the West coast to abandon it, you see, so that’s why he had to come to the West coast. During the entire journey to the West coast, his helping spirits followed him to make him give up the journey, but he continued. Aadaaritaat (Aadaaritaat).

MV: What was following him?
RA: It was his helping spirits, you see.

Since he was a great shaman on the East coast, he never wanted to go to the West coast. Of course not. They killed. Aadaaritaat told of how he killed a horrible woman because she killed her settlement neighbours, and thereby the number of people decreased. A very large woman. People were uncomfortable after this. Yes, his brothers had wanted to go to the West coast many times. But the great shaman was unyielding, the great shaman. Actually Neqissaq Emmanuel had stabbed her several times, he helped his little brother, maybe
Qatanngitaan peruluninjaartin, peruluttorsuasiin, sumidjisooruna taakku. Tass taamaapunguq qavangarnittia ilaan.

MV: Aadjaaritaam


MV: Toornai?
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because he was afraid of him. They stabbed her several times in the wounds. They did this although it is said that Adam Maakasa and his wife agreed (on leaving for the West and not becoming involved).

There was a lot of commotion among the brothers, especially the oldest, Aadaraajik (Adam). His wife was named Saara at the baptism. Her parents were Daavikujuuks. They told stories. They were like people on the West coast. They looked like people who had been baptized. While the other brothers were always causing a stir and commotion, it was always quiet at the Daavikujuuks'. Some Easterners were like that.

The whole family talked a lot about moving to the West coast, but Aadaaritaat did not yield. It was only natural that his Saviour would change his mind, while he was in another and very difficult situation. His family has talked a lot about this inexplicable thing that happened. But still he did not yield. Because he was such a great shaman with his many spirits.

It happened that he left one day, while he was still unyielding. He sailed into the fiord and this is where the Saviour met him. He has since told me all this several times. He also said that it's true that life could be changed, that you could leave all heathen behind completely. His friend Knud (Rasmussen, MV) had a lot of help from him, he let him talk about all the heathen customs, they also talked about holy customs. They have helped each other.

Kalistijaarsivaq, we now call him Kalistijaarsivaq (Big Kristian). He is no longer Aadaaritaat but Kalistijaarsivaq. That's how he talked, he talked about it all. He wasn't like Kuannia. As soon as he had arrived on the West coast he started talking. The first time he was going to talk, he lost consciousness. He had to suffer from a great light: That he would no longer remain in that faith. That was the great misfortune. He had to find a new essential way of life. Because if he continued killing his people it would only get worse for the descendants. He had said that there where many heathens who had been baptized, so he should do it as well.

He felt as if he had been snow-blinded in one eye. His eyes were watering, that's how strong the light was, he couldn't keep his eyes open. That's what Aadaaritaaq said. It was also difficult for him to return home because he had no strength left, that's how weak he had become. He made it home the best he could.

Others told this: when he got home he could not even eat, so the others thought that he had probably encountered something, since he could not even eat. Then he ate in the evening and unexpectedly said: “Before autumn gets too close we must go to the West coast to stay there. So start preparing the journey!” It was a true story. It was so unbelievable that his family could hardly believe it. Because that's the way he usually behaved when he had met someone or something. The family had already taken on a feeling of grief, because they believed that he had probably committed a crime against someone or against their settlement neighbours. As it turned out, something had happened. Then they began the preparations for the journey. In the meantime his helping spirits were busy trying to make him change his new plans.

MV: His helping spirits?

RA: Yes, his helping spirits. They came all the way to Qernertoq, which was close by our settlement, Qernertoq, the most southern, the settlement of Naavalik and his family. You’ve probably heard all that from your childhood! Juumarsikasisiks, Usukitseq. He was the catechist there at the time. Later there was another catechist. Paaluserajik was also there. Yes, it’s safe for me to say...: Aadaaritaat’s boats (umiaks, MV) were headed for the West coast while his helping spirits were still following him and still trying to make him give up his journey. They told him that going on that journey was a terrible mistake, that he would feel awful. They did a lot of things to make him give up the journey.
MV: Suunukuva toornarismagalivarai?
MV: Qanorooq tassa eqingaseq? Sooruna taamanna taasaraat “Eqingaseq”?
MV: Kuisimmat qimappaat?
MV: Sisamaallutik uiarpat?
MV: Siullermik upperikulooralivarllugu...
RA: Hmm, kuvisinngikkadjaraming angajidjersaan Maakasa, tudjija Neqissannooq, tassaaq Qaarutsilikkin tass imaasinnaavoq immaaqa. Taamaatsimi zuuneq nalusuunerini pijia aqerpirisi nepnin, pingejalivariarpaa immining.
MV: Siullermik upperikulooralivarllugu...
RA: Hmm, kuvisinngikkadjaraming angajidjersaan Maakasa, tudjija Neqissannooq, tassaaq Qaarutsilikkin tass imaasinnaavoq immaaqa. Taamaatsimi zuuneq nalusuunerini pijia aqerpirisi nepnin, pingejalivariarpaa immining.
MV: Siullermik upperikulooralivarllugu...
RA: Hmm, kuvisinngikkadjaraming angajidjersaan Maakasa, tudjija Neqissannooq, tassaaq Qaarutsilikkin tass imaasinnaavoq immaaqa. Taamaatsimi zuuneq nalusuunerini pijia aqerpirisi nepnin, pingejalivariarpaa immining.
MV: Siullermik upperikulooralivarllugu...
RA: Hmm, kuvisinngikkadjaraming angajidjersaan Maakasa, tudjija Neqissannooq, tassaaq Qaarutsilikkin tass imaasinnaavoq immaaqa. Taamaatsimi zuuneq nalusuunerini pijia aqerpirisi nepnin, pingejalivariarpaa immining.
MV: Siullermik upperikulooralivarllugu...
(MV: How did they try to stop him?)
RA: They did everything to make him stop the journey. To stop him from being baptized. They got all the way to Qernertoq, and his eqingasuit (W. Grl. equngasoqs), innersuit (helping spirits) were still trying... other helping spirits joined in now and again, finally they told him, “now you're arriving at the land of the baptized, this makes us very sad, but there is nothing to do about it now”. They did everything they possibly could, but Aadaaritaat could not release himself from the magnificent light he had seen and all he had heard from there, he fought as best he could until he reached his destination.
MV: What were they, his helping spirits?
RA: Innersuit and others. He had very many, I must say. He also had some on land, while he lived over there. He called them eqingasit, heathen creatures, that’s what he called them.
MV: What did eqingaseq mean?
RA: That's what he called them, it meant that they were always very willing, never unwilling. They always knew what things were like. If they were called for only a moment, they were always there, always on hand. Heathenism had radios too.
MV: Did they leave him when he was baptized?
RA: Yes, when he was baptized, there was nothing to do. When he had gotten to Narsarmijit before the baptism. There were preparations for the baptism, you see. They spent a whole year on the preparations at Frederik Balle’s. When was he baptized? In April maybe. Those were the rules. They prepared for the baptism. You can read about it all the way back to the time of Hans Egede. That’s the way it has always been for everyone from Eastern Greenland. He was then given the name Kristian Poulsen at the baptism. It was all like a fairytale told by the old people. That’s what big Kristian said. He always said that when he talked about his life, it was like a fairytale. He always told the truth when he talked. He realized that his heathen times had been really bad.
MV: But he really believed in it...
RA: Oh yes, he believed in it whole heartedly. He was right, he used all his strength to convert. He must be shown great honour! Yes, when the big stone on his tomb was unveiled, it was a great day. It was very ceremonious.
MV: Do you remember the names of all the brothers before they were baptized?
RA: Before they were baptized the oldest was called Maakasak (baptized Adam), the next was Neqissanoq, that was Emanos (at baptism), the next was Aadaaritaat, next Ipperteeq, he was sort of Naavale’s brother-in-law, his stepdaughter’s father. He married Eeduvik’s daughter, Ammaaliakasik’s daughter in Qernertoq. Ippertiin stayed in Qernertoq. He died there, he died at an early age. He was such a magnificent sealer.
MV: Did all four of them hail from the East coast?
RA: Yes, all four of them. And there were others too. There were two umiaks coming from the East coast. The other umiaq was Qaarutsulik’s. You may have known Emma well? Qaartsulik was Emma’s father. It was Anda.
MV: Emma, the now deceased wife of Esaja.
RA: Yes, her father was Qaarutsulik. When he was baptized he was given the name Anda. Indalirajik you know, Indalerajik, he was a heathen. One of his family members was Kuvarajik, who was called Indalik, Eeduvik’s first husband. Later he married Sufiakuloq, after her husband died.

18. Danish minister who took over the mission of the area in 1900 when the Moravians left Greenland (Ed. note).
MV: Qani eqqaamavijik?
RA: Ersinaqisiming, imminidji ersingeqalungulu. Tatsamingeeq nerisaasaleqgingami, sijaneeritta-raaq.
MV: Suup nerisaraa?
MV: The Aadaaritaat siblings (brothers), did they have a sister back when they lived in Eastern Greenland?
RA: That’s very likely, but I’m not quite sure. It’s true: there was a sister. That’s what people say, I think. I don’t know for certain.
MV: Did Aadaaritaat talk about his time as a shaman?
RA: Yes, he did talk about his time as a shaman.
MV: What do you remember?
RA: The horror. How horror-stricken he had been. Thus when it started to devour him he lost consciousness. It was very, very scary! He was terrified. Every time he was devoured he lost consciousness, you see.
MV: Who devoured him.
RA: The big dog-being they say. Yes, I feel free to tell that because Aadaaritaat had no secrets. In particular I can say that it wasn’t just old people he told his stories, he even told them to me, miserable. I was somewhat grown-up however, it was especially after his wife died, Aaggaate (who) also had shown us fatherless ones much kindness, so we survived. Now that we are well off, we pay a lot of it back both to old people and children, his motherless sons, whom we often met and were happy to see. Out of gratitude Aadaaritaat said: “It is true that there is peace on the West coast. Back in my heathen times when I started learning the shaman powers, I really never imagined ever coming to the West coast. I finished my learnings. The apprenticeship for a shaman was terrible”.

It happened that Aadaaritaat helped an old man with poor legs. He carried his kayak to the beach when he went sealing, and he carried the kayak back up when he returned, without having the slightest idea that this man with poor legs was a great shaman. He had failed in performing shamanism, which made his legs poor. Aadaaritaat was a big boy at the time. One day the old man with the poor legs said: “I don’t have anything to pay you with and show my gratitude for your help with the kayak. I would like to, if you want, teach you the heathen ways of becoming a shaman. It’s the only way I can pay you”. Aadaaritaat wanted to become a shaman, so he immediately said that he would like to.

It then happened that Aadaaritaat and the old man sailed in the fiord, far in the fiord and they went ashore after having hid their kayaks. They then went into a big rock cave, to fetch the (spirit) that was on its way out of the cave. Then their bowels were removed and then a big and really awful looking dog appeared, a dog like no others, really, really terrible to look at. Its entire body was full of ass holes... When it appeared, Aadaaritaatq (Aadaaritaat) was told: “Take off all your clothes! Take off all your clothes!” There was nothing to do then, except take off his clothes, which he did. And a little later his teacher said:

“Don’t be afraid, and when it bites it won’t hurt! It will only feel like a tickle. So when it bit him, he lost consciousness”. That’s what he said. Then he regained consciousness, and when that happened, he felt that his separated body gathered itself. His clothes also appeared and gathered next to him. It turned out that when he lost consciousness, his clothes left him. They then appeared again and came to him. To begin with it felt very strange, of course. Hee, hee, hee, hee...

That’s how it happened, and just as his teacher had explained to him, there was the question of his helping spirits. That was up to him to decide. Now he had tried being eaten and he could handle anything now. His teacher said: “Now it’s up to you to decide what helping spirits you wish to have. I will be there to help you, I know everything about helping spirits. You just have to teach them yourself”. That’s what he said to Aadaaritaatq (Aadaaritaat).
sing toornarivaa, innersivaadj'ni. Ikinngooq qaani ingammi tingsivangaadjuni innersivarnin, tassalinqii angerdjartissaajunnaarl'nili.

MV: Tassaligeeq ajernaqimman qanilijissava?


MV: Qernartaraa.


MV: Innersivarnu qanittarsimaqigami?


MV: Illit Itilleq qanga qimappiuk?


MV: Inuerummat?

RA: Hmm, iniverimmmamii aataa qimappara.
MV: Then he picked what helping spirits he wanted to have...
RA: Yes, then the old Aadaaritaaq (Aadaaritaat) learned how to pick his helping spirits: “They will be your protectors, now that you have become a shaman you will also be attacked, also when you’re on land. When that happens, you must use the very strongest of your helpers”. That’s what he said to Aadaaritaat. Among others he got a helping spirit who was able to open wide and bite, the one in the kayak, his own inner-suq. It happened that he was attacked by some other inner-suit when he was going home. He called on his helping spirits, but they could not help him. So now he couldn’t get home. Everyone was scared. Now he couldn’t get home. Then he remembered the big one with jaws going up and down. In his confusion he had forgotten the most important helping spirit. On the way the only thing he said was: “Hey you there, what are you doing?” The ones who were supposed to have been helping were lying on top a big iceberg. They all fell down when the strong one said (to Aadaaritaat, MV): “Why wasn’t I called immediately? It’s your own fault that you’re in such trouble. The next time call me immediately!” He returned home without any trouble!
MV: “Qernertaraa”...?
RA: “Qernertaraa” is the same as calling someone. That’s what the heathen Easterner said when they called their helping spirits, when they were in danger. Aadaaritaat has had a lot of helping spirits. If you were to name his helping spirits... I wouldn’t be able to name them all. All we need to know is that he was a shaman in heathen times.
MV: How did he treat his helping spirits?
RA: Once he was taken by an umiak and its crew. There was nothing to do. He was taken. A horrible bitch was the ruler of the boat. The ruler of the inner-suq. They sailed straight for a rocky beach, got in and could not get out again. Now he was taken. There was nothing to do. He had called for his helping spirits that he could use during a kayak trip, but none of them could do anything. He then remembered the terrible helping spirit with the big jaws, his own inner-suq. He called for it and right away the rock opened, so he could get out. It saved Aadaaritaat. Of course it was angry at the other helping spirits, they had been too timid, they could never behave like that to their master again. If the same thing happened he would kill them all. Once again Aadaaritaat had been saved. Hee, hee, hee....
MV: When did you leave Itiller (Itilleq)?
RA: I came here (Nanortalik) in 1944, during the war.
MV: When everybody left Itilleq?
RA: Yes, I left the place when everyone had left.
**AMOS TITTUSEN**

**Amos Tittusen**  
(AMTI), 61-nik uk. 1963  
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal. Sijull. Illukasik

**Aadaaridaat**

MV: Ammorsi unikkaalus’qassaqatit, aat?  
AT: Ja, unikkaas’ unikkaasaqarsinnaavunga.  
MV: Illikasimmiiikalivarputit siullermik?  
AT: Ja, idjikasimmiiikalivarungha sijudjermik. Kisijanni tassa tamaanga Ilinamu nulijarijartera-ma tassa tamaanga nuupungua.  
MV: Iliina taanna Kalistiaap...?  
AT: Aadaaridaami taasarpaan.  
MV: ... tass Aadaaridaat?  
AT: Aadaaridaat, Aadaaridaat.  
MV: Aadaaridaat?  
AT: Aadaaridaat.

MV: Nalivij ilisimaviq qanoq isumaqartoq, taanna Aadaaridaan?  
AT: Tunumiikajdlarami atija, Tunumi kuvisimannngikadjarami atija. Taava kuvisikkami Kali-stiaan.  
MV: Taanna Aadaaridaap isimaa nalivijik?  
MV: Aadaaridaap unikkaavinik ilisimasaqanngilatit?  
AT: Nej! Ilisimasaqarpunga. Taava appissavara?  
MV: Appinniaruk!


---

19. See note 16 concerning the spelling of this name. As demonstrated below MV asks Amos Tittusen about the correct pronounciation. He instisted on Aadaaridaa, not the dialectically correct one of Aadjaaridaaq.
Amos Tittusen

(AMTI), 61 years old in 1963
Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal, formerly Illuksik

Aadaaridaat

MV: Amos, you have got a lot to tell, right?
AT: Well, I might have something to tell.
MV: You used to live in Illuksik?
AT: Yes. I moved here when I came to marry Helene.
MV: Helene, Kristian Poulsen’s daughter?
AT: In his early days he was called Aadaaridaat.
MV: Do you know what Aadaaridaat means? The name Aadaaridaat? Do you know?
AT: I don’t know what Aadaaridaat means. That was his name when he lived in Eastern Greenland, before he was baptized. I don’t know. At the baptism he was given the name Kristian.
MV: Do you know any of the stories that Aadaaridaat told?
AT: Yes, I know some. Do you want me to tell them?
MV: Yes, please tell.
AT: Aadaaridaat and his brothers were “angiterpaat” (a family of brothers). That’s what seven brothers were called. They had only one sister, who was the youngest.
A female shaman, Katsijjairarrsivasik this female shaman was called, who also had a husband, she killed the little sister. This woman, the shaman, killed many times. She killed when she got envious. She killed the brothers' little sister.
When their beloved little sister was killed, the brothers got very angry. They had loved and protected this little sister. That is what a family of brothers was always like. Yes, this Kristian was the middle one of the brothers, my father-in-law, Aadaaridaat, he lived in Eastern Greenland, baptized Kristian. All the brothers were really angry, but Aadaaridaat, his anger would have been the greatest. His anger was unlimited. It was often this way with the middle one of a family of brothers. The thought of becoming a shaman now occurred to Aadaaridaat. Because only as a shaman could he avenge his beloved little sister, and only as a shaman could he defeat the little sister’s killer. The brothers had tried to kill the evil woman, but they had never succeeded, because they were not shamans, and also because she was too cunning a shaman. Therefore, Aadaaridaat was now determined to become a shaman. Because he had to avenge the beloved little sister. One day when he decided to meet the Master of the Ice Cap, he, Aadaaridaat, in order to begin his shamanistic training. There was a fiord behind their settlement. You had to sail in all the way to the bottom of the fiord and go ashore. Then you had to walk a great distance. Now Aadaaridaat walked towards the place of the Master of the Ice Cap. He walked and walked and arrived at the edge of the ice, where there was a flat rock with many cracks in front of the glacier. He sat on the rock with his back to the abode of the Master of the Ice Cap, as you always had to do. Yes, it was the custom, they say, that those who want to become a shaman were supposed to summon the Master of the Ice Cap. Just like every one else in Eastern Greenland he (Aadaaridaat) had a skin anorak, a natseq, we call it a natseq. That’s their anorak, a skin anorak with the hairy side inside, and they pull the left arm out the anorak sleeve, then the arm (here) out the neck-opening, and they place the mouth in there, while holding the other arm stretched downwards, pointing at the ice crack. Then he shouted loudly: “Master of the Ice Cap come! I really want to become a shaman”. No answer came. When he repeated the shout, an answer came. He was then seized by a great fear, and he got up and ran barefoot down the slope towards

Amos Tittusen.

his kayak. Then when he had reached his kayak, he paddled home (out of the fiord) without having learned anything at all.

“Why did I run away from my task? Why did I do it”? He was full of self-reproach, after he had returned home. “Didn’t I love my little sister very much and did I not want to protect her? I will do it again tomorrow”, he told himself. And the next day he went into the fiord. He sailed and went up to the same place as the day before and sat on the same rock with cracks, his back to the home of the Master of the Ice Cap, as he was supposed to. He repeated the same invocations and moves with the arm and mouth. And he yelled towards the crack of the ice. “Come Master of the Ice Cap! I really want to become a shaman”. No answer came. “Should I run away once again?” he thought... but remained seated. Now he heard something; someone was coming. When the sound was very close, he turned toward it and saw: The creature had a face like a human, but the body was like the skeleton of a dog or a sheep or any skeleton of an animal. But the face: It was like a human’s face! He saw it clearly. And shortly after he felt its touch on his back and its bite, and he lost consciousness. He was unconscious a long time. When he came to he thought: “How was it again? Yes, I was eaten by the Master of the Ice Cap!” He opened his eyes: He was still sitting on the same rock, everything was just like before he lost consciousness.

The surprise came when he closed his eyes: He could see everyone in the settlement and all his housemates. Everything was sort of rolled out in front of him, when he just closed his eyes, even though he was still in the same place close to the edge of the ice. He saw everything. The Master of the Ice Cap had eaten him, you know, and Aadaaridaat looked for him. But he was gone. Now Aadaaridaat realized that he had become a shaman, and he felt much gratitude. Now he could avenge his little sister. He walked and walked for a long time and came down to his kayak.
mini oqangilaq. Ta qaamangi qajartilerporng. Qajarterajarami, puvisaatudjuningeeq, seqinner-
nijarajarporooq immannguu ilivani puvisini nadjersivinnarpaa.
Taanqa qaamangi nuvi...qatsersilerpaa. Qatserserdjungu, qatserserdjungu puvileraluttuvinnar-
manngeeq, ikkalijartilerajam, qatserserdj... puttukkaluttuvarajarm unaassisareerdjungu.
Puttunnjaralivarp naalijadjangiinarpaa, naalippaa. Tassangii taama angakki taamatu nalisa-
qanngitsingipun. Paasingsaangii sapingaarudjuni, aataangii taana Katsijiaararsivasi akinenjassa-
maalerrpaa. Tassamingga avunnartalerdj(l)iting, Kalistijaa aadjaataartsareerdjini, saaqitiminin-
geeq, angakkungoricalivaqaaq, saaqitininngeeq unamminngikkalivarluglu, aadjillaasaatarnerin-
narminnigii akinijarpaa Katsijiaa taasumam Aadaaardaam, akinijarpaa. Aamaasinngeeq qaam-
angi tas taana Katsiija toquinjassamaarmaaming, najami toqitsisiva, aallanngilaq. Qatan-
gitaaj qajarterpun. Qajarterajarming, Kalistijaa kimisi unningadlj(l)uni, unningadjuni. Qajar-
terajaraming qatanngitaaj, Kalistijaat unningaseq. Udjororijarman, taana Katsija idjiva nalin-
nginamijing, ordnjungu. Ingalaangungunoog itsivarnijalarppaa, mersortorg, tassami arnaa-
gami. Mersortorg. Aataangii itsivaanarniji..., qivjanganngilarluuniin – sukaqarpungooq tuu-
saaniik, tuusani sukaqarpun – arnereeq suvanganermik arnaqatiminit tamanit suvanganer-
saangami, taana Katsijaaj. Taavangeeq sukaa taana silinngilaq, taavangi Kalistijaa itsivaanarnij-
arajart..., silamunngooq qivjanganngilaq. Avittateq, avittateq. Qivjanganngilarluuninngeeq kippari-
padjarjarjarami, mersivani ilerijaram...suka tunuvanun. Suka tunuvanun, tassa Katsijiaaj aadjaasi-
ni pijareersmangka, suka tunuvanun midjissikami, taamaliinngii sukaa amtingisingeq, Katsiaaj
ersingilq. Arnaa suvanganegis’, taamangii ajertingaaq! all’atunnguu ajernaqimman, sukamid-
jiini ersingimman, suka tappudjungu ta aadjaasimavaa ilimmun. Ingalaangang aallanaismava.
Taavangi aall’aangamijing, qatanngitaali tikerarl’ting. Taavangi qatanngitimin u oqarporng:
“Tassa Katsijiaa uva’ tooqpara, najanga akinijippara!” Angakkorooq taamaadjini, ilivinngaa
ilingalivaraani, uvangutunnu uumatitsissanngilaq. “Timaa akkordj(l)ungu tamanu ilissavarpun
,” qatanngitiminu, Kalistijaat taana, Aadaaardaaq, oqarsimangami. Taavangi timaa agg-
gorl(dj)ungu, talijata idjiva nunamu adjamun, talijata idjiva nunamu adjamun. Tamanna timaa
akkoordjungu, akk(gg)oorardjungu, tass nunanu tamanu aadjaatippaan, tassa qatanngitaasa.
Ta Kalistijaat angakkiinermimmi tassa naalakkersiviseq. Aamagii taana nijaqiva kisunngorum-
Taamaateong, Kalistijaa misingisaaj assingiingeqaan. Taava aama kuvisinnera aama kuviserijar-
tera unikkaarissavara.
MV: Aallartinniaruk, nanginniaruk.
AT: Aa, nangillerpara tassa. Kalistijaaj, Kalistijaaj angakkungorami, soorl’ oqartareerpun-
gaaatarrnaa qumaisi tamarmik ornikiinaa. Uumasi tamarmi ornikiinaa, sunaaka angakkungor-
man toornassamaataalt’ting ornikkalivaruan. Kisijannii Kalistiaa taasumam tassa akuverinngilaq.
Taava: angakkungorami tickkami qajartertalsersorlu innersivin nuna qaaniiqisit, ta orningar-
teralsimavaan.
MV: Innersivit?
AT: Innersivin, tassami taasarpaa alleqitat. Taama oqartarpulu alleqitat. Uvang oqartarpungu
paddled off for their settlement. While he was sailing, many strange creatures came to him. They knew he had become a shaman and offered to become his helping spirits. Now and again he closed his eyes and he would then see everyone in the settlement and his housemates. At home he did not tell anybody that he had become a shaman.

Next day he went sealing. There were not many seals to be seen. He then closed his eyes, and behold: The sea abounded with seals. There were so many of them that they could hardly move. He waited for a specific seal to surface on the water, and he had the harpoon ready. He waited. Then it surfaced and he harpooned it immediately. He did not quite realize that he was able to do everything now he had become a shaman. And the revenge on Katsiijaararsivasik could take place now! At this time the East Greenlanders had been down around the Cape Farewell region several times to buy goods, where there was a store. Aadaaridaat had gotten a rifle at least. He could have killed the little sister’s killer with the harpoon, but he killed her with the rifle.

The day he had decided to kill the little sister’s murderess, he stayed home from sealing. His brothers went. Only Aadaaridaat was home. He knew Katsiija’s house and went there. He looked in her window. She was sewing, since she was a woman. She was sewing. In the house the posts were ice pick shafts. Katsiijaaja was a very stout woman, stouter than other women. She was busy embroidering a skin. Without looking up she laid her needlework aside and moved behind the post. But Aadaaridaat had his shotgun ready, she went behind the post and made herself smaller; she was such a powerful shaman that she could disappear behind the thin post. Aadaaridaat had no other way than to shoot her through the post. He fired a shot through the window. His brothers came home from sealing after Aadaaridaat had shot Katsiija, and he then told his brothers: “I have killed Katsiija. I have avenged my little sister. If we were to hide the body of a shaman in one piece, we would risk our own lives. So we have to divide the body in many parts and place the parts far from each other”. After Aadaaridaat’s order they cut the body into many parts. They cut the dead body into many small parts and buried the parts in different places, one arm in one place, the other arm another place, and so on. When only the head was left Aadaaridaat said: “You must put it in an ice crack behind our settlement”. And so they placed it there. (The brothers did as Aadaaridaat commanded, since he was a shaman.) The day after the brothers had buried Katsiija’s head in the ice crack, a man from their settlement had sailed out in his kayak. When he passed the crack where Katsiija’s head was hidden, he heard Katsiija’s voice: “I was sewing when Aadaaridaat appeared in front of my window and I hid behind the post. Immediately after that I lost consciousness. I was unconscious for a long time. When I came to, I was in an ice crack, and I was only a head”. Katsiija had been such an evil and such a great shaman: A mere head, yet still able to talk. The kayaker was so scared that he sailed home without sealing.

Aadaaridaat had experienced many things. I also want to tell of his journey to West Greenland to be baptised.

MS: Begin, continue.

AT: Yes, I shall continue. As I said, all the creatures came to Kristian when he had become a shaman; they all wanted to become his helping spirits. But Aadaaridaat refused to take anyone. During his kayak trips after having become a shaman, innersuit who did not live on land came to him.

MV: Innersuit?

AT: Innersuit, who were called alleqitat, those below. I, we call them innersuit. So it happened: When Kristian had become a shaman the innersuit came for having him as their master. The first ones were three big men, three brothers, and they had noses; then “Nipisadjivarsik”, also called
“Equngasooq”, came. The third who came was “Inivaraq”. Kristian used to tell that when he sat on the ground, bending his legs, it could pass through the hollow under his knees. Then another *innersuaq* came, “Kisermaaq”, who also wanted to become Kristian’s helping spirit (*toornaq*). They called them helping spirits, because they were meant to protect their master. To protect him against evil. That’s why they were called helping spirits. When Kristian had become a shaman he got a lot of helping spirits. Three brothers. Next Nipisartivarsik, Equngasooq. The third, Inivaraq. The fourth, Kisermaaq. He had no nose. Aadaaridaat used to cite his *innersuit* thus: Whenever you get into trouble, just think of us and we shall be there immediately to help you out. Nothing is impossible for us.”

One day Aadaaridaat was a little mad at his wife, not that he hit her like the rest of us would do sometimes. He told his wife – I never came to know her name –: “When I leave tomorrow I’m not coming back”. It turned out that some helping spirits, who were not his, had heard this. The day after he went sealing, and when a big bearded seal appeared, he harpooned it. It died right away and he got it ready for towing and then sailed home, towing the seal. As he was sailing along quite peacefully he suddenly heard an umiak coming. He looked everywhere. He could not see anyone. Then he closed his eyes: just as he thought an umiak was coming up behind him and it was very close by. That was the way it was, you know: What he could not see with his eyes open, he could see with his eyes closed. This is what happened now. He saw that the helmsman of the umiak was as wide as two men put together. Yes, that’s how wide he was! Another man, sitting in front of the helmsman was even wider! They sailed straight for Aadaaridaat who was paddling and towing the bearded seal he had caught. When the umiak was up close to him he said: “What do you want with me?” And, surprised, they answered: “Yesterday you told your wife that you wouldn’t return to her once you left, so now we are here to abduct you!” And at this point the umiak was very close to Aadaaridaat and his newly caught bearded seal. The man in the umiak grabbed the bearded seal by its front flippers with such ease, as if it was a little ringed seal, he lifted it and he put it in the umiak. Aadaaridaat sat in his kayak, leaning against the boat. Then he thought: How was it now? How was it now? Why, I have helping spirits! Then he thought of the three brothers Angiterpaat, because they had said that nothing was impossible for them. And as soon as he thought of them, they were on their way to him from up north. They were angry because Aadaaridaat had not called them immediately, so they could have helped him earlier. But just as they arrived they showed their fear of the umiak. They now knew that this umiak had taken someone previously and killed without regard of helping spirits. Aadaaridaat saw that these helping spirits were scared and he now thought of another helping spirit, Nipisartivarsik, also called Equngasooq, because he too had said that anything was possible for him. Aadaaridaat then thought of him, and he was there immediately. Equngasooq too was scared of the umiak before he got all the way to it. Aadaaridaat now thought of Inivaraq, the one who could pass through the hollow under his knees. But he only lived on land. He stood on the beach, could not make it to the boats. Then Aadaaridaat was really in trouble and thought, but without getting afraid that they would probably take him on the umiak soon. Suddenly he thought of the helping spirit Kisermaaq, the *innersuaq*, who had no nose. At the very moment he thought of him, the sound of his kayak oars splashing in the water could be heard, at the same time he scolded Aadaaridaat furiously: Why had it taken him so long to call him instead of the others who did not have the skills to help him, their master. Those useless ones had put their master in great fear and danger, he continued. Now he, Kisermaaq, would show them! They would see! Quickly towards the umiak. Quickly. While Kristian moved towards the umiak, Kisermaaq squeezed its way in
aatangi taama atasaamin qunussavoq? Katsinngilaq umijaq tungaanun. Katsinngilaq. Kalistijaangii umijamu taleqqaseq, umijaq qadjerdjungu20 tulapporng, taana Kisermaaq. Taa-
mailikulooru..., umijat suvalerpaaj: Sooq naalakkani taamak annikidjiertimmangi? Ta-
maalijivinnarmata annikidjiertissangamingin naalakkani annikidjiertimmangi immini akindja-
sangamijung. Taavangii kingiminu kaatorp. Sunaakangeeq, oqarporooq immini aarnuvani. 
Qaqippaangii assaa peqingasin. Peqingsinisii. Taamaalininggeeq ersonnigilaq. Oqummerpaangeeq, 
oqummerpa. Oqummeramijunngooq oqummiijimmersordjungu qaqqinnijalerpaa assaa isiver-
Assingivaanngii soordju paaraaarsing. Avangaaasu oqartarpu nujalik. Paaqqaarsinjidijiniin 
taama kingiteqartingivornq. Taamadjudu siikkoqartingalini, adjeroqartingalini. Timitaangiin 
taama tikissimavaa, qiteqquwumavorooq qanijani. Taavangii kesuujerdjijartivinnava nuilaanuq. 
Atangeeq seqqertarnera. Taamaalimmannaangii tassa umijamun imaalijerpa, qanipppangii taami 
meeqaa, umija inittajaq, qanipppangii meeqaq kappijalaartii. Taamaalijivinnaraangeeq, qanoro-
runa oqarnjalsersun: ”Ussukuloortaa aqqarnejarsijung!” aqiu sijuvanisiin. ”Ussukuloortaa aqqar-
nijarsijik!” Aqqarqaapaa. Aqqarajarmangi tassa kadjisjudjungulu oqarsimavornq: ”Andergdjarnijari 
ilangissavakkatun nunanun”, taasuma Kisermaam. Nunaanuq ilangissimavaa. 
Ingerdjarjarjami ingerdjarjarjam, nunaanngii qadjeqiserng, oqarporunu: ”Tassa piisinnajaunarmam-
tii, ta qimalerpaakkari. Taaku taasajarnating tingivaanjarssirmata uvissaariajertillerpakka. 
Uvissariajert’lerpakka, imaimini naamattussangalivarlikki umija alittordjungu kivissavara. 
Ataasinaangitsimi nuna qaamijivini tingivaalermata. Uvanga toornarnejarnanganga sapiqaan-
gnikkalivardjingu toornarnejqanginnama, imailijerneq ajerakk, ilisanganalivarjivin ataisajar-
nating tingivaasun, orninneq ajerakk. Kisiadj idjit toornaringamma aataat uvissaalerpakka, 
tikikkikkin peqqalaasanangin’!” Ornikkamingingiin, taamangeeq qani ilijorsumarnerpaaj. 
Tassa taana Kalistijaa’ angakkiiner tassinga kidjeqarp. Kisijat kuvisaajartilersaalerpas 
Taamaadjaan kuviserijarternera aama aaldjar-
tissavara. 
MV: Tassa angakkussarnera taana inerpa? 
AT: Tass inerpqoq tassa, angakkassarnera ta inerpornq. Aama angakkunngornera aama inerpqoq, 
Aadaaridaap kuisikkiarnera kuisinneralu 
Taavangii Kalistijaat tunumijidiini tassani, tusartaporoog siia serorumaaarterng, Kalistijaa 
taan. Aadaaridaa tassa taana. Tassami angiterpaapu aatarinn taavakka. Angiterpaan, 
Kalistijaa akidjersaasooq. Taavangiiq taatangiataj avunntartaringaming Pamiadjimmun niiver-
nijarijarjdi’ting, taavangii tusartarpaan siia serorumaaarteriq. Taavangii nunaminnu tikikkaanga-
mi tamakku qatangitaaj kuvissajartortumaraarlavarpun. Kisijanngiiii Kalistijaa angakkiingami 
pisinnangilaaq: Imminik upperi- naalangqarami sapiqaanqangitsiniq. Taana Kalistijaa, 
Aadaaridaan. Taavangeeq taamaalierjarami, Kalistijjaq isimani adjannerajarterpa. Sunaaka 
kuvissajartlerasalerporq. Perijarami perijaram taamaadjiini upennarman, Kalistijaa qaqivan-
nijarijarjiniq aqoarpq: ”Adj(ll)atu ajernaqaaq kuvissajartussuungu”, taatamu oqarami. Kuvise-
rajartissamaalermata toornaasa inertertaralavarpun: Kuisikkini ajersartungussaman piitun-
gordj(ll)uni. Piitunngordj(ll)uni ajersartungussamman. Taamangii inertertarpaan. Sulingii 
taana Inivarakasing ima inerterisartingisavovoq: Imminingga siia serileralavarpia il ilming 

20. Maybe qerdjerdjungu: squeezed its way in between (Robert Petersen pers. comm.).
between Kristian and the umiak. Then he shouted furiously at people in the umiak: “Who do you think you are, making my master feel completely powerless. I myself shall take vengeance on you for thus making my master feel completely powerless.”

The first thing he did was to put one hand down in the stern of his kayak. He said he needed to get hold of his amulet. When he took it (the amulet) out his fist was clenched. His fist was clenched. Consequently you could not see it (the amulet). He put it (the amulet) in his mouth and kept it there for a long time. When he took it out of his mouth his fingers were stretched and it (the amulet) was sitting in the middle of his palm. Kristian did not understand what had happened.

Once again the helping spirit put it in his mouth. This time he kept it in his mouth longer. When he took it out it had grown as big as his hand. When he had had it in his mouth a third time and took it out it was the size of a forearm. Like my lower arm here (AT raising his hand and pointing to his elbow, MV). It looked like a bird, a paapaarsuk, called nujalik up north, a young merganser. It had a beak just like the merganser, but the teeth filling the lower beak were very, very big. Then its body, it had come halfway out of his mouth. It tried to bite something in the air. Now a loud and fierce noise came from the teeth clattering. Then there was great commotion in the umiak. The crew of the umiak now looked like children who were very scared. “Hurry up and put Aadaaridaat’s bearded seal down!” the very stout man in front of the helmsman said. “Put it down!” he hurried the others on. They put down the bearded seal. When the seal had been put down, Kisermaaq the helping spirit told Aadaaridaat: “Get ready to paddle home! I will accompany you”. Then he accompanied Aadaaridaat a part of the way home.

They paddled a long way together. Then the helping spirit said: “Now I will leave you, you are out of harm’s way now. They can’t harm you. Several times they have made people perish. Now I’m going to paddle back and scare them. If they are still out in their umiak I will tear the skin of their boat to pieces and drown them. Too many times they have caught people and made them perish. I will now show you that it is beneficial for you to have taken me as your helping spirit. No one has done that before, even though my skills are so great. Because you didn’t call me (at once I could do nothing, but) Now I will show them. Now I will show them; revenge will strike them. They’re in for it now!” The helping spirit sailed away. Aadaaridaat did not know what later happened.

Aadaaridaat’s shaman story is finished. I will now tell of his journey towards Christianity. MV: Is the (story about his) learning of shamanism ended? AT: Ended. The learning of shamanism is ended. Also his work as a shaman is ended. What is left is his learning of Christianity to which I shall turn now and with that I shall extend the story.

Aadaaridaat’s Journey Towards Christianity

While they were living in Eastern Greenland, Aadaaridaat heard several times that the world was going to end. This Kristian, this Aadaaridaat. Yes, as I just said, Kristian was the middle one of the brothers. When they had been south in Pamialluk to barter the brothers had heard that the world was going to end, and when they returned back home, they had all time and again expressed a wish to be baptized. But Aadaaridaat did not want to. He was a shaman and he had a master more

---

21. Evil spirits. Hardly umiarissaat, seals as vindictive persons (Robert Petersen pers. comm.).
22. Not correct. Nujalik is used by the Southgreenlanders in and around Qaqortoq and Paamiut, whereas people further north call the merganser: paaq and a young merganser paaraq (Robert Petersen pers. comm.).


powerful than anyone else. This Kristian, Aadaaridaan. But shortly hereafter Aadaaridaat changed his mind. He had had the idea of being baptized as well. 
So in the spring he said, quite unexpectedly: “There’s no way out: I have to be baptized”. Hereafter all his helping spirits were busy trying to change his mind: They told him he would be poor and suffer. But this poor Inivarak banned his project: If the world was going to end he, Inivarak himself would fix it. This dear little Inivarak. He would put it back in order. In this way he opposed his master’s project. The helping spirit Inivaraq was so keen in having him to give up his new plans that he said that he, Inivaraq, would be sure to fix the world again if it was going to end. So much did it forbade him without any attempt at giving in. But Aadaaridaat was determined in his decision. He wanted to be baptized. And the family set out southward. They rowed for a long time. 
Since he never said where he had his settlement, I don’t know exactly where Kristian lived. Only that they went south to Timmiarmiut and farther south to Pamialluk for trading. Exactly where Kristian used to live, I don’t know. They sailed south and arrived at Timmiarmiut. From there they sailed southward. When they then sailed across to the (dangerous, overhanging) ice cap, Puisortoq, they never would have made it through safely, had Aadaaridaat not been a shaman. Because he was a shaman he conjured the ice cap not to break up. They say that in case the ice calved – people call it popping up (puisoq) (of the calved pieces in the water) meaning the same (as sermeq nillikartoq) – they would not have made it across. He told his fellows not to tell anybody. You know, he still had his heathen faith. He conjured. He was one of the kayakers accompanying the umiaks. And they rowed and rowed, and they reached Nunattut situated just south of Ikerasaarsuk, where there had previously been a store. After

23. Due to the Inuit way of orientation by facing the sea, south and north are used inverted on the East coast (ed. note).
taama ajertingalitin uvannu padjinginneeq qinngaqqinnaqtaatin, tassaniinginnarnijinarin. Tas-
sgaama taama oqartareerpunga: Nulijat, ilumu unikkaasangivin, tikissuut niikijissavaatin.
Uva ajorunnaarsissangakku, ilumu angerivin". Tass’mi angerporng. Kujammudju aadjadzini
Nunnattunnu. Toqlersereeq aadjadnjirami, aadjdnjirami. Taavangooruna tikinnijiraleram
paasinnijaleraa taava nulijami nikiﬁjiraani. Taavangeeq tikikkami oqarpoq qatanngitiminen, tass-
sami ima oqartarami tunumijii “Targgaajeq”, tassangeeq aijortuvaq, isima: Targgaajat. Tunu-
mijii oqartarp targasjat. Isimaa imamaapq: Aijortuqaq. Tassangi tikikkami qatanngitim-
inu oqarpoq: “Targgaajeq takivara, targaajeq takivara”. Nalingamijimmi ativarsimpannginnami,
targaajaatippaa, ta, aijortuqasoralungu. Tassamassa kuvisikami paasivaa, taasum taama
pi(l)diungju kuviserajartordjuni. Tassangi tamaanga tikikkami tikinnijaleram
paasivaa taavangii niifkijeralinun. Taavangii oqarpoq qatanngitiminunun, inivi aqqutingalivi
tunisarimaaarka. Ajeqersatqassangalitina, tunisarimaaarpakkin". Taama oqarpoq.
Taavangii tamaanga tikikkampa. Tikikkamingii taava ataatarpuu ilinnijaqqaarpaa, aama.
Taavangeeq ataatarpuu ilikkaramikki aataa kuvisaapun. Ajeqersisivisini tamaani. Sordjeq ajeqer-
sisinerseq tusarsimpanngilara, Kalistijaa kuvisiﬁafjia. Taava tamaaniilerdjitilli aataa ilinap
arnaa, nulijaringalivarma arnaa, aataa toqumvorg. Tassa taana nulijar...unumijukoppa Matta,
Mattami ateqarpoq, ta ernitarma angejdiip aterivaa. Ta’a aterivaa Matta, taana.
MV: Kalistjaat arlariinik nuliiqartarsimagaluvarpormaanina, aama? 
AT: Tassami. Tunumiikadjarami aama paniiqarqarqamovq Kalistijaa. Taamani paneqqaata atiia
ama nulijata aapaq aama, nulija sijudjeq Bolatta, ilinnap aterivaa, nulijaringalivarma aterivaa
Bolatta. Aama tassa paneqqaqarqamovq taana, atija tusannigilara. Kalistijaa paneqqaata. Taava
mamaanga tikikkami nulijami toqumman, tuvapammijeq Matta nulijaqtingiminunun. Taakulu
MV: Kalistijaat innersivarnik aama naapitaqartarsimavaaa?
AT: Tassami angakkitserutorami, soordju aataat unikkaartinga, unikkaartinga.
MV: Allanik aama naapitisarimalia?
AT: Taakuvinnaat naapitarrisimavaaj. Taakuvinnaan naapitarrisimavaaj, taasum Kalistijaaam.
Tassa toornangamimmi tassa tinguvsuvaan. Tassa taamangi oqartarpun soordju ilissama-
tin, ta isimaa. Oqassangutta toornaq, uvangun, taava isimaa imamaapq: Ilissamaa. Tass tamaa-
pooq.
MV: Toqutsisarimalia uninnuk arlariinnik?
AT: Taava uva ardbariini toqutsisarimalaerara nalivara. Kisiijanni taana unikkaarnera tusarnaarp-
ara, Katsijbaararsivasi toqukkaa. Kisiijanni tusamaavara ardbariini toqutsisarimalserg. Taamani
ardjarini toqutsimini uvan unikkaaringinnimajjing. Ilisiamini oqartarp ardbariidaarju
toqutsinkuuvooq, Kalistijaat taana. Kisiijanni taana unikkaava tusarnaapara, Katsijaa toquku-
majjing, najamini sernissar’ni’ni.

Qivittut

Tassangeeq Qivitterng, taana qivissimaseq, sunaaka nuliassaqaralivarsimaseq. Taavangii
angajeqqaaminu oqarsismanami nuliassaqaralivarsimangami. Taavangeeq nuliassani taana asadju
asadjungu asadjuqangu, angajeqqaqvinu sijaningineqantserng. Asadjungu asadjuqungu, unnukkaa
najisariidjing. Taava naartilersimavorq, nulijassaa. Suli oqarami, angajeqqaaminu taana
uvisaa, oqarami. Taavangeeq paasingamiji naartilerseq, angajeqqaquminu oqarsimavorq, taana
arnaq pajimadjingu. Sunaakalingii angajeqqaavi ukuvardjivassasin, ukuvardjivassasin.
Angajeqqaaminu oqaralivardjinili, ukuvardjivarijarmata, taava ajorumberijarami, qivissimang-
ami, nuliassangalivani naartiltiireeseq, qivipoporng.
they had arrived at Nunattut, Aadaaridaat’s wife fell very ill. She was dying. Aadaaridaat tried to heal his wife through shamanistic conjuring, but no matter what he did, he did not succeed in healing his ailing wife.

Then he wanted to find someone else who was a mightier shaman than himself, and he sailed out. He was still strong in his old faith. His wife was terminally ill, he needed to find someone who could heal her, since he could not do it himself. He paddled towards Ikerasaarsuk and reached the island called Ella-Island, which is off Ikerasaarsuk Fiord. The weather was unusually nice and the sun shone brightly. When he had reached Ella-Island and went ashore he felt the bright sunlight dim all of a sudden, the air turned dark as night. Light had appeared from somewhere, outshining the sunlight. He looked around. He had come to the inland of the island. He now saw a shape, hovering just above the ground. He was all dressed in white. And above his head a very large crown floated, and it radiated such a bright light that Aadaaridaat was blinded just turning his head towards it. It was from here the incredibly bright light came. The light was so bright that he could not look directly at it, but he had to turn his head away. The shape began talking: “Listen, I know your wife is ill, so ill that she is dying. I am the one who lets her be so ill, because I want to test you. I want to test your faith before you decide to be baptized. When you get to Narsarmijit and before you become baptized, you have to recount all your evil deeds as a shaman. Only then can you be baptized and you will be mine. Look at my scars, which are the work of man’s evil deeds”. He showed his scars: Scars in both his palms and a scar on the side of his body. “Who do you think I am? You will be baptized in order to be mine. After the end of the world, when I come to judge mankind according to their deeds, only then will my scars heal, my scars from the evil deeds of man. And when man has received forgiveness, my scars will heal. Yes, I know your wife is very ill, she was dying when you left. If you repent your sins and tell of all your misdeeds when you get to Narsarmijit, only then will I heal her”. Aadaaritaat said: “I repent. My wife is very ill. That is why I’m looking for someone who can help me, someone who is more skilled than I. I couldn’t heal her through my shamanistic conjurings. If you will help me, I will confess everything when I get to Narsarmijit before I am baptized”, and he continued: “You are too far from me, I will come to you now, so we can talk better”. The stranger then said: “You who have done so many evil deeds, you are not worthy to stand close to me. Stay where you are. You have heard that if you really repent and confess, then you will see, your wife will be out greeting you when you return. I will have healed her then”. Aadaaridaat promised to repent. And he paddled back to Nunattut.

She was dying when he left. Now, on his return, she was on the beach greeting him.

Back home he told his brothers: I have seen a ghost (tarngaaajeq). I have seen a ghost”. (A ghost is called tarngaaajeq in Eastern Greenlandic, while it is called aliortugaq in West Greenlandic.) You see, Aadaaridaat did not know Jesus, so he thought he had seen a ghost. He learned who Jesus was, when he had been baptized. He was baptized after having confessed his evil deeds and repented. He also remembered that the ghost had said: “When you have confessed all your misdeeds, I will help you through other people. You will not suffer. I will look after you through others”.

Then they reached Narsarmijit. The first thing they learned was the Lord’s Prayer by heart. When they had learned the Lord’s Prayer by heart they were ready to be baptized. Who the priest was who baptized Kristian, I don’t know. (Frederik Balle. MV)

MV: Has Kristian had more than one wife? (First wife, second wife, MV)

AT: Yes, it is known that he had several wives when he lived in Eastern Greenland. The second wife was called “Panerfak”. Helene was named after her father’s first wife, who was given the
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name Bolethe at her baptism. Kristian brought a Panerfak when he arrived here (Narsarmijit). I don’t know her name. After the death of his first wife he married Matta, who lived in Tuapammiut. Kristian and Matta had two sons: Barnabas and Efraem. Helene was daughter of the first wife.

MV: Did Kristian meet innersuit?
AT: Yes, yes, in his prime as a shaman. I told you this.
MV: Didn’t he meet other strange creatures?
AT: Only these innersuit. They were his helping spirits you see, Kristian’s, they protected him. That is why we call them helping spirits. When we say “toornaq” we mean helping spirit.
MV: Has Kristian killed several people?
AT: As far as I know he hasn’t killed anyone except for killing Katsiiaararsivasik. I have heard him talk of this killing. But people who have known him for a long time say that he has killed more, this Kristian. He told of his killing of Katsiiaararsivasik to avenge his little sister.
AT: Now that story is over for now. We are done with Kristian.

Qivittoq Story

There is a story of a young man who became a qivittoq (went away to live in the mountains). It turned out that he had had a girlfriend. He loved his girlfriend very much. He had never told his parents that he had a girlfriend. As mentioned he loved his girlfriend very, very much. The parents did not know anything about any of it. The two lovers stuck close together, they were very close. Then the girl became pregnant, this girl who was his wife-to-be. He still had not told his parents about any of it. But after he realized that his girlfriend was pregnant, he told his parents and said that he intended to marry her. As it turned out, however, his parents would have nothing to do with her, they did not at all think the girl to be good enough for their son. As mentioned before they would not acknowledge the girl as their daughter-in-law. After the parents would have nothing to do with the girl as a daughter-in-law, he became very sad, so sad that he went away as qivittoq. As we know the girl was pregnant when he became a qivittoq.

Several years passed with him as qivittoq. More than a year had passed when he went down to the the shore of the fiord, he came down to the coast this unhappy qivittoq. He had gone away and never came back. His parents thought he had perished in his kayak. But he had gone qivittoq. More than a year had passed when one day he spotted an umiak sailing out by the fiord.

Amos: “Now I will sing this qivittoq song. But the dialect of the song is spoken farther north on the West coast; the singer was probably from up around there”:

I spotted an umiak
It sailed up the fiord
I had a thought:
If only they would go ashore!
And it happened
They came alongside and went ashore
I waited for night to come
To go down there
When night came
I started walking
I looked in and saw
Her breast feeding a child
Pauline Mathæusen
(PAMA), 72-nik uk. 1963
Utoqqarmiut, Qaqortoq / Julianehåb, siulermik Frederiksdal/Narsarmijit

Oqaloqatigiinneq
MV: Paaliit qaa!
PM: A, Tassinga? (båndopt.)
MV: Tassinga tassa, aa, una imaaliinnarlugu...
PM: Aa, uvisattaleqanga, aah, uvisattaleqanga...hi, hi, ...Tassa Idjikasimm... Narsarmijiniikalivarl'ta, doolunik ukijeqlerđingaling Idjikasimmu nunasingalivaratta, aama niijafooruni ukij-equalissadjingal Narsarmijunu uteratta, niija.. naagga trejafoor...trejafoor ila kukkuvunga... ha ha ha...
MV: Ha, soqutaanjngilaq, ajernavijangilaq... kukkulaartaraliv...
PM: Narsarmijiniijdjitalimi tassa iniitvissijerama niijatraj’vinngerpakka. Huum.
MV: Narsarmijinu pigassi...?
I had a thought:
If only the child had to pee
And it happened,
She held the baby forward to pee
I got to see
A little child with a crack
That is when I wandered away
I wandered in tears\(^\text{25}\).

**Pauline Mathæusen**

(PAMA), 72 years old in 1963
Qaqortoq / Julianehåb. Formerly Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal and Illukasik

**Conversation**

MV: Pauline, now! Now you may begin.
PM: Into this one? (the tape recorder, MV)
MV: Yes, yes. That’s right, yes...
PM: Oh, but I get scared. I get scared, hee, hee.. Well. We first lived in Narsarmijit.
We moved to Illukasik when I was twelve, then back to Narsarmijit just before I was forty three ... maybe I’m wrong ...
MV: It doesn’t matter much, it’ll be all right ...
PM: After we had come to Frederiksdal / Narsarmijit I had my birthday. I was thirty nine. Some time after, for we poor people had stayed there for some time, although we had come just for a visit. My late father-in-law Silas had persuaded us to stay. He was Benittetes' deceased husband. We poor ones then stayed at Frederiksdal. Some people began to arrange living-quarters for us, for us poor people: a former goat-shed was renovated. It had been Big Anton's goat-shed. It was improved and we went for stones from the North side of the place. We carried the stones on our backs. By and by they built the walls and it was finished. Joorsi helped us. Well, it got finished. I wonder how many years we lived there? While we lived there my younger sister Tabia died. Then Josva, the catechist Josva said : You will live in a bigger house, on the southern side of the square in the house of the deceased Johan. They improved the interior of the house, the council was in charge of this. Efraim who was a member of the council was in charge of it. They worked and worked with the house in order to improve it, yes. While we lived in Illukasik I received no social welfare for two years, because I myself took care to make dried capelin and cod for us. That money was there, when we came back to Narsarmijit and I bought boards for our new house for the money from the council. At that time Americans were living here close to the settlement and I had also boards from that place. When I went for them myself I carried boards on my back from over there. We used them for the places in the house where boards were missing. By and by it came to be very fine. Josva Simonsen was a council man at the time. We lived in Anike's small house. But the air was terribly bad, because they used the blubber from a carcass that Isajas had caught. It smelt terrible. We poor people lay on the floor. But the smell was insupportable.
Many men were busy with trying to get our house finished. Josva Simonsen sawed the boards for

ki. Inerajarmassin tassa, tassami nukara toqusumalerman, Luuvili, ernikkuluungalivari, mar-djivinnaangatta. (Tunuvaniit: Tappiija suli ajinngits...)
MV: Taana Eenuk kina?
PM: Taana Ciissillia erningaliva, Eliina uviingaliv...
MV: Aa, Eliinap uvia...
MV: Sooruna uggorusuttutit?
PM: Ila taaku tuukoruunit aarl-dreserdju kisija sapaati akinneranu pisalerattingi. Taamaakama aningaasakka ukkoriasisaka, hi, hi... Massakkimmu aningaasvisiika uku nukeqanngitsin, tassa sulimersorujuttarpungu, adjaqitseq pujortaruserturnerm.
MV: Illunnguasissi naak?
the platform himself. So busy they were. Finally the house was finished. Well, it was after my little sister had died, so I was left alone with my son Ludvig. (Voice behind): Tabia was still living.

PM: It was after her death we went to live over there at the southern place. While we were still living in the more northerly house, Tabia was still alive. After her death we moved into the southern house, which had been Johansen’s house. It was very big. Josva Simonsen said in the afternoon: “Paaliit, now that you can move into the new house, you must find someone that you can live together with. He will be paid for it”. I looked for someone who could live with me, and found Enok, Cisilie’s youngest son Enok. I said to him: “Enok, please come and stay with me. It has been said that you will be paid for it.” He agreed. We filled holes in the wall and floor edges with the earth I had gathered, so it was quite tight. Then we made the platform in the innermost of the rooms, only for us two.

MV: Who was Enok?

PM: Deceased Cisilie’s son, who now is no longer living. He was late Cisilie’s son.

MV: Aaah, Helene’s former husband ...

PM: Yes. Well. The platform was made. I had bought roofing felt, quite new. Well now I had money. From Josva Simonsen I received five crowns, by order of the doctor and the assistant. I regret some times that I had such a desire to smoke, I can only do it when I try to roll my own. I might very well have done without the money. I regretted many times.

MV: Why regret?

PM: For later we only get two crowns and fifty øre a week. Therefore, I regretted hee, hee, ... Today my poor hands here have no strength. All the same I can sew something, something miserable. It came from my craving to smoke.

MV: Now, how about your poor house?

PM: Well. We put up the platform, Enok and I. Enok was very tall. He lay there (PM points with her hand) and I was by the wall. I was grateful the house collapsed after we had got the platform. It appeared that they had used rotten boards that had been scrapped after having been used as a bridge across Kuussuaq (‘Big Stream’). Now just listen: After we had got the platform, we moved in.

I had got new teeth, which I was very fond of, from the dentist in the summer. They were packed in very fine newspapers. Those newspapers we used as decoration on the walls, even though the walls were of wood, but it was nice with newspapers. At the window stood my fine flowers, that good Magga had given me. (The clergyman’s wife, MV) When we got Royal Food we ate half of it (i.e. on the king’s birthday). Now I boiled the other half. Dear Ludvig lay on his belly on the platform. Then his very good friend, Jonas’ eldest son, came in. They played at writing, and I was still cooking. Here stood our oven. There were small lamps, it was so bright, so bright. Now and then I stirred the pot, put firewood into the oven, then I sat down after that. I seemed to notice that the floor I trod on, that there was sand between the floorboards, but I thought that was maybe because we had put sand beneath, I thought that it would settle. I went on as usual. When the food was done and we had eaten and Jonas had gone, Josva Kleist and his wife looked in through the window. They were so happy on our behalf that finally we had got our own place, they were grateful on our behalf. “Well, we will come to visit tomorrow.” And I said: “Yeah!” Shortly after his namesake Josva Simonsen and his wife Appolonia came by: “Ooh how nice this is for you! We are not coming in now. We will come tomorrow…” Hee, hee, hee … Then they went.

What was it now I could hear now and then: something creaking? I stamped on the floor hard with my foot. Then there was no more. But now again. Well, we had no clock. I would think, that

MV: Aqqinisisaman.


Aliortugaq

Aljortivativara tassa katersertaqqimminningaanii, tassami kunngi, imaats... taamanikki nuvannaaqingatta,

MV: Qanga, qangarpiaq?

PM: Ila Danmarki anigivigis’taama taamani

MV: Narsaq Kujallermi?


MV: Sumi takivisijik?

we, we miserable creatures, went to bed a little after nine. Yes, after nine. No, it was not yet ten. Ludvig was as ever so sleepy, he fell asleep at once. Our poor platform had got an edge set at the end. And in front on the wooden chest lay our old clothes. I lay farthest out. I was so glad, well, I had been looking forward to this! Then I heard somebody at the window outside, and I saw my now deceased cousin Kaluliit, Maaliitas daughter. She looked in and made faces. I began to chuckle. I heard her say: “I am not coming in”. No sooner had she said so it got dark inside the house and there was a lot of air around you and a lot of stars in the sky were to be seen. And she that stood outside the window and made faces, now only this could be heard:

“Pauline’s house has fallen down, Pauline’s house has fallen down...” If it had only fallen down before we had gone to bed, I thought. We were just so sleepy... And now it was heard there outside: “Pauline’s house has fallen down, Pauline’s house has fallen down”.

You only heard the sound of running of feet, it sounded like a lot of running rams. It was people, mostly men, who came running towards the house. We had moved from Anike’s house during the day and had been calm and glad to do so. Before it was really night we were again lying on Anike’s floor. We looked like something out of the tale “Nataarnakkin”. In the morning Efраem had gone up into the mountains and chanced to look towards the houses to the south, he was so calm and pleased now that it had ended well... But what was it he saw? It looked as if Pauline’s house had collapsed.... Quite right, it had collapsed. When he came down to his house again he said: “How is Pauline now. Their house has collapsed”. Never before had he felt anything so overwhelming. He had done such a good job the day before and now, the day after! He had not heard about it until he saw it himself.

We woke up the next morning. It had snowed. Rrrr! Late that morning Theodora came and said: “You might come to stay with us in the winter...? I was a little sceptical at first... Good Josva came and said: “When the snow has melted today, we will send men and collect pieces of peat.” Before the next night our house had been rebuilt. One would think it had been made by a machine! Hee, hee, hee ... And that was that.

Ghost

The only ghost I have seen was on that night in Frederiksdal when we celebrated the Liberation of Denmark (1945 MV): The celebration took place in the community house, where we had coffee and cake. It was very nice, we were all very, very happy. Caroline had asked me if I would go and see how her children were doing. So I went to see how her children were doing: I saw a man, a terrible man; he came out from the house, moving in the direction away from our window. He was wearing black clothes, and he was wearing a cap; the cap’s peak jutted far across his forehead, and it was very soft. I was startled and said: “What’s this? Is anybody there?”

I stopped and stood still. He stopped too. Then he started to move in the direction of the southern part of the village. I tried to follow him. But all of a sudden I couldn’t walk. It was as if I were tied to the spot, as if I had been tied down with straps around my chest.

I looked around. A big American motor boat had been pulled up a bit south of the village. The weather was so fine that you could see everything very clearly. When I was able to walk again I went to Ane’s house and looked through the window. The children were in bed. Then I went back to the community house through the northern part of the village, passing by Gertrud’s house. Here I met Cornelius and his wife Haldora. When they heard what I had seen they ran after the man, as fast as they could. They looked for him by the motor boat, but he wasn’t there.

MV: Takineqangila?
PM: Tassami kingerna takineqangilaq.

Unikkaartuaq

Umittuunguvusikkungooq nulijariilerpun, utoqqanngivasiin, Sangissartuukudju. Tamarming-neeq qiternaqanginнамиng, Umittuunguvusi aalisaanartunguvussi-lami, aalisaanartunguvus-
vasingami Umittuunguvusik. Sangissartoorsusvik nakiingami, nakiingami inuusukkalivvaqalini. Taakununguvasiin tunilaassangikaaj.

Aamaasinngeeq taana Umittuunguvussi-nulijia, uvissakasimmi amissaa ikerajaramingi, knittarercjara-jamingi, amissamman uvingilerdjissimm...oqarpoq: “Aah, Sangissarseet nullia takisaradjar-
djangi”. Uvingisvisi-jangeeq oqarpoq: “Soq?” “Soqqaataqatingissangakku”. “Ah, naakk, soormi-
ilaa...”. Nulijakasijata assortorjaramijing, ta ornippa. Itsivaradjarara padjungaseq. Oqarpoq: “Umittuunguvasi amissamman soqqaataqatingeqqa-jangisaramma”. “Ah, aadjalerdjilijaassii kikamikisaik aadjarippaaj”. “Kamikisma aapaa(j) attassativin”. Ta, aarajaraminngi, usingngaser-
mass, tassamassa aajuku qapijangassarsiviisi pusinngaanarin, uvissigaangnser-
ning, a ilaa. Ta, aterajaramingi aniv ammukarpoq. Assi, iliming kamassimadji. Ta, iserajarami mer-
slerpaq. Soqqaartareerajaramikki, mersilerdjividji – meqqitersimaqalluunii taaku –. Soqqa-
tareerleivi merse
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PAULINE MATHÆUSSEN


MV: Takineqangila?
PM: Tassami kingerna takineqangilaq.
The man wore blue trousers and a black sweater. He wasn’t very big. The peak of his cap was hanging so low that you couldn’t see his face. It was completely covered. Nobody has seen him since then.

**A story**

Umittuunguasik and his wife had lived long lives. Now both of them were old, poor old people. They lived in the same settlement as Sangissartooq and his wife. Both couples were childless. All Umittuunguasik could do now was to go fishing. Yes, that poor creature, Umittuunguasik. The big Sangissartooq was a great hunter, even though he was still very young. They had never given the poor old couple even a small piece of meat.

One day Umittuunguasik’s wife, after cleansing and rinsing skins to be used for covering Umittuunguasik’s kayak, said: “I’ll just go to see Sangissartooq’s wife.” “Why?” her husband asked. “I’d like her to help me tighten the skin.” “Oh no, please don’t…”

But his poor wife wouldn’t give in and went to Sangissartooq’s wife. She looked through the window.

Sangissartooq’s wife was lying flat on her stomach on the sleeping platform. Then the old woman said to Sangissartooq’s wife: “Sweet one, I’m about to cover Umittuunguasik’s kayak, I’d like you to help me tighten the skin on the kayak.” “As usual he took my wretched kamiks with him when he went hunting” said the young wife. “You can use a pair of my old kamiks.” Then she went to get the pair of kamiks since the young woman just lay there on the sleeping platform. Outside their house were heaps of skins waiting to be prepared. But she didn’t do anything about them because her husband was terribly jealous. She then put on the old woman’s kamiks and went to her place; she was angry and sad. They then started to sew and tighten. The old man was outside and once in a while he looked through the window. Once when he looked through the window he said, fearfully: “Sangissartooq is coming around the cape.” The young wife got busy, wanting to leave. Then the old woman said: “Stay where you are, my dear.” Then Umittuunguasik looked through the window again and said: “He is coming with his lance!” The old man was shaking all over his body; he was very old, you see. Then they heard him entering the house, and then he came towards them brandishing his lance.

When it looked as if he was going to throw the lance at his wife, the old woman got up and caught Sangissartooq’s lance and started to break it. She broke it into many pieces and with such ease that one would have thought she was breaking straws of grass.

After breaking the lance she threw the pieces down into the skin prepared for the kayak. Sangissartooq’s outer anorak used to be as white as snow. She squeezed the lance pieces in the kayak skin.26 Sangissartooq tried to get up, but with no success. His anorak was all red. His arms were completely without strength, just as if he were a little child. Then the old man said to his old wife: “Leave him alone, he might want to harm us.” When Sangissartooq finally got up, the old woman grabbed him by the shoulders and shook him violently and said: “Listen, I’m a poor old wife, a poor old woman. But I manage. Never again act in the way that you have treated your wife. Do you see that old man over there, Umittuunguasik, do you see him? When he wanted to

---

*Note: Other Greenlandic variants of this story has the strong woman roll down the mean person into the skins, whereafter she presses him thoroughly into them, soiling his pure white skin clothing. Yet this story teller puts the object for the strong woman’s throwing and pressing in the plural. That makes the torn pieces of the lance the object. By replacing the lance pieces with the mean man as object the passage immediately makes sense (ed. note).*
Nappajannguaq


Sijaninani, sijaninani nijaqiva imminik aaladjarjarami, kingerna kingiterminu utergani, nikiviin narpoq. Nikividjinnili Nappajanngivaq oqarpoq: ”Nappajanngivaq piterjutunguaq. Idjidi terti partialosuvasi: qal😂 qaqinijarsaralungu, naqnitinaa nulnunaatii".
make me his wife it was difficult to put up a fight.” The big Sangissartooq turned very humble and quiet and finally he and his wife left. Yes, then they finally left.
The old people hardly slept the following night out of fear of what might happen to them. Next day they didn’t see anyone.
Then, finally something happened: somebody was coming through the entrance tunnel. And who was it but Sangissartooq’s wife coming with both hands full of blubber, liver and pieces of meat. So now they started to come and give to the old people, they kept on and on giving. Indeed they kept on.

**Nappajannguaq**

It is said that the boy, Nappajannguaq the Stubborn, had no parents. He grew up with his uncle and his maternal aunt. He grew and he grew, and time passed by. By now he had become a young man.

His uncle was now so old that he hardly ever went out hunting. Nappajannguaq had now started hunting from a kayak. He started to hunt seals. He always came home with a catch, kept on bringing home a catch, caught lots and lots of harp seals. He was now very useful to his uncle and aunt. As time went by the uncle stopped hunting completely. Nappajannguaq was now the only one who went hunting, catching seals. Every time he had been out, he brought home a bag, not just one, but several seals. One day he brought home a harp seal and he said: “This skin is for mittens.” His aunt quickly made the skin into mittens, and had them finished the following day. The next day he came back from hunting and said: “I lost one mitten, make me another”. The next day his aunt had made another mitten, when he returned from hunting. Again he had lost one of his mittens. The aunt made new mittens time and again. An entire harp seal skin was used only for mittens! When the last of his mittens had been sewn, he went hunting. But he never came back. The aunt and the uncle waited and waited. When he did not return they wept, they wept for a very long time; it was all they could do.

Nappajannguaq paddled out as far as he could. He paddled and he paddled. Far away in the distance he saw that the sea was very dark – In the old days, you see, the sea was always calm – yes, he saw that the sea in front of him was very dark. When he got closer he saw that it was seals, seals in profusion as far as the eye could see, to the north, to the south and far away. There were so many seals that they turned the sea all black. He paddled through the seals, wherever it was possible. He paddled for a long time through the seals and finally he had passed them. And he continued to paddle, and everything was absolutely quiet. Again he saw the sea in front of him turn very dark and when he got to the dark part he saw that it was sea trouts, sea trouts in profusion. You wouldn’t have believed it possible to paddle through them, but Nappajannguaq managed to get through. He went on and then again he saw the sea in front of him turn very dark. What could it be this time? It turned out to be giant sea lice. What was he to do now? He loosened his kayak jacket (from the manhole) and from inside his kayak he took hold of his “lost” mittens. Then he started to pull up the mittens, he kept on and on pulling up mittens, cutting them into strips and winding them around his kayak paddle, until the paddle was completely covered except from the part where he had to hold on to it in order to paddle. When he had managed that he paddled further out, being as stubborn as we know he was.
He paddled and paddled on and on. He caught sight of a giant iceberg, around which the current was so strong that the water constantly swirled around it, up and down. He paddled towards it…what was he to do? As it seemed to him that the southern part of the iceberg had to be easier...

Esikias Davidsen

(ESDA), 75-ik uk. 1981 (ED qavaalluarpoq, akornatigulli pingaartumik “ll”-mik oqartarluni, akutusummiili)
Tasiusaq, siull. Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal Ilulissat

Meeraanilersaarutit aamma misigisimasat eqqumiitsut Ersiorneq

ED: “Qaanakkin ersinera” :ldjikasimmiddinga saqiiinaruttordjunga, Daavi Poorlsenni ajoqingi-ngatsingi. Ukijimi ilivilermi taangaminga, aningaaarsijartortoq, saqqikkakkku. Palasimi’ oorersi-sareerajarman niivernijarnijarsaringalivardjinga, Ilivileq ineqartannngivartaradjarman, Qajaa-
to climb, he decided to make an attempt. It turned out to be the Navel of the Sea. On its southern side he succeeded in reaching the top. Of course, the Stubborn got up there.

When he had reached the top and stepped forward he saw that there was land, a big square island. When he had reached the big island, which consisted of nothing but soil, he found that the slopes of the island went straight up and down. He figured that it was probably possible to climb up on the southern side of the island and he made fast his kayak there and started to climb. As he usually did he managed the difficult climb.

When he had reached the top, he received a vision! Good Heavens!! A giant man, with only one eye. In his hand he held a little bow. Nappajannguaq had just arrived on the top when the giant said: “Pull down your trousers with your bottom turned towards me!” Nappajannguaq did what the giant told him to do; pulled down his trousers without hesitation and bend forward with his bottom turned towards the giant. The giant shot an arrow and hit Nappajannguaq’s bottom precisely so that he immediately lost consciousness, his head fell off and was now lying beside him. He was unconscious for a long time. All of a sudden his head started to move and it came back to him. He was now able to stand up without any difficulty. Just as he stood up he said: “I, Nappajannguaq, the Stubborn! Let me see your big bottom!” When the big giant showed him its big bottom Nappajannguaq shot it with his bow and arrow. The giant’s head fell off.

Nappajannguaq looked at the giant’s head which was lying beside him. He was starting to believe that the giant was really dead. Then he got up and said: “Qiterarsuaq, the Stubborn! In fact, when trampled on he did revive! Then Nappajannguaq went down and back to his kayak. He climbed down by stepping on the small cracks. It was difficult, but he managed. When he got down he climbed into his kayak and started to paddle homewards, in the same direction as the one that brought him here, and he experienced the same things as on his way out.

One night, after they had settled down for the night, Nappajannguaq’s aunt and uncle, who thought that Nappajannguaq had died a long time ago, heard someone entering the house. Suddenly Nappajannguaq jumped in. When he came in the old people started to cry. The aunt wanted to prepare some food for him, but he didn’t want any food because, as he said: “Oh no, I am just about to go and get my father and mother.” His aunt and uncle said: “You were a baby when your mother and father died, you didn’t get to know them.” The old people knew that Nappajannguaq’s parents had died a long time ago; but they couldn’t convince Nappajannguaq and he kept on saying that he was going to get his father and mother, and then he left.

Suddenly they heard a tremendous thunder out in the passageway and all of a sudden Nappajannguaq jumped in, and then another thunder: in jumped his father, and yet another thunder: in jumped his mother.

It is said that Nappajannguaq lived for many years with his mother and father.

Esikias Davidsen

(ESDA) 75 years old in 1981 (ED speaks genuine Qavak, and in particular when he splits up “Il”). Tasiusaq. Formerly Narsarmijit / Frederiksdal and Illukasik.

Stories from childhood and strange experiences

Creepy Experience During a Kayak Trip

It was while I was living in Illukasik, and I did all sorts of work, I did not mind doing favours for others. Our catechist David Poulsen had asked me to do him a favour: pick up some money in Nanortalik. It was during the winter. So I left as he had asked me to. I had reached Nanortalik and


Aataat kingernangi unikaarkingakku, naamangilerakkuno. Juuseqqerajijnin tusarismangamijing ersinera takordjuuvarali. Takingaminga oqarporgn:
had picked up the money. I also wanted to buy a little at the store. At this time there were a lot of people in Nanortalik, I think it was the time where they sold home-made articles. Then evening came and it was getting dark. While I was putting my things in the kayak and thinking of my trip through Ilunngua, I got worried about the trip. When I was about to sail from Illukasik to Nanortalik, my mother had told me... we were alone at the time... she said: “There is a little surf, sail along Narlusoq”. I always did what she told me. On my way up to Nanortalik I sailed along Narlusoq. What about the trip home? While I was filling the kayak with the things I needed to bring home, I was terrified at the thought of the trip through Ilunngua. “I have to sail around!” I thought, still filling my kayak with everything I needed to bring.

I sailed out, began the return trip south. I had not forgotten that I had to go through Ilunngua, but I was scared, very scared of that trip. Soon I was thinking: My mother told me to sail through Ilunngua. But I thought that I would sail around. Should I do as my mother told me or should I follow my own judgement?

When I had gotten out and was ready to sail home and was about to sail around Ikerasaarsuk, I had many thoughts... It was getting dark. I was not afraid; I was so used to sailing in the dark; what was there to be afraid of? I fought with my thoughts. I had to follow my mother’s instructions! Anything else would be wrong. I sailed into Ikerasaarsuk. Soon after I felt heat below me; it was like burning fire from the stove; it was as if I sailed above fire. My head was burning. I sailed inwards, turned slightly south; there was still a little light left. A little guillemot flew over my head, it had come from behind and sat right next to me to my right. I sailed past it. It flew while small droppings fell from it. When it disappeared I realized how scared I was. My scalp hurt, it felt like my hair was standing on end. I could not see the little guillemot anymore, but now there was a snipe flying over my head cackling. I was more and more scared. My hair was standing on end. That was the worst part. When the snipe left I was scared to place my oar down, I visualized a head of hair appearing from the water. That was all I visualized.

I realized that I could not keep thinking about that head of hair, which might appear on the surface of the water, and I realized that I could expose myself to danger by doing it, so I pulled myself together, and suddenly I thought of the Lord. I spoke to the Lord a long time, but I was still scared of the head of hair that might appear on the water, and I dared not paddle, dared not put my oars in the water, I was scared of being pulled down. I pulled myself together one more time, swore to my faith, spoke to the Lord a long time. My fears were too great. When I speak of that trip today, I usually say: God was always in my thoughts. My body hurt from the strain. I had a very rough time.

When I reached Narlusoq it was totally quiet and calm, like it is today. I could only look back at where I had sailed.

MV: The head of hair did not appear?
ED: No. It was probably because of my words (prayer) that it didn’t appear. I sailed on south, it wasn’t that late. People had not gone to bed yet when I arrived. It was at the beginning of January. I got out of the kayak and walked up. As soon as I got in my mother said: “My dear, you are getting ill: You look terrible”. I said: “I’m not ill”. “Then what is it?” I had been sweating so much that my undershirt and my shirt were stuck to my kayak anorak when I pulled it up. They had been soaked. Hee, hee, hee, and she... My mother tried to get me to talk. But I could not talk

27. In order to get to and proceed through the strait between the islands of Narlusoq and Illukasik (Ed. note).
“Ilunnguvani erseqisitin unikkaarsimavutin, issaq qajart’ni ilividjaravin, takisakasinga qilerti- 
siin tikissimangalivarpaati immaqa. Uvanga kuvisaajarternera sakktinginerinnarning ajingga-
naarpunga”.

MV: Aa, taana uvijarneq?
ED: Huum. Juuseqqerajik qavangarn’saangami uvijarniqangami. Tass taamaalivorng. Takisa-
ksiika Simmaq (immaq’) tikissimangalivarpaatin. Qilertiksiin imma’qaangi nuvisi takingali-
varpakkaga. Kuvisaajarternera sakktinginerinnarmik itingaringamaha”. Tassa taam..

MV: Taama su na?
ED: Asikijaq, sunaanerporng. Ilisimmarniti oqartarpun: immaaqangii tupilak. Taamannak oqartar-
pun ilisimmarnitsin. Tassa tassinga naavakka. Hi, Hi, Hi ...
about it. It was too creepy. Not until much later did I talk about my experience. When I felt that now was the time.

Juusef had heard about my creepy trip, about my fears. When I met him he said: “You said that the other day, when you were in Nanortalik, you almost saw the creepy head of hair that I have seen. If I hadn’t used my faith to defend myself, it would probably have turned out really bad. I saved myself by talking about my conversion.

MV: Oh, the one who has immigrated from the East coast?
ED: Mmm, Juusef was an East Greenland and has moved here (to the West coast). Yes, indeed he has. “Maybe those I saw have also (been) seen (by) you. It was perhaps some topknots sticking up out of the water that I had seen ... They did not get me, because I used as protection the fact, that I was now going to be baptized. Thus ...”

MV: What do you think it was?
ED: I don't know. There is no way of knowing what it was. People who know about these things say it might have been a tupilik.

It is over. Hee, hee, hee ...

The family from Ikigaat

MV: Have you known any descendants of the family from Ikigaat?
ED: No, I haven’t known anyone. They were before my time. Maybe I didn’t really pay attention. I’ve never seen anyone. Bu I've often heard people talk about them. It was said that Inglistinnguaq had three sons. The husband was Danish, he was a trading station manager. When all the three sons died, the mother was so grief-stricken that her husband had bought her a little monkey when he was in Denmark, in order for it to entertain her.

I have heard someone talk about Inglistinnguaq: When her husband came back from Denmark, he brought her a little monkey. She looked at it in wonder for a very long time when he brought it home. Then her husband said: “Try giving it a little biscuit”. She gave it a biscuit. The monkey took it and looked at it for a very long time, turning it this way and that. Suddenly the monkey threw the biscuit at her with great force. Then her husband had said: “Try giving it a piece of sugar”. She gave it a piece of sugar. It looked at the sugar for a long time, then it slapped its thigh. It liked the sugar.

MV: The husband had been a manager in Ikigaat?
ED: Yes, her husband, husband (he was Danish). She, Inglistinnguaq, was Greenlandic. She was so grief-stricken when all her sons died that her husband had brought her entertainment: a little monkey ... hee, hee ...

A strange vision

Two years ago we were wintering in Eqalugaarsuit (near Julianehåb/Qaqortoq) MV). I often visited the David Jakobsen family, they hailed from the Cape Farewell region. He talked about a sealer in Saarloq whose habit it was to track fox tracks. One day he was tracking fox tracks and made it far into the country, → the narrator pointed at the spot across from Eqalugaarsuit ←, the man had made it up rather high, because the fox tracks had passed the big mountain. He was walking on flat ground that slanted upwards, because the fox tracks were heading up that way. He suddenly came upon a big rock, shaped like a human, but with the difference that it had an elephant's trunk. He stopped here, because the fox tracks ended here. It was an old rock, slightly reddish from age. It was shaped like a human, only with an elephant's trunk.

He could not just leave the place, now that he had made it up this high, and then that rock. He
orninnijarimaaramijng, aama tupinnergamiiq adj takinijassamangi, ajaapijani makkuumang-
amiqning uppinnaveersardjungu.
Taava angerdjarajarami tikidjinili nunaqatiminun unikkaarisimangamijik, naapitani tupinnarne-
ra ujarak. Ilalerd'jni qaamangi takinijarsimangamijing. Tass'tivareeq kissimi ajaapijani. Taanangii
peqanngilaq.
Tass taana kidjingalungu unikkaaluttorgng, imanna oqarpoq idjardjinili Daaverajik, atataarma
ateringamijik atataarmaatarku: taamanna oqarporng: “Immaqa oqqujuukuloorsuvasiq”. Hi,
hi, hi... Tassa tassinga kidjikkamijik. Adjamik unikkaalumm ersinaritimi tusaasaqarneq ajerama.

Kunngip ernere pingasit
ED: Hmm, unikkaartivarujuk naatukudjang unikkaartivarissavara. Meeraangadjarama aana-
arma unikkaartivaa, poorsara:
Kunngingooruna pingasiniq erneqalerijoq. Pingajiva angajidj aperivaa sumu ateqq'taarnissaan.
Taangiverajaraming nukardjeq, aperivaa: “sumu qani'itsimmu ateqq'taasavin?” Nukardjiim ake-
rajadj'raa: “Tidjinnermu inill'jassuunga”.
All’tu ajern’qimman tidjinnermu angitaata inillijartikkamijing.
MV: Kunngim?
ED: Kunngim. Unikkaartivalijarmi: kalaadji unikkaartivalijaan. Illinijarajarami pijimisi...
angitaata tidjequsa tamaviisa ernerata sapinnginnamingin. Isimalijerajarami angitaata: “Palasi
sapissavaa:
Unnungu tidjequssavara.” “Pijimasakk tamaasa tidjequssakka tidjittarpatin. Unnungu palasi
tidjikkijartissavani!” Ernera angerporng. Udjukasi eqqarsardjini qanilijernissamingin, unnorajar-
mang tapp'ka. Oqaliikkimmun. Oqaliikkimmun perajarami sijanilerporng, sijanerdj'ni. Palasi itil-
porng sijanerpaluttorgng. Makterajarami, anerajardjart, aama innga sunaqu naiperng? (erinnern-
lugu): “Qilalijiarumasorng, uunga puumu...” – tass sujanerdj'ni – “qilalijiarumasorng uunga
puumu ikiliiiihhh...” Ila palasi qilalijaruusogingami,... tappika. Puumu ikivaani. Ungerajaramijing
aqq’tilerpaa. Manna arternerming kasijittardjungu annersittardjungu palasi oqaradjapporg:
“Usikalungu qilaq aqqutaa pittaaman”. Aam imangers'maanarsimangginnami taana tidjitsiva:
“Kisijanni uppertunuunnnhh...” Taamak palasi imma uppersimangginnami. (Asi unikkaartiva-
lijarning!)
Unnuvaa angitiminun, poorsuvasing. Qaamaarman:
“Aan pijimasan!” Angitaata puuvijaradjaraa palaserting!...Hi,hi,hi...Tass tassinga kidj... naasap-
paen. Hi, hi, hi...
MV: Ilami aama palasi tidjippaa
ED: Massami, hi, hi...
walked round it several times, and there were no fox tracks around the rock, where there were no holes. He was so curious about it that he decided that others should see it and as a sign on the spot he left his walking stick, firmly placed in the ground next to the human-like rock, and he made sure that the stick would not fall over.

When he had returned to the settlement he told the other people in the settlement about the very strange rock he had seen. The next day he went up there with some other men. But all that was left in the spot was his stick. The strange rock was gone.

There he ended his story, and then David said – who was called the same as my father, and therefore I named him “father” – grinning: Maybe it was a great oqqujooq (some dangerous being). Hee, hee, hee. There the story ended. And I haven’t heard other stories about dangerous adventures.

**Three King’s Sons**

I want to tell a short little story, a sorry story that my mother told me when I was a child. I have kept it inside me.

It is said that the king had three sons. He asked the oldest son what he had in mind to learn, and this oldest son mentioned several things he wished to learn. The youngest son answered the question: “I want to learn how to steal”.

So the only thing the King could do was to teach his son how to steal.

MV: The King?

ED: Yes, the king. In the story: The Greenlandic tale. The son learned everything about theft according to his father’s wish. He knew everything about theft. The father started thinking what to tell the son he could steal. He had a new thought: “He won’t be able to steal the priest! I’ll ask him to steal the priest tonight!”

He then told his son: “You have been able to steal everything I’ve asked you to steal. Tonight I want you to steal the priest”. The son said yes.

All day the young son wondered how he should go about stealing the priest. When evening came, he went to the church and began ringing the church bell, it chimed. He kept ringing the bell. The priest was sleeping, but woke on hearing the bell. He got up, got dressed and walked out. What is this? Someone was even singing: “Does anyone want to go to heaven? Then come and get into this bag... dong, dong... dong, dong...”. He kept ringing the church bell... the priest really wanted to go to heaven, you see, so he hurried up to the church. He was immediately put in the bag and the bag was tied and corded up.

The young man started walking down from the church, dragging the bag with the priest. The bag was heavy and now and again it bumped against roughnesses in the road and it hurt the priest. Then the priest’s voice from the bag was heard: “I thought they said the road to heaven is good!”

The thief was apt with his singing answer: “Only for those who are true believers...” Apparently the priest was not so believing.

During the night he went to his father with the big bag. When day came he told his father: “Here is your wish!” The father opened the bag: Their priest! Hee, hee, hee, hee....

MV: Did he really steal the clergyman?

ES: Yes, exactly that, hee, hee ..
Renethe Thomsen


Utoqqarmiut, Qaqortoq/Julianehåb.

Qivittulersaarneq


MV: Sooq?

RT: Paarman kingitaarnat nipaqqatingimmasik, quillinngivani tappikinga paarmarsijordjutali kingitaarnarsijangatta. Qaanarqatasiqeq, tamarmik tunumiuusimapput, Tunup kujassavvuq.

MV: Kinaanaa taanna Aabile

RT: Taana toqusoq, Mattaliim... Alikkittam idjiva.

MV: Toqoreersimasormassa taamanikkut?

RT: Naakk! aataa sjorna toqusoq. Tassami utoqqarmijini ilang(g)ivarpul. “Aabili tikilerpoq”.


Uvanga qoarpul: “Uvangu, qanii, aar qanii? Kimmu”. Sooruna tappinngul.

Renethe Thomsen
(RETH), 66 years old in 1949. Renethe Thomsen hails from Illukasik. She has lived most of her life in the area around Cape Farewell. Only in her last years did she move to the Qaqortoq. Both her parents hail from Eastern Greenland, from the Southern part of Eastern Greenland. Renethe speaks pure Qavak dialect. In Qavak her name is pronounced Alinnaata. She will tell something she has experienced. Recording by C.L. and M. Vebæk, 1949

The Old Peoples’ home in Qaqortoq / Julianehåb

A Qivittoq Story

We left Illukasik, we rowed in umiak and reached the other side of Itilliattaat, right across from Akorluttoq and Amerluttoq, between those two places. With much effort we hauled the umiak on shore, it was so big. When we had it on shore and upside down and everything was fine, we walked up the mountain slope in excitement.

MV: Why... excitement?
RT: We were excited to see if there would be crow- and blueberries. We were gathering berries up there. And we were just getting ready to start cooking when someone said: “Abel is coming!”

MV: Who was Abel?
RT: The man who is dead, Magdaline Rebeka’s cousin.
MV: But was he not dead?
RT: N-o-o-o! Not back then. He didn’t die until last year. He was at the Old Peoples’ home with the rest of us.
MV: Yes.
RT: “Abel is coming!” And then we said: “How great! Then we’ll have entertainment!” He came to us and said: “I’m on my way to Nanortalik”. Ottooraq said to him: “I’m sending my newly caught grouses with you”. And Abel said it was okay. Then he left for Nanortalik. He was gone a long time. A long, long, long, long time. The sun set. When the sun had set we started getting worried about him. We were: Josef and his wife Elisabet and their daughter Emma and the son Salomon, Kristiane’s daughter Kattaliit, Justine, Rebekka, Hedvig Manasse’s daughter, and finally poor me, also my child Efraem.

Some time after the sunset someone said: “Here he comes!” Josef and Otto walked to him. When they came back up they had both shag and chewing tobacco. When they had brought those things, mmm, how we smoked! Ah, hm! We smoked chewing tobacco, as much as we could! Then we ate until we were very full. It started getting dark outside. It got darker, darker, darker, finally it was completely dark. Josef and his wife, who were the oldest among us, had a lamp, yes. They had a lamp. Outside the weather was very, very fine, very clear air, and it was totally quiet, so quiet! It was really wonderful. As I said we were just across from Itilliatsiaq. And now we started thinking of going to bed. “Let’s go to bed, we have to get up early tomorrow”. So we went to bed. As was my habit I began telling a story. When I had finished my story we started singing.

We sang polyphonically. It sounded so incredibly beautiful!

We sang, we sang, and we sang for a long time. When we had stopped singing I said: “I am so thirsty”. Ottooraq said: “I’m very thirsty too”. Then we both said: “Let us walk to the river and drink water”. I put on my kamiks; I had been wearing my pants and anorak the whole time. Ottooraq only wore a shirt and kamiks. And when we got out, we saw that it was the most beautiful weather. It was quiet, so quiet. There was a light breeze by the fiord, otherwise totally quiet, and there was very bright moonlight. We shouted to the others: “Listen in there: Tomorrow the umiak will be ready to sink with all that we are going to bring, we will gather crow- and blueber-

Tasamunga kimmu ungasinnermu aall/djarpuq. Sunaafami tassa kannaniiitseq taana: Anarijaq, hii! aah! aah! aah!

MV: Anariaq? S...
RT: Tassa Alippikkakki angitaan.

MV: Sun’a?
RT: Alippikkakki angitaan.

MV: Taamani toqunikooq? Qivittoq?
RT: Massami. (isussull. MV) Qivitteq. Tusaasavan! Tassa sunaaka kaannaaniitseq taana.

Anarijaq, hii! aah! aah!

MV: Anariaq? S...
RT: Tassa Alippikkakki angitaan.

MV: Sun’a?
RT: Alippikkakki angitaan.

MV: Taamani toqunikooq? Qivittoq?
RT: Massami. (isussull. MV) Qivitteq. Tusaasavan! Tassa sunaaka kaannaaniitseq taana.


RT: Soor..., ila Aabili taana, tassa taana qanerititassaa silamiipoq, isinginngilarpu uvangun.

MV: Tusaavisijik?
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ries and firewood!” We heard shouts of joy from the others. Josef said to us from in there: “You ought to go to the river right behind us and drink water there. It’s closer. It’s right behind us, you know. You might as well drink water there”.

Apparently something happened to us, to Otooraq and me, like we had been enchanted: We had become knowing. We said: “Ooh... we... aah, what? Let us move forward!” the opposite way from what Josef suggested... How can it be that we didn’t want to go to the nearest river?... but forward! Just forward! Elisabeth, Josef’s wife shouted out to us: “Bring the seal stomach for water. The one we also use for berries; The berry juice won’t come off. The juice is all dried up.”

Then we finally went to the distant place. The scary part was, we later found out, that Anariaq had been behind the umiak, where we were lying.

MV: Anariaq?
RT: Rebekka and her siblings’ father!
MV: What?
RT: Yes, Rebekka and her siblings’ father!
MV: The one who was dead? Did he go into the mountains?
RT: Yeah, (whispering): He had become qivittoq! Listen to this: It turned out that he had been standing right behind the umiak, where we were sleeping... Otooraq and I ran, and ran, and ran. There was a great distance, you know. It was a long time before we reached the river. When we had drunk, we filled the seal stomach with water, tied the opening and started the journey home carrying the full stomach. We walked for a long time, a very long time. When we returned to the others, and we had placed the water skin by the umiak, someone shouted out to me: “Alinaata” (Renetha) give me some water.” And I gave them water. I kept giving the thirsty something to drink! Otooraq went inside after having relieved himself. Shoo! Emmarajik, Kasper, Elisabeth’s daughter, who was an infant, was lying in the stern of the umiak. And Abel had also found a place for himself among them, now that he had returned from Nanortalik.

When I had served everyone who was asking for water to drink, I peed and got ready to join the others inside. I had no idea that I had almost touched Anariaq (the qivittoq), when I was scooping water for the others. Nobody had known that he was out there. I went inside, jumped over a thwart and another one close to Josef and his wife’s sleeping place. I lay down by my son Efraem, very carefully, so as not to wake Hedvig – my dearest relative. I had barely gotten comfortable when I heard a voice in the direction of Emmarajik's place, where Abel was also lying: “I am scared to death”. When I heard that, I said: “What are you saying, Abel?” “I am scared to death”.

When he repeated it, I said: “But I just came from out there”. Luckily Hedvig said: “I really have to pee”, and she went outside. Then Elisebarajik said to me: “Look back!” But it was impossible for me to turn my head. Hedvig came in and Elisebarajiks went outside to do the same. After they had returned, the voice from before started scolding very strictly and incoherently; it sounded like a very intoxicated man.

MV: Did the voice come from the outside, outside your sleeping place?
RT: No. It was Abel!, Abel during a séance/trance. The real one was outside. We couldn’t see him.
MV: Could you hear him?
RT: Not him. It was Abel who had been chosen to be his mouthpiece... during a séance. I said: “Abel, come over to me”. That he had jumped three thwarts to get there, he didn’t know. He wasn't himself. It was like he’d had a nightmare. He stopped by Justine’s and the others’ sleeping place. As soon as he had stopped there, he began wailing loudly and howling like someone having a nightmare. The others tried to wake him. They shook him and shook him, did this and that to him, but he couldn't be woken up. Then they sat him up; and while he was sitting up the
Kilu, uva taana ininga qimarajarakku, taana ineqanngitseq qeqqaniitserng, qeqqaniiterng kili-vart’erajarama, aataa isingaangi attornijarajaralivarpar.., nidjeraman qangattangajappunga, tupanni anginerming! Tassami umija tunuva attordjungu issijangama. Innangarajarami tassinga sjumu saadjini kijataa att’raali, taama oqarpadjapp.: “Anerneeripporng!”
MV: Aa! Ila...
MV: Åårh..taanna?
MV: Tassa taana aqquataliuni..?
MV: Takineqangilaaq?
RT: Soor’oqaqaa takineqavinngilaq. (Tassa taana unikkaarpunga Eemarajiim qatanngitaa Saalumuu taqqava suli aijingilaq. Sijornaa aleqaa toqquvoq. Taasuma aterivaa Bannbaangami. Tassa Anarjamiq taasarparpu taan...)
MV: Aa, Anarjaq...!
MV: Takinagulu?
others tried repeatedly to shake him in order to wake him up. For a moment it looked like he was close to being himself. Nobody said anything. Then he suddenly said: “Oh, I’m so sleepy, I’m going to bed”, and he lay down. But immediately after he had lain down, he let out a long and loud scream. And the others began to shake him to try to wake him up again. They continued a long time and sat him up again, so he was sitting upright again. After all the attempts at waking him, it apparently looked like he began to feel just a little better.

Josef, the oldest of us, then said to him: “Are you very afraid to see it?” “No”, he said. When he had said that, Josef said: “Listen to this everybody: He won’t harm you, not in the least. You just have to listen, hear him out. He is beginning to feel like Kaluliit”. We all asked: “Who is Kaluliit?” “She is also called Puttaa”, he said and continued: “Lift him up by his feet and shoulders”. Since Josef was the oldest of us, he wanted to give advice. I left my spot, crawled over to where there was room in the middle and got ready to be of some use. I hardly touched his feet, when he let out a scream so loud that I almost jumped from the shock! I sat leaning against the inner skin of the umiak and Abel was lying next to me, head first on his pad. Then the others said: “He’s not breathing anymore!”

MV: Ooh...
RT: Well, listen to this: “He’s not breathing!”... Then, then, then, then, then... Maybe an hour went by; then someone said: “You think he’s stopped breathing entirely?” “He still hasn’t breathed”, was the answer. Now they started checking his pulse. “The pulse is fine,” said those who had checked his pulse. Josef said: “Just listen to him!” Now Abel breathed with much difficulty and the sound he made sounded like grouse cackle...

MV: Aah, from him?
RT: Yes, him. “Orrr...orr...orr”, that’s how it sounded, exactly like a grouse. It turned out, that the first thing he (the qivittoq) had eaten in his solitude had been a grouse.

MV: He is still in a trance...?

RT: Yes, still someone else’s mouthpiece... in a trance. And he was sleeping inside the umiak. No one knew that Anariaq, the qivittoq, was right outside the umiak.

MV: And no one saw him?

RT: No one saw him of course, no one at all. – Listen to this: Today I’m telling the story of Anariaq: his relative Salomon, a brother of Emmarajik, is still alive. His elder sister died last year. Barnabas is also named Anariaq after him. We also call him Anariaq.

MV: Aah, Anariaq...!

RT: Aah yes, the namesake entered him, in the dream. Aah, after having howled and cackled like a grouse, he began: “I put up for the night west of Anorliuitsoq ...” When he said that, a terrible shiver passed through me ... On the west side of Anorliuitsoq I put up for the night between large heaps of stones, by the big lake, between the heap of stones near Itinerit. This is where I spent the night. When morning came, I went down to my kayak and smashed it by kicking it to pieces. Completely smashed... I then went to the big rock and leaned against it. And from here I discovered kayaks out on the water, kayaks that were apparently looking for lost people. They were looking for me!

I looked at them, just looked at them. Then they sailed out in all directions. But one kayak started sailing towards where I was standing. It sailed, yes it sailed towards me, and I thought: Look, it’s sailing directly towards me. If only he doesn’t see me. I hope he doesn’t see me! This he told himself. I kept keeping an eye on it, and I saw that he went ashore not far from me. If only he doesn’t see me, I was still thinking. I was still standing in the same place by the rock. He came. He walked right by my feet and looked towards me. When he looked towards me his eyes were like

MV: Iliissi tusaavarsi tassa?
MV: Ah ila, uku, qani ersitigivisi...
RT: Ilami uva tamarmi aadjarji... sunaaka tamatta taamaatungun.
MV: Tassa unikkaava tassinga killeqarpa?

RENETHE THOMSEN
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the eyes of the dead. He didn’t see me, he walked past, turned and walked down to his kayak and sailed out. Oh, what a relief.”
MV: He didn’t see him?
RT: He didn’t see him – .
“I stayed there a while. Then I began to wander around the top of Anorliuitsoq, the great mountain. I wandered and wandered. On the fourth day I became terribly hungry. I had to search for something edible. I searched and searched and finally I saw a grouse and shot it. As you know I’ve never been able to eat raw meat... so I dried the grouse, dried it as well as I could, but I began eating it before it was all dry. I ate it with my eyes closed, ate and cut the meat with my teeth. Now who was this Peqqingitseq?” (RT: his wife! He couldn’t remember the name of his wife Amalie, Aliggiita’s mother.) “Now who was Peqqingitseq? Aah, Amalie!” he corrected himself.
“When I had eaten the grouse I was very thirsty. I searched and searched for water, searched everywhere on the big mountain top. Walked back, went south and north and so on, and when I went a little north again I found a lovely little spring. It was so clear as to be bluish, it almost hurt to look at it. Small fine grains of sand pointed upwards. But I was so thirsty so I lay down on my stomach and began sucking the water in. But the water tasted horrible, totally impossible to drink ... (RT: That was his punishment)... so I left again without getting anything to drink.
It was now the fifth day of my walk and I still hadn’t had anything to drink. Night had fallen and around the headland of Anorliuitsoq it was dead calm; so quiet, so quiet. And the moon already shone so very brightly...... I wonder if I can’t fly? Would that be impossible for me?” He (Abel) started singing an incantation, which was creepy to listen to, it was almost unbearable to hear it... It really hurt to listen to it... his teeth creaked quite terribly. “I flew and flew and landed on the top of Nuuk’s big mountain Narsarsik. My, how beautiful it was! Like the time I still sailed the kayak, I could sail homewards and see the houses that shone so brightly, oh, so brightly, it was so quiet, so quiet, the moon shone, how it shone brightly... Amazing: I could fly, I could fly! I stayed on top of the big mountain some time yet. Suddenly I became very sad, felt a lump in my throat: Oh, nobody is helping Peqqingitseq look after the children”. He started crying, he cried and he cried for a long time. “All she had to give the children were lousy capelins and crowberries, nobody to see to it that they are fed...” he continued crying, cried helplessly, quite terrible. He cried and cried. Finally he stopped.
Once again he stopped breathing. As, as; as, as, as... as long as a seal can hold its breath under water he lay without breathing. When he started saying something it was like grouse cackle again: “From Nuuk’s great mountain I could see the land of the Easterners and I wanted very much to go there...I flew!” And his teeth creaked loudly!
MV: Oh, you heard it?
RT: Yes, we heard him, the mouthpiece... “I flew, and I flew, flew, flew, finally I landed. Wow, wow, wow, wow, I was in a place I hadn’t been before, not even when I sailed the kayak!... I landed on the Easterners’ highest mountain... Once again I tried to bring Peqqingitseq, the two of us have shared so much, but it hasn’t been possible to bring her. I really wonder what this white stuff was that always covered her?... I wonder if my dear brother-in-law (Abel) will experience the same as I! I wonder if he has begun believing in the words of a sinful woman! And if it makes him sad. Listen everybody: If Abel keeps thinking of me, I will take him. If I take him, he won’t return in a kayak, this is what I thought this morning, when I came to you, when I sat on the top of the highest mountain... and waited for the night...”
MV: Weren’t you really scared?
RT: My whole body was shaking. It turned out that all the others felt the same......

MV: Aa ila ... Tassa? Inngerlini aallarpa?
RT: Tassami aadjarporng.

Amos Ottosen
(AMOT), 71-nik uk. 1965
Utoqqarmiut Qaqortoq / Julianehåb, siullermik Nuuk v. Kap Farvel

Angakkissaralivardjini
Tassa oqaluttuva tamakkiva, ila sijulivun, tassa angakkissaralivardjili ilaan uumanngitootartasi-masin tassa oqaluttuvarineqartarpu’.
Tikerijaramijing qaneq innerseq naleqinqamijik timaamijining inorujuuteqaramimi

AMOS OTTOSEN
MV: Does the story end there?

RT: No! When he had arrived up there: “I saw a kayak arrive. He sailed and sailed and sailed, but stopped before he reached shore. What did he want? What could be on his mind? Maybe on his way to Nanortalik. I waited and waited and waited. But night started to fall, and I didn't take my dear brother-in-law, he whose mind is so much like mine, that's why I'm not afraid to take him... should he, like me, have come to believe the gossip of a miserable woman? Now who was Peqqingitsiseq, who was she now? Yeah, Amalie! (RT: He had remembered her Christian name.) Here I was, wanting to run and take him, my dear brother-in-law, thinking: If only he would place his kayak on that rock. Unbelievable: He placed the kayak on the rock. My dear brother-in-law couldn't forget me, but he did nothing... so I thought, 'now I will take him, while it is day, tonight I will be scared. It has to be done in the daytime'. My brother-in-law ran after placing the kayak and drank water, but got up suddenly and ran south. And I thought I was going to catch him now, alas, no! He had now gone south before I took him! I followed his path carefully; now that he had begun going straight down I saw that there was an umiak down there. Oh, I was so happy. 'When I reach him the first time I will leave him alone. The second time I'm going to get him!'

Now I couldn't stand staying at the place... it was unbearable!... Oh, who was this Peqqingitsiseq now, who was it now, this Peqqingitsiseq? Ohm Amalie! Amalie. Amalie and I have the same opinion, that's why I tried to take her. The first time I tried to take her was when she was on her journey the first time, that didn't work out. The second time I tried again, but something white and light covered her... (RT: she had her daughter Regine with her, the one who lives in Nanortalik, who was in school at the time.) I stayed at the place, stayed a long time, waited and waited for night. Shortly before night, I started walking down towards them by the umiak. Oh, what was it I heard? Big incantation. They sang and sang in great harmony. When the song fell silent I looked in... I now hear someone say, (from where we lay under the umiak?): Who is that terrible woman who was scolding?” Now he (Abel) began singing a drum song, while the song became more and more distant.

MV: Aah, was that all? Did he disappear singing a drum song?

RT: Yes, then he disappeared.

Amos Ottosen

(AMOT), 71 years old in 1965

Old Peoples’ Home Qaqortoq / Julianehâb, formerly Nuuk by Cape Farewell

A wizened man

These stories, (about) our forefathers, it is indeed said that some did not come alive again, when they tried to become shamans.

Behind Aappilattoq in Nigertuut the place was filled with a massive heap of stones. Yes, in Nigertuut behind Aappilattoq.

Timorajii's mother Tippualarsiasik had been a very great shaman, it is said. One day she arrived at Nigertuut behind Aappilattoq. As she was in the habit of doing she started to climb the big heap of stones. She got to a large rocky cave and went in there. In there stood a wizened man. His skin trousers were made of young hooded seal skin and his anorak was made of dried gut from a bearded seal which had been sewn together. Back then this kind of anorak was used as a rain anorak which they called *ikiaq*. It had all just shrivelled. He was holding the rim of his hood on its left side bending down his head towards the opposite armpit. In this way it had all just wizened.
qernertarpoq tassa qaaquqivorng. Tikijikkami oqarporng: “Unaa qani’innerseq naleqingakku qaaquvakkin”. Ikerata tungaangi uummarsaleqaa sijoqqerlugu sulluvartertaleqaa, tassa aneraarfingikuortaleqaa.


Qallunaangivaaq

Tunumut isigivaa: niaquni issuqiuillaaraa. Taama nunanarmut aangartoq.


Taannagooq Qallunaangiaq angakkinerminngooq unamminnanginnami aamma, Uujuup akerarpiaa.

Sissarissimi nuljaringivasiin

Iserajaraming qammuteeqaa. Qammuteqimmangi, tassa annikkissarsijivinnarjaqingaliu nulijangngisijata tuusaa isivani aninnaaqaq. Anerajarami uvingingivasimmi aqqutaa ativarajaramijing,
She went towards him; the wizened man. She knew nothing. And as she had helping spirits in the interior of the country she summoned one. When it appeared the female shaman said: “I don’t know what this is all about, that’s why I summoned you.” The helping spirit from the interior of the country started to revive the wizened man. He stood in front and breathed heavily on the wizened man. Nothing happened. Nor did anything happen the second time, nor the third time; he was after all completely dried-up! The fourth time he opened one eye, and closed it again very quickly. The fifth time he opened both eyes, lifted his head and kept his eyes open.

Now that the wizened man had opened his eyes the helping spirit said: “This woman would like to know what happened to you. What happened to make you end up like this?” “When I was a child my father went out in his kayak one day. He never returned. If he had been killed or if he had perished in his kayak was something which I could only come to know if I became a shaman. So I started to conjure. But I hadn’t made sure to open everything that I was wearing; the sleeves, the legs of my trousers, the opening of my trousers in front,…I hadn’t done everything properly, so that’s why I couldn’t regain consciousness again. I can only regain consciousness again if somebody revives me.” Then he let his head fall down towards his armpit and said nothing more. And the others left him.

Qallunaannguaq

It is said that once Qallunaanngivaq paddled out in his kayak towards Salliit. Qallunaanngivaq who was Uujuq’s worst enemy. It was spring; the ice wasn’t so packed any longer. He met a big man in a kayak who was towing a large seal. As he approached the man in the kayak he noticed that, once in a while, the man jerked his head back. He kept on doing that. As he got very close to the man in the kayak he saw that his eyes were hanging down on his cheeks. Whenever he jerked his head back his eyes slipped into place in his eye sockets. As Qallunaanngivaq reached the stranger, the stranger said: “There are lots of hooded seals out there. Lots. Come visit me when you have been out there.” Then he paddled on and disappeared as he headed towards land.

Qallunaanngivaq paddled home after he had caught two big seals. After he had been home he paddled out again in order to find out where the stranger in the kayak had gone. He went out in the company of a fairly young man. He saw a small promontory where the stranger in the kayak had disappeared, and after he had rounded the promontory he went ashore. He then said to the young man: “You’d better go home; I shall look for him over there, on the other side.” When he got over there he saw that there was no house, no people. All there was to see was a large old grave. He went over there and looked into the big grave: the man he was searching for sat in there eating hooded seal meat. He then went in there himself and ate some meat with the stranger before he paddled back home.

Qallunaanngivaq is said to have been a remarkably great shaman. Uujuq’s worst enemy!

The Poor Old Couple at Sissarissoq

It is said that a poor old couple lived in the same settlement as angiterpaat (family of brothers). They were now old, could not catch anymore, and they lived off what the brothers gave them. One winter’s day, the middle one of the family of brothers came and said: “I am going guillemot hunting, come with me!” The two then paddled out, north of Kitsissut; and they paddled and they paddled. Off Kitsissut they caught a number of guillemot. They kept catching guillemot, whereafter they were going to paddle back home. Then they saw that black clouds had gathered over Kitsissut, finally it turned into a terrible southeastern storm. Then they had to turn for shel-
qajanggivasini tikissimarajaramiji, tikerajaramijing, ikerajarami, tasama aqqutaa ativardjungu
tasama. Avammu ingerlalluni ingerlalluni ingerlalluni, Kitsissi avataanu tamaanga saqijaarsima-
sin, uvinggivasimi aqqutaa misissordjungu, ta tunumu aallarsimaqaan. Tunumu aallarsima-
rajarmata, malidijin, Nunarsivarmu Tunullermun. Itsivarajadjaraa idjorsuvasiim: angiterpaan
akidjersaa ingerajarnerarami appativataarterng, uvinggivasini pallorjarnerarami, pallorluni illermi
appativataarterng. Takisareeramingin, tiss isimaalingijinnaamijing tunumu aallarluni, kijan-
gartorsuvasiinngii, sila ajortorsuvaseeqingami. Ulattalimmingaani tassinga tununun aal-
larnijjarlalini, soorlu talerpitungaait qataakijarpadjatserng tusaramijing, paasinijarajallaraa
sijitimi talerpitungaa ani taqqav aymartaalputluttorsuvasiim. Kujammu tass ativarlipi nipaa,
tusaaami tangaanu aalaaqaq.

Idijkasi avaqquterajaramijing, tass kujammu, Narsarmijit avaqquterajaramijing, Torsukattammi
ilimmu pulalluni aallaaqaq. Ingerlarajarami Torsukattakkni avannamu kujammu ingerjerdjuni
ingerljedjuni, aama tass avannaangi kujammu saasiterajaramijing, ingerjerdjarari ingerjerdj-
arami, Aapilatsi qimmorajaramijing, Nuup kitaanngin Itidjikasikkita itiverajarami, Ikerasas-
savarsivasik kujammu ativaleeqaa. Tassa taqqava immertaalputluttorsuvasiisin isiva tikinnijarsa-
ralungu. Ingerlarajarami ingerlarajarami, Ikerasassivakki anijoullarajarami, Nunattu aqqtut-
gerjijaramijing, Ali ingerjerdjarakki, kujatiningvanu qerertorsvasing Aataartiin tassingnaanaq
illorsuvasiilisalataanu middarami. Silataaaniirdjinini paasinijarajallaraa, ernitivarsivasiija utooqar-
sivsiis ernitivarsivasiija, nulijarii taakuva immertaartin ernitivarsivarting ullumi marlinni arfe-
qimman. Nereqatissaq ajernaqiserng taanaralungu immertaallartunukua.

Silataanininjaradjingi, silammun soordj unitsisaaraarangivartin: Iserninja! “Ila atisaqan-
gilang”, ta atisaqarnani. “Atisaqangilang”. “Atisassarnik annisissugun”. Atisalsererajarami,
iserajadjarteq, tass illivatia iliva kijakkami kijakkami, qaamarlinersivasing, arfersivasimmi
neringami neringami. Nerisareerajarami suli unnuva ilaa. Pisareerajarami, anerajarami avanna-
u Tinglluni allarpornq. Tassa toorningamimi, tass taakuva angiterpaan Sissarissiminnaqkaan
utaqqingaan.

Avannamu ingerlarajarami ingerlarajarami, suli taamaanijarajart, iserataarinnariju! Iserlinili
qarpooq: “Uvinggivasinga angiterpaan akidjersaadji takassa Nunarsivarmi Tunullermiipun. 
Aama Tunumu ikaarninjararlerdjinga taqqavanngi immertaalputluttorsuvasiinngi tuu.
Kujammu ingerjerdjungua ingerjerdjungua, Alii kujatinngivani Aataartiin nulijarii erninrarsivasiija ullumi mar-
linnik arfersimaqimin, neringama. Oqarpun upernarpanneeq panertorsing ujalivaniidi/9
paqkkumaraapang. ”, Tass, tass innarajarami, qaamangi udjaaki aneraaruussadjuni, uvingi-
vasini tikerajaran tameeunnginaa qopaluttuvaaqvingav: “unuvaq, ippassaq unnuvaqk
Aataartiiniikama, upernaareeq silaq pittanngerijarpan arferip panertorsing, ujalivaniil
pajukkumaarang. 

Utaqqingalivaramikki utaqqingalivaramikki, kiisa aasaleequa. Sallijilivinlerdjingulaa, “umijaa-
qaan”. Taavagqorpuinumjasivasiin. Allami oqanngidjan: “Naang innga ukiaq pulaarterpun,
utoqqaq arnaq?” “Aapinngaa! “Aajukuvanngii pissaaq” Ateqqijeraming. Tassangeeq arferip
panertorsuvasiili ulalorsuvasiijangi “alikitarjinjaramikki, pajukkamikki!”
Tassingangii killeqarpornq. Hii, hii, hihi, hiihii....
ter towards Nunarsuaq on Kitsissut Tunorliit. There were some inhabited places. They continued, came to shore and they stayed here overnight. The old man’s wife waited and waited for her old husband. And when he did not return, she said to the family of brothers: “I want you to come and listen to me conjure up spirits. I am so worried about my poor old husband, I must know how he is, come and hear me conjure up spirits”.

Then the brothers came and she put out the lamp. When the house was dark she headed for the exit and finally came out. Following her old husband’s tracks she reached his old kayak. She flew and flew outwards following her old husband’s kayak tracks. They had been hunting off Kitsissut, had then turned back and when she saw that they had turned towards land, she followed the tracks carefully towards Nunarsuaq on Tunorliit. She looked in the window of a big house there and saw: the middle one of the family of brothers was sitting on the platform eating guillemot peacefully. And her old husband was lying on his stomach on the platform peacefully eating guillemot. Now that she had seen that they were all right and she was no longer worried, she began heading for land from Ulattalik. But a strong southern wind started blowing and the weather turned very bad. Just as she had begun her journey home, she heard with her right ear a very clear incantation. And she listened and flew after the voices, she flew and she flew, now southwards, still following the voices.

She flew round Ilikusik, over Narsarmijit and into the Torsukattak Fiord. She still flew south. And she flew and she flew, past Aapitaloq, outside Nuuk, flew over Ittilikusik and she still flew south, through Ikerasassuaq to reach Isua. This was where the incantation came from. She was still flying and now she came to Ikerasassuaq, past Nunattut, came to Aluk, a little south of the place and then came to Aataarit, which is on an island, and she landed there right outside a big house. Then she became aware that the only son of an old couple had caught two whales that very day, and they wanted someone to eat with them. That was why they were singing the incantation.

She stayed outside the house and listened to the incantation. At a point they sang very quietly, they practically stopped singing, and they yelled out to the old woman: “Come in”, “Yes”, “...” but I’m not wearing any clothes”, – for she was not – “I’m not wearing any clothes...” “We’ll bring you clothes!” So when she had got dressed, she went inside, and what a room: there was a clear light in the house and there was a nice heat. And then she ate whale meat. She ate and she ate. When she had eaten, she went outside; it was still night and she then flew homewards. You see, because she was performing as a shaman the crowd of brothers in Sissarissoq sat waiting for her to return. She flew homewards and she flew, because she was expected. Suddenly she had arrived at their house and said: “My poor old man and the middle one of the family of brothers is out on Nunarsuit Tunulliit. I have also been in Aataartitiit, a little south of Aluk, because I heard incantations from there, after I had begun my journey home. It was a married couple singing; their son had caught two whales. I ate there. They said they would bring me dried whale meat and tendons when spring comes”.

Then she went to bed. The next morning the weather was very nice and when her poor old husband had returned she told him: “Last night, yesterday evening, I was in Aataartitiit. The ones

---

28. According to the map in: W.A. Graah: Undersøgelses-Reise til Østkysten af Grønland. Ed. K. Birket-Smith. København, Gyldendal 1932, an island among a cluster of islands north of Aluk is called Arfesiarbik, i.e. Arfersiarfik: The whaling place. That name would underlie the story, and the cluster of islands would be Aataartitiit which is in the plural (Robert Petersen pers. comm.). See also note 24.
Mathilde Sørensen
(MASO), 81-nik uk. Imm. 1963
Nanortalik

Unikkaartuaq “Qimuunguujuk”


down there said they would come in springtime, when the weather is nice, with whale meat and tendons for me”.

They waited and waited and now it was turning into summer. They were beginning to believe that the ones in Aataartiit had made a promise they would not keep. Suddenly a shout was heard: “Umiak!” (women’s boat). A big fine umiak came. The first thing the strangers said was: “Where is she, the old woman who visited us last winter? ... Here is a lot of dried wale meat and tendons for her”. They brought all that for her because she had been such good entertainment for them. This is the end! Hee, hee, hee ...

Mathilde Sørensen
(MASO), 81 years old in 1963
Nanortalik

The story “Qimuunguujuk”

In Siorallit in the Lichtenau fiord there once lived a large group of brothers. In the same settlement lived a widow who had a son. This son was a very skilful hunter. He always went hunting early in the morning. When he came home from hunting he brought home so many seals, seals which he had caught, that the entire stern of the kayak was completely covered, and the last seal he was towing was far behind.

The group of brothers also caught a lot of seals, but they gathered almost none for the winter supplies.

The old woman said repeatedly to her son: “When you are out hunting early in the morning before the sun rises, examine the sea; if the water is quite turbid we shall have a harsh winter. Likewise examine the stems of the flowers and the culms of the grass when you get onto land by sunrise. If the (tubes of) stems and culms are filled with ice we shall have a rough winter. She spoke like that to her son repeatedly. When the son went hunting he examined the seawater, but there was never anything strange about it. And when he got on land he likewise examined the flowers and the grass, but there was never any ice within them.

One day when he went out in brilliant sunshine, he examined the seawater. The water was as grey as snowfall. Likewise he examined the grass and flowers when he got on land. There was ice inside the stems and culms, in the midst of the summer heat. When he came home he told this to his mother. “Yes, we shall have a harsh winter! We had better start gathering all the winter supplies that we are capable of.” Her son now started to bring home seals, many, many seals. The mother dried all that could be dried. She only threw out the gall, and the contents of the bowels.

They gathered and gathered for the winter. They filled several depots, they made blubber bags, and they stashed away whole seals. The old lady spoke many times to the group of brothers about gathering extra for the winter, but they pretended not to hear her.

Fall came; winter was approaching. Bad weather occurred more and more often. It became a very hard winter with lots of bad weather. When the weather wasn’t too bad the widow’s son went hunting. The group of brothers stayed home. They lived on what little they had saved for the winter. The sea started to freeze. The fiord was covered with ice, now everyone lived on the supplies they had stored for the winter. The old woman and her son now had to help the group of brothers, since they didn’t have any food themselves. They had now eaten what had been in one depot and had started to eat from the whole seals which they had saved.

A horrible time followed, with terribly bad weather. A storm raged and raged for a long time. You
could hear nothing but rumbling. The old woman and her son had some food in their house, on which they were now living. When the weather got better the old woman’s son said “I’ll try to go out,” and he started his attempt to exit the entrance tunnel. The whole passageway was completely filled with snow. He put on his kayak jacket and trousers and tried to wriggle his way out though the snow. All through the day he tried to get out, but he had to give it up when it became evening. Next day he resumed his attempt, this time from quite early in the morning. During the day he tried to get out, but he had to give it up when it became evening. Ooh what a sight! It was wonderful outside! It was very fine weather. Everything was covered with snow. He looked towards the house of the brothers. There was no house to be seen. He went in again and said to his mother: “The house of the many brothers isn’t visible; I’ll try to go over there.” After having removed the snow from their window, he started to make his way towards – he figured it had to be in that direction – the house of the many brothers. Finally he figured that he had reached the house of the many brothers, even though he wasn’t entirely sure. Then he removed the snow from the windows – he spent a long time doing that – and when he had assured himself that he had found the entrance he yelled into the house: “How are you?” The answer sounded like a faint bird cry and he went in: all the many brothers were lying on the sleeping platform and because they had starved for so long they weren’t able to produce any human talk. When he got home to his mother he said, “The many brothers are starving to death. I have to take them some food.” They took some of the last food they had in the house, dried meat and a bit of blubber. That was his gift of food – by the way, the brothers had two women living with them, their sisters it is said, perhaps because their parents had died long ago. They ate, and then Qimuunguujuk – as the son was named – went back home. He couldn’t forget the many brothers who were close to dying of starvation. By night time he went to them again. He then observed that some of the brothers hadn’t been able to tolerate the food which he had brought them, so they had died in the middle of their meal. They had been that hungry! They were still lying on the sleeping platform. Even though Qimuunguujuk brought them food every day, he didn’t succeed in making them come back to life. The entire group of brothers died. Their two sisters lived. Now winter was ending and spring was approaching. The sun had started to heat up. One day Qimuunguujuk said to his mother: “It wouldn’t be good if the two women were also to die alone in the house over there. I’ll bring them over here to us. Then you can feed them.” He then went to get the two young women. And now they were lying on the sleeping platform in the old woman and Qimuunguujuk’s house. At first the mother only gave the young women very little to eat. She knew that they couldn’t manage to eat very much at first. The old woman was very careful in looking after them, making sure they got the suitable amount of food. But the elder of the two women couldn’t be saved after all. She died shortly after. Now there was only the one young woman, who was by now completely recovered. She stayed and lived with Qimuunguujuk and his mother. Now spring was truly arriving, the ice receded. By now it only reached Nuugaarsuk. Then Qimuunguujuk said to the women: “It isn’t good for us to continue to stay here. Let’s try to get out of here, out of the fiord.” He made a sledge; and their umiak (women’s boat), which was still intact, he placed on the sledge. Then they fetched food from their food supplies; there was dried seal meat, dried fish, ammassat (dried capelin), and blubber. When Qimuunguujuk had placed the food in the umiak, he said to the women: “Get into the umiak! I’ll push you.” He pushed the sledge and the women until they reached the ice edge near Nuugaarsuk and night was falling. The women got down from the umiak and they sailed towards Lichtenau / Alluitsiq, with the


Upernarjarortoru, upernarjirtortoq Qimuunguujugooq oqarpoq, – Nuugaarsugooq sinaavat killigileraa – Qimuunguujugooq oqarpoq: “Ilaalaa tassaniiginnaranlarivitta ajernaqaaq, umijami kimmurjarsarjamingsuutu”, – umijaqaraminngeeq -.

Qamutilijaramigeeeq, umijaq ilerijaramikki qaavanun, qimatilivimminni aallerijaraming taqi-vassaminnik, nikku, missi, ammassan orsun immiitilarpaan umijamu.


mother and the young woman rowing and Qimuunguujuk steering the boat. And they rowed and rowed, until they had now reached Lichtenau and it had become quite dark.

They looked at the houses, but what had happened to the village? There was no light in the houses. Only in one single house were there lights burning. So they stopped outside the house with light. They took what they had in the umiak and quietly went up to the house. Here was a couple sitting all alone. They were tremendously happy to receive the guests who arrived. Then they said: “Now listen: All our fellow villagers are starving. By now we are the only ones who have food left. We try to share it with our fellow villagers, but it is very difficult.” – At that time there were lots of people living in Lichtenau. Qimuunguujuk and his mother had brought plenty of food, so the next morning the mother started to distribute food to everyone in the village. She apportioned the food in the following manner: one person received one capelin with a small piece of blubber and a very, very small piece of dried meat. Time passed by. Little by little all the inhabitants of Lichtenau came back to life, and they were all very happy and grateful to Qimuunguujuk and his family. Qimuunguujuk and his family now stayed living with the couple whom they went to see when they first arrived. That couple still had some food left, and along with the food that Qimuunguujuk had there was food enough to share with everyone. They shared and shared and everyone in Lichtenau revived bit by bit. The old woman now gave one person two capelins and a piece of blubber. The next day, two pieces of blubber and one capelin.

And every day she added one little piece of dried meat.

Time passed by. It was spring. One day people started to mention that it looked as if some kayaks were trying to hunt off Akuliaruseq (a small village on a promontory opposite Lichtenau / Alluitsoq, MV). Qimuunguujuk prepared himself and paddled out there. When he got out there he saw that the men from Akuliaruseq had paddled out in their kayaks and were trying to catch a large hooded seal. When the big seal appeared in front of their kayaks they tried to harpoon it, but they didn’t have the strength to throw the harpoon far enough to hit the seal; they were so weakened by hunger. The snot was hanging from their noses and down to the front of their kayaks. Qimuunguujuk came and harpooned the large seal. Everyone in Akuliaruseq was so happy that they howled as loud as they could. Qimuunguujuk now took off his sleeve protector, filled it with blood and said to the people of Akuliaruseq: “This is for me, you can have the rest of the blood.” Then he gave them some of the blubber and the meat as their share and brought the rest home to Lichtenau. When he got home his mother said: “In order to let everyone in Lichtenau have a taste of the hooded seal I’ll first make soup from it.” When she had made the soup she gave everyone in the village a mussel shell full of soup – they used mussel shells as spoons. In the evening everyone in the village had muscle cramps. Ha-ha… Afterwards she cooked the meat and gave each person a piece of meat and a piece of blubber. In the night people lighted their lamps! They were now so fond of Qimuunguujuk and his family that they didn’t want them to leave Lichtenau at all. Qimuunguujuk’s mother continued to feed people and finally everyone got a regular, whole piece of meat.

But now it had turned into summer. Qimuunguujuk had married the young woman they had brought with them from their old settlement. He then said one day, when they were well into the summer: “Let us go south; after all, we have to hunt.” When they left in their umiak they acquired some female rowers from Lichtenau, so his old mother could just sit in the middle of the boat. People in Lichtenau regretted their departure.

They rowed far south and arrived at Kitsissut, at Southern Kitsissut. Then Qimuunguujuk said: “Let’s settle here.” And they built a house there. Here they had a son whom they named Qimuunguaq. The father’s name was Qimuunguujuk, the son’s Qimuunguaq. Ha-ha…
horraartuutut, ha, ha, ha...kalaallisut horaartuutu, ha...) Pilarjaramikki, pilarjaramikki im-
mininngeeq Qimuunguujuum aarani peerjaramjing ingerlaterjaramijik aamik immerijaramijik,
akiilijaritsermiruminngooq oqarfigivai: “Aava tamaa ilissi pinijarsijik, uva una tassa angerlatsissa-
vara taakinga”. Orsumilligeeq neqaaqiniining tiinjortorgi tamaasa, ningertitterelligimmi. Sinnera
amaanaan. Allivitsimu angerlatsierjaramijing. Tikissullugulugooq arnnaa oqarpoq: “Har, alliviser-
mir tamarmik nemnijassammassing, sijullermik kuvuwigiletqarraalluusaaguna”. Tassa kuvuwigilije-
rirjaramigeeq allivitermijik tamaviviissivasiiisaa agguvaapai, qaliteaqarsiminnganinnillinniin:
uvilukoroqoq. Uviluku immerlugu Alliviti inivi tamavivissa oqummersijortorgi kuvuwigakkamik.
Tassagii allivisermijini avasereq! kuvuwigartullutli uvilli imaanning. Ha, ha, ha... Aataaangeeq ki-
gernatigi neqitaa oorjaramijing, uutareerlugulugooq aama oqummiqassaag ataseeq, inii ataat-
sim. Tassa agguvaaterjaramigami, agguvaaterjarami, orsumillii tunijeqqartili. Unnummannggee
qullidi ikitsiterligi allivitermijini. Tassa nuanannterqeramik suuquninamik, Qimuunguujukkullu
aallaqqujunnaarligni erligileramikki. Allijartaavartiilluguugtu tunjijittagani neeqeq, tassa kiisa uul-
lijamik tunisalerpai.

Perijaramik, perijaramik ila upernaapallaaleqimmattineeq Qimuunguujuk oqarpoq, tassallugiu
tana angiterpaa arrnartaq nulijartaaralugu, annaasartik; upernarpallaaleqimmangeeq Qimu-
ngujuu oqarpoq: “A, tassa kujammun pinijarijarnijassuugun”. Umijaminngii aalallarjaramik ali-
viitsermijik ilaaniq angivartertlerli, angivarterti ilalligin. Arnanngivasiq eqqanu piinarlili. Angivartertik
ilarjaramikki kujammu aallarpun. Allivitermijignuu erligilivaraati tassa. Ingerlaterjarami, ingerlaterjarami
Kitsissunu pippun, tasamungua. Kitsissunu perijaraming, Kitsisununnguu Kujallernun pigaming. Qimuunguujuglu oqarpoq: “Ilaa tassinga tassa nunasinn-
assagaliwarpgun”. Tassinga perijaramik illiijersierjaramik, nunasigaming. Tassa tassanillittingenge-
eq ernertaaraming. Atserpaangeeq Qimuunguaq. Angitaa Qimuunguaq, ernera Qimuunguaq.
Ha, ha...

Tassagii allivitermijini erfineeq! Kujallernui suujunnaamik, Qimuunguujukkullu
aallaqqujunnaarligni erligileramikki. Allijartaavartiilluguugtu tunnijittagani neeqeq, tassa kiisa uul-
ljamik tunisalerpai.

Mathilte Sørensen nangippoq

Hi,hi,hi... Ukijutoqqami ullaakin, Qernerteq ineqarallarman, taqqanna. Ukijutoqqami ullaaki
.taqqavannga qaja aggilerpoq. Tusaalerp Aalu, Aanaangivamik pisartagaat. Illorsu atanaa si-
nerjarami, majivarami tass iserpoq. Isertorlu anaanaarma iiffisassanik tuneriaramijik, kaffilijii-
terjaramijik, kaffisertillujulu, Ujuvaat immijaateqarami immijarterfii imaaning immi-

MV: Immijarterfi atasa?
MS: Immijarterfi ataaseq, nakivoq! Tassa naleeritivillini anivoq. Tassa kangillernu ingerllassal-
luni, ungasilaartikasiigamimi kangillit taaku, hi, hi, hi... Tassa ukijutoqqami, pigami pigaming,
unnukku unnuleqiseq, ataaataa oqarpoq: “Tappavunga naalagijarijaanarni jarta, immaqa agger-
teqarniaaangiqaq tassinga”.

Tappavunga naalagijarijaagaatta. Hi! Matiinangisakkulukku illivani naalagijartin. Naalagijar-
tami, Matiinangisakkulukku ullaaki illivani, lijaakunnguvasing ajoqerigaan, uotoqarujunnguvasi aasi-
tigvinnaag, qanippa napatarijaaq, amingaarminngisaviq suuva, salllingaarmi; ajoqerigaan.
Oqarpu, inivinneeq atitiin taagigaluttuvarti, tass ukijutoqqami unnukku. Naalagijarlita ise-
rijallturugun: uumaang! Qiissijarsivisk eqqussumarajaramikki, qiissussuva, ila qiissussusvisi qis-
sijarsivisk eqquss’maratamikki, natiga naanqajassimami, taana qissijaaj eqqussumagamikki.
Angtitaa tassinga issaamasarajaming, akinnerani Aanaangivaq! Nakisimagami, haar, haar,
unnukkaa! Ullaaki arfineq sisamanullu. Unnuukaa, immijarterfik ataseeq! Nakusumagami sila-
It is said that in Southern Kitsissut lies the grave of Qimuunguujuq. It’s the grave lying furthest out.

Mathilte Sørensen continues

Hee, hee, hee…. Early on the morning of New Year’s eve, back when the settlement Qernertoq was still inhabited, a kayaker appeared from down there, heading our way. The kayaker was recognized; it was Aalu, who was called Aanaangivaq. He headed straight for our beach, right below this house, and he got out down there. Then he came up to the house and entered; my mother immediately gave him rye bread and made him coffee.

Johan (the trading station manager, MV) had beer. He gave Aalu a glass of beer that he drank right away. As soon as he had drunk that glass of beer, he got drunk. It was about nine in the morning.

MV: One glass?
MS: One glass! He got very drunk. And he became incredibly happy and left. He was going to the settlement neighbours, who lived a little east of the house there. It was some distance, hee, hee, hee… Yes, it was New Year’s eve. Time went by.

When it was late afternoon our father said: “Let’s just go over there to the others, I don’t think anyone is coming here; we can go to the service over there. Then we all went there. Hee, hee, hee… They had already begun the service at Matiinangsakkuluk’s when we arrived. They sometimes held the service there. Their preacher was Jaakunnguasik, a sorry old man who had never learned anything. He was so very skinny, so very thin, why he looked exactly like a thin stick.

That was their preacher. It was New Year’s Eve and they were having a roll-call.

Then we entered the house. People had dragged a piece of driftwood into the house, a big one that nearly took up the whole floor. The men were sitting on it. Among the men was Aanaangiaq. He was still drunk, very drunk, hah, hah, hah… yes, still drunk, from nine in the morning, from one glass of beer!… and now it was evening! He fooled about, fooled about indescribably. He did not even look at the preacher. He had his back to the other men, but faced the women. Hah, hah, hah... The women were all sitting with suppressed grins, ha, ha, ha... what else could they do?

With his hands in his pockets Aalu now and again spat on the old blubber lamp on the side platform so the blubber sputtered everywhere. He did not even look at it himself, but still continued fooling about with his hands in his pockets.

We children had taken off our kamiks and had crawled up on the platform together with the big dog called “Ajorneq”, Matiinangsakkuluk’s pet dog. It was like one of us children, the big brownish dog.

And Aalu was still very drunk. And now the preacher began – with his strange voice – by mentioning the names of the children, he, he, he… Kaluliit, Balantine, Aamaalija, hee, hee, hee... but no more, and only a single boy’s name Satsi (Iltingvakeeq’s father), then he didn’t mention any more.

When the service was over and we were done, we went home. Aanaangiaq was still drunk. The others told what it had been like the next day during the role-call….. they said that when Qisuk’s deceased daughter’s name was mentioned, he scattered everything he owned, even some coffee-beans... And Aanaangivaq had gotten more and more drunk. Hah, hah, hah… I remember that, and I can just see it all clearly.

29. This settlement is is said to be situated in walking distance from Illorpaat and thus not identical with the Qernertoq on the map of this publication.
qaviviivinnigiserg! Ajoqiliinii samminngilaa: tunummu saallini, arna saalligin, haar, haar, har, har... Naalagijarti arna qungujukkalivarl’ti, qungujukkalivarl’ti, tass qani ilinijassava?


Tass naalagijaratta, naalagijaratta soraarpugu, suli Aanaangivaq nakijartivinnarreq! Har, har, har... Angerlarpungun. Uvagi angerlarsimasimalers... AQagivani unikaarivaan Qisungooq panimi atija, paniqalivami aqqa, taaneqarman, – uvagut kimmukarsimaleratta –, kaffittinningivasiminunnguu allaa tamaasa eqqaajaraliq nunguppai. Piparsutini eqqaajaraliq, eqqaajaraliq, tassa Aanaangivaq eqqaani atavivinngitseq! Har, har, har... Tassa eqqaagijara taana. Tassa takoorloporar.

Kristen Mathiassen
(KRMA), 80-nik uk. 1981
Nanortalik

Aqissiaq


MV: Aap, illit allatul, suli naammannerusutut eqqaamavat.


MV: Quleqtsusummik pinnagu?


MV: Aap, unikkaartivariniaruk

KM: Aap, takivammi pisarijaqavippoq taana aama tuassallugu. Tassageeq taana kuusuu timaaani, qulaa- timaaani tassa Aqissiaq nunaqarlini, aamaasii ullaaki ukijarsalerlinigueeq nuna qerisalerseq, pisuttuvarfijimirserqiseseeq, pijukkuminarsertortoq, Aqissijamut qiimanarteq, eqqaarsalerpoq puvisini sumut nigartarijartissalluni, nammaasanijaasii naamatsissallugu.

MV: Tassa qanoq isumaqarpa nigartoriartusalluni?

KM: Tassa soorlu, qani oqassuunga, nassumik taasarpaat ilaa?
Kristen Mathiassen
(KRMA), 80 years old in 1981
Nanortalik

Aqissiaq. A Giant Who Lived Inland

KM: When I hear the story Aqissiaq as a story or as a poem – it is believed that the main character in the story Aqissiaq lived here around Tasermiut. We all know the story from our childhood/youth, yes, those of us who listened and those of us who so often sailed into Tasermiut, but I’ve always felt that something was missing in the story.
MV: Do you have another theory?
KM: Yes, especially one thing: I would like to ask, or I would like to know, who is Quloqutsuk really? We don’t know any story about Quloqutsuk. But the mentioned Quloqutsuk carried out a long journey down there, perhaps down by Aappilattoq. The mentioned person was called Ikermiorsuasik, was never called by any other name than Ikermiorsuasik.
MV: Not Quloqutsuk?
KM: Not Quloqutsuk. Not until after Quloqutsuaraq, a small, real Greenlander from Ammalortoq, son of old Quloqutsuk, not until after he had fought with Aqissiaq, only then do we hear about Quloqutsuk. I really like hearing that story. Do you want me to tell it?
MV: Yes, please tell it.
KM: Yes, you see, it is very important to tell it.

According to the story Aqissiaq lived inland behind Kuussuaq. One time during autumn, when the frost was in the ground and it was very nice to walk on, Aqissiaq was immensely happy, and he felt like going to the coast to catch seals in a snare. He could catch as much he could carry on his back.

MV: What does it mean, to catch with a snare?
KM: Mmm, what shall I say, isn’t it called, or doesn’t it mean to catch with horn, – with antlers?30

---

30. Most probably made from split baleen (Robert Petersen pers. comm.).
MV: Aa, tassa tamakku  
KM: Aa ilikkarpa... toqungasi tassa, tamakkuva taama taaginnarnijartigi taamannang, hi...  
MV: Ajunngilaq, uva' paasigukku, paasisimagukku tassa ajunngilaq.  
MV: Oh well, those...
KM: Well, that is... well, withered (dried out), we could call them so... hee, hee, hee..
MV: Well, that's good. I understand it's okay.
KM: Yes, that one there... what was it now, well, to catch with, he brought his big snare and a lot of straps – well of course also hunting gear... “Aah, what now, well, let me this time try to go towards the North.” He walked and he walked, he could now see Tasermiut, walked behind Perserajik, came opposite Amitsoq and walked over Niaqornakasik. While he was sitting there, he spotted a kayak right below him, a lonely kayaker. Earlier he had seen how an old man made the whale come on land by magic (I shouldn’t mind being able to do some magic as well, hee, hee ...), so he figured he would try the same with this kayaker. He thought that he would try to take an inhabitant of the coast this time.

He walked down and reached a rise on the beach between a heap of stones and he started getting ready for the magic by placing his hood behind his ears, which is what you did when you performed magic, and he thought that the kayaker would feel it and come up on the beach. Now the man in the kayak turned around and faced him, and went ashore on the beach and started walking upwards. It was a very small man. Aqissiaq figured that he could easily take on this little person. You see, he was big and strong himself. The little man walked up to him. Aqissiaq had no doubt about being able to handle the little person, he took a few steps towards him and immediately had him in his arms. The little man hardly put up any resistance, but nevertheless Aqissiaq kept walking up with the little man in his arms. He had gotten fairly high up, suddenly he felt a very small jerk in his arm from the little man and at once he was gone. “Where did he
quttusuuvunga, aanaa ern’kasiga tass taana Quloquttuvaqqami taasarpaan”. Sunaafagooruna Quloquttusuu ererata Quloquttuvaqqap qaqqularaani. (MV: aah) Tassa angakkissarsijorluni. Misilinnijarsiriga..nakutinnijarsirigaani. Ta, all... : “Qaamaanijaqisijik, qaamaa..qaamarijallar-termi: Tassa inik! tusarijaq!

Tass taamanikkungooq taanangisakasik oqarpoq: “Qaaqunijarpakki, unnuppalaaqimma, misilikkalivartareenikuugakkin(gamma), misilikkalivarnikuugamma, tigimmijaralivaramma peqilarajarama qimakkakkin, unammissall’ti misilerujussallugu, tassa qaqqorujujohnikkalivarpakkin”. “Tassami ajern’qaaq taamaalijernijarta” “Massakki unnuttareerpoq, aqagi misilikkirmaarp-parpun, nerereenijarallaan”.


MV: Angingaarami...?

MV: Timaamiorsuuaq?
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go?” Aqissiaq thought, then saw him, chased after him and caught him, but the little man got loose again and ran. Aqissiaq caught him twice, the third time he had to give up, the little person was too fast. Aqissiaq chased after him, but by then the little man was already down by his kayak. Aqissiaq was looking forward to having a playmate, you know. The rest of the day he was somewhat embarrassed about the incident. Now all that was left for him to do was catch seals, lots of seals, and carry them home on his back, which had been the plan to begin with.

Then winter came, a really cold, South Greenlandic winter with storms, strong northern winds, which produced such a strong snow storm between the tall mountains that you could not see a thing. It was impossible to be outside. They say that the winters were harder in the old days.

One day after mid-winter Aqissiaq was lying peacefully on the platform next to his wife, resting after having eaten. Suddenly he felt a shaman speaking his name repeatedly. At once he jumped down, got his overcoat from the clothes rack and put it on, went outside and listened. Where did it come from? It came from up north, north of their house. And he ran as fast as he could towards the sound. Went behind Perserajivit and down. He could now see a strong light from the houses in Amitsoq. At that time Amitsoq was inhabited. He thought the voice came from there. He walked down. There was sea ice all over the fiord. He thought the voice came from Amitsoq, but it came from somewhere north of Amitsoq. He kept walking north, walked from the longhouse in Amitsoq towards the Ammalortoq house, where there were no lights. It was totally dark there. This was where the voice came from. This was where he was being called from. He crept in the entrance tunnel to the house. He could hardly make it through the narrow entrance, but he managed to get in finally. The first thing he saw when he entered the house was that same tiny person he had once tried to catch. He recognized him immediately, without the slightest doubt; he was sitting right across from him.

Inside the house was a very old man with white hair; he was sitting in the middle. And he was the first to speak. He said: “I am Quloqqutsorsuaq. This is my poor son. His name is Quloqqutsuaraq”. It turned out that it was Quloqqutsorsuaq’s son Quloqqutsuaraq who was calling. He was looking for a shaman. He wanted to try Aqissiaq; he wanted to be convinced that Aqissiaq was a shaman: “Light the (blubber) lamp!” someone said. When the lamp was lit and it was light, Aqissiaq saw a lot of people in the house, they had come to see him. You know, Aqissiaq was so big and so strong that four men could sit on his shoulders. Two on one shoulder and two on the other. Then the little man said: “I called you to test you. You had already tested me, you see: the time you carried me. I tore myself loose. Now I'd like to see if we can compete in strength”. “We will have to try that then”, Aqissiaq said. “It is evening now, it is too late. We will try tomorrow. Now you must eat”, the little man said. Plenty of food was served. Then there were all the people who had come to see the giant Aqissiaq. He was a real inland dweller, you see.

It was usually not very often that Aqissiaq met the coast dwellers.

Now that he had entered the house here, he felt the bad air, thick Greenlandic air. The inhabitants of the inland were, as far as we know, very clean.

“Oh, let’s go to bed now. You just sleep now in peace. We’ll try tomorrow. We need to be rested when we compete”. He was the host, you see, so Aqissiaq had to do as he said. A bed for the night was made for him: the bedding was all made from young polar bear skins, only baby polar bear skins. It was completely white and it was very soft when you lay on them. He was well-to-do. The family was prosperous.

Early the next morning Aqissiaq awoke and saw that his host was already lying flat on the platform, awake. “I’m just waiting for you”, he said. It was so early in the morning that it wasn’t really light yet. Then they ate; after that they both said: “Let’s start now”. “What should we start

MV: Aqissiaq angerlarsimava?
KM: Soorunami Aqissiaq ajersarsimavoq, hi, hi...
MV: Angerlarlinili...
KM: Soorlikikjarmi isimannaarlitiini angerlarsimavoq.

MV: Taana tusarneq ajerakku?
KM: Taana tusarnerineq (?) ajerakku.
MV: Taana Aqissiap oqaluttuvaata ilaa?

MV: Aa, tassa maani ilissi eqqasinni?

MV: Aa...


MV: Aqissiaq timaamiossuulluni sinaanat piniaartarsimagemi?
KM: Aap, tassami pinijartorss..tamatigii timaani pinijartarpu iih avammut pinijartarsimappu, puvisinik ajorsaatetqangilat. Tamakkuninga aah sumi ajersateqarpu? Taamani nuna pinija-gassaqqissaangimmniki kujaataani. Tuttoqangilarmi taamani ilivimik. Immaqa! Tassami pinija-
“with?” the little man said. “You were the one to invite me, so you decide”, Aqissiaq said. “Let us race. We shoot our harpoon arrows and then we get them”. Then the arrows were shot so far that you could not see how far they got; and the two men ran for them. Aqissiaq thought that he would probably be the first. Alas no! The little man was already there as first. They tried three times. The third time the arrow got all the way to the northern tip of the settlement, a little north of Maligissat. Everytime the little man’s arrow was the first. While the arrows flew in the air they stayed right next to each other, and when Aqissiaq and the little man ran, they ran together, right next to each other. Then the little man suggested that they should no longer compete about anything. – what was it that the tiny man said: “Let us stop competing…”

MV: Well...

KM: “Now we know that we are on a par. If we continue we may risk one of us getting badly injured”.

MV: The tiny man was always a bit ahead?

KM: Yes, every time they rushed off, he was in front. They rushed up to the ice-foot from their kayaks. Aqissiaq now understood that he could not hold his own against the tiny man, even if he had tried everything, and the third time that was all that he could do. But the tiny man was always ahead. Now he was convinced that he could not defeat the tiny man, and then they competed no more. They didn't try a wrestling bout. Not at all. It was the middle of the day. The only thing they tested was, who could run fastest and shoot best with bow and arrow. They had both realized how strong their arms and legs were.

MV: Did Aqissiaq go home then?

KM: Of course, Aqissiaq lost the fight, hee, hee, hee...

MV: And so he went home...

KM: Quite clear, he was defeated and went home.

MV: It’s just so, but perhaps you haven’t heard anymore about that part of the story?

KM: That part of the story I do not care for.

MV: Some part of the story?

KM: Yes, the story about Aqissiaq is, well... So let us just hear that! Let us just hear that too! Let us hear where Aqissiaq was located, when he told this story, or rather: How did it come about that we now have the story, because his listeners have told the story and so have spread it to others.

MV: Was it just about here?

KM: Yes, here in the neighbourhood, out there at Taateraakasik, I think quite certainly: just about there on the sunny side of the approach to Ikerasaarsik, where they (Aqissiaq and his brothers) had landed.

MV: Yes- (Aqissiaq had told about his life and doings to a couple of elder people that he met during a visit on a hunt.)

KM: Yes, together with his two brothers Aqissiaq had gone to the coast to catch birds with snares. They walked for a very long time. They walked and they walked until they came to the frost smoke, a little north of Naajat. Here they came upon seawater kept open by a great number of eiders. They caught a lot of eiders, as many as they could carry when returning. Now, however, they saw black clouds appear right where they would have to pass through to get home. “Let’s begin heading for land before all the ice breaks”, Aqissiaq said, and they started walking towards land. Just before they reached land, the ice started breaking up and they were all standing on one single ice floe. Then Aqissiaq said: “I’ll jump on land first, then I’ll pull you up, just give me your
gassaqann.. soorunami imaani pinijartarsimavoq, tassali aa ukijissami peqqimaatissaminnik naa-matsining pisarsimallutik. Qularnanngilaq taamaasimasit.


“Anna..annaqqalaaleqigatta annannijarfirigivassit” Taama qani akissas... Qujamatinalerippun. Qujannangivarsi. Taama taaku pisertaasimasi oqarpun: “Qujatigoorsuvaasi peernjaqigisiigik apu-tajaarnijassapput”. Qujatigoorsuvaasit pijiarijaramikkit, kilutunnguvuranikkin, taamallangii tassa patersisija tassa matillarami apussuvasik! Qujamasullutik.


MV: Aa, taakkuja tassa unikkaartivaat. KM: Aap! Tass taaku tamakkuva immini unikkaarisaartagaj qullugissat all equlakuuloorsuvasiin tamakkuva Ilkermaajorsuvaviik Quoqutttorsuvakink, ta tamakkuva unikkaarismavaii tass. Aama sinalatijikattaarisimpaninamingi, taakunangaa tassa oqaluttuvaatigut tass taakunannganin- ngaaniin sjammrarput.

hand. I’m the one who will save you”. Then he threw the many eiders they had caught on land. He then jumped on land and pulled the others up.

They struggled their way through the storm with the many eiders on their backs. Suddenly they saw a big house in front of them, an enormous house with two big windows, a house owned by an inhabitant of the coast. “They’ve already heard us now, so let’s go in”, Aqissiaq said, “I’ll go first. You can’t carry weapons. We can’t scare them. We must be humble; we only come to save our own lives. Yes, we must do all we can to survive.” Then they walked in, Aqissiaq in front. It was a Greenlandic house. When he got in he once again felt this bad air.

What giant people that came in, not ordinary people. And they were even wearing their huge outdoor garments. The youngest was very friendly and very talkative. “We just had to find a place where we can rest and survive”, he said, and he was curious as to what they would reply.

They showed a lot of kindness and said: “Please, take off your outer garments and remove the snow from them”. They then took of their outer garments and the floor was filled with water and snow from the clothes. The residents of the house expressed their joy at seeing the strangers who had arrived, and they said: “We are sorry that we have no food to offer you. There has been ice on the water for so long, so we have been unable to catch anything; to be sure, we do have some dried meat...” “Oh, don’t be sorry; outside the house there are plenty of eiders that you can just have, as many as you want. Boil all the eiders you want and scrape the fat from the skin and eat it. There are plenty of them, there will still be plenty of them left”. (KM: ooh, sure, there must have been plenty, ha, ha ...) The women of the house got busy plucking the feathers from the birds, scraping the fat from the skin and while boiling the meat, never stopped saying ‘thank you’, ‘thank you’, and they kept repeating how much they liked the strangers.

Then they became aware of an older couple, not quite old, not quite young either, sitting in the middle of the platform. They were smiling, but had not spoken. When they had eaten the man said: “I’m so glad you came. We so needed some distraction, I’m so glad you came. To think we should experience it! Our dear big son was killed down there (maybe at Ikerasaarsik), by the big iceberg. He was out sealing but never returned, the big iceberg got him. However, we still have some of his catch to eat. Now we’re really glad that you’ve come to entertain us”. Then Aqissiaq started to tell a story.

He told about the great worm, about the giant salmon, the Ikermiut and Quloqutsorsuaq’s and more, also about the giant whale. Yes, that time when he caught the giant worm and thereby saved everyone in the settlement from starvation. From what I hear it was the married couple who passed Aqissiaq’s story on. Everything he said comes from that married couple. And that’s where we have our stories from.

MV: At the time when he caught the giant worm and let the people of his settlement eat of it and in that way saved them from starving to death.

KM: Yes, that’s true. And (the one about) the giant whale.

MV: You have perhaps other stories?

KM: Ha, ha, ha, which others should it be then? It must be enough now...

But otherwise it is my dearest wish that the great men of South Greenland should be honoured, for instance as in the book Qooqa.31 Great men, famous! Why don’t they tell about the great men in South Greenland? In my opinion they should be described, told about. That is a big deficiency in our history. It is my great wish that these splendid men should be praised and become known.

MV: Yes ....

31. Much loved novel by the Greenlandic writer Ole Brandt, 1971 (Ed. note).
MV: Immaqa aamma allamik
KM: Ha, ha..ha..suna allat! Taana unikkaartivaq oqaatsigissagikk. Naamagaara taana!
Kisijanni uvanga pisarijaqartippara kujataani angussuit – soorlu massakkut atuvakkijaq “Qooqa”,

MV: Aap ...h
KM: Taana Otto Sangreen-ip oqaluttuvarigalivarpaa Akamalik, -
uvaneerangisakassinipput tamakkuva. Kisija tassa kuvismalernerata nalaani. Tassami tamanna
tikillugu pissarsiversimsagam – uvanga allat angimerisakka! Soorlu taqqavani Narsarmijini,
samani Sissarissimi taqq angimerisakka qajapalaannginnamik! Tassami oqannarnijarta: Anerriming saperfeqanginnamik!
Qaanaming tassami qajartivinnarnam – imaats qani oqasseunga “avannaamijutut” ukijimi nijineq aqeramigimissuluting ...

MV: Nigikulooq ingililikulooq.
KM: Suna nuna, piterallarpa tassa! Uvangaliiniin tassa immining unikkaarnijarta aama uvanga qajaasert – qaneq annavarqanngittuq aama ilaasimising. Atamanammi qajartertarti taa-
manikkit, qaanaat tusamaasat!

Akamalik
Taana Akamalik illorsuatsijimuusamivoq. Tass taamanikki oqalippalaalarina naapertorlugu.
Taamanikki tassa Sissarisseq niiverteqalermat, imaati Sissarissumu savinnannijartarsimavoq,
taamanikki kujataaninggaaniit savippasvasiitilli usornarallarmata. Tas tamakku angussuvartut
ismigeqarallarmata.
Akamalimiini taana tusamaasavissivasik, tusamaasavissivasiiivoq. Taana tusamaasaatigegq-
qaarppaa Usulissiversim tuxtisunut ilagami. Imaangilaq toqutsgijarterami. (Usulissuugoornoona)
Akamalinggoornoona Usulissivaq eqqarlerigaa, qanitsimik. Taavali kipparsimalluni, kipparsimallu-
ni Usulissivaq qangangaqijaqartusuvagoq, pissarsivasiitilli, uotoqarqarqaringoornui Illerpaa akija-
ni superfeqartalerseq, – Uva takivara taana tupertarfija. Aamamijaa takinijarivivara. Upper-
narsinijarsarigakku! Tassa tupsiraqarfija takivara –. Tassa tassaniillini, tassaniilerseq,
Akamalingleeq ileqqerigamijik, Akamalinggoornoona ileqqerigaaq natserivis soraartaringata, nat-
servis kipisaringata, kujammukarini taqqavunna tuffarini illorsuvattaanun. Illorsuvatta-
nileriinni nuliiniq pissaavaa: “Mamarnersijivillit, illinnarnersijivillit egitserijarit aqagivaasii,
eqqarlingivaakkuqagaatit, aqagi pagnunnjarimaarpara”. Tass taana Usulissivaq. Ta ingerlarijaram
pikkiterijaramijik avannamunaasii aallarpoq. Perijaramijik pinijalerpaa tassa tassani tupsivaq-
arqfimmini, tupsivaqarfimminiuitunnguvakkuluk. Tupsivasiijageeq soorlu tassa, qaneq? akisi
alitern’kupajaaringortoq pisegalinerming. Pisegalinerminat allittorturessivasinnik qalereqalerseq.
Aamaggi umijaa qernipaartorqavasinni aameqaleqeralerin aama ilaartoorsuressivasnortoq. Tass uotoqarsigamimi.
Akamalingguu ileqqerigamijjig qikaraarfiginijijik ulloq ataasinaaneq ajera-
mi. Aataa atigassaani ukijimuun qatertsiiteqqaaroogami, aataat aqqat bargarlammi. Ta tikinnijalerpaa tass-
ansi quperfeqannginnalivarpaa Akamalik, -
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KM: It is true, Otto Sandgreen has related the story “Akamalik” ... (that is) about people who lived quite near, but according to that book the events of the stories took place in Christian times. Yes, I myself have experienced that sort of thing. For instance, the great men in Narsarmijit and Sissarissoq, whom I was in time to meet. They were no simple kayak men. Never afraid of a storm! They had to stay in the kayak all the time – they couldn’t get out of it, like the North Greenlanders on their sleds, who could always take a break during a trip.

MV: During a violent storm from the South East, violent surf...

KM: Just to catch sight of land during violent surf. Yes, indeed I myself have taken part in helping the distressed in a kayak accident. Well, what shall we then call the great kayakers of that time. Famous kayakmen!

**Akamalik**

The story goes that Akamalik lived in Illorsuatsiaat. After Sissarissoq had opened a store, Akamalik came to Sissarissoq to buy knives, to get some. Back then men with knives were considered big and wealthy men. That’s the way it was. Akamalik was a famous man, a really famous man. To begin with, however, he was mostly known for a false accusation: it was believed that he had participated in the murder of Usulissuaq. He had been present at the scene of murder, but he had not participated in the murder. Usulissuaq was a close relative of Akamalik. Usulissuaq had been a great hunter, and he spent the summers on sealing grounds. When he got old he pitched his tent across from Illorpaat. (I have seen his old tent ground. I wanted to see the tent ground. KM.)

Amakalik had a habit of visiting Usulissuaq, when the hooded seal migration was over and he had returned to the hunting ground. Once when they had returned to their settlement, Illorsuatsiaat, he told his wife: “Find and gather the most delicious and best food for me to bring tomorrow. As always, I am going to visit my old relative Usulissuaq”. His wife then gathered a large portion of the most delicious food she could find. And Akamalik left. He then arrived at the old man’s pitch and found him there, the old man. His tent was very torn with age. And the skin on his umiak was also so old that it had become all dark and was very patched. When Akamalik visited his old relative he stayed for some time. Not until he had gathered some meat and other things that the old man was to eat and store away for the winter, did he return back to his settlement.

Usulissuaq had no children. He had a foster-son, Uujoq. As an adult this Uujoq became a great killer; that made him very famous. At this time he was merely a big boy. He still had no kayak. He lived there in the tent with the old Usulissuaq.

When Akamalik arrived there was the usual joy of meeting again. The old man was not a sealer anymore. They lived off fish. When evening came the old man ate everything he had longed to eat: Dried capelins, dried cod and much else. “It’s a shame I don’t have fresh angelica for you in return for everything you have brought for me. Tomorrow I will go to get fresh angelica in Qerrortuut. My place to find angelica in Qerrortuut is in the shade. Angelica are not really ripe until at the height of summer, then they become very tasty. Admittedly we do have a little that we keep in water, but you need fresh, tomorrow I will gather some”. “Tomorrow I will go sealing. I will gather some meat for you, I will catch seals”, Akamalik said. The next morning he left for Isua to go sealing. It was very early in the morning; the sun had just appeared on the horizon; the sea was dead calm; totally, totally calm.

Suddenly he heard something, a splash of water, and he looked back and saw a kayaker come towards him at great speed. The kayaker was going at such speed that the water was splashing...
pakkin”. “Ah, uva aqagi katersiiterujunnijassagassijaasii takinijaat qamarujukkumaarpunga”. Qaarijarmagi ullaangisakasik avalerijarami, Akamalik, tamaanga Isivata sijuninningivanu, a, ullaaqiseq suli, seqineq qaffaanalerseq, qattorlini, qattorluni, tassaniinjarlini timimini imarpali- leqiman, timmu qiviqajarnjerpoq qajaq aggers qatsinganikulooq, tuvii qarsullugi taamallaa imarpalikkami, asaleraasaaninggaaniin kussarsarliti paartivataartereq sijuni, kasalilluni. – Tassa sijuva morsulluni. Tass taamatut unaarangisakasi tikillugu taamaateqarpoq.-

MV: Sakkangaraami?


MV: Taanaa Usulissivarmukartoq?


MV: Illerpammijii?


MV: Illerpammijii?


MV: Illerpammijii?
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over his shoulders. It created a very loud sound of water splashing. The front tip of his kayak was under water, that is how fast he was going; how fast he was paddling.

MV: That fast –

KM: That fast. He paddled furiously, even though the front end of the kayak all up to the line rack lay deep in the water. The front end was pushed by the waves, so that the tip of the kayak lay under water. It was in this way they increased their speed. – Just as my uncle Andaliarsi, who was a catechist told me, that they used to be three of them competing, and that was himself, Unoorsi and Ujuuaarsuasik, who came there from the South, and none of them could manage it. And it was because just calmly and quietly he let his kayak float up. For the kayak tip had come to lie just deep enough. He paddled a little and used both his arm and his body, so the kayak lifted itself, and the paddling strokes counteracted the kayak’s end diving down under the water. In this way Unoorsi and Ujuuaarsuasik perhaps used their arms too much, so that they made the rear end of their kayaks push down under the water. And when the rear end of the kayaks in this way stuck down into the water, they would stop. And no matter how fast they were, he overtook them. –

When he got closer he yelled: “Men from Illorpaat are on their way to your old relative, your only old relative, to kill him. Hurry so you can prevent it!” “What are you saying?” Akamalik said. “Several men from Illorpaat are on their way to Qerrortuut to kill your old relative. We have to hurry so we can prevent it”, the other continued. Then they set out for Qerrortuut at such a speed that the tips of their kayaks were under water. Akamalik was slightly ahead. He had his kayak oars pulled way down! But they were too late! They arrived at the spot and saw that the old man had filled his kayak half jacket with angelica and had his old knife, no longer than an index finger, stuck between his teeth. He still had his bundle of angelica on his back. He had come up the cliff and had then seen the many kayakers. Men from Illorpaat who had come to kill him. Right away the old man turned around out of fright. The killers came closer, one of them broke out from the rest and threw his bladder dart at him and hit him at once, and he fell. His bundle of angelica was still hanging from his back; and here he lay, he had his old knife, which was no longer than an index finger, in his mouth between his teeth.

Now Akamalik came out from the headland and shouted: “What in the world are you doing to my old relative, my only relative? Why did you kill him? Now listen to me: We only kill to get food! We hunt for something to eat. Come on now, so you can eat him. Come with your knives and cut him up and eat him!”

Then they realized that it was Akamalik who had arrived, and later also Matiisinngivasik appeared. For it was Matiisinngivasik, who had gone looking for Akamalik. So it was about the time when he was baptized. In Alluitsoq... For it was there that the missionaries first came. Akamalik jumped up and repeated: “Come on and cut him up and eat him! As you know we only kill animals we are going to eat”. Then he grabbed the old dead man, turned him around and placed him on his stomach. He cut up the old man’s trousers – as you know Usulissuaq was very fat – Then he cut a piece of meat with blubber from the behind, then he cut the stomach, cut a piece of the liver and blubber, stuck his long pointy knife in it to keep the pieces together and held them by the mouths of the killers and shouted: “Eat it now! If you don’t I’ll stick the knife in you. You killed him, now eat him!” All the killers could do then was to open their mouths.

MV: He let them eat human flesh?

KM: He let them eat human flesh. Let them eat human liver with human fat added. It was for that reason Akamalik had wrongly been accused of participating in the killing.

MV: Did people later realize the reason for the manslaughter?

KM: That is what I’m not aware of. I have asked several storytellers about it.
MV: Inuttortissimavai?
MV: Aah, paasisimanderpa suna pillugu toqussimagaat?
MV: Atuakkami tassani taana oqaluttaaq ilaava?
KM: Aap, naamik. Tamakku ilaangillat! Tamakku oqaluttuva...uvanga tusarneq ajerpakka
MV: Tassami Akamalimmik?
KM: Aap, Akamalimmik aap
MV: Tassaniippa?
MV: Aap, allamik immaqa aamma eqqaamasaqarputit?
KM: Tassaalaa taana suli naanngilara
MV: Aap
MV: Tamakku qajarpassuit tikikkamik?
MV: Soqqaq tassa qani ippa?
MV: Taana aalisasivasik?
KM: Tassa Uujuooq pivaa
MV: Uujuoo pivaa, aa...soqqaq?
KM: Soqqaq
Perhaps it was due to the fact that they had been so envious of this man (Usulissuaq), at the time when he was a great hunter, that they now killed him, when he had grown old and no longer could move around so much. It must be so, for that sort of thing was not unusual in former days.

MV: Have these occurrences also been put into the book?
KM: No, they haven’t. I haven’t heard that these stories were in books.

MV: What about Akamalik?
KM: Not Akamalik either.
MV: Not even him?
KM: No, not him either. Now that I am telling all this. I tell it myself because these stories have been suppressed. It is for that reason I am dissatisfied. People suppressed the truth!

MV: So you perhaps still have another or even several stories?
KM: Well I haven’t finished this one yet.
MV: No ...
KM: “What is it you would so much like to have? What is it you want? Come on!” he continued. He cut Usulissuaq’s head into several pieces and placed the pieces between heaps of stones and left. Then he walked back to the killers and said: “Come on, walk with me to his tent ground and show me what it is you want! You killed him because there’s something you want, show me!” Then they came to Usulissuaq’s tent ground. Here his foster-son Uujooq sat, he was not yet fully grown. He sat hunched in his old skin fur and looked at the many kayaks arriving. Akamalik came to the beach and shouted to Uujooq: “Do you think we will ever forget this? Your old foster-father that you loved so much, these men have killed him! Do you think you will ever forget it?” And he threw the dead man’s small knife, no bigger than an index finger, up to him.

It is said that when Uujooq killed people, he killed a lot of people, he always used the small knife to cut up his victims.32

When all the kayaks had arrived at the tent ground, Akamalik went under the umiak which was turned upside down and came back out with the most precious utensil: a line made of baleen to be used in deep sea fishing. “So, is this what you wanted? Is this the reason for the killing?” Akamalik did not know the reason for the killing, you see, but he was guessing. The men tried to grab this fishing line. Suddenly Uujooq jumped up, jumped up and down among the many men who fought over the utensil and then jumped out with the utensil in his hand. From then on the utensil was his property.

Akamalik then returned home to his settlement, Illorsuatsiaat. I think it was in the Illorpaat region. Uujooq later settled down in the southern regions. It is believed that Akamalik had taken him down there.

When Uujooq, Usulissuaq’s foster-son, grew up, he became notorious for his hunting of people. He killed a number of people.

His descendants are still alive. There are descendants of Uujooq here in Nanortalik, who know very well that they are his descendants.

MV: Who got the long fishing line?
KM: Uujooq got it (the foster-son, MV).
MV: Well, Uujooq got the baleen?
KM: Yes, the baleen.

32. Being the only “son” of his murdered foster father Uujooq would – like any close kin – have felt obliged to take vengeance on all the murderers (Robert Petersen pers. comm.). Accordingly, in oral transmission Uujooq got the bad reputation of a mass murderer.
MV: Soqqaq taanna suvaniitarpa... arferup?
KM: Arferi tassa taana soqqarsivasija kigitaasarivaa.
MV: A, kigitaasqal!
KM: Aap, taakuninnga tassa tamakku uumasivararpassivasi unnija nerisassani soqqarsivasim- mu, tassa imertaa imeqqarsinnarlugu...
MV: Tassa taanna soqqamik pisarpaa, aah...
MV: Aah, naamik?
KM: Naamik Akamaliimuna ernesijakasija Uujoq! Uujuumi kingivaavi sulu tamassa uumappun!
Ilisimallivarlugu sijuvaasariqitsik.
MV: Ilivilermi maani?
KM: Ilivilermi maani! Nalinngivivipaatt sijuvaasalarlugu.
KM: Akamaliip ernessiataa?
MV: Akamalik taanna sumit nagguveqarpa?
MV: Sumimaanna nunaqarteq oqaatsiginiarpiuk?
KM: Illorsuattaani. Akamalik taana illorsuatsiarmijeerpalippoq.

Therkel Petersen

(THPE), 58-nik uk. (tappiitsoq) imm. 1965
Ammassivik / Sletten, siullermik Ilivermiut

Qasapi aamma Uunngortoq

TP: Tass taana aam imaatér – ‘ila tappavanimiji taamanikki aama oqalippalaarismagamikki tamakkuva Uunngortukkun, aam ativagaatinnagi, kisijanaasi taqimanartertaqarman, ilangit-tarsimannginnamikki tamakkuva, ima... MV: Qaa, illit unikkaarinuuq taanna
TP: Paqimanartertaa taana, imaats tassa unikkaarisarppaa tassa taamatul soorlu ativartarnitsitu, taana Qasapi imaatorq, Qasapikki Uunngortullu toqunnijinnera ativartarpun tamakkuva tassa ilagiinarpaan, kisija taana: toqsutinijarnera imaatsiim Qasapim, tass taana paqimanartertaqarman ilanginneeq ajor’smagamikki, tass taamanili tusarakku kingerna tasuqqinngilaa. Tass taamaalillugu taakuva imaatsinni, nulijanili ernertilli toqummgi taasuma qallu’naata toqus-s’mammasing akeqqaruttori’ni, tass taana qimaaseq, qimaasimaserng kujammum Uunngortoq, malillugu. Tassägeeq qallunaan ima ajernars.. qallunaatsija ima ajerpoq eqalik kuumu qapummun, imaatorq, tarreqattaaq. Tass arlaatsigi saqqimmernijaraarami, tessarqi tuamaallil tilaamyamman toqukkumaqqarnagi pisaa’s-rijinnarajmiq, tass ikijortussarsijorluni sulu tassa taamaalil’ni pinijarsinirjarlugu nukkani aama toqummgi, toqutaaqimm taana nukkani, tassali taasuma Uunngort aama kamassaarin-
MV: Where is the baleen found?
KM: Oh it is the whale's – sort of – teeth.
MV: Sort of teeth?
KM: Yes, all the many small living animals get caught there, when the water has seeped out, after
the whale has sucked the water into his mouth.
MV: Yes, true enough, it is called whale baleen.
KM: All the stories have gone now. Certainly Otto (Sandgreen) has related it, but it is a very dif-
ferent from this version here. Finally he even mistook Uujoq for Akamalik, thought that
Akamalik was Uujoq...
MV: That was not so?
KM: Uujoq became indeed Akamalik's poor foster-son. Indeed, Uujoq's descendants still live
here, and they know perfectly well that Uujoq is their forefather.
MV: Here in Ilivileq (Nanortalik, MV)
KM: Yes, Akamalik's foster-son. I don't know, – do not know Uujoq's forefathers. Have never
heard about them
MV: Where did Akamalik come from?
KM: I haven't myself heard about it. But according to Otto's tale (Sandgreen, MV) he was most
likely from the Ilorpaat-region. He thinks that Uujoq got married to someone from that region
and went South. It may well be. Perhaps.
MV: Where was his birthplace then?
KM: Illorsuatsiaat. According to the stories Akamalik was from Illorsuatsiaat.

Therkel Petersen

(THPE), 58 years old in 1965 (blind)
Ammassivik / Sletten, formerly Ilivermiut

Qasapi and Uunngortoq

Also there was this ... (my grandmother told) that the Easterners had many stories. ... such as the
story of the Norse, about Qasapi and Uunngortoq. It can also be read, but because they (the edi-
tors) were embarassed, they made it shorter.
MV: Tell me that story
TP: This “unmentionable” thing, we know the story from the book we read about Qasapi’s and
Uunngortoq’s death struggle; we know it. But in the book they haven’t mentioned Qasapi’s tool
that finally killed Uunngortoq. They were embarassed to mention it in the book, since it had
something to do with the female genitals. They had not mentioned that. They probably thought
it was disgusting to read. I heard the story as a child, I haven’t heard it since.
The Norse had killed Qasapi’s wife and son, so he was Qasapi’s worst enemy, and he followed
Uunngortoq, who was fleeing south. It was difficult to pin the Norseman down: When he walked
back and forth in front of his big house, he was like salmon in a gushing river, who appeared and
was gone again immediately. He came forth one time only to disappear again right away. It was
Qasapi’s greatest wish to kill him, you see. Uunngortoq had also killed his younger brother. To
make Qasapi mad Uunngortoq had said: “As long as you live and as long as I live, you will
narlungu pisimagamijng: “Tass’qaana initill’ill initillingali nukarsivarpi talersiva puvijiss’qaaq-
ing!” Tass taamaalisorlu, tassa taakuva tusatarigamigi angakkeeqisin ajigaqangngitsi ikijortuse-
raligi, tass pigalivararamijng ila taamaataaraarng. Tusaamaleramijng 1arnaqquvassaaq tass pisas-
naaqsingamig ila ajortuun’ra. Tass taana kiisa ilivassamman onrikkmamijng. Oqarfigivaa: ikijersin-
naaqsalini taana akeqqani qallunaa toqunnijarsarigamijng. Oqarpooq: “Tass pijimanggikkali-
variviliinii toqukkumaaqigi nalinnginnakku, toqunnijarsivaqigi nalinnginnakku, kisijanni uvang-
toqqaqasavarme!” Tass aama taana pisingimman nangaasiilerlinili, nangaasooruttulerseq, 
taana oqarporng: “Imaalillett’naa kisijasiparininnaavan: Tassaakkimi pigalivarikki kimeeritisso-
q, sakkimi per’jaralivarikki. Uvjera kiillugu mikkkissan! Kiillugu mikkkikkii, taana imaats qar-
sernun naqqulijukkumaarpan, suvalijukkumaarpan”.
MV: Tassa taana uvijera suna?
TP: Tass uvijiva, tass arn...hi,hi,hi, arna attataan. Ta tass oqarpooq: “Kiillugu mikkissan, avver-
ling toqussuunga. Tassa taamaaligima, toquguuma ummasunu pinaveerlinga mateernijarmar-
parma. Atamijiaa ooqattaarimaarpan arn qisivanik,33 – kisijat tamakkua qisivi aqitrukujuun arn
aquisini pisaratsigi uvgatu, tassamakkuusappun. Qissijarisartagarpuin. Pineqqiarisarpun
tamakkuva, qang ann’raamin mea’rallarm’ta aqatiminu pineqqiarisarpun sannaku sannar-
lukun –. Tass taamaatimik qarsilijern’jassuuti taana naqqulijullugu, aataa taamaal taasumina
qakkeqalarivin toqkkumaarpan”. Tassaasii taamanna tusarami, ajernqimmimmigii tassa
quttijiimanggikkani, tassa kivilerlugu kiillullugu taana nusunniqallariiia. Tass pisaarjeriari-
mamig, pisaarjeriarijaming, naqulijullugu ornikkamijng, palleqqijarnagii. Pisissini qilerajarijimiik tas-
saasinnngii taamaalillunii ilovsuvvuumi siliataani piseqataaqasiq, tassamigii akinijaasisissa imaara-
ming: unnuvami toqussingiing tassa toquss’nertu naatorsuutaramikki. Kisiqan u’lleqqani aki-
nijississa toquss’tjamasaramik u’ll’qqaqatillugu, ta unnuvami toqkkulivariknik terlinganeer-
lu toqustaarntu naattorsuutissagamikki akinijissinating. Tass akinijissijiimasi kisikim tassa
u’lleqqani toquss’tjamasaraming. Tassaqaq qaavani taamaalillunii ujakkarinijing ilovsuvvu
umi siliataani pisernamaaq toqq’kamakkuva qingga akernattimi ammu ujakkarinjini, ujakkarinj-
rlugu, tass taana nuviffini tikkivartilissavaa, piserataarteq. Tass taamaalimman toqussangajinnaa-
ralaramijng. Taana sakkigilerlugu, ta tassasii ajiss’kasippu, tass taana mateertareerijarijaming
arnaqquvassaaq, avverlinimi toqq’anuq. Tassan, nalaartillivarjaggerlu pisernaqamijng. Tass
soorlikjarni pisissiinaagami, ta ingeeralarajari, tass aallangaatsijaa naakkikjartiler-
porg, tassa tunganarjirajarnimijng. Tassa taasuma aama pigamiji arnaqquvassaaam: “Qarseq
aama taallartikkikki sapinngisa tamman malinn’jallariiaraarpan, pilaaralivarivin inortussan
nalijan imaat peers’nisan”. Tass aallartillugulu kingernani malillugu kingernani malillugu,
arpallugu aallaqigami. Tassa ingerlarijari, aataa ingerl’ngaatijaaanq tassa qarsiva nakakkja-
tertalerpoq nunamu tulerlini. Tassamini nunamu toqqjarliini kakakkaarterjarringivart qiillaal-
lang! Aamaarl’ni aallarteqiing! Tass kingernani Qasapi, tassa malinnits qarsiminik. Tass
perijarijming, perijarijaming taana qall’aarsivasik pasitakkjjartors’malluni kakakkaarterpalitartinti-
mamig, tassa qarsiva ingerlagini kisijarlagini, nunamu toqqjarliini kakakkaartereritigalugulu, tass
sak-kortusijallaqqillini aallaqittaraa. Taamaalillunii tassa perijari, taana qallunaarsivasi ilvita-
tersimallunii qinerlileqigami. Qinersilersorlu tass oqilaatunguunvagginnamili iserijarnajinn-
ginnamimi ilovsuvvuumi, tass qimaluuni aallarsimaimagami. Tassagii arpaqisernq,
aamaasingii qarsivata taasuma tikeqqijarujugulu, aamaarl’ni kakakkaarterlunii aallarfigeqiga-
mijng. Tassaa massakki suvakvillini taana quarsiwa: Tassagii arpaqiseq, qimaluuni aallarteqiseg, tas-

33. W. Grl. arnat tisuat. The sources do not agree on the meaning and species of “female wood” (Robert
Petersen pers. comm.).
remember your brother’s huge arm”. Qasapi sought out the greatest and most powerful shamans to get help. But there was nothing they could do for him.

Then he heard of a hag, whose evil knew no limits, and he went to her and asked if she could help him, because he really wanted to kill his enemy, who was a white man. The hag then said: “Yes, I know how much you want to kill your enemy... Listen, even though you don’t want to, you will have to kill me first...!” Qasapi was a bit uneasy about it, because the hag had nothing to do with this killing, but she said: “The only way you can kill him..... since you can’t use weapons, they will lose power on their way to their target. The only way you can kill your enemy is this: You must bite off my uioq and pull it out, and you must use it as the arrowhead of your arrow ...”

MV: What is uioq?34
TP: Well, that’s what women have on them.. Heh, hee, hee..... clitoris... You must bite and pull it out and I will die from the loss of blood. Then, when I have died from loss of blood, you must cover me, so the animals won’t eat me. Try it! You must make arrows from soft wood (driftwood, MV: That’s what the arrowhead should be. Not until you have that weapon, can you kill your enemy!” She would not change her mind... well, was that not his one and only goal: to kill the enemy, well, then he had to do what the hag said. He pulled down the hag’s trousers and bit off her clitoris and pulled it out, as she had told him to. Then he tied it to the blade of his arrow.

As usual the Norseman was walking outside his house: walking back and forth... The custom back then was that when you killed out of revenge, you had to do it in the daytime. If killing out

34. Perhaps W. Grl. uiloq, literally mussel or clam, in accordance with the East Greenlandic myth of mussels' origin from the genitals of an elderly woman (Ed. note).
Martin Mouritzen

(MAMO), 47-nik uk. 1965

Alluitsup Paa / Sydprøven, siull. Illorpaat

Ukuamaaq

Tassanigeraasii Kakilisami, uvani Allivitsi Paa avannarpianngivani maanakki Tuumaarakaksaq Nunaginationaat, tass’n Ukuamaat ill’qarfeqarami. Ill’qarfeqarlini tass ernini uvillarami ernini kisija pinijartigilerlugu, ernini pivaa nuliarnijaqqullugu, taama imminik pilakatatsigilerami, paffini sangelerman, pilatsisaming nuliarnijaqqullugu. Ernera sulluni akis-sava.


Tass ernerata uumittaakijartivinnarjaramijing taluvaax illisimik. Talunijarjaramikki unukkut innal’ti, tamaana umi qulaatugu ujakkarortoq. Tas mamivillugu qumm ilarjarfisararlugu ammullu tass tassani imma aaparipallall’ti sammerureluarnijaqqullurpin, avalernatugun illivinnaa kiinaamarmi ill’vinna nusivatillugu, tass isigilissavai.

Ernerata uumittaakijartivinnarqigamii, ta ajernaqigamimi aama uqqaqartinarjaramijik, soorunami arnarigamijing, ajernaqaaq taamaaniiarli. Tass isimaminik, arajits’jaanikasija, taam. Hii, Hii, Hii. Ilaanijaasiin sakijatsijaa tikeraarpoq. Sakijataanili nangaanili... sakijatsijaa taamaaniiarli...
of revenge took place at night, it didn’t count as revenge. Only those who wanted to avenge killed in the daytime.

From the top of the mountain Qasapi watched Uunngortoq walk back and forth outside his big house. Now and again Qasapi looked from a crack in the mountain, and Uunngortoq pointed to the spot where Qasapi was. And Qasapi started to believe that he would never be able to kill him. He had the weapon from the hag now. He could only hope that he would succeed. When the hag had died from loss of blood, he buried her. Then he aimed his arrow very carefully at Uunngortoq and shot. What he feared happened. The arrow went down before the target and hit the ground. The hag had also told him: “When you have shot the arrow, you have to run after it as quickly as possible. If you’re not fast enough, you won’t have time to cut off his arm”.

As soon as he shot, he ran after the arrow as fast as he could. Many, many times the arrow went down right before it reached the target and hit the ground. After the arrow you could hear “Kakkaakkaaq”... (barking of a fox) and it resounded in the air. And the Norseman heard it, stopped and listened. And he ran. He ran fast. Not towards his house, but in the opposite direction. While he was running like this, running fast, Qasapi’s arrow was flying with the usual strange sound “Kakkakkaaq”, “kakkakkaaq”... and this time the arrow went down with great force and hit Uunngortoq in the Achilles sene, so he fell down. Qasapi ran and ran towards the lying Uunngortoq. He was only breathing slightly now. The first thing Qasapi did was to grab Uunngortoq’s arm, cut it off and hold it to his face with these words: “Finally it should be possible to forget my brother’s big arm...” It was not very likely that Uunngortoq heard it. For he was I think already unconscious. Hee, hee, hee... That was then the story about him.

**Martin Mouritzen**
(MAMO), 47 years old in 1965
Alluitsup Paa / Sydproven, formerly Illorpaat

**Ukuamaaq**

It is said that Ukuamaat lived in Kakilisat, a bit north of Alluitsup Paa, where now Tumaarakasik (Little Thomas) and his family live.

After her husband died she continued to live there with her son. She encouraged her son to marry, so that someone else would come and take over the fleensing of seals, as she was getting tired of that. Her son never responded to her suggestions.

Time passed by, passed by, and passed by. The son was now getting tired of his horrible mother and went away to find a wife. He went to Akuliaruseq. He wanted the only sister of a group of brothers. He took her and she was now his wife. At first they were, of course, a bit shy with each other, but as time went on they got used to one another. The horrible mother, Ukuamaat, wouldn’t leave them in peace. The son made a partition on the sleeping platform between himself and his mother. When he had made the partition and the young married couple started to caress each other, they saw the horrible mother looking down on them from over the partition. Then he enlarged the partition so that it covered them completely. But just as they were about to make love as husband and wife, the mother looked at them from the outer side of the partition, showing only the one side of her face.

The son was very annoyed with his mother, but there wasn’t really anything he could do; she was the elder, and after all she was his mother. But she was terrible. One day the son’s brother-in-law came for a visit. The two brothers-in-law were very fond of each other and spoke eagerly together.
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er. Nobody had anything evil in mind. The horrible mother said: “If only one had water from the lake at Amitsuaq to drink. Hmm, it usually smells so wonderful. Get some water from there!” she said to her daughter-in-law. The daughter-in-law had to obey her mother-in-law, so she went off. She walked to Amitsuq. She walked, and walked and walked for a long time. When she had gotten to Amitsuq, she filled her bucket and started to walk towards home. But now she saw her horrible mother-in-law come running towards her. “Oh, I’ve run away from home. Your husband and your brother were fighting; they are sticking each other with spears. They say that they’ll do that to you as well when you arrive. I hurried out of the house before they got hold of me.” “Oh no, can it really be true? The two who love each other so much! They wouldn’t do that.” “It’s true what I’m saying. Hurry and run away, they’re only waiting for you to arrive! They stabbed each other with spears.” “It doesn’t matter much what happens to me, I love my husband so much, so it won’t matter if I’m killed.” “My life has become miserable, let’s run away together!” She took her daughter-in-law by the wrist and ran with her far into the country. They ran and ran all that they could and they got far away.

The husband waited for his wife. He waited for his terrible mother. It was getting dark. He went by the other houses of the place to look for them. They weren’t in the other houses. He started to search for them in the interior of the land. It had become difficult to find them now as it was getting dark. His wife’s water bucket stood by the well, no human being.

Much against his will he started to have evil thoughts in order to gain supernatural skills. Time

---

35. Euphemism for (heathen) thoughts prohibited by the Moravians. Used among other things for entering a shaman’s apprenticeship (Robert Petersen pers. comm.).
sapigaaritsigaaq. Illi tunuvanu pillutin, illi tunuvanu pinijarin arnakasippi ileqqivi isigginarnaanij-assavan. Ata uuminarnera”. ill... Perijarami, iika tunuvanun, tuttuni qallerlugu iikersorsumaga-mi, tassa quillisivasik ikimanngivarlinili. Ill’tunuvanu pig “Isaanaa, iserpi naleeraanaan kisija putulissavara, tass taana isigiffissat. Tamakkerliti kiina tamaanga illuttuu isigaliti isivi nalaagi iserlinili takissavaatin. Ata putoorassavara, naamagissava taana”.

Aah, taam, taama, taama, taama’, anersami erserpoq, ata taama kisimi nipaa: ernini nipilijitigi-gaa. Ernini kisijat napass’tigalugu.

Ernera, ernilijarsivara
tuugaaning assaqoruteqanngitserng
Ernera ernilijarsivara
tuugaani nijaqorutaasaqanngitserng
nulljaaning assaarmigakku
taamalli ajunnguvarmaan.

Uuminavikkami. Tassa nipaanaa erserpallappoq. (Matinnap erinnerlugu appippaa):

Ernera ernilijarsivara
tuugaanik assaqoruteqanngitserng
Ernera ernilijarsivara
tuugaanik nijaqorutaasaqanngitserng
nulljaaning arsaarmigakku
taamalli ajunnguvarmaan.


passed by. It passed by and passed by. When they had disappeared there was still no snow. Evil thoughts wouldn’t leave him. He went after them again. He followed their foot steps. The one set of tracks were those of a fox, the other set those of a human being. He imagined that the fox prints were the tracks of his terrible mother, while the foot prints belonged to his wife. But when he had walked for a while the tracks became faint and finally they disappeared. When he had gotten back home, he continued to think evil thoughts. When he figured that now they were evil enough he left again.

He walked and he walked. He found the tracks, but once in a while they disappeared. He looked for Amitsuarsuk and got as far as Siorallit, far into the country: What was that? Back there…yes, it was sure enough; it was a house, a black house, or was it a rock? he thought…Yes, sure enough, it was a house! He went towards it. Outside the house there was a big scaffolding, tied together with straps. He stood and wondered; like that, like that and like that…When he got close to the house he wondered for a long time, a very long time. There were no people to be seen. He went to the window and looked in: Imagine, in there was his wife, apparently quite satisfied. Yes, his wife sat on the platform, sewing! He thought she wasn’t looking, but she said: “Oh, I know you’re standing out there. Come in, I long for you very much!” But how was he to get in? The entrance was covered by a huge rock. Ukuamaat had made the entrance! The passageway went up and down like a chewing mouth. Water ran through. Only a person who could do magic could get in. He succeeded in getting in. When he got in he said: “Alas, why do you live here? You went for water, after you went my horrible mother…Why did you do that?” She answered: “Now listen: As you know, I went for water; I had filled my bucket and was about to return home, then your terrible mother arrived and told me that you and your brother-in-law were fighting and that she was afraid that you would hit her too; so she had to run away. I didn’t want to go along, but I had to, and in the end we got so far away, so very far away…”

“What have you to eat?” the man asked. “Your mother isn’t an ordinary person. Wait, she’ll come home and then you’ll see. She left this morning; she hasn’t returned yet, you just wait…Stay at the very back of the platform, then listen and watch…You’ll see how terrible she is.” He went into the very back of the house, behind the platform. The walls of the house were covered with reindeer skin. The big blubber lamp was alight; a pot was hanging over it. “You have to be covered, there must only be a hole for your eyes, I’ll make the holes; you have to look through the holes. If your entire face isn’t covered she’ll see you immediately, as soon as she comes in. You must accept that you’ll have only two small holes for your eyes.”

Yes, now they could hear her coming. They could hear her voice. She was singing, she sang about her son:

My son, the son I made myself
has no tusk-ornament to decorate his upper arm.
My son, the son I made myself
has no laurels of tusk around his head.
I took his wife from him,
That was quite a feat.

How infuriating, there was only one voice (M. chimed in):

My son, the son I made myself
has no tusk-ornament to decorate his upper arm.
qaavani qajaritlerami. Ukuvata pivaa: “Aa, iliami tassa naamatilerpu tassa, qajarternerin taamaatoornijarin”.

“Aa suli naamatsinngilara”. Suli kinn’qattaanginnami. Tamaani ikerinnarmi. Tamaani ikerinnamaa
kinnerjannigivararaa, illi ilivani. Oqarpoq, kinniginini makerijassananilini. Taana makitarni nalusumaqigamijimmi, immaaqa illi ilivani, tassami immaqa imermi makittarsimassagali
varpoq, kisijann illi ilinavimisamagami makinnenq sapersimavoq, taamang ajigaqanngitsigigalivarlini. “Aa, ukuvamaa, nulijamaa makitininnjarallangaa!” Ukuvataa, nulijata ornerijarluq makitil
laaraar, kinngeqqamammi. (Tassagii naamattunnguguamik)

“A, quvinijarallaassuunga”. Taama aqivillini quvinijassasi, arnaamammi. Taam qorfissivasik, tassa. Ornerijarimiqing, qulangeramijik, taama aqivissaseq, arnaamammi sjorn’tugu uninnga
gallarami aqivillini quvisaran, pivaa isiginaanarlugu; ippanni, – tassami sjornatugu qarleqartarning ippalin ukuva saava ulittarteq amm -, ippanni attataajallanjirajaramikijik, attataarnija
rajaramikijik qulangeraramikijik, taama imarpalininarpoq nivikinnili quvijivataarteq. Taamallaa tassa serpalikkami, ha, ha.. Tassa, tassa serpalikkami, ilivamiliiniina torarfiginngilaa, eqqaanaan

Natermu nakkartorlilo pissiffigaluq tiginijarlugulu toqunnijarlugulu. Toqukkamiqing ilerisiiti
ginngilaami, taama pijimaqigamijimig. Natersivasija mappeqiamjakijik iliiva assarijaramiqimik, assa
rijaramikij, assarijaramiqik samungarsivaq pisillugu. Nulijanigeeq tikikkalivarpaq, tigigalivarpaaq aqqisalilugu, asaqaaqeq aqqaqeq masareermata atqitassaanginmn aqqaqeqalugu. Tassa assaa
sageeq inivattaa tamarmik timeqquqasamagami aqqitaparjararjamaqigami. Tassa ajortum pulavite
raeqamigamig. Illivimm iniivi akernaniiqatsaaduqasamagami, tassa nuna timaani ineqar
sasaqamagami, tassa taamaamimmaaqiqingilaa. Uggallini toquss’massagaq nulijiniim taami.

Allingonorlugu arnakasimmininiq gallerlugu, qaavatugu saangutukuunik lifireeqqaavigaluq, qaav
vatugullu perullugu. Isimaqarporooq ilisareerligim iliviljertjarteerligi anissamigami, anissalluni nivikkami anissasani. Iningooq peqqakitsim anisfierinngisatugu anivoq. Pinijangivar
varpaq igalaa saavi tamarmik qaaskaQqeqqorgasamagami. Paasaagalivali ta imerm aatarnera, avis
saarnerni ann’killijartort, ilivartillugu qujanaaqaaq anisimamman. Ateramigeeeq tassa oqartaroqpoq:
inungooq aserersarmanngitsim arnakasimmi ill’qarfiia tikissinaangilaa. Aataangeeq inik aserersarsimagini arnakasimmi ill’qarfiia tikissinaavaa.

MV: Angakkunsorgasamagi il...?

MM: Angakkunsorgasamagam ilivamind. Tas ataat iniivi angakkunsorgtorn tamakkuninnaa tor
suuni, torsooqartarsimagaming qaarseqqimim. S’qinnera isertarfjiullugu, tassa kiikatattaartin.
My son, the son I made myself
has no laurels of tusk around his head.
I took his wife from him,
That was quite a feat.\textsuperscript{36}

They could hear her singing far away. She sounded terrible. She repeated the song time and again.
Then they heard her outside the house. She didn’t go in straight away. She stayed outside for a long time. Time went by, went and went. Then she wanted to enter the house. She entered with naked loins, which were those of a man. She pulled a large harp seal which she had caught. Her bare belly shone and she was taking off her trousers (that is: she was undressing). “Now, where did you catch that one?” her daughter-in-law/wife asked… And she repeated: “Oh, I wonder where you caught that one?” “Far, far away did I catch it; in a place where ordinary hunters cannot hunt.” And she raised her head and sniffed the air: “It smells of human being!” “How could it possibly smell of human being!” said her daughter-in-law/wife, “no human beings live nearby this place. We have never seen anyone. It might be that raven which flew by today, either it spit out something which it had in its mouth, or it may have emptied its bowels. That is probably what you can smell.” Well, then she stopped worrying. She sat down and was sitting quietly with her head bent, but she lifted her head once in a while and kept on referring to the smell of human being. The son who was hiding at the very back of the room could hardly stand thinking of how it had been possible for his wretched mother to bring home such a big seal from so far away! He himself wouldn’t be able to even lift it. Then the horrible mother said to her daughter-in-law/wife: “Listen, cook some meat!”
The daughter-in-law flensed the seal and put meat into the pot over the fire. When it started to boil the room became steamy. “Where is the cutting board? Where is the kammiut (stick for softening the kamiks)? I’m going to paddle the kayak.”
The daughter-in-law/wife gave her the cutting board and the kammiut. She sang a short incantation, only for a very short time. Then she started to rise. She paddled in the air borne by the steam. Floating in the air here. “Oh, now you’ve paddled enough, it’s enough!” said the daughter-in-law. “I haven’t turned round in the kayak yet, here in the air, inside the house” she said. She turned over in the kayak, but did not turn round and come up again. Even though she was capable of that much. She could not come up again, perhaps because it was in the house, in water she might have surfaced again. “Daughter-in-law/wife, help me get out!” and so did the daughter-in-law/wife. “Well, down now,” she said. “I just need to pee,” she said. (Enough – the story-teller murmurs for himself) “I wonder if she’ll sit down on a bucket and pee. After all she is a woman,” the son thought. She unbuttoned her trousers in the front …the way men’s trousers were made in the old days…and stood over a bucket and peed standing up, so that it splashed to the sides. “Now it’s enough!” the son thought. He tore the skins on the wall into pieces, seized his mother and kicked her hard. She fell on the floor and then he killed her. He had no bad conscience over what he did. He dug a very deep hole in the floor; put her down there. He grabbed his wife in order to take her home. But he saw that her fingers had turned black. This meant that evil had possessed her, so he couldn’t bring her home. He then threw her into the hole. His wife at the bottom, his terrible mother on top, he then covered the hole thoroughly and placed stones on top. Now he wanted to leave the house. He thought he would never get out. But he did, after all, get

Juliane Mouritzen
(JUMO), 66-nik uk. 1965
Qaqortoq / Julianehåb, siull. Illorpaat

Qivitsoq Qilertilerraaq
Ajanggivasiga unikkaartarp Illerpanni aama qivitseqart arnaming, immi meeraall’ni. Ativigajii
naliivaa. Qanoruq ativeqarnernpq, Qilertilerraamingii taasarpaan. Saalumuum ajoqim nulija.
Uvijajii taana ativijani taasaramikki Saalumuumi pisarpaan, ajoqi Illerpanni. Tass’ ajoqers’vise-
Akkatti nunaqatigalugu.
Tassagii ukijakkin tijipporng Saalumuu naalagijartijartort Itillimun. Nulijajii taana Qilerti-
llaaraq, arnaq pinn’paajaarxivisk, uluvaq aapallall’ti, makkuva qaamart’i, isilungarami isai
aamarsiviniinaan, ameerniku sinaa. Tassagii ukijiva, upernassamu saateq tusaarpaan Qiler-
terraarq tammart, sult’vitsining pisarnijart atingivyaminun. Uvagu tassa Qqanqngin avelern-
aniqallaratt, salifii massakkin nutaa uvani kilivatungaa. Teqeqqiva tikingajassimavvaa, imma-
qa tikissimavaalliniinaa paa silarlii anisirjaa. Tassa massakkii nunguvivippoq, salifii naqqa ilivar-
sarm taakva ujaqqa pijaraming issullu. Qanisasaaagalivarp tassani sisaq sinaani, uvagi illitta
sijoraan. Tassagii Saalumuuki ill’qarfian. Uvanga tassa silatserpunga uukaalluni, uukaalluni
qarmamininaataa tass salifimmu kiffiitigigaming nunguvull’ni nunuqpu taana illukoqfarian.
Tass tass’nilliitng eqqarlija ern’simamagi. Ernigami peqqikkami, peqqikkami, qanga inivi ilisiit-
qartarallarm’ta, kuss’qartarallarmata. Peqqikkami, ajaagigamijuguu tasa na Qilertilerraarq, pulaa-
ramjijing. Haar, ila ingillini issijalerteralivarrlii piva: “Qanorooq akivanngivi taattussiga”.
Akivassijerpaan erneerlaaq, akivaa misisserpaa. Ingipporn. Ingiss’malarteralivarli: Ilaalaq, sul-
jassanni pigamigi anigornq. Taamaangaats’jaanaq nuvaralivaata, taanageeq ajagigamijik Qilert-
terraarq, nuvaralivaata, – nuvaralivaani pisaramikki qanga taama qanitsigisaa – , nuvaraliva-
ta akivani annersuulerpaa; annersulerpaq akisserilerpu ernerlaaq pilerpooq, ingerlaanart toq-
ugoq. Ilaasaasingii ilisiituuoritittaramikki kussuusertillugu. Immaqagii tusartarsimagamijing,
immaqagii tassa allaataa.
Uvijata unaava sissamiitseq nuunguvami, tassani salifii ataaani, tassa. Inittaa taamang. Tusar-
paangeeq kingerna qerrortoomiji isigisimagaan tass tasuma tammernerta nalaani, tininnikki
sissakkin sjierarsivartigi ini avannamu ingerlaseq. Taanaatsittarpaangeeq.
Paartutoqangyuu takivaa, Narsarmiiqi qavani paartutoqqami pisartaagaat paartivartikasimii noor-
Kunniliiserujukku all’vitsermiji sijuvaasaa. Paarlunigeeq uverrattattarigami assortorni ajerna-
vivitsimik, ajernallaraanga nunamupisaromi. Sinissallunigii nunanumi pinjarjarlinili, nallarnija-
out due to his unusual skills. When he had gotten out he saw that the house was turning into a rock, starting at the windows. From the entrance water was flowing. He succeeded in escaping from the place.

When he got home, he said that only people who are possessed by evil can get to the dwelling place of his terrible mother.

MV: Had she (really) become an angakkoq/shaman?

MM: An ordinary person cannot get near the place. She had become a great and evil shaman. Because only shamans had such an entrance: a rock which opens and closes like a fox trap; open and closes eternally.

Juliane Mouritzen

(JUMO), 66 years old in 1965

Qaqortoq / Julianehåb, formerly Illorpaat

Qivittoq Qilertilerraaq

My aunt also told me that there was another woman in Illorpaat who also became qivittoq while my aunt was a child. My aunt didn’t know her real name, she was called Qilertilerraaq. She was catechist Salomon’s wife. Her husband was called by his real name: Salomon, catechist in Illorpaat. My aunt and her family lived in Itilleq Saqqarleq with the father. Her father’s brother lived in the same place. At this time the missionaries, the Moravians, were in Illorpaat.

One autumn day catechist Salomon came to Itilleq to give a sermon. His wife Qilertilerraaq was with him. Qilertilerraaq was a rather pretty woman with fair skin and red cheeks. But her eyes were very bad, so inflamed that they were red all the way around, the skin around the eyes was all cracked. Towards the end of winter, we heard that Qilertileraaq had disappeared. She was gathering seaweed on the beach right below their home. Our house was in fact situated there too, when we lived in Qaqqannguit, close behind the new salting house (build later). It (our house) almost came up to the corner, or perhaps to the entrance door (of the salting house). Of course our house is entirely gone now. When they repaired, improved the floor of the salting house, they removed the remaining stones and peat. Quite close to the beach, in front of our house, that’s where the house of the Salomon family stood. I can recall from my earliest memory that it (Salomon’s house) had collapsed entirely, only low fragments of the wall remained and the peat was used to insulate the salting house.

When catechist Salomon and his family lived there, a relative of Qilertilerraaq gave birth to a baby. The new mother was all well after the birth, very well. Back then there were still witches and sorcerers. She was very well when her aunt Qilertilerraaq visited her niece to look in on her and the baby. She came and sat on a wooden chest. After she had been sitting a short while she said, “Let me examine your abdomen, my dear”. She felt and examined the niece’s abdomen very thoroughly. Shortly after she said that there was something she had to do and left. After the aunt’s examination of the abdomen, her nuvaralivaq (niece) began having terrible pains in the abdomen. – As Qiletterlerraaq was her mother’s sister (aja) they called her nuvaralivaq, that is, when people were so closely related. – The pains got worse and worse, she got very ill and died. (Even though the Moravian Brethren were there), the Greenlanders still practised witchcraft (at least they believed in it). Qiletterlerraaq was accused of practising witchcraft. She had perhaps heard the rumours, that was maybe the reason that she went away.

After Qiletterlerraaq had disappeared, the catechist’s harpoon tip was found on the beach, down

Tass’gii paarturoq tattarpaa immining.

Paarturoq Narsarminngaaniin All’vitsimu paarl’ni, Illerpaavunqooneq saperamigi, avaqquluvin. Sallijaninngaaniin Nuusuu tungaananaa ikaarlini, ikaarl’ni tass unn’vars’jorluni, ullaakimringnagaa niitqavanga aallarl’ni tassa naamattoornjari’q. Ingerlarijarami ingerlarijaram, inerpaavannan qaartaqagigivaan immining meeraall’ni.
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where the fishing house is situated now. But Qilertilerraaq was gone. It was said that people who lived in Qerrortuut had seen a person walk on the beach at the low tide towards north. It was assumed to be Qilertilerraaq.

The old kayak postman from Narsarmijit maintained to have seen Qilertilerraaq. In the time of the Moravians he many times brought mail from Narsarmijit to Lichtenau (Alluitsoq). He maintained that he had been a shaman. He hailed from East Greenland. He told that many times while he paddled the mail on, he could be overwhelmed by an irresistible sleepiness. When he could no longer paddle on because of a violent sleepiness, he had to go ashore in order to have a little sleep. He made a berth on land and wanted to sleep a bit, but immediately after he had laid down to sleep, a qivittoq came and told him a lot. He then got quite awake, was no longer sleepy. There was nothing else to do but that he had to go down to his kayak and sail on.

A woman, Maliarsivasik from Ippik, liked to tell what she experienced while she was a child. She lay asleep on the platform, but woke up at the visitor's talk. They had a visit by the old kayak postman.

The kayak postman had once paddled from Narsarmijit to Lichtenau, so he told. He did not paddle in sheltered waters, he wanted to sail round the skerries and would from there sail to Nuussuaq. He told that he had paddled from Narsarmijit in the morning in order to reach Lichtenau the same day. When he had come off Illorpaat he got very sleepy. All the same he sailed on, defying sleep. When he had come to Naajaarnerit he could not paddle on all the same, he was afraid of capsizing. So he went ashore and pulled up his kayak. He made a good berth, putting down the skinmat of his kayak on which he was to lie and immediately lay down. No sooner had he laid down when a woman came floating through the air, bringing with her a dog. She came to ask the kayak postman to tell something to her cousin.

That dog was perhaps her protector. She talked angrily about people in Illorpaat: “How glad they must be now that they no longer have a murder in their midst.” She was very angry with people in Illorpaat. He was to carry a message to her cousin Sion who lived in Ippik. (Samuel from Ippik was the elder of the Juukersivasik family's household). The cousin wanted to have news of her, she had said. And when he had delivered the message, he was to ask for a reward. He should do so by all means; noone would refuse to pay. After the woman had been there, the kayak postman could not sleep, and went down to his kayak, sailed behind Illorpaat and Ippiit. He walked across land at Itilliannguaq.

Maliarsivasik woke up at the two men's talk. The stranger was not from the Illorpaat-district, he spoke Cape Farewell dialect (Qavak).

She heard her father saying to the kayak postman: "What then are you to have as a reward?"

The stranger said: "Five dried trouts (arctic chars)."

He was maybe to have more, thought Maliarsivasik, for the two men went out. Later her father came in alone. The stranger no doubt had sailed off after having delivered the message that the woman asked him to deliver.

People thought that it was Qilertilerraaq, who was guilty in the young mother's death. This had, I think, been brought to Qilertilerraaq's ear, someone had possibly told tales. People thought that this was the reason why Qilertilerraaq went away into the mountains.

MV: So he had paddled off (only) to give the message?

JM: Yes, not because of those five arctic chars.

MV: She wasn't seen later on?

JM: She was not seen, I have heard nothing about her being seen.

Qivittoq Alinnaataaraq


Qivittoq Alinnaataaraq

Alinnaataaraq from Illorpaat: Her grandchild is still alive. Her former sister-in-law, now married to Ussiarseraqq, is still alive. The grandchild's daughter, Sofie, a foster-child, is still alive down there in the South and is married to the eldest son of Alinnaataaraq and Kaliggaarsiannguq, Aalabaarsivasik, who is (thus) married to Sofie. Aliiggiiq has formerly been married to Innangigivakkuluk's brother, now deceased Piitakulooq. It is told that Alinnaataaraq was still suckling her son Innangiguakkuluk, when she disappeared and became a qivittoq.

My mother's sister told me that when she lived in Illorpaat, Alinnaataaraq also lived there. One spring day, was it in May? – either in May or June, I don't remember it exactly, but like this is the story I have heard:

She (my mother's sister) went up to Alinnaataaraq, while her cruel husband Kaliggaarsuannguq was out hunting. My mother's sister's own husband, Tittu, was also out. Our house at that time lay out near Qaqqanguit.

The children were still sleeping when she came in to Alinnaataaraq, who sat sewing her husband's kamik soles. When my mother's sister came in she saw a dish full of boiled seal meat under the side platform. While Alinnaataaraq was sewing she talked among other things about how hungry she was. My mother's sister said (JM: I am just like my mother's sister, I say immediately what I think.): “Can you be hungry when there is a dish full of meat there? Do eat!” Alinnaataaraq answered: “Oh, Kaliggaat counted the pieces before leaving this morning, so I cannot take and eat any of them.” Her husband was evidently so terrible that she dared not eat. When my mother's sister was about to leave, Alinnaataaraq gave her some pieces of angelica (Archangelica arctica), a delicacy. Then my mother's sister went home.

Not long after ... perhaps gatherers of firewood used to bring plants of roots home in order to eat them with blubber, at that time before there were sheep at Illorpaat. (JM: I like to eat roseroot but I don't like dandelion, they taste bitter) ... Alinnaataaraq had walked away. She did not come back. She stayed away.

It was at the time of the Moravian missionaries at the place. They immediately started a search. They promised a sum as a finder's fee. No one could find her. The finder's fee was raised. It was impossible to find her. A couple of days, maybe three, after her disappearance, one very early morning Naatangiasik from Inua (I saw him in our childhood. His daughter was of the same age as the rest of us. We often visited Inua. That's where I saw him) was going inland from the coast when he saw Alinnaataaraq at Qernerti Killeq close by. He was not even surprised to see her so early in the morning. When he then came to Illorpaat he was told that Alinnaataaraq had been away from the settlement since the day before yesterday. The very person he had seen close by. When people asked where he had seen her he then realized that Alinnaataaraq had been gone for two days.

They continued the search, and the missionaries raised the finder's fee several time. But in the end they had to give up looking for her and stopped the search.

It was at the time when people staid long at the sealing sites in summer. As a rule some did not return home until the beginning of August. On their way home they saw two people on the top of the mountain in Nuussuaq. One tall and the other smaller. Both those in the umiak and the (accompanying) kayaker saw them. They had heard that Alinnaataaraq had not returned home and perhaps had disappeared.

To be on the safe side the umiak turned towards the land, and they went ashore and continued upwards to look for the two figures. It is said that it was only from down there that they could be seen. When they had moored the boat they walked upward, and they walked and walked, and


Qajani allaamu avalernatigi nusullugu allamu nusullitgulu, aataa ikivoq. Ugga qaana marlik avalernani isiginnaartissa ullunnessaanu soorlu sijanigissagaan, qaja ataaseq oqarijartortuss Il-lerpanu. Tamarming! Ersinerinarning.

Tassa angajigilivaruma Tippu tassa nalningaral aam imminu paarmarternijariitli meeraallutti, Napasorruu eqqaani inivi kimmu ilerlakaasun, qanorunagii oqarnijalerpaa: “Alinningaaraq nas-
when they had come to the very top, the two disappeared without any haste quite slowly towards the East (the Inland, that could be seen from below). That is to say that these men arrived up at the place where they had been seen, but then the two had disappeared. When the men had cried down without knowing that the two had disappeared, people from below answered: “When you got up there, just below them, they disappeared slowly towards the East.” And it is said that when the men came down again they said that when they had reached a spot beneath the two (qivittut), the men could no longer see them, and that perhaps was just when the men reached a sort of overhang.

Then they went home. For they had been on their way (along the fiord) further inland. Biiberujuk, Alinnaataaraqs elder sister, who was a cripple, then said in a piping voice (JM imitates B's voice): “Oh, I have been so worried about Kaluliit. But no longer, if her cousin is together with her.” Her cousin was perhaps a qivittoq. After that people thought no more of that incident.

Then it happened one late autumn, no doubt in September, that Ignatius' father, Juunatan, with his cousin Ammorseeraq and another cousin, Kunnalat – the father of Apulooraks, – three cousins were out hunting seals. At that time they didn’t care for cod. Only the useless ones would catch cod. On their way home they had come to Nuussuaq and were going to paddle on to Qernertoq, and they then agreed on the following idea: “Oh there are always so many crowberries at Tuluvattaat. Let us go to Tuluvattaat and eat crowberries (Empetrum nigrum).” They paddled on along the shore, and when they were quite near to Qilalukkat Pilattarfiat, close to Tuluvattaat, they noticed that the water here was not clear and a slight breeze made an odd sound. Like the sound of a swarm of bees. It sounded like that. Suddenly Ammorseeraq and Kunnalaat were beside themselves with horror. Cousin Juuntaat didn’t speculate on anything, he was not afraid. When they came to Tuluvattaat and on to below the place, these cousins said to him: “Juuntaat, go up and see if there are any berries, and if there are any, we can in fact have berries to eat.” Juuntaat drew his kayak up and began walking towards the top of the cliff. And up there on the top, oh my goodness, how there had been rooted in the crowberry heather, so that only the bare earth was left! And no one at all thought of Alinnaataaraq. So the man was searching for berries ... but what was that? He had caught sight of a woman’s kamik (skin boot). The kamik had been turned inside out so much that it had been turned out over the arch, so that the stocking and the kamik had been separated. That was unbelievable, a woman's kamik! And nobody thought at all of Alinnaataaraq! And in this way he also found little by little her clothes. Her sealskin trousers, where one leg had been turned inside out, but not the other. Her inner bird’s skin clothing had been turned inside out up as far as the cuff.

Then he began to have evil forebodings and hurried downwards, and down there his cousins called to him and asked him to hurry, and on his way down he was just reaching his kayak, when he heard his cousins crying loud in voices stifled by sobs: “Juuntaat, take care you don’t step on her!”

Yes, she was quite naked. At first sight she just looked like an animal. She supported herself on one knee and the toes of the other leg. The arms were bent in different directions. It looked as if she was looking back under one arm. Once Alinnaataaraq had a lot of hair. The little that now was left of it she had gathered and tied together with something white.

Juunatan now dragged his kayak along the beach in order to get into it. So one of them would be off to the settlement to tell about the find? No! Off they paddled, all three. So scared were they.

My deceased elder sister, Tippu, remembered: One day as a child she was out with the other chil-
saarivaangeeq, takisarparpun”. Imminningii kangimu arpaljull’ting qimmarrall’ti, Alinnaataaq tikinnijaleqimm’ti, uff’massa sunaafa toqungaseq.


Imannagii oqarrnilu tigivaa: “Kina silarsivarmi innimi allamik ajortulijort’qangilaa, uva kismi ajortulijort’qunngiingiinga”. Taamannagii oqarlinili allakki tigguttuvissaqort’qunngmiingiinga.


Imannagii oqarrnilu tigivaa: “Kina silarsivarmi innimi allamik ajortulijort’qangilaa, uva kismi ajortulijort’qunngiingiinga”. Taamannagii oqarlinili allakki tigguttuvissaqort’qunngmiingiinga.

MV: Amma Kaluliimik ateqarsimagalivarami?


MV: Taamani sijullermik tikikkamikku uumasimagalivarpa? Taamani sissa qulaaq takigamimikkii


MV: Uin, uini pillugu immaqa aallsarisamaq?

JM: Tassam Alinnaataaqaqpmi tilqorpaan... Natsersii amiju saarivaangeeq. Qavaat - Oqalunneri Eqqaamassaallu”.

**Juliane Moutitzen**
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dren to gather berries at Napasorsuaq. When all of them then began to walk down in a body, they heard somebody crying: “Alinnaataaraaq has been found!” Everybody wanted to go and see! All the children rushed down towards the settlement for fear Alinnaataaraaq should take them. She who had died long ago!

Ajanngivasik and others used to recount: When they were to pick her up, who was to take hold? The dead body was quite naked. When they got there they covered her with a piece of seal skin which they had been given by the Moravians. Who was to take hold of her? Poor Uluutuve, Biibijaat’s son-in-law mentioned above, took hold of her after having said (He had been punished because he had stolen something from the missionaries): “No one in the whole world is so wretched a person as I. I am a sinner.” Where was he to take a hold? By her hair? They lifted the head up by the little hair she had. My dear mother’s sister told us: People first thought that the head was in pieces, perhaps the skull. The whole scalp was loose. Everything on the head was completely loose and crooked. Formerly Alinnaataaraaq had a pale skin, but now no light skin was visible, for the head skin was covered with coagulated blood, with only small white spots of bright skin here and there where there was no coagulated blood. No one could figure out what she had done. They lifted her up as she lay there on her belly. And when they had laid her on a poor hooded seal skin they carried her up.

When they had come to the burial place, they laid the paper with a text from the holy scriptures that the missionaries had given them, on her, over her poor clothes. When they had buried her, they covered her completely with stones. The missionaries had forbidden them to sing hymns, so no hymns were sung for her. They just heaped stones on the grave.

Shortly after they heard sounds from the grave whenever there was a change of weather. Maybe it has stopped now. It sounded like birds, like great black-backed gulls. Or the same sound like when you place a tin plate upside down and bang on it. No one knew what it could mean.

MV: Was she also called Karoline?

JM: Yes, she was called both Alinnaata and Karoline. We elder people called her Alinnaata. The poor sister, Biiberujuk, called her Kaluliit. She was called both Kaluliit and Alinnaata.

MV: Was there a little life in her when they found her up there above the beach?

JM: No, no! She was dead. When the news about her had arrived in she was buried out there. No hymns for her!... She was not taken in to the settlement. Her grave is in Tulugattaat. If you don’t know the place you cannot see that there is a grave. We know the place. A little south of the boat beach, amid a lot of pebbles that have been grown over with dwarf birch (Betula nana). If one doesn’t know the place, one cannot know that there is a grave. But that is Alinnaata’s grave.

MV: Do you think that her husband was guilty of her disappearance?

JM: My mother’s sister said that perhaps her husband had never been good to her. She believes so from the words she said: “Ooh, Kaliggaat counted the pieces of meat this morning, so I cannot take anything.” Maybe her husband had not been good to her ...

**Mangivaraq’s Journey to the Moon**

Mangii’s son Mangivaraq. His journey to the moon. Yes, his visit to the man in the moon. To his house, to his land. He was visiting because he had been invited to come to the house of the man in the moon. On the way to the moon, behind the moon mountain, lived the robber of intestines, Erlaveersiniooq. On his way to the moon Mangivaraq did not think of the robber of intestines. He did not see anything. But when he was returning to earth again, the man in the moon told him: “Don’t stop at the robber of intestines. She has the habit of removing the intestines of her visitors.”

Nalikkaataak sapangall, sapangallin qivaaqinngivani sapangall sapangallin.

Allamik illsaanngikkaa:

Nalikkaataak sapangall, sapangallin qivaaqinng’vani sapangall sapangallin

A, uuminarpallaakaseqimma ila tikikkamijing qivijannngiikkaani paasinngikkaani, tikikkamijik, tikinn’jarluguqe eqqqatigi eqinn’jarlugulu, eqikkaliivaramimi tupaangilaq, allamik tassa nipeqanngilaq:

Nalikkaataak sapangall, sapangallin qivaaqinng’vani sapangall sapangallin.

Taamaateq nipalivarti unissanngitseq, soorlu saakijartortutu itseq, saanijarjartorlu, taam illisi-mallivinnanngilaq! Ilisimmarjartijallarteq, ilivaatsigami, ilivaatigami, ajerami, uvinnijalerp tassaana qaamatim ippataani nalalluni.

Inorujuk

On his way home Mangivaraq thought: “Why shouldn’t I stop by the robber of intestines? I’ll drop by!” And he looked and saw her shabby house. No people. He came closer, then he had... mmm...almost got to the entrance tunnel and he saw that she was outside her house. She was not standing still, she was lurching a bit from side to side, and something that sounded like faint singing could be heard. Her legs were spread, she was lurching and singing. He walked all the way up to her and saw that she had hung an armed bullhead from her crutch, head down, and then a sea scorpion head up, and she was singing:

My crutch is decorated
it is decorated with sea scorpions
bullhead is hanging from my crutch
as decoration.

She kept repeating:

My crutch is decorated
My crutch is decorated
Bullhead as decoration, as decoration
My crutch is decorated.

He walked up to her, thought she was quite horrible. She did not see him, even though he was very close to her, and he grabbed her around her waist. She just kept singing:

My crutch is decorated
is decorated
it has a bullhead as decoration...38

She kept on and on while she was still lurching from side to side; then he felt her turning towards him, and when she turned all the way towards him, he lost consciousness!

When he was regaining consciousness, he felt so very bad, he felt quite miserable. He opened his eyes and saw that he was lying on the platform of the man in the moon.

Inorujuk

Inorujuk, Thomas used to perform as a shaman in his earlier years. He was called Thomas. He hailed from Qerrortuut. The family came for a summer’s stay in Ammasivik at the time when allaqs39 still haunted the place. Inorujuk might have been eaten by an allaq had he not been wearing the clothing of a dead person. He was together with a boy from southernmost Greenland, whatever his name?

MV: “Allaq”, is this a female qivittoq, or ..?
JM: A female qivittoq, yes they used to call her an allaq. Thus they say.

It was told that Inorujuk’s siblings died when they were still small. They were born and shortly after they died. Some of them, however, not until they had gotten a little older. When Inorujuk’s mother got pregnant with him, she said: “Now I’m pregnant again and as usual the baby will not

---

39. Originally meaning a brown bear, living in Arctic Canada, but not in Greenland (Ed. note).
taarmijimi ikingiteqarmsagami, nukappijaraqatimining. Ammassivimi pullaqqallutu tusaama-
lerpaan: naar Qangattaanguu eqqaani tupillin imaatissappat qan’ taasarpaa makkua ikingit-
nilu immertaartarti imm’qa ivissappun. Har, imminik tassa ikingitinili unnumma tasama.
Tasamungaqattaaqimmata ininv, kingilerulluti, meeraagamimmi isertorll’ting. Tass’mi inerl’ti,
kisija suli meeraall’ting. Ingerlarijaram atami Qangattaa kangijatigi aterijaraming, atami taama
kisimi immertaarpalussuvasii tupermi, asami. Paarmorl’ti, paarmorl’ti, tass tupi silataani
peq... taqqama tassa aqitsi’vatsijaq anippalikkaan.
Silataani tusarnaarnijalerijarl’ti sulersunuku? Ijanngakkijarterpalilerpun, perpalikkalivar...
kipiinaqaan. Kipiinarl’till qanoruna oqarpallannijalerp: “Kikkikasiinukuva tussijarpalivikkaati-
gun, uuminaasakasiinuku”. Imminni tassa qimarrak! Angimerisoortill’ti suvasserujoorpun.
Arajitsijaativallaaqigaming meeraaksiill’ting. Tass taamanikki pulaqqall’ting Naajaanu kuvanni-
lijarmsagaming, (Uunarti kangerlivani kuvanni mamarnerming, Naajaani kuvanni mamartoru-
jussuugam, savaqangnikaallarman). Tassani Naajaani kuvannersijaraming, angerl’arti aal-
laarl’ti Naajaata tajjata kiliiani ujarassivasii sinaani uniliti nerierrjaraming, nerisareerl’ilili
qummu ingerlarijaraming gaavanu qaqqill’till, kisijanigii aapani oqarman: “Haar, takiva sanna,
inigalivatsinni!” Ammu qivijnajijerporm: All’munnguu ass’qanngilaq soorlu tupissaarivaq.
Uumasi narajorujooraati ujaqqa sinaa, tipiti naamallugu.37

Peter Isaksen
(PEIS),69-nik ukiulik, 1965
Qaqortoq / Julianehåb, siullermik Alluitsup Paa / Sydprøven

Ikermijermijit/ Qujaavarsi

MV: Piita taanna unikkaartivaq?
PI: Taana unikkaartivaq? Sijullerming aallarneraat tusaasarpara: “Ikermijermijin nunaqqatigiit
angiterpaalli utoqqanggivasiilli”. Taamatut aallaqqaqertaraat tusaasarpara, imann aallarnertar-
paat, tass all’vitsipaamijigama.
Taakanigooruna Ikermijermijini angiterpaalli utoqqanggivasiilli nunaqqatigiilerippun. Tass
taama aallarnisarpaan, aallarnertaraat tusaaarpapa.
Tassani illiting Ikermijermiji, Ikermijermijini illiting, ukijii’eqqaliallaraaraming, nunaqqataat taak-
ku angiterpaan ilaminni ilalluting, nulijaminnik, Allivitsimu ukijii’eqqaliallaraaraming taakkuva
utoqqanggivasiini, qiternarsivasittik tass taakununnga tunnnijitissavaan. Assut taqissersorluvarta-

37. Unfortunately the concluding sentences were cut out from both the transsscription and the file on the CD-
Rom. According to the version published in West Greenlandic they run like this: Imminigooq allatut
oqarneq saperami oqarpoq: “’Nalaanik’ atorsimanngikkaluaruma immaqa piseraeqjapaatigut ...” (M.
Vebæk, 2001: Tusarn! Kujataamiut unikkaartuaat unikkaaluilu. – Nuuk, Atuakkiorfik, p. 177. See translation
below in English.
live, those lousy babies. Listen”, she told the others: “When someone dies, give me the clothes of the dead one. I will make clothes for the baby from it”. When she was given clothes from the dead, she made clothes for the baby and gave it to the baby. In the old days people believed that the spirit of the dead stayed in the clothes.

Yes, they were in Ammassivik, and the boy had a playmate, who came from the South. One day there were rumours that incantations would be sung, people had put up their tents near the big rock cave, people who wanted to sing incantations. People walked out to where it would take place. Inorujuk and his friend also went out there, secretly. They were children you see, so they could not participate, even though they were big children.

When they had gotten out there, they went down behind the rock cave. They crawled forward toward the tent and heard people in there sing incantations, which sounded so nice. While they were still listening intently, they felt some change in the song from inside the tent: The songs became weaker and weaker, finally the songs stopped. And they heard someone in the tent say: “Who are those wretched ones listening to us?” Wretched! Inorujuk and the friend ran as fast as they could, while the curses resounded in the air. “Such wretched curious children!” This was yelled at them.

While they were in Ammassivik that summer, Inorujuk and the friend had gone to Naajaat to gather angelica by the Uummartoq Fiord. There were many and very tasty angelica in that spot. After they had gathered angelica, they started walking homewards towards the big rocks that were close to the great lake in Naajaat. Here they stopped and ate. After they had eaten, they walked up the mountain and came up on top of the mountain. The friend looked down and said to Inorujuk: “Look down there where we just were!” Inorujuk looked down and saw an allaq that was so big that it looked like a large tent snooping at the ground where they had just been. All Inorujuk could say was: “If I hadn’t been wearing the clothes of a deceased, there is no doubt it would have killed and eaten me…”

Peter Isaksen
(PEIS), 69 years old in 1965
Qaqortoq / Julianehåb, formerly Alluitsup Paa / Sydprøven

Ikermiut people / Qujaavarsi

MV: Peter, how about that story?
PI: That story. Formerly I’ve heard it started like this. The many brothers and the old married couple in Ikermiut. This is how they started to tell the story, this is how they began, I’ve heard, because I am myself from Alluitsup Paa (close by Ikermiut).

It was in Ikermiut that the family of brothers and the old sorry couple lived. It began like this, this is how I heard it. When the big families, the family of brothers and others went to Alluitsoq to celebrate the festival of Midsummer eve, they left their children with the old sorry couple so they could be looked after while they were at the festival of Midsummer. The parents gave the old married couple a lot of food so they could give the children good and plenty of food, as if they were their own children.

40. Maybe winter solstice in harmony with other variants of this episode. Winter solstice marked by the two stars Aassuutit (Altair) was celebrated all over the Eskimo area. Midsummer was probably recognized and celebrated only South of the Arctic Circle in Greenland and after the introduction of the Christian calendar (Robert Petersen pers. comm.; Ed. note).
ramikkik, qitemnattu nerissallassamassing. Tassani illiting unnussijavalamering, erinittalerijarlivi taaku ukiji’eqqalian, taaku utoqqanggivasiin nangartaakatalerijarliti un-nukkik allamik pineq ajerpaan:


Pisareerami unnukkun, neraisareerni qani oqanngivarsinnamiji aama nulijaminun: “Qanoroogqo aqagi asiliinaq natsiinarn atorluti timangersenjarnalilivaraatirn. Immaqasii qivijassangilaa.
After some time had passed, the children began to get impatient, especially in the evening. The old people would then become tired of correcting them. And when evening came they told the children: “Let’s play magic. Get on the platform all of you, we’re playing magic”. Then the children would get on the platform. When they were on the platform, the old people put out the light and started mumbling incantations. They mumbled and mumbled, and suddenly the children could hear something strange by the entrance of the house. The children heard the stone slabs move out there, heard them come closer and closer. Then they started bawling. It was supposed to be entertainment. When the children cried for too long, the old people lit the lantern again and said: “That’s enough!” The children would then calm down.

Once upon a time a big sealer, Qujaavarsi, lived in Alluitsup Paa right behind Alluitsup Paa in Qarsorsat. That’s where he lived. (PI to MV: The ruin of his old house can still be seen down there – I have seen it many times.) – Qujaavarsi caught many seals. He came home towing seals day after day. He could get all the seals he wanted. But he could not get his wife pregnant. That was his big grief and worry, that they could not have children.

In Alluitsup Paa lived an old bachelor, who could not catch seals, and who only jigged fiord cod and sea scorpion from his kayak. He jigged behind Qarsorsat, close to Nunngarutikasik, where there was a big black rock, and only there. He had gotten so pleased at being able to exchange his sea scorpions and fiord cod with seal meat, so he continued fishing.

When Qujaavarsi could not stand the thought of not having children, he one day told his wife: “Try the bachelor. Dress solely in gaudy sealskin tomorrow and go behind the point where he is jigging and see if he notices you”. Qujaavarsi knew where the bachelor would be fishing, you see.

The next day when her husband had gone sealing, his wife kept a look out for the bachelor's
tin, natsiinarn atorlutin. Tassa qasigijaanarn ateralivarvin qivijangikkaat, atamann manakki natsiinarn atissagivin, ilssingikkaatin“.


(PL: Sukuluuleqqaarlingaalaa. Tassa sijullijarsivi tupatigaan: eroq! Qanera panerijartivinnarmi, taamatu oqalitsigineq ajeraama panerijartivinnarmi).


kayak. And he was right: slowly as always he appeared off Oqaatsut Point. Then she dressed carefully. And when the bachelor’s kayak had disappeared behind Oqaatsut Point, she walked out in that direction, walked over the crossing near Oqaatsut, where there was lowland. She looked for him and saw that as usual he was in his kayak fishing. He pulled in the fishing line, grabbed the fish, hit it on the back of the head to kill it and then threw it in the stern of his kayak. He didn’t look anywhere, only at his fishing line.

It was autumn, the heather was full of berries. Qujaavarsi’s wife had brought a berry bag. She didn’t pick berries, but pretended to do so; she only thought of the bachelor, with whom she really wanted to have a child. She cleared her throat and pretended to cough; she didn’t need to cough, it was just to make herself noted. She wanted him so, you see, so she could have a child with him; it was also her husband’s request, you know. She saw that the bachelor looked determinedly at her. Then he turned his eyes to the fishing line and didn’t look at her anymore. When he was done fishing he paddled home. She was very disappointed. Qujaavarsi’s wife returned home very disappointed. She waited for her husband, waited with the disappointment. Finally he appeared with a tail of seals towed behind him. She walked down to him by the beach. Before he dealt with his catch he quickly asked her: “Did the bachelor greet you?” “No”, she answered. Her husband hung his head in disappointment. He really wanted them to have a child, you see. He was not really himself anymore, due to the disappointment. When he had taken care of his things and eaten, he told his wife: “Try tomorrow, it can’t hurt to try again; dress solely in skin of ringed seal and go to his fishing place. Maybe he won’t pay any attention today either. When you were dressed in gaudy sealskin yesterday he didn’t pay you any attention, so we can’t expect anything, when you’re only dressed in ringed sealskin”.

The next day, when her husband had left, she dressed solely in ringed sealskin and she kept an eye on the headland of Ammassiveerinneq where the bachelor would appear. Then he appeared and sailed on towards Oqaatsut Point. She had already seen the tip of his kayak, right when it appeared at the headland, that’s how eagerly she had been looking, yes, that’s how expectant she had been.

(Pl to MV: Please, let me have a plug of tobacco, Eroq! This is how they called it formerly. My mouth gets so dry. Being unaccustomed to talking so much I get dry.)

Now all of the kayak with the man had appeared. She pretended to be doing something, to be picking berries. She looked down at him, and like yesterday, she pretended to cough. Well, now he looked up at her, for a long time! Then he pulled in the fishing line. “What will he do now? Is he going home?” she thought. He started sailing. Where to? He didn’t sail homewards, but towards land. Now she had every hope of success. He disappeared towards the beach, right under where she was standing. She waited and looked after him, because she desperately wanted to have a child – with him – since her husband could not get her pregnant. Then the bachelor appeared from the beach and walked straight towards her. She turned her back on him, pretended to be picking berries, yes, she pretended she had not even seen him. When he came all the way up to her, he grabbed her around the waist. She was very happy. She didn’t put up any resistance! When they had done what they had in mind to do, she thought that he was probably going to his kayak right away. But he remained standing in front of her, for a long time. She thought: Isn’t he going to go down to his kayak? Finally he walked down to his kayak. Then he paddled out from the beach. When he returned to his fishing spot, he started fishing again. And after he had fished, he sailed home. She watched him sailing home, until he had passed Oqaatsut Point. She still pretended to be picking berries. She hadn’t picked a lot of berries. She was so happy about what had happened. Then she went home very happy. At home she waited for her
Ern’sivalers taatullugu annilaajallaqigami taamaaneq ajerman, ilami taamaani ajivissiiman, annilaajallaqigami ern’sivalerseq taatullugu, perijarami uvijata ern’sers’jorlugu: Nukappijara-sivikis kisijat tassa nakkallarami! Ih, angern’jivall angitaa! Taatullugu ernertaarlini, nukappijateqarsiip iversagaa, imminik arteramijik nulijani, nukappijateqarsiip ernera, ernertaarti takullugu angernijivallakkami susu oqarfijigarterreearaa: Nukappijateqarsivaq ernertaarman!


Tass taana pererijartor’ni, pererijartorluni, angitaata nuvannariveqikamik nangikijiarisarnijas-sagamijik aama (sivisinarppallaeqlinerpoq? Naagga.) tassa erinnitaakamii perijijartnernera, pisinnaaingvivatsijarm qanana tungiunqan qajalireramijing, Qarsersa ilunnguvani ilimm aal-larlikit qajaqatigalugu tassa taami niingviga nuvanneqigami manikulooq, maniss’tullugu nuvennert’iqigami, pingaartimik ukijakkin. Qatseramari qativering tass kisjia anererinijarmagi isersarnaasalaangaiviq, tassiina Qarsersa’ ilunnguvagi itinneratigin saavisarnalaangaiviq tass’gi
husband. She was all impatient. She kept looking out for him towards Ammassiveerin, and at last he appeared at low tide, and she went down because she was in a very happy mood. She was quite certain that he would ask her how things had turned out. Finally he appeared. Before he got all the way to the beach he asked: “Did the bachelor greet you?” “Yes, he greeted me!” The husband was then very happy; and she was radiant with joy because the bachelor had greeted her. The bachelor had no wife, you see. – Exactly where in Alluitsup Paa he lived I haven’t been told. – Qujaavarsi received the news with great joy. No jealousy! (sangiattooq, a jealous person, as the Greenlanders used to say). Quite the contrary: Now he was looking forward to the future in eager expectation.

Sure enough: Not too long after he felt that his wife was pregnant. Her stomach was getting bigger and bigger. Now his joy was even greater. When they got close to the time of birth she became bashful. Her husband asked her to be very careful, do what he told her and not lift anything heavy. When he returned from sealing he took care of the household chores, also flensing seals. He didn’t want to risk her losing the baby, you see. And before he expected it, she began the labour. To begin with he was shocked. He helped her with the delivery. And would you believe it, a big boy was born! Qujaavarsi was very, very happy when he saw the boy, the boy who was the bachelor’s child, because he couldn’t get his wife pregnant. The bachelor’s son! Why he was so happy that he went and told the bachelor that he’d had a son!

The boy grew and grew, and he would now slowly begin to walk inside the house. If he fell down, his mother would rush to him and pick him up. She now stayed inside the house, brought her work inside, be it scraping skin and many other things. When the boy was able to walk, his father named him Qujaavarsiaraq for himself: Qujaavarsiaraq. Now they had given the boy that name and called him by that name. That was back when they still didn’t know of baptism. The boy really wanted to go outside, but the mother was afraid to let him out; you see, they had no settlement neighbours who could look after him if he fell or went too far away. The boy’s father, the bachelor, wanted to give him an amulet and left to get something that would be suitable as a charm. (PI to MV: From my childhood I remember that we used charms for a child that meant a lot to you. It could be the foot of a bird, bird feathers and other things, which would protect whoever wore it. You pinned it to your clothes. It was a heathen custom.) Before Qujaavarsiaraq was allowed outside, his father, the bachelor, wanted to give him an amulet.

One evening the family was sitting peacefully inside the house when they suddenly heard someone come down the entrance tunnel. It was the boy’s father, the bachelor, who came. “I’m here to give the boy an amulet”, he said. It was grass, which was not considered very special to have as an amulet. The mother pinned it to the boy’s skin anorak.

A little later the boy wanted to go outside. The mother wasn’t too pleased about him being outside, but she still let him out after having warned him thoroughly to stay near the house. When she had made sure that he was in a safe place, she sat on the floor inside the house and began scraping skin. Suddenly she heard the boy begin to cry loudly, as if he had been hurt somehow. He had probably fallen! And she rushed out to him. A strange sight awaited her when she came out to him: A number of small birds were on the boy; they covered him completely, his head, his body, why everywhere. It was probably because of the unpleasant claws of the birds that he cried. When she reached him all the small birds flew away from the boy, some settled on top of the house and others on the entrance of the house. She was very surprised at it. But it later turned out that it was a sign that it was a very lucky amulet that the father, the bachelor, had given the boy. You see, it turned out that the bachelor had been to the top of one of three big mountains; and up there, among mountain avens, he had picked the grass that he wanted to give to his son as

MV: Nukappijateqarsivaq?

MV: Naamivik nunvannreeqaaq
PI: Utaqqikatannirni kisimi pigoq...
MV: Naagga tamaa pissavaara
PI: Utoqqatsiginarlugu tassa...
MV: Naagga, nukingsern unikkaarinijaruk
PI: Aap. Tass ajern’qaq imaariaitievqaaq. (Taamaaman ukjiej, sijoorna ukijimi, Nukanngivvisisi qujaavarseralivarna siisaamaqtinginnakku, taana naataxinginniman) Tass sikiv ajern’qaq imaariaitivvipporn. Angitiminu taana Qujaavarsivaraq assut: qaalaar pilerisaartaleramijik:
an amulet. – According to some this was the place where our Saviour put his foot the last time when he ascended to heaven. Just before he ascended. I’ve heard that said.

Qujaavarsiaraq grew and grew. The father Qujaavarsi was pleased with him and looked forward to them being able to sail the kayak together (It (the story) is not becoming too long? Oh no!), for he would be safer on his trips when Qujaavarsiaraq was sailing with him. Yes, he was so much looking forward to the boy growing up that he was all impatient. When he felt that the boy was big enough he built him a kayak, and inside the small cove in Qarsorsat he paddled with him when the weather was nice and the ocean was totally calm; it usually was. Usually the only wind they would get was some wind from the fiords. That’s the way it was and that’s the way it still is! Qujaavarsi taught the boy meticulously and for a long time. The boy grew quickly. And Qujaavarsi was very pleased that the boy grew so quickly. And he made him a bladder float, a harpoon, and a line rack even though the boy could not use them yet. But he was to have them so he could learn to use them. The boy quickly learned how to use the tools. When the father judged that the boy now had to be skilled enough, he told him one day: “I am going sealing, you’re coming with me, yes, you are. I will teach you how to catch a seal. Yes, you will learn from me!” Then they left, two men going sealing! They paddled out towards Arnat.

Qujaavarsi taught the boy how to throw the harpoon. And when Qujaavarsi had caught enough seals, they paddled home. Now the boy had learned how to use the harpoon from his father, and in the evening he said several times that he would like to catch a seal. One day when they were out together behind Arnat, the father paddled away from the boy very briefly, but kept an eye on him the whole time. He noticed that the boy was considering catching a seal. He, the father, had taught him how to throw the harpoon, how to lift if after having carefully calculated the distance. Qujaavarsiaraq had seen how the father did it, you know, so he knew. As I said the father had paddled a little away from the boy, and he saw how a big harp seal appeared in front of the boy, and indeed, the boy threw his harpoon and hit the seal. The father smiled and was pleased. His son’s first seal. They paddled home with their seals.

At home the mother kept an eye on the headland of Ammassiveerinneq, where the men would appear when they came. The kayak furthest out was towing, and indeed, behind it, the small kayak was towing a seal too. She was so happy! Who would they have a party for? There were not that many people in the settlement, you see, hee, hee, hee... Of course they would have to invite the boy’s father, the bachelor. They ate with him. And they gave him big pieces of meat from the son’s seal and blubber from half a harp seal from Qujaavarsi’s catch. Loaded with these gifts the bachelor went home.

Autumn came and Qujaavarsiaraq caught seals regularly. Winter was getting close and there was ice on the sea. The Alluitsoq fiord is long, you know. It’s a long way to the end of the fiord. The ice spread. It gradually covered the entire fiord. Qujaavarsiaraq who had been so happy to go sealing now had to adapt himself to staying home.

Then they heard about the poor old couple in Ikermiut. They heard that when the family of brothers went to the midsummer (winter solstice?) festival in Alluitsoq, they left their children with the old couple, so they could look after them. It is said that the old people played at conjuring up spirits in the evening, and that they made the floor tiles in the hallway move and begin to move inwards. It was rumoured because the children had told about it.

Now there was ice on the entire fiord around Alluitsoq. All the water had frozen: far towards north, far into the fiord and far out of the fiord.

(PI to MV: Now ... it (the story) is not becoming too long? MV: Nooo-! Oh, no, it’s lovely.)
“Qaalaa ikermijermijit utoqqangivasingii nats’i ilimmu qimarratsippalittarpaan, takinijarali-vakuulaa! Pinijärnerilaa nats’i ilimmu qimarratsippalittarpaan, takinijarali-vakuulaa! Pinijarnerilaa nuvannareqigakku pisaqartalerlinga uninngakatalerpunga.”
Nalligittaaterjaramiji anigaata: “Aqagi. Aqagi takinijassavarpun.”
Tass taakuva: “Qaalaa takinijarnijartigi, pinijarneq nuvannarileralivaqaaraalaa.”

Utoqqangivasiini
Tassingerlagaming Ikermijii tungaanun, Ujarattarfik tunoqquterajaramikki, taana Tupsersivarmik pisagaan avannamut nuua tunorlii Tupsersivarm nuuvanningaaniin taakinga ikalaararik tikkapaan.
PI: Hope you do not find it too drawn out.
MV: Oh, no, the full story, please!
PI: You aren’t getting tired?
MV: No, just go on and don’t hurry.
PI: Now that there is ice everywhere (PI to MV: last winter a man, Nukanngivasin, told ‘Qujaavarsi’ (on the radio), but I didn’t agree with him, because the story is not that short). Now that there is ice everywhere there was no wind anymore. That was bad for Qujaavarsiaraq who had begun to enjoy paddling in his kayak. There was ice everywhere. No water anywhere! Now Qujaavarsiaraq began to pester his father: “Come on, let us...” he continued: “Let’s go over to the poor old couple in Ikermiut, I’ve heard that they can make the stone slabs move and make them come inside, I’m tired of being inside! I’ve really taken to hunting and I was also beginning to catch...” he pestered. The father felt sorry for him and said: “Tomorrow. Tomorrow we’ll try to go to them. Maybe nothing will come of it. We’ll try tomorrow”.
No part of the sea was left open and no wind (to break up the ice). No snow appeared, only white frost (PI to MV: in the Alluitsup Paa area the white frost forms in patches, not like snow, qaqaernanneq they call it. When I came to live in Qaqortoq I realized that the white frost here differs from that in Alluitsup Paa. In Qaqortoq the patches form and lie further apart).
As he felt bored staying at home, his father said: “Never mind, let’s try going over there tomorrow. We’ll have a try.” Now Qujaavarsiaraq was so much looking forward to this trip to visit the Ikermiut people that he could hardly sleep. (IP to MV: Although you may have seen it, you have not understood what it looks like, because nobody ever explained it to you. If nobody describes the look of the landscape and mentions its name we cannot imagine what it really looks like. (See) North of Ujarattafi (Stony place) there is a big island, and not very far from that island, where the mountains are not that high, there is Ikermijii (Ikermiut), that’s Ikermijii. And at some distance, south of Qaarsi, on an elongated piece of land, that’s where the old couple lived.)
The next day he tried to see how much he could carry: back pieces from a harp seal... And the father: Blubber from a harp seal, only cut in half. They were only going to bring what they could carry. After having tried to see how much they could carry they left northward for Ikermiut.

The old couple
They walked behind Ujarattarfik. And they only walked briefly north of and behind Tupersuit, Tunorliits headland, then they were at the destination, they only walked straight across, then they were in Ikermiut.
When they had arrived at the place, they went to the poor old couple and Qujaavarsi told them: “My son had so taken to paddling the kayak and sealing, now he can’t sail as long as there is ice on the sea; that’s why we have come to ask you if you could remove the ice. We have a little something to pay you with. It’s not much, it’s a long way here, we could only bring what we could carry. We have put it all outside your house”.
The answer that the old man gave was not one the newly arrived had expected: “There is probably not enough force in us anymore. We’re so old, you know. We can try in the evening, maybe to no avail”, the old man said. Little Qujaavarsiaraq was very much looking forward to evening. He could hardly sleep. They waited and waited for the evening. Finally the old people believed that it was late enough, they said: “Yes, let’s try now, yes, we’ll try, we’ll see. There’s probably no force left in us anymore, we’ve gotten so old, you know”. They waited and they waited for the evening. Now the old people apparently believed that it was evening, because the old man said: “Yes, we’ll try now, we have to try now. I doubt there’s any force left in us anymore”. They were going to try


Avammu ingerlallullu, ingerlallullu, ingerlallullu taana utoqqanngivasii nuljila, avammu ingerlalluli, ingerlallullu, tussageeq tasanna, tasamani ikkami Nassum Arnarsiva.
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Avammu ingerlallullu, ingerlallullu, ingerlallullu taana utoqqanggivasii nuljila, avammu ingerlalluli, ingerlallullu, tussageeq tasanna, tasamani ikkami Sassuma Arnarsiva.
now and they put out the lamp. Then the old people began to mumble incantations, they mumbled and they both mumbled. Then the old man asked his old wife: “You don’t feel anything, do you?” “No, I don’t feel anything. We have gotten old, you know, I don’t think anything will happen”. But they kept mumbling. They mumbled and they kept mumbling. Then the old man asked his wife again: “You don’t feel anything, do you?” “I don’t know”. She said that because she felt something very slightly. “I don’t know”, she said again. Then they mumbled again and again and again. This time for a very long time. When she was quiet, her husband asked her: “You don’t feel anything, do you?” “Yes, I see them out there!” “That’s good. That’s what we want!” the old man said encouragingly. And they mumbled again. This time not for very long. “You don’t feel anything, do you?” “Yes!” “What’s going on?” “A polar bear and a walrus are coming, yes, they’re coming!” “Yes, that’s the way it’s supposed to be! More, more!” the old man said happily. “The polar bear is walking on the ice and the walrus is swimming under the ice”. “Where are they?” “Yes, they’re very close, they are right by the shore”. When she had said that, her husband told her: “When they begin to bite you in your crutch, it’s important that you pretend not to feel it, otherwise they won’t let you live”. You see, it is said that the animals would always eat the crutch of the victim. That’s why the old man said: “It’s important that you don’t show how unpleasant it is.” Although she sat right in the middle of the floor, she became so restless that she could not be restrained. Now she couldn’t keep calm, even if sitting in the middle of the floor, she was that restless and soon she was outside. But her husband had time to ask: “Where are they now?” “The polar bear is now waiting outside our entrance tunnel, and the walrus lies waiting on the beach,” she answered and she was gone.

When she came outside the polar bear bit her in her crutch. Then it threw her outwards; it did this twice, the second time down towards the walrus. The walrus kept its head up and looked up at her, the old wife who had been thrown down towards it; the old wife landed between its large tusks and it bit her in her crutch. Then it went underwater with her.

Not until she was underwater did she think: If only the walrus is the first to move its bowels. She knew that the walrus and the bear would eat her.

They got further and further out, and they started eating her, ate more and more of her until nothing was left of her. And she kept thinking: “If only the walrus is the first to move its bowels.” Sure enough, the walrus was the first to move its bowels, then the bear. Parts of her fell down through the sea. When the parts had reached the bottom, they gathered together and became a human again. She started walking outwards. She walked outwards, and walked and kept walking outwards, the old wife.

**Mother of the Sea**

It is said that there once was a poor little orphan girl, who was fostered out. One day she was part of an umiak trip. She cried. Since she was crying constantly and since she was an orphan and was of no use, they threw her overboard. She then grabbed the boat railing with both her small hands and was left hanging there. She knew that she would die now. While she was hanging there, they cut her little hands in half with an axe. The little orphan sank. She didn’t die, as was expected. When she reached the bottom of the sea, she started walking outwards, instead of inwards. After the stories the little orphan girl was called The Mother of the Sea.

Along with her, they also threw her little dog overboard.

Yes, the poor old wife, the old man’s wife, walked outwards on the bottom of the sea and arrived at the little orphan girl’s house. There was no limit to the extent of her surprise: A giant dog with thick and straying hair was lying on top of the house. Barking a little it showed its big teeth. It was
narnguunijarimaarpatin! Tassa taaku annaatigisavati, nujaanu nermukkukkin". Tassa kivimman-
i, all’tu ajernaqimmi oqarfigineqartareerami eqingasiminin igerijanningeraneri assani nermal-
lattiiterijaramigimin kataa tungaanu kuusuvasimmin igerijaralivaqigamijik utsersaaqaaq. Aapas-
naaing pigalivarlugu, aama sapangeqqajarlrigi nujaaj, aapassaanik aama nermulluvararajaramigi
assani igerajaralivaqaa. Utersaarpoq.
Utersaaqimman assaangii naangilaaj. Iggitaralivarlugu atasaanarman, uterlini naterminu ilill-
gulu pivaa: "Qaa, salinnijangga. Qanga salinneqarmana, taava salittareerimma takissavarpun". Tassa
nujaaj ilivarsaalluvi, ilivarsaalluvi, ermullu, ilivarsaalluvi, ilivarsaalluvi naamasillugulu allamulu allamik
oqangilaq: "Aar, qujanaq! Qanga salinneqarmana, taamaat akissaqangilanga. Taava una qujalluesi-
visaivi, ukkusissarsivasi, "qujallerisiga inaaning marluullula nikisilaallart-
tigi. Inaaning illivartikkamikki, anilerpu timmijarsivasik, anilerpu, anilerpu, katakkin kataanu
tassa ingerlakaallulli, ingerlakaalluting, ingerlakaalluli, naamagileramigi qani oqanggivarsinnar-
mijii: “Tassa, tassa taaku. Aama, illi ilivata, inigisammi ilivata iigaa mati tungaanit teg oterrijara-
mijing, qani oqanggivarsinnarmijeq: “Aam una ill’vartinnijarallakkku”, matimi mati sinaaniitseq
iigaa. Ill’erterajaramikki inussuvasiq anilerman tassangga illivartitaminin, tass pillaraming,
pillaraming, naamagilerisamigimi, qani oqanggivarsinnarmijeq: “Uvingivisippin kingileqan-
gitsertassaa nalinaaqtisernjermigiiqatulavat”. (Utoqqangermimmi uvingivisipja pinijalarunnaa-
luni uvattuttu). Utoqqangivasi pivaa: “Tassa uvingivisippi kingileqangitsertassaa nalinaaq-
qitsernijarki!” “Qani illlugu nalinaaqqitssisavvara?”, aperrigjemigimi taana Sussama Arnarsiva.
Oqanggivarsinnarmijeq, qanilerpu timmijarsivasik, anilerpu, anilerpu, katakkin kataanu
tassa ingerlakaallulli, ingerlakaalluting, ingerlakaalluli, naamagileramigi qani oqanggivarsinnar-
mijii: "Tassa, tassa taaku. Aama, illi ilivata, inigisammi ilivata iigaa mati tungaaniteq ornerijara-
mijing, qani oqanggivarsinnarmijeq: “Aam una ill’vartinnijarallakkku”, matimi mati sinaaniitseq
iigaa. Ill’verterajaramikki inussuvasik anilerpu timmiqallusigaa, "Qaamaapaan. Tassa
kingornutivillu-
gulu kiisami, tikippallanngivarsinnarmijeq.
Taava taama oqarpallanngivarsinnarmijii taana nulijia: “Tassa qaamaanijarninga tassa iner-
porg!" Qaamaapaan. Tassamiina ajjngittunnguvasi nulijani. Tass innarpun. Innarnijalermittili-
i – qani unnuvaq takitigisimanerami – unnuvaqtaajarlortuluni sijorsuvalaarjar... tassamama er-
rimik ilimanavningitseq innarnjaramik, qatsinganikuloq, nanaak qulaani pujoq, pujortaq.
Tass qani oqanggivarsinnarmijeq, hii, tusaalinngivarsinnarmigaan sijorsuvalaarajarterpalut-
torg, sijorsuvalaarjararterpalutt, tassaa qamaaktajarlortulurq, kamaaktajarlortulurq utoqqalar-
siisamayinngimma pinijagassa amerlatigisin. Uninngasinnaannginamimmi aallarartale
aallarnijaanale
qimmata pivaaj, taasuma utoqqanngivasi nulijata: "Aallaralivarissiqeq ullu arfinillu naatinnagi
pisaaqarnavangilasi. Pisaaqarnavangilsigaqeq ullu arfinillu aallaralivarissi. Aataangi taaku
uhlugu akinni naapatasapaqarnavalisaatigiiqeq uulu arfinillu naapata, pisaqartalissiisi
aataangi pisaqartalissiiqeq. Uperinnigilaan, taamak
angiluttortariqajangigimma pinijagassa amerlatigisin. Uninngasinaanginimmi aallara
aallaralivariltik, nuverjaralivarlti, nuverjaralivarltar, ajernaaqaq pisaqarnarni tikippun.
the little girl's dog that had been thrown overboard with her once. While the old woman had
been walking on the bottom of the ocean, her helping spirit, an eqingasoq whispered into her ear
that she had to be very careful when she was going to enter the house: she had to step just right
on a foot print resembling the sole of a kamik, which would appear on the river that ran right past
the entrance of the house. How was she ever going to step on the sole of that kamik on the gush-
ing river? She calculated and waited patiently. And she was lucky and stepped correctly on the
kamik sole and entered. To her big surprise the old wife saw a big and creepy looking woman
with big and unkempt hair on the platform. The woman then said to the old wife: “Come, you will
clean me!” The old woman reluctantly walked to the big woman on the platform. Then the old
wife’s guiding spirit whispered to her: “When the big woman lifts you and tries to throw you
away, you have to wrap her hair around your hand. That will save you”. When the big woman lift-
ed the old wife and tried to throw her towards the river, the old wife wrapped hair around her
hand and she remained hanging. The big woman tried to throw the old wife again, but she
remained hanging the second time too.

When the big woman had not succeeded in throwing the old wife out after several attempts, the
big woman said: “Now clean me. It’s been a long time since I’ve been cleaned. Then we’ll see!”
The old wife cleaned and combed the head of hair and washed her face, and the big woman said:
“Oh, thank you! It’s been very long since I’ve been washed, so I don’t even have anything to pay
you with. You see, that big lamp there...” it was a big blubber lamp... “The two of us have to move
it slightly!” Then they moved the big lamp. And in the spot where it had been, a number of sea
birds flew out and further out the entrance tunnel. A great number flew up and they continued.
“Now, that’s enough”. Then the big woman said, while walking towards the other wall in the
room: “You also have to help me with this door”. And from the door on the wall they could see a
strange monster. They stood for a long time and looked at the strange human; then the big
woman said: “Put a mark on it with your nail. It will be your old husband’s last catch”. “Where
should I put that mark?” the old wife asked. “You have to scratch a mark with your nail. It will be
the last thing that your old husband will catch. Wait and see. I hope this is enough to express my
gratitude to you for having cleaned me.” And just before the old wife left, the Mother of the Sea
said: “Tell your settlement neighbours that they can’t go sealing the first six days. When the six
days have passed, they will catch as much as they want to. And the first things they catch they
will have to give to the old couple in the settlement”. The big woman thanked the old wife a lot
for having cleaned her. Then the old wife left for home. She thought that her old husband had
probably waited for a very long time. Then she came home.

They then heard her in the entrance tunnel, saying: “Lit the lamp. Now everything is the way it
should be”. They lit the lamp and now everything at home looked the way it was when she left.
But at night they heard some wind. It did not look like wind when she had left though, but now
the wind got stronger and stronger, and in the morning they could see that it was blowing south
east, nigeq. And at once they could see that the ice on the sea had begun to crack. With joy they
could see a number of sea birds flying from the cracks. Apparently they couldn’t help catching
something. The men, the brothers in the settlement, were tired of staying at home, and they
could not wait and left. The old wife said: “The big woman at the bottom of the sea said that you
won’t be able to catch anything the first six days; only then will you be able to catch something”.
They did not believe her at all and left. But every time they shot their darts, they could not hit
anything at all. Only then did they believe her and waited six days. They waited, a week had
passed. Then they left and were able to catch as much as they wanted to. And the first things they
cought they gave to the old people in the settlement. You see, the old man hardly sealed anymore.

Taana uvinngivisija aama puvisinjiqartaarsiilgni, puvisinjijartiisaarsiilgni aallarami: Haar, qaninaav- villugu puviseq pisareriqlallaraa qasigiaq akilijaa qitsinnikoq, ameqaangits akilijaa. Tassa nulijata paasivaa ilumun taamanikki Sassaama Arnasvaaaninilli naalinaaajtsikkani uvinngivasimmixi kingi-leqangngitsertassaa, taamak unijorluvinnangilaa.

PI: Tassa naaqaara
MV: Taakkumi, qanermaana ateqarnijarpan?
PI: Qujaavarsikki Qujaavarsijararli.

KISTAT JENSEN

Qajamik pujoorisarneq

KJ: Qajamik pujoorisarneq. Ujukku ukiijimi, imaat soorlu sapersalerijarteq, puvisinnejq ajillerlini, oqaliilissoq, tassaa initaata akiverineq ajeramijing, upperisapalaalerservisimman arnani. Oqarfigisaraanga: “Ujukku pulaarlini anerijarpan pujoorijartissavarpul qajaal! ila puvisinngippal-laaleqarngilaa, pikkalittorpallaaleqimman”. Hi, hi... Har, tassa akiverisaraara. Angajillii... uvangagii sijullsassaiqangitsigama, tassa apersorlunqungan ilagijimasarpaanga. Tassaasinnigii aamma taana naleqartittaramiji,

MV: Kiap?


Hi, hi...
One day the old man said that he wanted to go sealing. When he went out, he was lucky enough
to catch a common seal which appeared close by him. He saw that something had been scratched
between its eyes. His wife now realized that it was the mark she had made down by the Mother of
the Sea. It had come true!
PI: So, now I came to the end.
MV: I did not catch their names?
PI: Qujaavarsik and Qujaavarsiaraq.

Kistat Jensen
(KJIE), 75 years old in 1965.
Qassimiut

Kayak Smoking

KJ: Expelling the evil spirit from the kayak by burning something inside the kayak.
When Ujukku now and then in winter seemed powerless, like he did not get any seals, his mother
was the one to mention it. But he would not agree because his mother stuck to old fashioned
superstitions. Then she told me: When Ujukku is out visiting we must smoke his kayak. It hap-
pens too often that he only wounds (the animals). So then I said yes! She wanted me to do it,
since I was the firstborn of us sisters. It meant something to her venture. That was the way it was
supposed to be.
MV: Who?
KJ: Bibiane, Ujukku’s mother. ... Merely because I was the eldest I were to join her. No other first-
born was there for joining her in the smoking. She then told me: “Bring a lantern and come with
me to the attic to get some dried heather”.
Then we got some heather. She grabbed the heather while I held the light for her. Because we had
no lamp we then walked down with a torch of peat moss soaked in blubber to where the kayaks
were put up to find Jukku’s kayak. It always took us a while to find it, because there were so many
kayaks. Then we found it. “There it is”, we whispered to each other and put the heather under the
manhole of the kayak, and Bibiane lit the heather. (The kayaks were bottom-up on the rack. MV)
It smoked directly into the manhole and into the kayak. Then we stood by the kayak: Bibiane by
the front and I by the stern. And then we started banging on the kayak while we muttered: “Out,
out...” We repeated it several times. What it was that had to come out I’ve never really known.
Then the next day we waited anxiously. What would happen to Jukku’s catch after our smoking
of his kayak?
The next morning Jukku went sealing. It did not take long, then he returned towing a seal! He
then continued catching seals.
It was also known, as Ujukku used to tell, that the hunters said that while they were out in their
kayaks they experienced the appearance of ghosts in the kayak. They heard some sounds inside
MV: Inivit sjernatugummi kussu...

MV: Arlarlerijarlugit pujoortut ilagaagit?

Kistaraq Motzfeldt
(KIMO), 1965
Qassimiut

Qajaqqat

MV: Kistaraq, illit oqaluppalaarilaakkit taakkua Qajaqqat, qajartaqqat
the kayak. They sensed that someone was out to get them. When they returned to the settlement
they examined the kayak thoroughly inside but there was never anything there. Because of sor-
cerers, he mentioned something about sorcerers. Hee, hee ...
MV: Formerly some people did sorc ...?
KJ: Sure, formerly they used sorcery. People made use of magic, maybe for the kayak, or maybe
the young who caught a lot of seals used it on the emerging seal. In case they wanted to frustrate
a kayaker's sealing they did something (black magic) to the kayak. But when they had used the
method of smoking the kayak, he would already catch something the following day.
MV: Did you often collaborate in the smoking of kayaks?
KJ: Ooh yes. We did that frequently. We also smoked my uncle's kayak, when he hadn't caught
anything for some time. Then the others said: “Let us smoke his kayak. It has been too long since
he has caught something”. Then we smoked his kayak. We always smoked without the owner of
the kayak knowing anything about it. We knew that the sealers did not like it. We performed the
smoking while we asked IT to leave the kayak. I don't know what had to come out.
That's just the way our customs work.

Kistaraq Motzfeldt
(KIMO), 1965
Qassimiut

Children's Kayaks

MV: Could you talk a little about these qajaaqqat, the boy's first kayak.
KM: Qajaaqqat, yes, when we were children we loved watching when a sealer appeared in a
kayak from the point near the settlement with a small kayak by his side. The little kayak, boy's
kayak, was also towing a small seal. Like the adult's, the boy also had dried meat and other things
on the kayak, besides him towing the small seal. It was all incredibly exciting! Everybody now ran
down to the beach, children too. Nobody wanted to miss a treat like this! The small kayak almost
Aggorunikki, aggorunikki kalitaa, nungussavaan amijanu atatillugu. Taamaalippata tassa taakkunungngu qajaarartaatitsisunu majivakaasappun, iggati qalatiteriikkat neqinik suppallit avalassavaat annissuinnarligi silamun. Ila tamaani avalaasarsijortun. Hi, hi ...
MV: Taannami puisi usiaa, kalitaa, imminik pisarinngikkalivaraa
KM: Imminik pisarinngikkalivaraami tassa angitaata pisaaralugu ilisaa, qajartaarnissaanu kali-
tassaa, toqqorlugu. Tassa qajaraaq inerpa kalittassaa.
MV: Qajaqqa aamma taanna qajartaaqqaarteq – atisai, tassa qajavittut peqartarner...
KM: Tassami qajavittut pisatalersorlugu, soorunami paatilerlini. Tassa paarlinikasik aggertarpooq angimmi sinaani; angitaata pakkusimasarlugu soorlu paatimining najimmiinarlugu.
MV: Soorlu qanoq ukiijillit?
KM. Soorlu maani arfinilinnik ukiijilliliini, arfineq marlinnik ukiijilliliinii, qajaq pingaartitaa-
gallarmat qanga, uvagi angimerisagun. Ilatigi akivilisaat avittalligin, fulli uumaan
MV: Akivilisaat avittalligit?
KM: Akivilisaammi avittalligin, massakki tassa tunumiji taamaapaluppun suli.... pajugutigisima-
gaa tassa...
MV: Taamanikkut nuannertarsimagami...
KM: Ila nuannertaqaq, tassami nipí kisimiisarpoq avalaaleraangata silami, eqqaajaasarmata taamanikku avalaasaramik naamatsilliti nerisarpun.
MV: Aamma pernartoqaarangat?
capsized, because people had waded into the water surrounding the kayak to get a piece of his “catch”, which was now being distributed. It was so exciting!

The entire seal that the boy had towed, was divided into many pieces, with the skin still on it. Then everybody walked up to the newly hatched sealer boy, up to his parents’ house, where in preparation meat in great quantities had been boiled in large pots with strong soup, which was served and eaten outside. Oh, there was such a party. Hee, hee, hee... all you heard outside were yells and shouts of joy!

MV: And this was even though this seal that the boy was towing, was not caught by himself?

KM: Yes, even though the boy had not shot the seal he was towing himself. His father had shot it, kept it hidden for when the boy was to go out in his new kayak for the first time.

MV: What were the little kayaker’s clothes like? Were they exactly the same as the adults clothes?

KM: Everything was done like an adult’s kayak clothes, the paddles too of course. Usually the small kayaker will move forward paddling next to his father. The father will look out for the boy in the small kayak; for instance he placed his paddle gently on the small kayak to keep it upright and make sure it didn’t turn over.

MV: How old would the boys be?

KM: Usually around six or seven. Yes, back then the kayak was crucial to people. We lived to experience it. Back then you put a lot of emphasis on the importance of the kayak in your life, and people expressed their admiration and joy, and many even embroidered the kayak half jacket with fine skin embroideries.

MV: They embroidered the kayak half jacket with fine skin embroideries?

KM: I’ve heard that they still do those in Eastern Greenland. Someone was given one like that from Eastern Greenland...

MV: That would have been nice back then...

KM: Yes, it was very nice, all you heard was yelling and screaming! You see, there was also food everywhere. You would eat till you were absolutely full.

MV: Did the same thing happen when the boy caught his first seal?

KM: Yes, the same thing happened with the first catch. You would divide the seal into many pieces. Yes, it was quite lovely.
Abel Klemensen (ABKL), 66-nik uk. 1965
Qassimiiut

Innersuit, umiarissat allallu

MV: Innersuarnik tusartarpit??

MV: Taakku innersivit qani itsut oqaatigisarpaat?

MV: Illit takinngiligit?

MV: Aa, suna islersorligiit?

MV: Aa, suna islersorligiit?
Abel Klemensen

(ABKL), 66 years old in 1965
Qassimiut

Innersuit and Other Strange Creatures

MV: Abel, have you heard anything about innersuit?
AK: Yes, alas yes! I have heard a lot about innersuit. Innersuit are said to live over there near Uugerliat. Also close to Toornaarsittelik. They are also said to live there, just north of our settlement. Yes, near Uugerliat is where innersuit supposedly live!
It was a very early morning in the spring here in the settlement when we saw a kayak coming towing a seal. We shouted: “A towing kayaker,” yes, a very early morning. “A kayak comes towing. He has reached Uugerliat”. We could see the kayak by the sound on the sunny side, where it came alongside. Then we expected it to come straight towards us. We waited and we waited, but it never came. It disappeared.
Later they said that near Uugerliat large windows could be seen right under land, when the waves pulled back in north wind. Somewhere down there.
MV: What were innersuit supposed to look like?
AK: They say that innersuit have no noses. These days nobody believes in them. That is why no one sees them any more. Back when people believed in them you could see them.
MV: Have you seen them?
AK: No. I have not seen them. But I have seen umiarissat (ill-fated boats).
Yes, umiarissat. It was in my childhood. One saw umiarissat an autumn night in very clear moonlight. We saw the boat appear on the southern tip of the settlement and they started to shout: “The priest is coming!” Yes – back then of course the priest only travelled in boats with rowers. They shouted and they shouted about the priest’s boat. And the boat came all the way to the nearest headland... What was it old Ujukkukasik said: “That’s not the priest, it’s umiarissat! Quickly, shoot at it!” People quickly got ready to shoot... all of us were outside, you see... .. Then the men shot at the boat. All you heard were loud splashes of water. You see, the water out there was very still, yes, the weather was so fine, as fine as can be... but what was this now? A small iceberg! Old Ujukkukasik hurried on the others: “You will have to go up and cut peat!” A woman went to cut peat. They broke a big piece off the iceberg. It was pretty large... “Hurry up and take it to the hill up there! And first make eyes for it out of peat!” Eyes of peat were made on it, and it was placed on the hill behind the settlement so that the umiarissat would not try to hurt people later on.
MV: Where did they put the eyes?
AK: On the piece of ice. The one they (the umiarissat) had used for an umiak.
Out in Alleriisat an accident happened to people when umiarissat carried out an act of revenge. One night a woman went behind their house to relieve herself. When she had squatted down, she saw an umiak, umiarissat, an ill-fated boat – appear from the headland in front of the settlement.
The boat came all the way to the beach at the foot of the house and “people” from the boat started going ashore. She saw how their big sables flashed every time they moved. Some of them were large bearded seals, large harp seals and hooded seals. They had come to kill people! The woman tried to get up but could not. It was totally impossible for her to get up.
She heard that these large men went inside the house, and she heard people inside the house let out a scream, only a brief scream, then everything was quiet. Then she saw the men come out of the house and walk down to the boat. And instead of going in the boat they jumped straight in the
MV: Umiarissat tamakku qaneq isimaaqartinneqartarpit?
AK: Tassagiiakinijaasut.Tassakinijaasunnguupuvisinguipuvisinngiiakinijaasarpu,taamaililluting
MV: Inunnut?
MV: Suli aamma umiarissanik tusaamasaqarpit?
water head first. It turned out they were seals: hooded seals, harp seals, who had come to kill people to take revenge.

Now the woman had no problem getting up. She hurried inside the house ... the floor was covered in blood. Everybody in the house had been killed.

Now she started yelling for people on the other side of the fiord. But no one heard her yells. Night came. She had to sleep outside. It was not until the next day, when light came, that her yells were heard and others came, and they were shocked. And they were surprised that so many had been killed. All they could do was knock down the house walls over the dead in the house. 41

MV: How were umiarissat perceived?
AK: It was said that they came to take revenge.
MV: On human beings?
AK: Yes, on human beings. The seals came to take revenge. In this way the seals took vengeance on the people because too many of the seals were killed. Yes, that's right! Big harp seals, hooded seals and bearded seals came to take revenge. And what beards those bearded seals had! Yes, what big hats the hooded seals had. The big harp seals had rather small black caps, they say. That is, the nose, hee, hee, hee.....

MV: Do you know other umiarissat stories?
AK: Yes. It was in Takisut, when we were children, a few years later (after the hooded seals' revenge), while we were staying out West at the summer hooded sealing season in the month of August, we were on a summer sealing sojourn during the hooded seal migration. There in Takisut, people again started talking about umiarissat. Then old Bibiaane started up: “Pour blubber along the beach!” All the old began chewing blubber and spat it out repeatedly... “The boat” came fairly close, but suddenly it turned the other way and sailed along the seal oil covered belt and disappeared south of Portulersuggannguaq.42 We kids chased it since they would appear on the other side of the point. We waited and we waited, it had gone. Where did it go? You know, it disappeared a little south of the seal oil covered belt, a little way from the beach, then it disappeared. A little way off the coast is where we last saw it. It never appeared. It disappeared.

Then there was the summer Sara was born, it was the month of August; and it was almost time for us to return to the settlement.... it would be the first time the girl would experience being sailed from the summer settlement back home to the settlement.

Once again old Bibiaane had an idea, namely, that the child could not just be rowed home, just like that. She demanded that men had to paddle quickly in to the settlement with a message for Suusanne: to go down to the beach with her blubber lamp lit! and place it on the beach, where the child was to set foot for the very first time. This had to be done so the child would live long and avoid illnesses.

We men, who were supposed to have gone seal hunting, had to sail in to the settlement. We arrived and gave the message to Suusaa. Suusanne carried down the lamp and placed it on the beach. Then immediately an umiak appeared with the people from Niaqornat. But it was not the child who set foot on the spot first. It was an old woman. To this day Sara has never been ill. She enjoys a good health.

MV: These umiarissat, did they look like umiaks?
AK: They looked more like a rowboat, a rowboat, yes. We call it a tug, not a rowboat. They looked exactly like a real wooden boat.

41. A traditional story once told all along the West coast (Ed. note).
42. Blubber and urine scare away any spirit.


MV: Iputtoqarlitiik?

AK: Ila, ila iputtoqarliti! Atami taama ipuserffisa piserpallattarnersivasii! Tassa soorlumimi tassa iputtu. Taamaasiilluti iporijartarigaming, ipuserffippallattarneri taamaalaa saviminerarpallattarigaming. Tassa taamaani tassinaq tungsáiikkalivarllitini, taasuma utoqqartatta paasisimalligii palasinnngitserng, aallaarjaqquqimagamigin, eqqerijaqqunagi, maanngaa tungaanaan. Seqernijarijarman, iseqqagamingiliiaa...

MV: Nuvereertosullutik?

AK: Uungami pillutiik avatinnngivattunnu, seqqeri. Tass taamaasinnjarjarnam, tassa aamma naalakkiigooq erngiiaq aallarfígeqququllugu, tassani ililijaminermi aissilluli qaqqamu majiioteqququllugu, islerorsurluq, avammu saatillugu kisiji ileqququllugu. Tassagii kingerni umijarijassanngimmatugun. Tassa taamaaseeramikki, tassa eqqissivillita sinippugun

MV: Tangguqpuusit?

AK: Tassani pillutik avatinngivattunnu, seqqeri. Tass taamaasinnjarjarnam, tassa aamma naalakkiigooq erngiiaq aallarfígeqququllugu, tassani ililijaminermi aissilluli qaqqamu majiioteqququllugu, islerorsurluq, avammu saatillugu kisiji ileqququllugu. Tassagii kingerni umijarijassanngimmatugun. Tassa taamaaseeramikki, tassa eqqissivillita sinippugun

MV: Nuvereertosullutik?

AK: Ila, ila iputtoqarliti! Atami taama ipuserffisa piserpallattarnersivasii! Tassa soorlumimi tassa iputtu. Taamaasiilluti iporijartarigaming, ipuserffippallattarneri taamaalaa saviminerarpallattarigaming. Tassa taamaani tassinaq tungsáiikkalivarllitini, taasuma utoqqartatta paasisimalligii palasinnngitserng, aallaarjaqquqimagamigin, eqqerijaqqunagi, maanngaa tungaanaan. Seqernijarijarman, iseqqagamingiliiaa...

MV: Nuvereertosullutik?

AK: Ila, ila iputtoqarliti! Atami taama ipuserffisa piserpallattarnersivasii! Tassa soorlumimi tassa iputtu. Taamaasiilluti iporijartarigaming, ipuserffippallattarneri taamaalaa saviminerarpallattarigaming. Tassa taamaani tassinaq tungsáiikkalivarllitini, taasuma utoqqartatta paasisimalligii palasinnngitserng, aallaarjaqquqimagamigin, eqqerijaqqunagi, maanngaa tungaanaan. Seqernijarijarman, iseqqagamingiliiaa...

MV: Nuvereertosullutik?

AK: Ila, ila iputtoqarliti! Atami taama ipuserffisa piserpallattarnersivasii! Tassa soorlumimi tassa iputtu. Taamaasiilluti iporijartarigaming, ipuserffippallattarneri taamaalaa saviminerarpallattarigaming. Tassa taamaani tassinaq tungsáiikkalivarllitini, taasuma utoqqartatta paasisimalligii palasinnngitserng, aallaarjaqquqimagamigin, eqqerijaqqunagi, maanngaa tungaanaan. Seqernijarijarman, iseqqagamingiliiaa...

MV: Nuvereertosullutik?

AK: Ila, ila iputtoqarliti! Atami taama ipuserffisa piserpallattarnersivasii! Tassa soorlumimi tassa iputtu. Taamaasiilluti iporijartarigaming, ipuserffippallattarneri taamaalaa saviminerarpallattarigaming. Tassa taamaani tassinaq tungsáiikkalivarllitini, taasuma utoqqartatta paasisimalligii palasinnngitserng, aallaarjaqquqimagamigin, eqqerijaqqunagi, maanngaa tungaanaan. Seqernijarijarman, iseqqagamingiliiaa...

MV: Nuvereertosullutik?

AK: Ila, ila iputtoqarliti! Atami taama ipuserffisa piserpallattarnersivasii! Tassa soorlumimi tassa iputtu. Taamaasiilluti iporijartarigaming, ipuserffippallattarneri taamaalaa saviminerarpallattarigaming. Tassa taamaani tassinaq tungsáiikkalivarllitini, taasuma utoqqartatta paasisimalligii palasinnngitserng, aallaarjaqquqimagamigin, eqqerijaqqunagi, maanngaa tungaanaan. Seqernijarijarman, iseqqagamingiliiaa...

MV: Nuvereertosullutik?

AK: Ila, ila iputtoqarliti! Atami taama ipuserffisa piserpallattarnersivasii! Tassa soorlumimi tassa iputtu. Taamaasiilluti iporijartarigaming, ipuserffippallattarneri taamaalaa saviminerarpallattarigaming. Tassa taamaani tassinaq tungsáiikkalivarllitini, taasuma utoqqartatta paasisimalligii palasinnngitserng, aallaarjaqquqimagamigin, eqqerijaqqunagi, maanngaa tungaanaan. Seqernijarijarman, iseqqagamingiliiaa...
MV: And there was rowing?
AK: Alas, alas yes! If they had rowers?! You heard the sound of the rowlocks very clearly! Exactly like real rowers. You heard the rowlocks so clearly. You heard the sound of metal so clearly, so clearly. You see, at that time someone came sailing toward us (our settlement) and when it dawned on the old one that it was not the clergyman, he told them to shoot at them, not in order to hit, but just in that direction. They shot, but they did not make it capsize.

MV: When they had appeared?
AK: They were right in front of us, when he shot. He did it to make their leader retreat immediately – he then broke off a piece of ice and told people to carry it up to the hill and put eyes on it so it would not harm us. At least then we could sleep safely!

MV: And it was seals rowing?
AK: Yes, it was seals. Big harp seals, bearded seals and hooded seals. They came in revenge because too many of them were being caught. Just think! Some with big hats, the hooded seals wore big hats, some with smaller. Big bearded seals with big beards! What big beards! I wonder where they got the swords?

When they went ashore the swords flashed. Then people went to where the boat disappeared; and all people saw was a piece of ice rocking gently.

**Iseqqat**

MV: Have you seen *iseqqat*, dwarves?
AK: Some ...

MV: *Iseqqat*, the small goblins?
AK: *Iseqqat*, small *iseqqat*, yes! I had been seal hunting in kayak but went ashore when it got foggy.

I wanted to go ashore to eat berries. It was autumn, it was time for berries. I started eating berries. I ate and I ate. Then I got sleepy and fell asleep. While I was sleeping, small *iseqqat* came to me laughing! Yes, they came, little creatures, no bigger than half an arm’s length.

MV: Like an arm ...
AK: Up to the elbow. These small ones, quite black and naked. And they laughed and they laughed, it was quite incredible, small laughing people!

MV: What were their faces like?
AK: Their faces were alike. They were all black! When I came home and told everyone about them, the others said that they were *iseqqat*. Yes, they had been *iseqqat*, that’s what they said. When the small creatures came up to me, they tickled me... just tickled... so they woke me up. I didn’t get to sleep for very long. When I woke up, I ran after them, but they ran for a little crack. I didn’t even get to see them again.

I said to the others in the settlement when I returned: “Kangersuaq is not a place where you can sleep. A bad place. Strange human-like creatures live there”.

Yes, those small ones were so adorable to see! So small! They were all shiny, they shone. They looked like us humans, hee, hee, hee....

MV: Were they not wearing any clothes?
AK: They were not wearing any clothes, those small people, no clothes at all! I keep being astonished at how cute they were to see. They had nothing to do but tickle me under my arms. That was all they had to do. Those teeny people! *Iseqqat*!

They were *iseqqat*, the others said, when I told about them: “That would have been *iseqqat*”, they said.

MV: Iseqqat?

AK: Iseqqanngii tassa. Unikkaarigakki tassa oqarpun: “Tassa iseqqat”.

MV: Iseqqa qani taatoqartin...


MV: Arlariikasiiit?


Qivittut

MV: Qivittinik takinikuuvit?


Tassa oqaliffigisimavaa tassa imminik qivvittigami. Tassa nereqqatimininnik inivi taama itsiminik oqaseqartarmata.

MV: Sapigaaruttarsimappt?

MV: Their faces?
AK: I’ve said that you couldn’t really make out the faces. They were just so adorable. Almost look like dolls, more like little Negroes. We have seen those small black dolls, you know. That’s what they looked like. I didn’t figure out what their hair was like either. I think their hair was cut. Teeny people, very, very cute to see. All they had to do was tickle while they were giggling.
MV: Were there more of them?
AK: Yes, there were more of them, those small people. Maybe five, I think, those small people. I was sleeping on Saqqaataa. Yes, that’s where I was sleeping. While I was sleeping, they came towards me laughing. Their laughter was very catching, they were laughing you know; they had very infectious laughter, those small iseqqat. Yes, they were iseqqat, is what the others said. Yes!

Qivittut (Mountain wanderers)

MV: Have you seen any qivittut?
AK: Alas, alas, have I, indeed I have! I’ve seen qivittut. I’ve seen several. Many.
I encountered some of the terrible qivittut one night at Alanngorsuaq. I slept there during a hunt. One night I woke up because it started to rain. As usual I was alone. It was autumn. And what on earth did I see? A human being?!
A big terrible looking person stood by my side. His clothes were very shiny. For footwear he used branch roots from plants, which had been woven together and made into something resembling rubber boots. They didn’t have rubber boots, as you know. They were branch roots from plants, the ones which you can pull out of the earth. Yes, that is the kind which qivittut used. They reached all the way up to the knees. They were woven. (Now when I regularly go to collect firewood on the mountains, I think of qivittut boots when I pull out those root branches. AK). “Don’t be afraid. I’ll tell you the following” he said.
“When we had set out towards the interior of the country not meaning to return, we were very hungry. What were we to eat? Where did the food go? What happened to the food? We were very thirsty. We went to the big rivers. But where had the water in the rivers gone? We were just about to die of thirst and of starvation. When it turned high tide we went down to the beach to look for food. But there was never anything edible on the beach. Where had it go? We realized that we were now going to starve to death. There was nothing we could do. Time passed by. Then miracles happened on the fifth day: all the hardship was over”.
That is what the old people always used to say in their days. Anything was possible on the fifth day. Everything is there in front of you: all you can eat and drink is there for the taking!
One qivittoq told us that when he was about to say something to another person for the first time a sound like “krak-krar” came from his throat; sounding like a raven. This was because his first meal after five days of starvation had been a raven. He had thought: “I have to speak like a human being,” and he tried, but could only repeat “krak, krar…” and he kept on and on. The man whom the qivittoq had been talking to had been very frightened when all the other could say was “krar, krar…” He had told the man that he was a qivittoq and how all of it had happened.
This is what he recounted concerning the first meal.
MV: Did they acquire supernatural skills, enabling them to do all sorts of things?
AK: Yes, they acquired supernatural skills. Do you think they slept? No, they couldn’t sleep! On top of this they had been turned into fire.
Ane Klemensen
(ANKL), 66-nik uk. 1965
Qassimiut

Qanga katsorsaatit
MV: Ernisu aamma qanoq passuttarpaat taamanikikut?
MV: Taamak pikkoritsigisu nikanarsaataangilla...
ANK: Uumaak seequkku sukkulluunii aamma tassa angajora seeqimigu pullattuulerman, pullat-tuulerma aamma sanaapaa paasat alatorlugi
MV: Paasat?

Toqusoqartillugu malittarisassat
MV: Taava toqusoqaraangat aamma tassa mijanersuuteqartarpusi, aat?
Toqusoqaraangatta maanga qaqqaa qaavanu sermi nuveqqunavijannilaat. Tassa qanittumu immaqa allaat taanna atagalivarpoo. Aatsaat qanittukku immaqa soraarripaata. Toqusoqar-
**Ane Klemensen**  
(ANKL), 66 years old in 1965  
Qassimiut

**Medicine in the old days**

MV: How were women in labour treated?  
ANK: Our old aunt was childless, she was very orderly. In autumn she gathered, dried and kept moss to use for the ill and the women in labour. Remember, there was no aid for women in labour. You used moss for everything. Our cousin Sara's mother died right after giving birth. You boiled the soft roe of the fiord cod and made a nipple out of white skin, so Sara could suck on it. They were some able forefathers!  
When the baby is born, the midwife takes it from the mother right away. The child must not be bathed. It cannot touch water, but something else, preferably blubber. It is cleaned with blubber and they wrap it up in something warm. But they had no soap. I lived at an outpost just like my forefathers – I usually say that I will not talk about it, because that would be demeaning for the Greenlanders.  
MV: They are not demeaned, being so able as they were!  
ANK: My big sister's knee once swelled terribly; they used powder.  
MV: Powder?  
ANK: Just that, gun powder. They mixed it with old urine, stirred it together well. In the old days they used a lot of old urine. It was very strong and it smarted very much, since the skin was all burnt. The swelling subsided. You see, in the old days they had some wondrous remedies.  
And when someone had the fever and became very ill, when some had pains (twinges) in their lungs, we were made to scrape off with mussel shells, some kind of lichen, large thin pieces, black. You may have seen it. That is what we gathered. When we had gathered it and brought it home, then the old people boiled it, boiled it a long time. It got very strong. Then the fevered person would have to drink it, whereafter a lot of spit came up from the sick person, and the sick person was free of fever. This I was able to experience when we lived at an outpost and led a disorganized way of life. We had only an uneducated catechist, nevertheless, we learned how to write a little.  

**In Cases of Death**

MV: In cases of death one had also to be careful, isn't that right?  
ANK: Yes, when someone died ... I remember that Andalat's son, Jaakuaraq, died on an autumn day from an accidental shot. His parents mourned deeply. Right off the beach a seal appeared. Anda was home and shot it. He caught it with a harpoon. His hunting bladder was off from the beach ... but impossible to reach.  
Now it was his seal, but he could not bring it to shore himself. His kayak, that he could take and use in no time to go and get the seal, was right next to him. But they had rules that he had to follow: they were in mourning, they had a recent death in the family, so he could not bring the seal to shore himself. He could not be the first to touch the seal. If he did, he would not be able to catch seals for a long time. Another man, an old man, sailed out and brought it to shore. I saw it myself.  
When there was a death, the bereaved could not go up on the mountain and see the inland ice with their own eyes. No, the bereaved could not see the inland ice. They could not even go up on...
ANE KLEMENSEN

taringan, sermi nuvineqassanngilaq. Qaqqarpasanngillat taakuva toqusoqarnikun. Tassa silaq ajortungussamman. Aamma qinngarlini, taama oqartarput qinngassammat. Anersivarlini silaq perluttorujussuvangussamman, tamaanga nuveqqusaanavijanggilagut. Ila naalallaraa-
gut.
MV: Uvillarnerit?
ANK: Uvillarnerit tassa puvisinik attuvisitaaneq ajorput. Soorlikijarmi tassa makkiliinii uvillar-
niingikkalivit peqqataaning puvisimik attortitaaneq ajorput.
MV: Attuvigalivarpata ajoqutaasasoralugu?
ANK: Tassami attuvigalivarpata, ilagii imungarujussuaq pisassannginamik, soorunami tassa inuusutiginijaramikki.
the mountain. The weather would turn bad, a storm would come, the weather would be very bad. So they could not see the inland ice. And we followed the rule!
MV: Widows?
ANK: Widows could not touch a seal for some time. Even those who were not widows, but who had lost a close relative, had to stay away from seals for some time.
MV: Did they think it would have unfortunate consequences, if they touched them?
ANK: If they did touch them, seals could not be caught for a long time. And they lived from catching seals, so they had to obey the rule.
Appendix I
Greenlandic terms

allaq: originally a brown bear of the Canadian Arctic. Never encountered in Greenland and rarely in the Greenland stories. Described in one story in this publication as a female qivittoq.
eqingaseq / eqingasoq / (W. Grl. equngasoq): Wry Mouth: a helping spirit of varying abilities, but usually a seabird-being, fit for fight.
innersuaq / innersuit: fire-person / fire-people, a species of spirits living beneath the foreshore, great seal hunters and much sought after by shamans-to-be as helping spirits.
iseraq / iseqqat: small land-spirit / small land-spirits.
kamik: skinboot.
qajaaraq / qajaaqqati: small kayak / small kayjaks.
qivittoq / qivittut (plural): Heartbroken people who have left society for a solitary life in the mountains, where some might meet and make company with another qivittut. Supposed to acquire supernatural powers. In the Christian era some people held that the qivittut received their powers from the Devil in exchange for their souls.
tupilak: a monster artificially made from bones of various animals, covered with peat and skin, ‘made alive’ by sucking the tupilak-maker’s genitals and ‘send off’ towards some enemy.
umiaq / umiat (plural): women’s boat, umiak, because women did the rowing when travelling accompanied by the men paddling their kayaks. During the traditional whale hunt the men did the rowing. The skeleton was made of driftwood, the cover of translucent skins.
umiarissat: seal people of mean disposition against inuit who kill seals in excessive numbers.
Appendix II
Skinboat sketches by Kornelius Petrussen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 1: seen from above</th>
<th>Fig. 2: seen from the side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong> usûsâ⁴³</td>
<td><strong>10</strong> tipë⁴⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong> tûnâ⁴⁴</td>
<td><strong>11</strong> kujâva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong> ajâva</td>
<td><strong>12</strong> savkuvâ iml. siânë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong> sèqertarfia⁴⁵</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong> tunersive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong> masia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7</strong> pâva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8</strong> isserfia⁴⁶</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9</strong> pûa (amerêrangat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-1972-orthography</th>
<th>Current orthography</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong> usûsâ</td>
<td>usuusaa</td>
<td>stem / stern post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong> tûnâ</td>
<td>tunnaa</td>
<td>join at stem and stern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong> ajâva</td>
<td>ajaava</td>
<td>cross beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong> sèqertarfia</td>
<td>seeqertaqqia</td>
<td>knee support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong> tunersive</td>
<td>tunersivi</td>
<td>deck stringer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong> masia</td>
<td>masia</td>
<td>deck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7</strong> pâva</td>
<td>paava</td>
<td>cockpit coaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8</strong> isserfia</td>
<td>isseqqia</td>
<td>loin support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9</strong> pûa (amerêrangat)</td>
<td>puua (amereerangat)</td>
<td>bone knop (when covered)⁴⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10</strong> tipë</td>
<td>tipii</td>
<td>ribs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11</strong> kujâva</td>
<td>kujaava</td>
<td>keel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12</strong> savkuvâ iml. siânë</td>
<td>sakkuaa iml. siaanii</td>
<td>chine stringer or the W. Grl. term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

43. Correctly spelled; usûssâ. Most terms ending with an a, like usuusaa are in the possessive case: its stem (or stern) post. The English terms are in the nominative and the boat terms, kayak or umiak, are left out (in e.g. qâinap apûmâ: sheer board). See for the pure terms in H.C. Petersen: Skinboats of Greenland. Ships and Boats of the North, Vol. 1. – Ed. Lene Therikels. Roskilde, 1986. As mentioned either by informant or in notes, some terms are not South but West Greenlandic, a few are not genuine terms but explanations, and to some terms the informant has added the material used. (Notes in this appendix by Robert Petersen).

44. According to H.C. Petersen: Den store kajakbog. – Nuuk, Atuakkiorfik, 1997, p. 59, the kayak in South Greenland has a comparatively extended stem.

45. Correct Qavak: seeqertaqqia.

46. Not Qavak-dialect.

47. Literally puua means ‘its bag’.

48. Apparently the drawing shows too great a number of ribs. Ca 17-18 ribs would suffice.
## APPENDIX II

Kayak II, Figs 3, 4 and 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 3</th>
<th>qajaq pusingassoq</th>
<th>qajaq pusingasooq</th>
<th>Kayak bottom up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tipperpassuisa apúmânut sâkuvântu kujânutdlo qajângnaersorneren</td>
<td>tipperpassuisa apummaanut sakkuanun kujaanullu qajaannarsorneren</td>
<td>fastening of a great number of stabilizing frames to keel and side lathes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>kujâ</td>
<td>kujaa</td>
<td>keel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sâkuvai imalúunit siânné (kujatâne sâkuvânik pissarparpput)</td>
<td>sakkua imaluunniit siânni (kujataani sakkuaanik pissarparpput)</td>
<td>chine stringer (In the south we call them sakkua)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 4</th>
<th>qajaq makitasooq</th>
<th>qajaq makitasoq</th>
<th>kayak on an even keel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tunânut usûssâta pulasimanere</td>
<td>tunnaanut usuusaata pulasimaneri</td>
<td>where the stern post is inserted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ajâve</td>
<td>ajaavi</td>
<td>cross beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>suuja</td>
<td>siua</td>
<td>stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>tukerimiâ</td>
<td>tukerimiaa</td>
<td>foot support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>apúmâ</td>
<td>apummaa</td>
<td>sheer board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>tunerssue pingassut</td>
<td>tunersui pingasut</td>
<td>three deck stringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>massia</td>
<td>masia</td>
<td>deck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>pâva</td>
<td>paava</td>
<td>cockpit coaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ivserqia</td>
<td>isseqqia</td>
<td>loin support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>tunerssue mardluk</td>
<td>tunersui marluk</td>
<td>two deck stringers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>kinguva</td>
<td>kingua</td>
<td>stern tip of kayak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>tunânut usûssâta pulasimanere</td>
<td>tunnaanut usuusaata pulasimanera</td>
<td>where the straight stem post is inserted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 5</th>
<th>qajaq makitatdlugo</th>
<th>qajaq makitatillugu</th>
<th>Kayak on an even keel from the side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>pûa</td>
<td>puua</td>
<td>bone knob at tip of kayak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>usûsá</td>
<td>usuusa</td>
<td>stem and stern posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>niutâva</td>
<td>niutaava</td>
<td>stem and stern profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>tïpë</td>
<td>tippë</td>
<td>ribs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>pâva</td>
<td>paava</td>
<td>cockpit coaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>qâinap sâkuvâ (imalúunit siânnia)</td>
<td>qaanap sakkua (imaluuniit siânnia)</td>
<td>chine stringer (or the W.Gr. term, siânia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>qâinap apúmâ</td>
<td>qaanap apummaa</td>
<td>southern dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>qâinap kujâ</td>
<td>qaanap kujaa</td>
<td>keel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

49. Correct spelling: pingasut.
50. Correct spelling: masia.
51. Correct form: igserqiâ. isseqqia is a genuine Qavak form.
### APPENDIX II

#### Kayak gear, Figs 6 and 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>sâtoralaq</td>
<td>white shirting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>aqerdloq oqumâlutaq</td>
<td>lead sinker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>qamutaussai</td>
<td>shooting sledge for hunting on ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tôrutit qissuit</td>
<td>rib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>sangnerut qissuk</td>
<td>toggle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>qâinamut ikuvfê</td>
<td>hole for fastening the shooting sail to the kayak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>sinaissai saorngit</td>
<td>pieces of bone strengthening the sides of the paddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>kavdloq saorngit</td>
<td>end fitting of bone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Fig. 7  Line rack for winding up the harpoon line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>assatdlo</td>
<td>line rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>asallu</td>
<td>line rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>assallu</td>
<td>line rack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

52. The main terms are not mentioned: taalitaq/taalutaq: shooting sail on kayak; pautit/paatit, paddle.

53. Only oqumaalutaq is a term: a means for weighing down. aqerloq = lead is the material used.

54. Qisuit and qisuk mean the material used, wood.

55. Correct form, W. Grl.: asallu, Qavak: asadjit.
Umiaq, Figs 8, 9 and 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 8</th>
<th>umiaq makitassoq</th>
<th>umiaq makitassoq</th>
<th>women's boat on an even keel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>niaqortaata qummut</td>
<td>niaqortaata qummut</td>
<td>where the straight stem/stern post is inserted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pulasimaneq</td>
<td>pulasimaneq</td>
<td>thwart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>isseraq</td>
<td>isseraq</td>
<td>for cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>atortunik immertagaq</td>
<td>atortunik immertagaq</td>
<td>stern sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>isseraa aqorleq</td>
<td>aquttup issiavia</td>
<td>steersman's thwart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>aqútup ísiavia</td>
<td>aqútup ísiavia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 9</th>
<th>umiaq pusingassoq</th>
<th>umiaq pusingassoq</th>
<th>women's boat bottom up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>kujá</td>
<td>kujá</td>
<td>keel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>nangmerpussuisa kánávanut</td>
<td>mannepassuisa kannaavanut</td>
<td>fastening of a great number of stabilizing frames to the horns and the keel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kujjutuldlo aalajangersimerneri</td>
<td>kujaanullu aalajangersimerneri (qajánaersornere)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 10</th>
<th>umiaq samingassoq</th>
<th>umiaq samingassoq</th>
<th>women's boat from the side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>niaqqortaa</td>
<td>niaqqortaa</td>
<td>stem/stern post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>amittuaa</td>
<td>amittuaa</td>
<td>side batten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>tuuffia / tuukkia</td>
<td>tuuffia / tuukkia</td>
<td>inner stringer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>kujá</td>
<td>kujá</td>
<td>keel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>quleruuva</td>
<td>quleruuva</td>
<td>gunwale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>napasui</td>
<td>napasui</td>
<td>side ribs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>kannaava</td>
<td>kannaava</td>
<td>horn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

56. Correct form: igsoraq.
57. Explanation, not a term. lastia: Loanword from Danish: Last (cargo).
59. Qavak-dialect: tuukii.
60. Correct Qavak: quleruua.
61. On the drawing the arrow going from the term points to the wrong point.